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COitiliIUNIQUE

issued by the Meeting of Foreign Ministers
on 20 June 1959

At the Meeting of Foreign Ministers in Geneva which began on 11 l&ay a broad

exchange of views took place between the participants on the subjects under

discussion.

The Ministers believe that further discussion and negotiations are necessary.

The Ministers agreed to recess and to resume the work of the Meeting in

Geneva on 13 July 1959.
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ENGLISH-FRENCH
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issued by the 1Ieeting of Foreign 1,linisters
on 5 ll.ugust 1959

The conferenoe of Foreign iHnisters met in Geneva f'r·;>m 11 rt:o,y to 20 June

and from 13 July to 5 August, 1959~

lhe conference considered questions relo,ting to Ge~o,ny, including a peaoe

treaty with Garmany and the question of Berlin.

The positions of the po,rticipants in the conference were set out on these

questions~

~ frank and comprehensive discussion took plo,ce on the Berlin queation.

The positions of both sides on certain points became closer~

The discussions which have taken place will be useful for the further

negotiations which are necessary in order to reach an agreement~

Furthermore the conference provided the opportunity for useful exchanges of

views on other questions of mutual interest.

The Foreign Ministers have agreed to report the results of the conferenc~

to their respective GovernL1ents.

The date and place for the resunption of the work of the conference will be

settled through diplomatic channels.
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Gentlemen,

Before pa.sing to the consideration of the problems on the agenda of this

oonference we aha:l have to discuss a question relating to the composition of the

conference. I refer to the participation of the Polish People's Republic and the

Czechoslovak Republic in the conference's work.

The Soviet Government, as you recall, has from the very start declared the

neoessity of Poland and Czechoslovakia participating in the forthcoming

negotiations on questions relating to Germany, including a peace treaty with

Germany and the situation in West Berlin. In the exchange of notes between our

Governments prior to the calling of the llieeting of Foreign Ministers it was

aooepted by all parties that the Polish People's Republic and the Czechoslovak

Republic had a legitimate and immediate interest in the questions to be discussed

now in Geneva. The parties also agreed that the final decision regarding the

participation of the Polish People's Republic and the Czechoslovak Republic would

be taken at the conferenca itself on the basis of the direct interest of these

States in settling the above-mentioned questions.

The Soviet Delegation would like to stress most definitely that the question

of the participation of Poland ~~d Czechoslovakia in our conference is not a

prooedural problem but a question of major political importance. ~ correct

solution of this question is one of the important prerequisites for ensuring the

sucoess of the ~eeting of Foreign ~inisters and at the same time is made imperative

by the demands of elementary justice in regard to two European nations whose vital
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interests ar~ indeed inoeparable from the settlement on a peaceful basis of

questions rel~ting to Germ~y.
, "

It may b~, asked why there is a question of the participation of Poland and

Czechoslnv~ia in pa.rtio~lar in this conference. There nre in fact also other

'States inte~es~ed in a. peacefu~ settlement with Germ~y and in the normalization

of the situation in West Berlin. Of cou!.'se, that is so. The Soviet Government

has always believed that the absence of a peace treaty with Germany and an abnormal

situation in West Berlin affeotthe interests of many Stat,es and not only those of

Europe. This is indeed the starting point of the Soviet proposal to convene a

peace conference for the conclusion of a penco treaty with Germfu~y to which all
, ~ . .; ~

S~ates that participated with their nxmed forces in the st~lggle against Hitlerite
~ ','

Germany would be invited. But if one is to spea~ apou~ which states have the
, ,. 'I' ",;.'

aggression,by Hitlerite Ge~many in the past world war,

greatest right to participate, already at this stRge ~long with the Four Great
... . .,'

Powers and the two German States, in preparing the solut~on of questions co~~e~~ing

Germfu~y, then it is undoubtedly Polfu~d and C2eahoslovakiathat one can ~4,must

speo.l~ of.
i,

Longer th~ others they
i • . '. , t .: ~.

endured all the hardships of'lTcr and lIithrite occuJ(a~~on.. The war ma~~ine, of

German militarism left es~ecially cruel marks on PolishandCzechoslovcl~ sqil.
. , . . . . ' '.~ " : : - , '

~aidanek, Auschwitz, Lidice will forever remain i~ the memory of m~ind as

tragic symbols of the horrors of fascist barbarism which were inflicted upon the

peoples by the second world war prepared and unleashed by the Hitlerite aggressors.
• . . ~ ,t

Sometimes voices erG heard suggesting thct it would be sufficient to permit
• . ,.;, \ ' , . i ~

the representatives of Poland c.nd Czechoslov&da to take part in the discussion.
, '".. ' ;.,

'of the German question not as equal partners but in some other capacity, say,
~ ,

as observern. But it is permissible to ask those who voice such suggestions-
.' , : '

were the peoples of Poland !md Czechoslovakia "observe,rs" in t:-l.e hard yee.rs of

struegle o.gainst the Hitlerite agfs'ressors, did they sta...-::.d aside from that ,str\lggle

taking no active part in it2 All of us know full well that t~at was not the
.' ~ . : ..~"

case.
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Everyone is aware of the contribution which the Polish and Czechoslovak

peoples made to the common cause of the struggle against and victory over Germany;

from the beginning to the end of the war they fought valiantly against the fascist

invaders, both in the~r own co~~tries and beyond the borders of Poland and

CzechQslovakia, on the Eastern and Weste~n front~, side by side with our armies.

ti&ny a glorious page in the history of the war against the Hitlerites was written

by Polish and Czechoslovak soldiers.

No one can afford to ignore the fact tr-at the rulers of fasoist Germany set

themselves the avowed aim of physically extermin~ting the Polish nation, and

acted accordingly, with the result that millions upon millions of Poles lost their

lives during the last war, The Polish and Czechoslovak peoples won with their

blood the right to active participation in solving questions relating to Germany.

They cannot entrust the settlement of these questions to anyone else, whoever it

may be, for what is at stake is the vital interests, the future of Poland and

Czechoslovakia.

These two countries are not only Germany's i~mediate neighbours. ~ore

than once they have been targets for the aggreesive designs of Gernlan militarists.

It is therefore understandable th~t Poland and Czeohoslovakia should be espocially

interested th~t the German question be settled ~s soon ~s possible and on a

basis which woule rule out military conflicts in Europe once ~nd for all. Poland

and Czechoslovakia have s~ated this on more than one occasion; they did so as

long ago as the Potsdam Conference, when the leaders of the Allied Powers met at

the first international conference after the vistory OYer Germany to sum up the

results of the war and to chart the way to prevent fresh aggression by Germany.

Since then, Poland and Czechoslovakia have repeatedly e~phasized their interest

in the settlement of the Garman quest~on, and they now in all urgency proclaim

it yet again.
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It is no exaegeration to say that the fate of peaoe in Zurope will depend

in no sma.ll de,.:;ree on the future development of Germany's relations with

Ozeohoslovakia and ?oland. After the second world war there was no lack of

proposals trom the ?olish nnd Czechoslov~~ Governr.1ents, aimed at the establishment
r

of friendly relations with nermany. But the hand of peace and friendship which

Foland and Czechoslov~iia have held out to their German neighbour has been taken

by only one German state, the German Democratic Republic. Western Germany

still refuses even to establish normal diplomatic relations with these countries.

Of course, if it were merely that the Government of the Federal Republic of

Germany did not wish to establish diplomctic relations with foland, Czechoslovakia

and the other countries in Eastern Europe, then it would not be necessary to speak

about it at an international conference. Every state is free to enter into

relations with other countries as it sees fit althou&h it should be said outri~ht

that it is difficultfu regard the position of the Government of the Federal Republic

of Germany on these questions as reasonable.

But in reality, far more serious matters are involved here: the vital

interests and security of two of Germany's neighbour states. Not for a moment

call we foraet that there are revanchiste as~irations a~ainst Foland and Czechoslov~~ia,

which certa.in circles in Western Germany, the only state which is for redrawing

the political map of Europe, do not conceal.

This alone shows that we have no riaht to refuse Ioland and Czechoslovakia

the le3'itimate demand that they take part in the preparation of a peace treaty with

Germany and in the examination of other questions relevant tu this matter.

In conclusion, I would lil'ie to raise one lClore point ;vhich mal.es the

participation of Poland and Czechoslovakia not only natural and in all respects

justifiable, but indeed necessary for the success of our conference. There is

no need for a len~thy demonstration of the fact that the entire forei~n policy

of the Czechoslov~( ~epublic and of the Folish Ieople's ~Gpublic, and all their

statements un major international prublems, whether within the framework of the

United Nations or elsewhere, constitute convincing proof that these two states are

active and consistent champions of peace and ardent sUPJorters of the oause of

relaxation of international tension and firmly based ~uropean security.
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It may be that some are prepared to sacTifice the lawful interests of Poland

and Czechoslovakia because they fear that if these countries were to take part in

our .conference the numerical proportion of the paTticipants would be changed to

the advantage of one
r
side~ But such an approach is totally unacceptable. The

tasks before us are too serious to allow of such arithmetical calculations 

especially since, as we all Y~Ow, questions at our Meeting, as at other

conferences of this kind, will not be decided by co~~ting votes.

It is clear,fro~ what I have said, that every political, legal and moral

consideration m~~es it imperative that the Polish People's Republio and the

Czechoslovak Republic should take part as full participants in the work of this

~eeting of Foreign ~inisters. ~~y otber decision would constitute a grave

injustic~ towards the Polish and Czechoslovak peoples.

These are the reasons why the Soviet Government considers it essential that

the question of Polandig and Czechoslovakia1s participation in the present

conference should be settled at the outset.
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I

; .

On beha.lf of the United States I would like to' se.y that I . come to tAh

conference with e ~ce? sense of the grave responsibilities resting on us,thG

Foreign liinisters of Fr~ce, the United Xingdom, the Union of Soviet Sociali.t

Republics nnd the United States. Our efforts will affect not only the nations

represented at this table. Other nations elso await our progress in resolving

the difficult problems facing us.

John Foster Dulles took pn.rt during the pt'.st sbc years in all meetings of tho

Foreign Mini8t~r8 on the problem of n di7iied Germany. I know we all have him in

mind today as we start our la.bors.

II

It is almost four years since the last meeting of the Foreign MinistGrs in
Geneva. As ~oreign Minister Selwyn Lloyd has sta.ted., in ths summer of 1955 ...e

leemed to be entering a somewhat hopeful period.

Agreement had finally been rea.ched on full sovereignty for Austria.

lhe Heads of Government, aftar a cordial meeting 10th!. gracious oity,

reached agreement on'a directive covering three points: Europea.:n Security and

Germany, Disnrmwnent, and Development of Contacts between :~st and West. Alto

Germa.ny, they agreed that "the settlement of the German question and the

reunification of Germany by means of free elections shall be carried out in

conformity with the nl1t!on~l interests of the GernlM people and the interests ot
:&1ropeen security".
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In an effJrt to reduce the dan::1er of great surprise attack,

President ~isenhower had offered to subject all of America's military

establishments tv a.erial scrutiny, if the Soviet UnarJU would do the so.mlit.

But ?}ost,,<)f these hoi.~S have been da.shed -- Germany remains split -- its

division a grave injustice beuri~~ the seeds of future troubles.

wore recently there huve aaain been a few hopeful sirr.ns.

Talks on the nuclear test suspension issue last year resulted in the

rapid c0nclusiQil'~f-'a.,'te.chn:icAl.,na.tls~nsus"~.~hisW'e8an,:J:l.~pic'£ouasta.rt.
'. .' . ':" .' ".: .

Although a. political"aoEit.ion still escapes our g-t:asp, tha"riegotlations seam

to be fuaking ,}Tadual proJress.

In developinG contacts between peoples of the Soviet Union and the

Western powers it c~n be said t~ut some prog~es8has peen made.
'. ,

the nations are findincs these.axcha.n~G8 to their mutual interest.
" . . .'

gives a measure of hape that ~aat and ~est can reaoh mutually advanta~aou8
,.: j ')1

agree~~nts in,evon Dore important fields.

Now we .ur~ meetin~ a~~in~-, but not because of any cqange in the

political situation which would appear to m~te solutions more likely. We
_ c, ~ l" " , •• ~ "

~~etin ~he lieht of the situation created b~ Fhe anno~ced intention of

'the S~vie~ ~~~on unilaterally to liquidat~ the rela~~onship under which ,the
, , . I.: ~ ....',~, ,. '. . '., . '. ..: •

fuur powers h~ve been discharging their war-origina~e~ responsibility for

Berlin and for reunifyinJ Gernany.

The ruot of the problem ran~ins the same -- the Gern~n people are

being.-··prevented.fll'-:>Iil establishinJ a gsvernr-'lent of thei:r own choice, f;:,r tl,ll

of Ger'uulY.' Th'll problem ,wi+! remain until' -;ha. eJ;ltir9G~rmo.n people c~

express their will freely.

In a.vel'y.real,sense JUl' c':llJ,ference uf. 19j9,i~ ,~:continuc.tion of the

19,. itleating' of jihe Fo:eaiiSn Ministers. .LQs~ 'thoo. f9lJf,Y~UU8 .agqo1.U" Hea.d ..·

of 6overDlJ1entpubli~lyo.ckno,,]'~dBed responsihiUty in .t.ha· ao.ttar .af ,Q-erman,

reunification•. We,iQa.:nnvt-,now: :abdioate 'this refJPonsibility.

(.

. . t '~
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III

As I see it, our Foreign ~inisterst meeting has three interrelated objectives.

The first is to reach positive agreements over as wide a field as possible. The

second is to narrow th~ differences between our respective points of view. The

third is to prepare constructive proposals for consideration by a conference of

Heads of Government if such a conference takes place later this year.

To achieve these objectives requires serious, constructive negotiation. This

clearly calls for private discussions in the conference.

IV

Our meeting here can ?rove a prelude to a Summit meeting. If we can make

satisfactory progress, the United States stands ready to join in a meeting of Heads

of Government formally to record such progress and perhaps take additional steps of

mutual benefit to the Free ~orld and the Soviet Bloc. My Government is anxious to

make the necessary progress here, but the Western powers cannot make it alone.

v
We all of us car=y a solemn responsibility to all of mD~ind. This

conference can go down in history as an exchange of propaganda or as a serious

attempt by men of different ideologies to reach a meeting of the minds on major

problems ao that a secure peace can have a chance to develop.

VI

Over our shoulders as we sit at this table peer the anxious faces of the

peoples of all the nations of the world. It would be a mistake to think of this

conference as dealing only with matters of concern to Europe alone. The peoples

of other lands cannot forget that when war exploded twice in this century in Europe

it engulfed the rest of the world. ~he peoples of Asia and Africa p~d Latin

America know that the work we do here, for good or bad, can affect them as well as

us. They insist that we work toward agreement.

VII

In conclusion, I should say that the United States is in deadly earnest about

wanting to reach agreements. My GoverTh~ent looks for concrete self-enforcing

agreements of advantage to all ne,tio~s which aTe parties. Only such agreements

will ease the tensicn now spoiling the relations between the Free World and the

Soviet Union. Proposals will be presented looking to such agreements.
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", ;- :ThQ ccnferlil:QOlil, 1}.O1l" beg:1,nning ilt .the firat OCc&lf:i;on since 1955 on ,'.,hioh

rep.1:'Q~~D,tq,t1ve•. of );the United states, the United~ingdorn,. the Soviet Union' e.ndPranoe

ha.ve come togethQ:Ji.,.,Ontl1eprevious oocasion, an q,ttamptw&e made Sot verioul

successive ley~18,to solve t4e m3inproblems facing ,thG world:Binee the end ot the

Seoqnd, World.W~r~d ,till outsta.ndine: -fi~stof a.ll who,tis ,daseJri~ed as the cold

"or,. in1fh~C'h ,two ,E~oups of 1'0":01'8 a.ndtwo wo.ys of lite are ,et eneag-ainst the other,

~d.epon4lyth&pro:blemsto, be sattled.in Europe :follQ......ing the ,...a.r. a.ndtha notory

over Hitlerism, more :ga.rticulo.rly the s~tt19ment of the fate of .Ge,rmany.

Them,Elthod u~ed,a.t Geneva, in, lQ~5 diffez:s';fun,dwnen;tally from wha.t would Beem

to qa the,qpproach today. In 1955, thG idea.pf easing ,~h9 tension was by mutua.l

a.greement placed in the forefront. In the first plOoce the aim was to bring abou~ a.

psychological de:tente before. taokling :the cono,reiteproblemlL who se solution 'would

he~B to, ~on"p'l¥1o..te ,And perhaps mo.ke thi3de:t~nt8 .PE1rma.nent. It can hll,rdly, b~ ..

eCoid tha.t the results aohieve4- fulfille,d :th.ehop~senga:odered,by. this nobb

unde~Bking, butc.'t.f)oIly rate i~ <\i,d.giv~,the ,,"orld a. breathing spell of".a, taW'

Y~&r.sW'it.h,out ~eriou$Q.;i.f.t'.iculties o.rising, in Garmo.ny. "

;Tod,a.y" !thfl situption is a1togetherdif.ferent; thea.tm.psphere a.t the ou-tset .i.:a

nq~ :{)ne ,of' ,:rela:xo.1(ion.JJ but one .of tenS;LQn. Inst,ea.d o,f o..desi:re ,:to, find: 'CDmmon:,

ground, '~e ha,v~ an, a.vowed date~ino.tion in some quarters to 'see that ~hei~;.ieY.

p~~r~~~ n;~. ,tJJ,loo,st~~ '.

We oa.nnot ~elpbut~put this interp~etation on th# ~ea.sures taken by ~he Soviet

Govetl":tlm~nt OVEU:~ :1;he, PAl1It six months, re Bul-ting in the crisis "h'iob: no'l' faoeS' ue and

whloh ~he presant; eonference ha.sb:aen oon~;pJnad precis,e.ly.to try to dispel. If .:

dnoerepropo,sa18 .foX" (1,. genuine,/Jsttlel!!ant hOod been. forthcoming, i't. would ha"e. been

.
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easy and perfectly reasonable to suggest negotiations to discuss them. What

actually happened was quite different. I need not go over either the peremptory

demands or even the threats we have had to face on various occasions sinoe last

November. These things, to say the least, are not usual in the relations between

States. We accepted them calmly, without wavering for one moment in our

attitude. We were of course determined from the start not to acoept any "fait

accompli", just as we are ready, as we have alwa.ys been,,' ~odiscU8S the problem

dispassionately and see if ~ progress could be made in the direction of real

peace.

Germany remains the problem. It is first and foremost thereSpon8ibility of

the four Powers represented round this table. Of that W$ are all aware, othe~i8e

why have .9 come -toa'ailher precisely to' disouss this GerttHLn<probl~tt!?

The conoern which the Soviet Government states that 'it feels 'today bi

regard to Berlin mereiy corroborates what we have been saying constantly'torthe'

last 'fift·een years, namely that there can be no real security'and lItabflity.:in

,Europe until there is an 'overall settlement of the Ge~anproblem;and'we·in.i8t

that obstaoles shall no longer be placed in the way of -this.

The existence of a great nation~ di~ided, in 'the T9ry heartof'illurope - this

is the situation we have to cope with if we 'are to fade therespohsibilities I

spoke of juet now.

'There'must be - and this is not impossible - a European and a German
settlement. Not all the roads are 'closed. It would be tragic to thirik that the

only way out is for one part of the world to swallow up the other.

We carinot' be sure,' of course, that the results can be achieved 'overnighi;

and hence we are ready to consider any reasonable adjustln'entl!J and any pro'g.ress by

stQges that may be neoessary. We do not by any means adop~ the 8tand~h&t it

must be all or nothing; the last few years have t8Ught~s patienoe.But we alsO

know 'that while the aim of diplomacy is to reach agreement,' there are good Y,'

agreements - those which make for stable relations and smooth 'out crha!i, attd,'bfid'

, &gl'e-ements those whioh increase tension and create fresh crises •

It is in the interest of all of us :... and I emphasize all of us - to create "

the conditions for such good agreements, by seizing the opportunitywheneterlt

,arises to 9stablishour relations on a sound basis. An agreltment obtained 'lly"; ,

threats, by pressure or invective would be an agreement poisoned at the source,:;

and we want none of it.



The French Delegation will take part in the present discussions in this

frame of mind. Ve fervently hope that something positive will come out of them

to allay SGme of the fears which recent Soviet measures have raised. If progress

can be made, th~ groun~ would undoubtedly be prepared for the much-discussed

Summit Conference, which after giving its sanotion to what we may agree upon

here, might go on to discuss the wider problems of the world today. The

.olution of these problems is essential to the survival of all of us; and at the

same time it requires that we should pull together.
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i: should like to make a further' ~tate~ent on a q~e stion about" ~hioh . I have
, ' •~. ::; :; . . i ..: ':' t ; \ '.,,' :; • .'- , .;'• ; •

already outlined the position of the Soviet delegation, namely the partioipation

of 'the ~olish P~~pleJ s' Republic ~~d' the b~echo81o~~'Republiri' in our Me:eting•.

The Sovi~t ;d.~leg~tio~ has ~1I-ea.dy·pointed out that' the S~vlei Go~'~rnment regard's
I .i: i.: . " ~ :.' >" I • • ;

it as a matter of great impor~anee that the Ministers of Foreign Affairs of

Poland and Czechoslovakia should take part in our work from the very outset.

If 'f ~ow' b.&ve' t~ r'et~~n to this qu~~tion once again, the' rea.son is -that the speeches
'I j . • . '. ~. , " " :.. c" '. • • '

made" by' the ci.~legll-tesof th'e Uniten st~tes of A1nerica, P~ance and Britain at

y~8terd.ayls 8e8~ion l!lhowed'J oharly that they were und~r-e8t:imating the poliiical

Iigilif1~anceof the pa.rti~ipatio~;~f'Polandand'Czeoho~lo~akia in the examination

of questions affecting' Germany. '.' I I

. '. .'~. . ' I, \.' : .. ; • : .":: ' :' .

As we have already stressed, th1s 18 a matter wh10h conoerns the vital

i:nte'r~'lIt~ ~f'tw~' Europ~an'Sta1ie~ which h~ve very' go~d groimds indeed 'for taking an
•. - t ' • .:. .' ~ / l.: .. .! . 1 • .' !. " _• ::"..', . C" ~

active part on an equal footing with us, in examining the problems with which the

pre8'en{"M~~ti~g'is c~ncerned. "The Soviet delega·ti~n {s giM to ~ote ,th~tk. Iterter,
J,", '!.', , : ,} .~. -, : ,':", : , " ,'I. ',.; ".a. ;.,' i " "; t t- ',' ,

Mr. Couve de Murville and 1tt. Selwyn Lloyd, in their speech~8 here yeaterday,
·'.r ",:·t .;:: '..: J I. ' ." .!. ". "'1 ' i • " . . . I , '. • '.! i' '.. .;

confirmed that the Governments which they represent recognized the legitimate'and
: l~ ~ ; , J '. :. i '.' .::'" • ,;' - .' .' :, " : ;' j _ t :. ,-,' :', '. ,', • ' ~ ,

direct inierasi of Poland and Czechoslovakia in aettling these questions. li would
. ;?:.. .' " .... ~ ; ., ': ,.~ f •• t! .

therefore seem that there is every reason why the repre8eritativ~8 of Poland 'and

Czechoslovakia should take tbeir places at this table without further delay.

055
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We must keep it well in mind that the decision which will be taken with

regard to the participation of Poland and Czechoslov&kia in our Meeting will be

regarded as an extremely significant pointer by the peoples of many countries. On

the decisibn whether invit~tions to this meetings shall or shall not be issued to
. ,

two of Germanyt s neighbourcount~ies, which were the first viotims of Hitlerite

aggressionJan4.~hichsustained heavy losses as a result of that aggression and

are now striving to protect themselves from a repetition of such aggression - on

this basis will people everywhere judge how genuine are the intentions with which

~ ! .
j i I') ~, j

Germany and is defending their
.. . .'

Ministers does not, of ~~urse,

of ~ther States as well in the

eaoh participant in the Pfesent ¥eeting ~s appr9aching the examination of the problems

before us, the main purpose of whio~ is to ensure,on a reliable basis, the

peaceful development of Germany.

The fact that the Soviet Government is
,: L

resoluteJy 8upporting,iihe special
,. ; ~ •. ':'.t .: ,'. r . ? • I. , :. "'. t

interest of Poland and Czechoslovakia. in the settlement of questions affecting
: 1 • ~ i, j.:, . ':: ::. ; :.: " ~., ,'J 1. '

right to, be participants in thl3 ~>ieeting of Foreign
• , • ' ,~. ,'. , : • ",; • ; ; . $ '..' \ ,. I ~ J . i"O

mean that the Soviet Union is denying the interest
,~ ':," . . i ,"; • ,r .\" • J,' :~, ' .'

solution, for example, of suoh a key qu~stion as
. ~ . . ,: ". ~. ' .';'t", I '.' ': ~ t . ,!': : " '•.; I':

the conclusion of a peace treaty with Germ~.
• ... , • r • ,; _ I., .) t· . :~

!' There are, of course, :q.ot. a few States whioh suffered ~~t~ck from ~,itle~ite..

German~ and which gave battle to the aggressors. ~u1i how is it,pos~ible to plaoe
. 'J': .' ; ,I ~ '. r" ~ j .

on an equal footing, as was done in the speeches we heard,here yesterday, St~tes'
J' , • ., .. i

which Hitler1s forcesocoupied practically without the firing of a single shot,
• ' , • ' . ' , • -' . " " "',. ,~. '. j , .;

and Poland, for example, where more than six million people, a fift~ of the '
,,0,.

populati~~"fell at the hands of the invaders? Let there be no misun,derstandingl

~e ar~, far, ;from wishing. to reproaoh any oth,er peoples with the. fao~,:rhe;~ t~ei~ lot

bro\:lg4t i:,hem less bii:,ter experienQes th~ the lot of the ~oviet, Polish or
• I • , I ,I ; \ . " ' , • i :. .'. t, .' ~ r

Czechosloyakpeoples. It is merely that we are co~pelled to recall these tbings
~ !': 4. '. , • I '. ' ',' ' " " . ' : l ' , , ";,- , :: . 'f ~ < " '

because the countries oonoerned.were mentionlild here yesterday, and because we do not
'" "j, 'I ",' .,',: I . "",' ~.~ ', .. ' l~ .. -f".li, .l:_;'/·~.:·~l.

consider it possible to movaaway from facts. To try and shut onets. ey'~sto, ~he
• ' I ,~. .) I'.

differences in, the posi~ion of,certain state~, and in the part ~he~ played in
• ' , ':., I)' i:

the recent war is to. maintain an untenable positi?n.
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If we were to follow the reasoning w~ich it was attempted to introduce during

yesterday's discussion on the question of inviting Poland and Czechoslovakia, we

should obviously have to consider that there was no distinction between the

position of the four great Powers, whose special rights in respect of the question
- .

to be discussed have beeniso much stressed by our Western partners in the talks,

and all the other States which took part in the wax against Hitler I s Germany.

This special position of the four Powers follows from the very fact that they made

a. decisive contribution to the wt"Jr effort against the common enemy and brought

about the downfall of the aggras6or.

Consequently, if we take our stand firmly on reality and facts, we can draw

only one conclusion: if only by reason of the part which the Polish and

Czechoslovak peoples played during the second world war, the representatives of

Poland and Czechoslovcl~ia have the fullest right to be present at this table.

As we see then, the objections which have been raised against our proposal

that Poland and Czechoslovakia should toke part are based on shill~y ground, and

neither do nor can stand in confrontation with the facts. We regard it as our

duty to draw the attention of the Foreign Ministers of the United States of

America, Great Britain and France to this matter, for as we have already stressed

more than once, we attach great im2ort~nce to the participation of Poland and

Czechoslovwtia in the work of the Meeting. Our arguments are drawn from the

facts of history and the part which the Polish and Czechoslovillt peoples played

in the recent war.

Let us now look for a moment at the position as it is today, which of course

is no less important.

Who can deny that today the revanchist aspirations of certain circles

which are steadily gaining influence in Western Germany are again being directed

in the first instance against Poland and Czechoslovakia? Does not this alone

give us every reason to recognize the special interest of these two States in

taking port in the settlement of questions affecting Germany?

Can anybody seriously think that, for example, the Czechoslovak people,

which lost many hundreds of thousands of its sons and drnlghters as a result of



the six ye~rsl occupation of Czechoslovakia by Hitler's forces, can look with

equnnimity on the recreation of conditions on the other side of their ~estern

frontier, which cannq.t but'evoke memories of the tragic events of 1938 that

cost Czechoslov~~ia its freedom and independence?

Can Poland and Czechoslovcltia be placed on a level - as some here have

triad to place them - with countries which are today not only proclaiming that

they feel no misgivings in relation to the Federal Republic of Germany, but

have even entered into a military bloc with Western Germany, and are supporting

the policy of war preparations which the Government of the Federal Zepublic of

Germany is pursuing, and in particular the policy of rocket and atomic armament.

Can it be that the interest in settling questions relating to Germany

which is felt by the states mentioned here by my Western colleagues is to be

attributed to the fact that these States feel some misgivings with regard to

the other German S-l;ate, the German Democratic Republic? We all know that in

fact this is not the case. No one has ever indic~od, no, nor can indict the

German Democratic Republic with having any warlike intentions or revanchist

aspirations. Moreover, no one can reproach the German Democratic Republic with

not being ready to settle its own relations with all other States.

The Foreign l:llinister of France, in an effort to find 0. basis for his

objections to the participation of Poland and Czechoslovakia in the present

Meeting, referred to the procedure used in drawing up the peace tre~ties with

the former allies of Germany which were concluded in 1947, thereby implying

that in his opinion it would be sufficient if we confined ourselves, when

drawing up the peace settlement with Gennnny, to obtainins the opinions of

other States, including Poland and Czechoslov~{in., ad hoc and in ve~bn.l or even

only in written form. But if we think for n. moment about the essence of the

matter, such a parallel is seen to be totally incorrect. The point is that

the conditions in which we are now moving to an examin~tion of the question of

~ peace treaty with Germany are radically different from the conditions in

which the peaoe tre~ties with the former allies of Germany were worked out,

immediately after the end of the war.
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Fourteen years ha;"re gone by sin'~G "t:b.e ,var; and. the rhy3iognomy of the Stat:es

with which the Germ~~ peace treaty will havs to be sig~ed can now be discorned

clearly enough. It has becoma cleru: 1 i.n partj'i1,llar, that the policy pursued by

one of the German States, the Federal Republio of Ge~unYl is such as to make P~land

and' Czechoslovakia - notrto mention, of co~rse, the four great Powers - especially

interested in the character of' the future peaco settlement with GeTm~. Besides,

Mr. Couve de Murville; when he referred hel~to the procoduro for crawing up the

peace treaties in the years i~~ediately aftor t~e w~r, was himself obliged to admit

that the oircama,i.a.ncos ,,'ere now -'111it9 differ<mt from tho3e that existed in 1946 o.nd:

1947.

When people try to convince us that so~e other oo~~trie3 have much the same

rights to participate in the Foreign Ministers \ ~eeting as have Poland and

Czechoslovakia, they are a2parontly fO~SGtting one further circumstance of no small

importp~ce. Pol~~d and Cze0hoslovakia are not merely interested in a peace

settlement with. Germany; they are also doing e7ery'chir.g i:!J, their pow'or to bring

cbout the signing of a peace treatY1 while tlle~"el3ter~ Suropoc.:n ndghbours of

Germany, I need hardly remind you; have done nothing to chow tbct they are at all

interested in settlirg this prDble~, ~nd rememb~r their rights, we m~y be sure,

only wh2n they are eng~ged in attem~ts io prevent t~e purti~ip~ticn of Poland and

Czechoslovo.k.ia in our Me,eting 0

t~'~ our last se.s-sion, whan tho CtH.. rota:ry of S-bO;!,O of t~;,o United States of

Amarico. gave his re:asons for opposing J,.;ha pD,r'ticirmtion ~f Pol[;1~d fiJld Czechoslovakia;

in our Meeting, he took r8f~ge even in such ~rguments as his reference to article 45

of the Soviet Draf~ for a pG~ce treaty with Ge~~anYl in which provision is made for

the treaty to comg into force after its ratific~tion ty the four great Powers and

by Germany. It is cH.fficult to seo whc~*, pOGsiblepoi!1'h there can be in ,referring

to this artiole in co:.:.nexi.:m wHh t~:G '1UGG'bio:r: of Polb.nd's and Czechoslovakia's

taking part in our rv:eeti~g. It is ~GrfGcUy clo2.r thut the conditions on which the

peaoe treaty should Go~e into effect after it hen been signed by all the contracting

parties, among whom Pol~~d and Czeohoslov~~iawill naturally figure, is o~e thing,

and that the '1uestion as to who shall t~:e part in drawing up t~e peace settlement

is a totally different reatter. How can t~G two ~uestions ba co~fasod?

We have also been celled upon to wit~dr~w our support of tllG right of Poland

and. Czochoslovn.kia to take par-t i.n our Heeting, in o:,'der tho:\; - D..S has beon said

here - our Meeting may procoad effoC"~ively with its W'o:r:~1:. To this I must reply
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that one of the reasons w~ the Soviet delegation considers it essential that the

Poreign ~inisters of P~lnnd and Czechoslovakia should be working here along with us

is precisely that these two oountries o~ help us very much in reaching an

effective and equitable deoision, on the questions whioh we have to examine. With
r

regard to the view that it 'might be more difficult to get positive results if two

more States with a direct interest in the matter were brought in to the talks, may

I be permitted to remind you that there have been a number of cases where the

Government of the United States of J~erioa has truken the opposite point of view,

namely that, in the interests of an effective settlement of some particular

international problem, the number of participants in the negotiations should be

enlarged. We have come to the point, then, when it seems that two different

standards are being applied, depending on which is considered the more expedient

at a given moment in the light of tactical considerations.

As I have alrendy noted, the Soviet delegation is determined to uphold this

point of view:. that the representatives of Poland and Czechoslovakia must be

brought into the work of our Meeting, now, right from the start. The proposal

that the question of their participation should be postponed to some later sto~e

of the talks - and, incidentally, no one can say more precisely what this may

mean - can be regarded only as a thinly-veiled attempt to shelve this question

altogether. Naturally, the Soviet delegation cannot agree to this. The Polish

People's Republic ~d the Czechoslovak Republic have lawful rights, which in essence

are not questioned by anyone here, to take part in examining the questions which

constitute the agenda of our Meeting, and there are no grounds of aQY kind

whatsoever for further delay in inviting them to the conference table.
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At the outset of our york, the Soviet delegati,on wG-uld like. to, expre88 '

the, So;;riet Government r 8 satisfa-otion at the .a.plilement that hMl be:en,reeoh,ed .

to hold this, :Me1Jting of Foreign Ministers and to oonvene in ,thQa:wc.r 'futwre

e. Meeting of the Heads of Go'Vermnent • '. The opening of this}4:eeting ofPorElign'

Mini'sters signifies a. firs" step in the way of renell"ing,£l..ftel'&.long iJite:r:ruption,

.~vthe:60';"~lf9~[ltio,n o.f the faux-Powers ata confer,snae table for :the purpose of

resolV:ing the '~ajQr international probllilms. The exporilmce 'of olo&e cplle.bomtd.on

of these oountries, who, were-the ma.in participants in ;the anti-Hitlerite ooe-litian

during the second world war, has shown b9yond all question that such co-operation

ilIliotonly possible, but Ctl.I1 be of the gT&a-t9'st podtiva .si:.gnifica.noa ,for all

nations. : , : co

'. So fa-r &11 the Soviet Union is eono ernad , it has irivo.x'iably endeavoured. to '

re.tore the' ties of joint aotion for the good of a.llmMk:i:nd. whioh bound ua,togather

in those ·years.

Even since it was'esta.blished the SoViet Government hal b6en.a.~onTta.-d..

and consistent ohampion of peaceful co-existence with all States, regardle8.o~

the diffetlerio&s existing 'bet"aan·th~m in locie.1 Ittructure ofpol:Ltical.:

organilatlon. The Soviatpeopl~hav9concentrstedith81r eltoTt. ~n tulf111ing

a v!.lt·ievEt:b.-year pla.n of peaceful eoonomiooonstnction.·

052
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It i8 easy to understand that n state .hieh is engaged in implementing

an extensive programme of peaceful construction is interested in the maintenance

and strengthening of universal peace and in preventing the unleashing of war.

Our oountt~h~s.at its disposal all the necessary means for the defence of its

interests against-any encJ;oachm~nts and for effective defence a.gainst any,
&6!P'e".fJi~. ,At the same time it is malting every endea.vour to preclude the very

ponibility of the violation of peace and to develop friendly co-operation with

all other states. These are the principles of Soviet foreign policy by which

the USSR Delegation also will be guided at ~his.Meet~ng of Forei~n Ministers.
~ I ' 1. ,

There a.re present at. our.·· cQnfarenceth& repX'es.n'tative s of both the

German states - the German Democ~&tic Republic and the Federal Republic of Germany.

The Soviet side a.ttaches ereat importance to their participation in the conference

and selutin thill' a gooda.:o.d hope-inspi;ringltieno' .Thia·, 'iEi. our:op:bl.ion,.;ilt.a

rea.list.:f..c ..step ·in the ,right direction.. For the !f.ira" ·time 'iontbe post/val;' per1Qd

there will.!.be ·the81"d, when matters cone-erniing Ge-~:..-ve ..bai.ng ;disc'\luad;. the

voiclt.of'Germa.na,. the :voice of the 'r.eprel'f~nite.tiTttaiQf';boths~tes, which ~

,I thll ~iBting circumsta.nce s can speak only together,' lln the name . o:flGerI$a.tlY:EHI a

whole. Permit. me to. express the ha.pe,· that th"lpartioiptltion of the·rap;r,e.ae.•tf;lIiva8

ilGdt.itbe >Gex:me.n St.ates in 'Our. work. will contribu.te ,to'W'arda ,th~ Boluti9nof thij.

r~obl~m8 of the conference with BTiaw ta the strengthening ofpe~oa ,~ the

recblc,il,ion..(}f i.:J.ternational tension, a,specially tension in :B:urope. . ,. .

.i INolsriiall ruponsibility is inc:mmaent 00 the pnrticipe.ntIJ in ,QUI" oQJ+t&ranae, .

not only towards their own Government~but towards the peoples of all couq~ri~.

who hQpetbat it will be the beginning of the desired ch~g~ in thede~e~o~nt

'; ·of cotl't8m:Parery international relations. The peoples a:J:e. a.:fdantly .~waii;ing t.

thisohanga - from tension to peacefulness, from suspicion to confidaJaC8,

from t he-Idirlity to eo-operation, from ·the constant df)Xll~l1. of war rlOQIlQ,uring

peace. ,I .• 'i

Perhaps there was never auo!l an in8i8ten:tne~Q. ,~,.now to t~e mea.ural

to lessaninterna:tiona.l. tens:i:on, .toJred;\:!,ce ·,the tlu'e~t of. fUl· e:ll;plolJiol}Qfw~,

arising as a result of longy-ea.);" ,of,tba.~l~old ya:rlland the f,vel'ifih."ntf¥l1e~t.s.

race. It may be said to have become a vital necessity for mankind. Today,

Yhen the largest Powers in the world find themselves in opposite military
,<\)
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groupings, when there are no longer any points in the world that would be protected

from the conflagration of war, if mankind were plunged into another war - in these

circumstanoes agreement among the Powers, the safeguarding of peaoeful co-existenoe

between' all cou.ntrie's, has become a matter of life and death to millions and

millions of people. _
"

In this oonnexion it is partioularly important to cleanse international

relations of the deposits inherited from the second world war. Who, without

playing the hypocrite, can deny that it is impossible to build the edifioe of

lasting peace without writing finis to the last war? But it is precisely this

that has so far not been done in the centre of Europa, where peace with Germany has

still not been concluded.

It is diffioult to find any justification for furt~er postponing the

negotiations on a peace treaty with Germany. We succeeded in reaching agreement

on a State treaty with Austria, and also pe~ce treaties with all the European

States which fought on the side of Germany. This required lengthy negotiations,

work and time, but the final success of these endeavours indicates that, given good

will, a mutu~lly acceptable solution can and must be found also in regard to a

treaty with Germany. We have no moral right to put off fulfilling our obligation

in regard to the prepar,ation of a peace treaty.

This is particularly necessary now when calls for revanche are becoming more

and more insistent in Western Germany. This c~ot be overlooked since before the

eyes of the whole world the territory of Western Germany is being turned at top

speed into a forward base for carrying on atomic warfare. It is a matter of

common knowledge that the logic of things, inol~ding those which fall within the
" '. I

sphere of foreign policy, is auch that 9yery action inevitably provokes oounter-

action.

The Soviet Government, however, would prefer to follow the path not ~f further
. . , ". : . : " t

aggravation of the existing differences and atill great~r exacerbation of the

conditions in Germany and Europe but the pa.th of normalbation '~f the 8itu~ti.on and
I

the reduction of the danger of war. That is why the Soyiet Government is in

favour of conoluding without delay a peace treaty with Germany and hus proposed
I • ,

that this question be examined at thia oonference.

For the same reason we regard as a task that cannot be de~ayed the elimination

of the pre~ent highly ab~ormal and dangerous situation in West Berlin

which is still under military occupation by the NATO Powers, although this
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oooupation regime has long beQome an obsolete instituiion and is especially

intolerable in a city situated in the oentre of one of the two existing sovereign

German States - the German Democratio Republio.

The Soviet Government is fully justified in considering that the endeavours of

our conference, if -it has Qeen convened to contribute towards the strengthening of

peace, must be devoted to the examination of precisely these two questions of

oontemporary international relations - the question of a peaceful settlement with

Germany and the problem of the normalization of the situation in West Berlin.

The absence of a peace treaty with Germany considerably oomplioates the

situation in Europe. It hinders the settlement of a whole number of other major

problems both of an international and of an internal German nature. In oontemporary

conditions the unification of Germany can be achieved only through negotiations

between the governments of both German states, and this question has to be examined

in the discussions of the representatives of the German Democratic Republic and the

Federal Republic of Germany without any interferenoe from outside in this internal

matter of the German people.

However, it must not be overlooked that the conolusion of a peace treaty,

having improved the general international atmosphere, would facilitate a rapproohe

ment between the German Democratic Republic and the Federal Republic of Germany.

Thereby the conclusion of a peace treaty would make a serious oontribution towards

the solution of the common national problem of the German people - the establishment

of a single Germany. To achieve this aim there now remains no other way exoept a

rapprochement between the two German States.

We are pleased to note that this faot is being more and more widely understood

both in the official circles of a number of states and in wide sooial oircles, not

exoluding those of Western Germany.

The present situation is suoh that everyone who sincerely wishes- to oo-operate

towards the unification of Germany is obliged to do all he can to reduce the

political tension whioh is observable between the Federal Republic of Germany and

the German Demooratic Republic. Nothing can contribute to the reduotion of this

tension to suoh an ex~ent as the conclusion of a peace treaty.

Onoe this important source of international tension has been removed, the

solution of the Berlin question would in its turn be a contribution towards German

unity. It must be frankly stated that only those who wish to prolong the division
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of Germ~ny can now wish to postpone the conclusion of a pea~e treaty and the

solution of the question of, West Berlin, '~he rrw,tter is not ch~nged by the fact

that the 0p;;Jonents of a pe~ce t":~'eaty wHh GermO.!ly make sta.tements as though they

also were i!l f~vour of restoring the unity of Germany.

As is well lU10WTf it is not only the Soviet Union that is in favour of an

e~rliest possible peaceful .settlement with Germ~ny and the solution of the problem

of Wast Berlin without delay. These aims meet with ~ wide response and warm

sympathy in a great number of St~tes of Europe and Asia. TI1US in many countries

there is a growing consciousness of the ~ltoler~bility of artificially delaying

a peaceful se~tlament with Germany1 an awareness of the acute necessity of putting

an end as soon as possible to the abnormal and dangerous situation in West Berlin

by finding a solution to these prob13ffis on the basis of ~greement among all the

parties concerned? ~s the Soviet Union proposes.

Does not the conclusion of a peace treaty meet the interests of the United

states of America. and. the United Kingdom; w!10se peoples had been compelled twice

in our centu~y to send their sons to the continent of ~~ropa to fight on the

b~ttlefields against aggressive German militarism?

Does not the conclusion of a peace treaty with Germany meet the interests of

France, which of all the western European countries s~ffered the most in two world

wars ~~d was subjocted to b~~b~ric occupation by the Hitlerites?

All the other states of ~u~ope are ~lso interested in the ,conclusion of a

pea.ce treaty with Germany. Above all i the countries bordering on Germany such

as Polend and Czechoslov~ki~ who were the first victims of Hitlerite aggression

are vitally interested in its conclusion.

There is ao need to repGat thc;t the German people therc.selvas who suffered so

many hardships as a result of ~he advellturi~t pl~~dering policy of German militarism

are interested in the conclusion of a peace treaty. The conolusion of ~ peace

treaty will help the Gorman people to ensure for themselves? a.t last, normal

standards of living.

The countries which wish to presorve peace ~d do no~ wish to ~leash a new

war c~nnot fail to be concerned that West Berlin should cease to be a source of

intern~tional tension and a centre of dangerous frictions. It is in the interest

of ~ll to find such a solution of the West Berlin problem ~s would eliminate

tension ~nd at the same time would no~ give any of the parties any unilateral

advantages and would not cause any detriment to anyone.
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From what I have said it is evid3nt that the solution of the question of a

pence treaty with Germany and of the Berlin problem, which the Governments of our

,countries have agreed should bo discussed at this conference, corresponds to the

interests of all th~ parti~ipant~ in the conference, and this gives us reason to

hope that their discussiong,will be of a businesslike and fruitful natura.

It is also an encouraging factor, in our view, that the last few months

have revealed the existence of substantial points of contact and even of

concurring opinions on a number of questions relating to these international

problems.

IIi this conne:~ion it is nocessary above all to bring to mind the rasults

of the talks which tool;;: place in i::oscow in February and 11larch this year between

the President of t~lG Council of Einisters of the USS::?, lJ:r. K~lrusl1chev and the

Prime Minister of the United Kingdom, Mr. bacmillan. The communique on these

talks which was signed by both statesmen emphasizes the great importance of an

early settlement of the problem of a peace treaty with Germany and of the Berlin

question for the m~intenance and strengthening of peace and security in ~rope

and throughout the world, as well as tho necessity of holding the corresponding

negotiations betwoen tho governments concerned.

One may also recall the common points of view of the Powers on such an

important question as that of the frontiers of Germany, as was evident in the

Potsdam Agreement of 1945. In this connexion it ia also necessary to point out

the g'reat significance of the recent statement by the President of tho French

Republic, ?oIr. de Gaulle, on th:i.s Ci.U.1.s"U.on~

Definite significance attaches also to the new, more realistic approach to

the essential aspocts of the German problem shown recently in the statements of

outstanding political leaders in the United States of America.

Finally, who can deny that the course of the work of our conferenco will

be greatly facilitated by the increased warmth in the relations between the

Soviet Union and the United Kingdcm, which WEi,S particularly Gvident aftor the

visit of Mr. Macmillan to moscow, and also in the relations between the Soviet

Union and the United States of America, which is witnessed to by such facts

as the recent visit to the United St~tes of the first deputy President of the

Council of Ministers of the USS:]., Mr. A.I. lialtoyan and the forthcominG visit to

the Soviet Union of tho Vic0-President of the United S-btes, Mr. ::i.. Ni;wn'l
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All these,oiroumstances crea.te, it seems to us, fair~ good prerequisites for

the achieving by our oonferenoe of useful results in examining the maj.~r int~r,,:,:

national problems with whioh we have to deal.

The Soviet Government, as you know, has presented specific proposals on these

problems, namely, a. dfaft p~ace treaty with Germany and a. proposal for the conversion

of West Berlin into a demilitarized free' city with a political status reliab~

guaranteed through the participation of all our countries and the United Nations

and with the right of free oommuniQation with the outside world and also with

guaranteed conditions of eoonomio dovelopment.

I yill.take the liberty of stressing that aooording to the deep oonviotion of

the Soviet Government these proposals, whioh have been dictated by a. sinoere desire

to ,find just solutions for the good of peace taking into aocount the interest of all

the parties, provide a good basis for the examination of the problems before us.

Of course, we will willingly examine all oonstruotive considerations ooncerning

the solution of these problems whioh may be put forward by other partioipants in

the oonference. It appears that if we base all our work on the principles of

strengthening peaoe, reduoing tension and taking into just acoount the interests

of all the States concerned, we shall be able to perform work whioh will be to the

advantage of each of our countries as well as to the general cause of peace.

It would, o,f oourse, be unjust to close our eyes to the diffioulties
: • I

oonfronting us. Unfortunately, the oiroumstances in which our oonference is

beginning its work are far from being in every way favourable. Not long ago the

Soviet Government in its notes to the governments of a number of countries expressed

its conoern at the aotivities which are now being undertaken, on the eve of

international negotiations and at the beginning of these negotiations f by certain

members of NATO. Such activities oan only lead to an aggravation of the inter

nationa.l situation and render difficult, if not impossible, the success of the

negotiations. I refer to the latest measures for speeding up the, location of

Amerioan nuclear rocket bases on foreign territories and for supplyin~ atomic arms

to the Weatern German Bundaswehr.

If such a path is' followed, then the other party, of oourse, oould also cause

its partners in the negotiations to bo faced with a. number of faits accomplis both

in the field of politioal'aotivities and in that of military preparations, for

which it has no less opportunit.ies.
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But will all this help towards the reduction of international tension and the

strengthening of mutual oonfidence?

Will this make it easier to achieve mutually acceptable agreements on

complicated international problems1

Of course, not. That is ;};ly the Soviet Union oalls upon all the participants

in the oonference to m~e their contribution towards bringing about the right

international atmosphere which would be oonducive to the success of the negotiations,

and to refrain from actions that would complioate the situation•. It must be owned

that, at least so far, not all the governments of the States partioipating in this

oonference show as they should that they are striving to reduoe the tension and to

reach agreement. In spe&ting of this we note a fact which nobody can deny. If

during the course of the conference there will be attempts to bind on the feet of

all the participants heavy weights which _ill impede any progress towards ~greement,

then we must say straight away that those who do so will take upon themselves a

great responsibility for the consequenoes.

Let us be frank. The position taken by the Government of the Federal Republic

of Germany has so far aoted as no mean drag on the efforts made by states to oonvert

Europe into a bastion of peace and save its peoples, including the German people,

from the threat of a new war.

Nor is it possible to avoid a certain feeling of disquiet at the Western

Powers' announoements that they intend to press for a lumping together of several

different political problems, which would be made artifioially interdependent and

thus presented to the partioipants in our oonferenoe in the form of a tightly drawn

knot which ·with the best will in the world it would be impossible to unravel.

We must say at 'once that such an approach to the matter would, in our view, be

equivalent to stone-walling our entire work.

May I express the hope that such an intention does not enter into the plans of

any one of the partioipants in this oonferenoe, and that we shall succeed in finding

effeotive methods for examining the questions whioh have been entrusted to our

conference?

At the present moment ther'e a.re a greo.t many international problems which, so

long as they remain unsettled, are casting a. shadow over the relations between

States. But it needs to be said straight away that it would be quite unrealistic

and ~ hopeless task to try and examine all these questions at the same time and, so

to say, o.t one sitting.
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If we were to discuss all or many of the international probl~s at a single

conferenoe, there could be only one result - endless disputes and tangled debates.

All this would only take us further away from the solution of eaoh one of the

problems under discussion, and the oause of peace would in no way benefit from

such di8oussion~ On-~he contrary it would be definitely prejudioed~ sinoe the

confidence·of the peopies in the effeotiveness of international talks would be
undermined.

In·the opinron of the Soviet delegation such a re~ult dannot be allowed to

oocur in any oiroum'stances, since"the method of international negotiations aimed

at reaching solutions aoceptable to all sides is in our day the sale dependable

method for' liberating mankind from the fear,of tomorrow.

That. is ~hy·the Soviet delegation, in its concern for the effeotiveness of

our work at this oonference; proposes that the problems of the peaoe t'reaty with

Germany and of, the restoration of a normal situation in West Berlin should be

examined at this conferenc~~' If we eould succeed in settling these acute problems,

the importanoe of which none but the wilfully blind oan fail to see, this would

be the best proof of the goodwill of all those who are taking part in the oonferenoe,

and would indubitably create favourable conditions for 6 sucoessfulsolution of other

outst~nding problems in the future.

Permit me to express the hope that the work of our conference will proceed in

the spirit of a search for solutions acceptable to us all. We must, as the Soviet

delegation has suggested, strive for the greatest possible degree of rapproohement

between our points of view on the questions under disoussion.

It is the profound oonviction of the Soviet delegation that it is no part of

our task to try and find oocasions for divergences of opinion or to exaggerate our

differences. Rather should we all oonoentrate entirely on finding out what can

unite us, on the searoh for solutions aooeptable to us all.

It is also part of the task of this conference to draw up agreed proposals

with r~gard to the time and plaoe and possible agenda for a meeting of the Heads of

Government. In the opinion of the Soviet delegation there are no substantial

diffioulties in the way of our fulfilling this task since, as we know, our

Governments have already reached agreement in prinoiple with regard to the convening

of a Sumcit ~eeting in the near future, through an exchange of Notes.
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The Soviet delegation wishes to stress that the Soviet Government attaches

particularly great importance to the forthcoming meeting of the Heads of Government,

and considers that this meeting can playa decisive part in settling a number of

international problems which are today keeping the world in a recurrent fever of
. f .

tension, lI cold war" and an arms race in which the pace is constantly becoming

faster.

It would, of oourse, be too much to expect, even from the Heads of Government,

that they should be able to examine and solve all outstanding international

questions in the course of one meeting. If Summit Meetings could become a more or

less regular feature, it would be a great blessing for the oause of peace. The

Soviet Government therefore welcomes the important and constructive statement whioh

has been made by Mr. Macmillan, the Prime Minister of Great Britain, in whiohhe has

said that he regards the forthcoming Summit Meeting not as an isolated effort to

settle the problems of Europe and the world as a whole~ but as the beginning of a

period of negotiations which could, if desired, beoome the beginning of better

relations between East and West. The Soviet Government fully shares this point of

view and is ready to co-opera~e in putting it into effect.

If we all sincerely want to build a more secure e~d reliable peace, if we are

all aware that it is impossible to let mankind slip into the abyss of atomio and

rocket warfare, we much achieve success in our talks.

Allow me in conolusion to express the hope that all who are taking part in our

conference will make their own positive contribution to this responsible task.

The Soviet delegation will for its part do everything possible to help towards

the sucoess of our work at this conference.
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: aX' .. Chalr~..,n,'II"itb.your permission I ~ould .~1k6 t9·mEloke a fe"" g•.neral

cODlment,~ on. 1fh~t ,hI,. b8Qn add heX'etoda.y. I join wilob,;tny oollea.gue s ~

ex;pr,~~ina,pl~~wri ~t t~e fact that there wa.s &gX'eGment;to hold.tl;l.ia :M89ti:o,g.:

It h,;tX-U8.tha.t tr:q.. M~8ting opal,U' ,;i~ ra.th~r a. dU:f9re:g.t atmoaphe1'e .f'iQtn.tho.t of

Nove~b~~ 1955 .. I ~reu with Yr. GT9mykoth~t it qoe.:mQ~t ,inX'ath~ra ""orle

a.tmoaphere than ,th8A,bQ~auae the November: :19~5'Ilef,it~g,b~8~ :e.fte.:l' the S:r.:u::Qm:i.t

m8~t:~ing .of th~1i ye~o~d also a;f·ter t~8 oonc1usio:J;l. o.f;thQ Aust-rian J;'ea.oe Treaty,.

And I share hiB hopes and thQ hopes. of my Qther 9<QUQ~88 that this a.tmqlJ.P~er8

will beiJlJprov.e.4.· '.

. AI ,YQU,).Uo .CJ:u~i1"ma.n, pointed Qut, th~ PUJ::'PO,8811 .of 'OUJI' 1ireet4g e.l'~.t~,eftjct,laI

f1~.•" :t,o,. ,e8. :whe-phex ,ye qan reach· a.ny ~:r8,eme~ta" ~.firt~elt~ .Otu' !J01va s JH.ooad1iY•. '

to se~ whether 11'8 oan narrow our differe:q.qlis, ~(\~ !~~'J9: 'V\lry.l$1oh. ..ith ws.a.t lEl!lY.,: .

Pren~:,oolllt~8 ,seJidJ • that it i,snot. B qUl;t8t,ian.,qt",a.:t!l 9:~ ;Q9th.ing ,..wJ:&a1i '1(8 ha.ve

to,;'8~ ..~p.o. ,h ,toor.e"tec.q;o..Q.1tionll tor,a,m, &.ir~,9tno11-tJ';a.u.d, P1iL1' th~~4 ~ifO.•e

11 ,'0 i9~e~~,Q, ao:r;~~r;4;ot~Y'e p~o.pQ.(;\,l. to put .to '\13.8 Jl~Ad8.9'f ~V'~JlM8n.t~ ". ,.;,~.

. ; ~ "l ~,9p1~Q jliJP~k~;9f, t,b,e horrors of ,.-8Jt. I t1:/,iJ;k Wj9 . ao+J.i ~v.: lflJI~r'td;1'ery

D!1J,ch tro,m thplte hQ~ror8 .a.n~ ~1I"8aJ.l, agreew:ith wha.'t, 1:+,. f4.i4,:u.p.qn·~t,;Pttipt,,·,·I:

th~,.AZ',globe+, w,a.r.e ,ia ,op,outmoqed ~et;nod of aettJ,.;\na·diep\l~:s ~t,w&en

n",tio_,": apdI ~80 tb.ipk that uu:J,lateral ·Q.,Ction 1e a.u: au.:_c1,e4!X1,~d of lt8ttl:~;

dhpQ.~e~. The. a:q.8~"rh. 8sp.u1I\e D,9gotiatio;o., the kind 'Q;t ·iQ'BQ.tia-tioJ1 whiob I "~"

we .~1~ ~ve ~:t .thb .i:Aeeting. . . .
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Our French colleague said that he hoped that this Meeting would not be used

for propaganda. I certainly eoho that hope.

Now, with regard to Mr. Gromyko's speech - and there was muoh in it with which

I agreed - I don't think that he expected that I would agree with him on every
- '

point, and Iwon1t comment ~n great detail or seek to anticipate the further

discussions'whichwe shall have. But I think he knows that W9 do not accept the

fact that there are two sovereign states in Germany, nor that the German problem

is solely a domestic problem for the Germans themselves. We believe that the

bost way to get a peace treaty is to reunify German~, and we believe that this is

also the best way to aet ~ sO,l:q,tion :0,£ the Bel'lin ~~01>ieJ:l1'

In 1955, the conference ended in' 'stalemate. But our problem, or the problem,

is essentially the scwe as it was thetl:~ It i-s the problem of maintaining the

security of each side whilst at the same time being just to the Germans, because

a denie,1'ofjusttoe -+>0 'Ge:rrl:IMy sPells da.nger in the long' 'run;both iitt)"--the'Soviet

Union and for the WJI!i:te'rn':P(i'Yers~ It thet-ef6re is' incm.rootmnoriittitWi'eri td::':'

reacl!,a; ;faiT 8ddl~sf;ing'Bettlement of the German prob1em,"OJ1d we 1'6:1"e i.pr.pai'6cr;i)O'

do Etl'll."e:-ieim, oondstent withcmr 'f.ightlJand obHgati:ol1!!t,ito de""tise' e;:somt"ion

whioh ."U'l"n6t'f!ripah but '1Ii'i'll';ao'ttie,l1y:fntfreat16 SoTiet;~9cttr!ty.~: I'hbp~ flnit"

the S6V'i~t Gove1lnn1~nte.re'alltdi.;rf1ll1ng ito-payra-gtu"d 'toll:&.e'sebUrfty tif ihe- I '.' L;,

It'es'tern P01rers , tllm!-tne;'t lIreci:i.n: all 'be sa:ililsf:1.edontld.$ ;8&tJre~ 1hti.s"d jus't'ri.xid'::

demoor~tie mathod: 'of r~uni:fiee.tion: ean 'be 'agreed upon. i' .."

Mr. Gromyko did express fear that lire of the West might put fo~d t~o

eo~pi'i9h9nsi'V9 propdsals',but thore is a.n inhnele;U6trshipbEft"een -iihe ,prdbl@ms

of Gern\a.'Q 'i'eunifioe.tion andfuropaan seeu:rity"an.d'1Be'i'l!'ri~~ 'They ;e.±'e '·'lritEjr.:tiJla.ted

probJ.em& 'and th8i"tis'oo 'indiaputabl'a iaert _ '" , ' , ':'. ti ..,

" Mr. Gromyk.o dftf ispeak aisome leng-thnbolft; tIi~ neCEHl'sitY'to'o:tle'!!lI't'e- Ict l 'gq6lcr'

atmolfpbere t<lr .thiS: Me:e'ting.' He' 8aid . the . Soviet' ~ GdTo':t'iimenil' 1I"9T~ ·oo-.dc~'fn9'd nt-'tihe';'

forcing of th8l 'pe.09bf -the armnmen-ts' of the We st&fu':tttr·oes ~ "''Wail; ;,"'! rfft1Ift,:."iin.y {'!n '
replytha.t the~e have' been no 'neW' decisi"onsof policy on -t1?tiKmn.'fte-r',·!'h'dt' fdrcing

of pEi..ce ;:e.rtd ilaa'cceleration o£ notion :ee.'ldrion d.eoi8fons i 'com:~"'~oF'a ;'f't'9:dd timEt &g'O:~:'

I agree''YithhiJ1l it is 'impCirto.nt to' nild:nt-o.':i:n n f"o.Toui"dblH~! o.'tnfo'at5l:htra':tci'r '"thfM
Y.s-siHng.' I 'e.eknow1ed.go whEi:t h9 sfl.id,abou'tthe 'visit df 'the 'P:t±m,Vliini's'teJ: arid."'"

mysl!lf to' :Y:<1'S(!<lw ..' We certo.iJilyho;d fl.'o.n1f.'tdllt8 'there ''W'h1'Oli':1e'tli ,,1' be'l!:reve,' ''to'' d ',b

better understanding, and the comnnmique fairly stated;,Jtihe:ra~_hltisjof biu.:fi tf£hti. t",!

, ,
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I think that the general tone of our discussion today has been promising. I

oertainly share the view we should seek mutually acceptable solutions, arid, above

all, refrain from airing the differences between us.

Eaoh of my colleagues that has spoken has referred to the relationship of

this Meeting to a Summ!t meeting. As Mr. Gromyko pointed out, it is the view of

the British Government that we should seek to have a series of meetings. The

problems which confront us are too complicated for us to resolve completely at

onoe and I, therefore, hope this t~eeting will, in facing the practical problems

involved in German unity and Euro?ean security and matters of Berlin, create the

atmosphere and succeed in achieving a degree of progress so that we will really

start on a course leading to the piecemeal but definite solution of the problems

confronting the world.

If we succeed in all three of the problems mentioned earlier, or if we

succeed in only one, that will be a good thing, because both sides have this

tremendous vested interest in peaceful co-existence, in increasing contacts, in

trade, and entering into a competition in peaceful development. I think if we

can keep this kind of spirit and purpose before us more in our discussions when

we come to the more detailed considerations, I hope, despite our difficulty and

the atmosphere in which we began the illeeting, nevertheless we shall achieve more

satisfactory results than was achieved at the Foreign Ministers' Meeting in 1955.
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Sta.to~ent of the. H?norable C~r,i~i~~&rl.4.;~~l\teri'
Secreta.rl of state of the Unlted States,

at thefciurth sess'i0I1,1'4 !iaj!i ';';rolj" , !

. !,

" , Sinca ·t~e end of the war it has been tho "busfries'" '.'d£ the four ~j;t,.r cpffters Jt'o

rutOre<'to ;Etrr6p~ the Urii'tyandpaade 'whicih Rit1e\rdesti-oyfl1i. i ! "

2•. '. Each of usha:s reoogniZed tliis obli'ga:tion. I '(foI1oii:"ha.ve {to' rediitId:yt.m't1fi~h~

te'tmli ot 'theDi~ectivl1 'gi-ren by the Headso'f (}overnttlent'he:tef.d ;i{}orie'V'S: on J'dly2:3 P'

19;J., 'Tha.tDfreotiV:e s'iid: f1~helIea;ds afGovernment,'ted6'grihingth&ircdmmOri',i'

ri3sponsibility for the sattlement of the German question and the reunificrJ;tii'on'of

Ge:tDl.&ny, ha.ve agre'ed that the settlement of the Gerrii/'Ul questiona.nd 'the' reUiltfi-oation

of Germany b:r'lI!e'.aIis of 'free election shlill be lo'ar:d:ad.'dut'incol'iformitf1l1'iih '1,1111

nationaliliterests "of the German pedplea.ncl tb:e intQlrests'of<Bt1ropfJin 'seoutit1~'1t

3. This Direoti'f'e of ''the H~ads of ;(tovei'nr.l.en't' . co:rllt'tiltu't$'1J ''tffr tl:re Pour <POWa~a' ","

botlI 's.l"eoogn:ition of the p:dnoip19s -w-hirihought th'lgove-rni-he se'ttlatlien-' lC1f v t"be"

German prObl\en'la.nd a. conorete :undertaking. Yat the anomn.ly,:hal!l reme.:f(nttd lMi), 'nen"

t:ti(llighth~t Y&S 'a.greed in 1955 t tGday, 1959; fourteen yea1's',8ifier'thll "tl.:taaJ1i).'I.' ' ,

Germ.a.ny, no peao e settlement has been mfl.de. The principles oontained in the ... '.'1<

dttective'of,the 'Heads of 'Gt1verIltnel\t represent 'the ;~iewtt.',not'jofl'),oi!l.fJijatdili'Jortbea

other but the' vins of, both.. ': The' Soviet Union ·hM ' expr.u'lede.1 t.r..... .,&r:4e.:f.2te ... ·

any of -the tithel' POwera toconc!iJ.d., a final settlell1ent _..: l,tO'drMt (lDUIl. 't'Wldie1l' "the'·:

past a.nd'p:t'ovidea. secure basis for the future.' ,:.'" ',; :" c; ~,ji,·;' :' ,
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4. Where circumstances have permitted it, where the wishes of peoples have been

given free play, much has been accomplished. In Wostern buropethe wounds of the

war have healed •.. rhe Federal H.epublic of Germany has settled its differences with

its Western neighbors. It ~as become a member of the European family and this

memhership has operated to p~ovide an important guarantee to all European countries.

As the ties of association increase and the bonds of interdependence multiply the

possibility of unilateral action becomes increasingly remote.

5. But the division of Germany itself continues. It remains the first task of the

Four Foreign Ministers to bring this division to an end.

6. Germany is not the only piece of unfinished business which faces the troubled

peoples of the world. Since the Conference of 1955 no agreement has been reached in

the solution of the other principal. questions outstanding between the peoples of

the East and West, although there is hope for progress in certain fields. The

negQti~tions on general disarmament have made no rea~ progress and the q~estion of

inspection and control, which is indispansible, remains a most serio~sdifficulty.

DiS:~UIl\>i~i anq.divisive situations persist in the heart. of the European continent.

Pe~{>~esin E~stern Europe, o.sthe events of Hungary ho.ve shown, remain powerl,ess to

determine the~~.fate. In other areas grave crises continue to threaten .the tranquility

of tb:e w~l'ld •

. 7. After the eft.o.rts made by them during the years 1956, 1957 and 1958 to resolve

the crises .whioh have shaken the world, and in order to advance the cause of

disa~~~nt and to ensure the renewal of negotiations of the principal outstanding

problems, France, the United Kingdom and the United states have resolved to make a

new endeavor to find a way forward. Although they consider their prev~ous propos~ls

reason&ble, they are ready to develop them further in the hope of meeting the

legitimate preoccupations of the Soviet Union and of the other countries ofEa~ter~

Europe.

8. The Soviet Government has said that the problem of German reunification is not

ripe for solution at the present time. It wishes to limit the discussion at the

present Conference to Berlin and a Peace Treaty with the two parts of GermaQY.

9. Is it realistic to exclude consideration of German reunification in deal~ng

with the present Berlin crisis? Surely the way to deal with the Berlin problem

is to deal with its cause. One must oonsider Berlin as part of the oentral

problem in Germany, the division of the country, and must find 0. solution to this
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central problem. When this is solved, the question of Berlin will disappear and the

city will take its rightful place as the capital of Germany.

10. Just as the question of Berlin is part of the larger German question, so the

problem of Germany as a whole is itself in turn part of an even larger problem. The

reconstruction ofa unified German state of 70 million people in the heart of Europe
f . . .

will unquestionably be a new fa~tor of great importance and far-reaching consequences.

This is why all the Powers represented ~ere have always recognized the interrelation

ship of German reunification and European security. Furthermore, it has long been

the view of the three Powers that no European security settlement would be of value

unless it was accompanied by a solution of the German problem. This is because, 80

long as the German problem remains unsolved, a basic source of insecurity,

dissatisfaction and risk will continue to prevail.

11. On the basis of a review of these interrelated problems the Western Powers have

developed proposals which take into account the interests of Germany's neighbors and

of Germany herself and which provide a basis for the establishment of a permanent

settlement in Europe. They are ready to discuss these plans in as thorough and

painstaking a fashion as possible. But they must press for a serious discussion

which goes to the root of the problem.

12. Any lasting settlement must take into account the needs and interests of the

parties concerned and must not require any of them to make intolerable concessions.

It is not the view of the Three Powers that advantages secured by one side should be

offset by disadvantages accepted by the other side. They believe in the possibility

of a general settlement which could be mutually advantageous to everybody.

13. A lasting solution must be based upon the consent of the participants. It

cannot be imposed; it must be accepted. It must provide for free determination, free

expression of opinion, in short a vote. The West is aware that the Soviet Union is

not prepared for the irnnlediate holding of free elections in East Germany. We are

ready therefore to agree that prior to elections contacts between East and West

Germans should be arranged in order to dis~uss, rumong other subjects, the modalities

of elections. But there can be no question of the basic need at some definable point

of elections as the means for achieving reunification. Otherwise there would be no

means of ascertaining the popular will as to the kind of state and government under

which Germany1s future should develop. In fact, it is essential that there should

be an all-German Goverrunent so constituted as to be able to speak with undoubted

authority for the whole of the German people.
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14. The Soviet Government has comple.lned that such a method W'ould result in what

they refer to as a mechanical merger which would automatically liquIdate yhat the

~st German regime describes as its "social achievements lt • It is certainly not. the

intent of the Western Powers to impose on one part of Germany the regime which

p~evails in the other one. But it must be the German people themselves, acting

through a freely chosen ~overnment, who will determine their own social struoture.

Exactly what that sooial structure will be cannot be determined now. The Three

Powers freely recognize however that the different social development of the two

parts of Germany itself constitutes a major problem.

15. Any settlement must also assure the participants that their own security will

not be imperilled. The scales must not be tipped against either side.

16. Since there is an obvious connection between the solution of major

political problems and disarmament the Western Powers suggest that the negotiation

on German reunification be considered in relation to general disarmament. They

stand ready to make renewed efforts in the latter field as a means of facilitating

progress in the former.

17. The building of confidence is an important element in creatine the basis for

political agreement. The demonstrated fulfillment of engagements can contribute

greatly to an increase in confidence. This is one of the reasons why effective

methods of verification must form an essential element in proposals in the

disarmament and security field.

18. Using the principles which I have discussed briefly as guide lines the

Western Powers have prepared for the consideration of the Soviet Government a

Peace Plan containing pro)osals on Garman reunfic&tion, European security and a

peace settlement. Its parts are all liwLed together and it must be viewed as a

whole.

19. The Three Powers believe it possible to envisage a new plan under which the

reunification of Germany could t~te place not only in the framework of a system

of European security but also by staGes. In particular, the plan would provide

that the reunification of Germany would not begin at once with free elections,

but that these would be preceded by a preparatory period. During this period a

Mixed Committee for the uhole of Germany would be set up. This Committee would

be ~'hor1zed to make proposals with the object of facilitating contacts and

freedom of movement between the two parts of Germany. It would likewise be

char&ed with preparing and proposing an electoral law which would allow for the
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const.itutionof a' Na.tional i..ssembly for th~ whole of Germany by free elections.

The Sovi~t;Government is well known to hold the view tha.t it is the two parts of
.. ', .

" G,ermany as at pre~sent constituted which ought to prepure German reunification. In
~ J ., { -' S .' .
',' contrast" the Three Powers feel that only freely elected representatives are

-). i i. i ,) ~"'." ~ .

co~peten:ti ,to 'speak for the German people as a whole. They believe that it is a
o.} ;l .. t i' :., L'; f, . '

.z- ,. dut~, inc\lmben1;'on the Four Powers to se'e that such representatives, who,.alone would
. ,:'" . . .
have ~~enecessdry aUthority for their task, are formed into an all-German Government.

The Four PQwe,rs cann~t divest themselves of this responsibility. Nevertheless,

the Three Powers regard thei~ present proposal, whereby election procedures can be

agreed between members of the. Committee nominated both by the Federal Government

and t~e'East German regime as a reasonable compromise designed to tnke ~ccount of

the Soviet viewpoint. They trust that the Soviet Gove~nment will themselves

regard it in the same liGht.
'. ~ .

20. This preparatory period would li!:ewise be utilized to establish the first,
. ,'t·.

bases of a system of Euro~ean security. At the end of the·initial'phase, which

could be at the end of the present conference, the Four Powers would enter into

formal undert&~ines not to have recourse to force and to refuse help to any

aggressor. At the same time, they would agree upon arrangements for consultation

and conciliation among the interested 20.rties. Finally, they would jointly

suggest a resumption of ne~otio.tions on 2enero.l disarmament in conditions to be

n.greed upon.

21. Then, during the preparatory perio&, positive measures would be taken in

the field of European socurity. These could be envisaged as follows: arrangements

to secure in the remainder of Germany and in other European countries to the East

the prohibition of the manufacture of c~emical, biological and nuclear weapons

of mass destruction now accepted by the Federal Republic of Germany; exchange of

information on armed forces; overall limitation of armed forces and armaments to

agreed levels; moasures against surprise attack in agreed areas throughout the

world; and the working out of a system of inspection.

22. At the end of this preparatory period free elections would take place, a

National Assembly would be constituted and 0. government for the whole of Germany

would be formed. At the srume time, now security measures would onter into force.

These would relate particularly to the fixing of ceilings on armed forces,

foreign as well as nntionul, stationed in certain parts of Europe. There would be

provisions for an effective inspection und verification system.
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23. Finally, there is the question of Berlin. The Soviet Government has itself

taken the initiative in raising this question. The Three Powers believe thct any

further agreement relating to Berlin should, both in logic and in equity, npply

to the whole of Berlin end_not merely to West Berlin as the Soviet Government have
r

proposed. They believe th~t the reunification of Berlin, which is what they

suggest, should be a first step towcrds German reunification. In short, what they

propose is that the reunificction of Berlin should be the forerunner and

microcosm of the reunification of Germcny as a whole.

24. It is on these bases, which provide in advance the pr~ncipal clauses of a

settlement of the problem arising from the last wer, that the remaining provisions

for the final peace settlement could be negotiated.

25. Such are the broad lines of the ?lan which the Western Powers present to the

Soviet Union for examination.

26. An examination of the plan which I have just submitted on behalf of the.

Governments of France, the U.K. and the U.S. clearly shows that our Governments

have gone very fer to meet Soviet preoccupations. ti:y colleague s and I will hnve

an opportunity during the discussions to point out the important modifica.tions

which have been made to our 1955 proposals in order to take account of Soviet views.

We earnestly hope that the Soviet Government will for its part make a comparable

effort and thus make it possible to find at last a ba.sis for mutual underst~~ding.

The Soviet Government has already released for publication the proposals on

Berlin contained in .its note of November 27 as well as the draft peace treaty

forwarded under cover of its note of January 10. The Governments of the United

Kingdom, France and the United states accordingly consider it appropriate to

release to the public the ~7esternPeacq Plan which they are presenting to this

conference ~oday. They ho2e, however, that discussion of their proposals will be

on a confidential basis. This will contribute to the successful achievement of

those ser~ous negotiations which they are sure all the delegations desire.

Copies ~f the Peaco Pl~~, which I shall now read to you, will be circulated by

the Conference Secretarict.
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W:2srr~lli' PEi;,C~ PLAN

~he Governments of France, the United Kingdom and the United States of

America are convinced of the urgent need for a settlement of the German problem.

They desire to seek, in such a settlement, progressive solutions which would

bring about German reunification and security in Europe. Moreover they believe

that progress on each of the problems of general disarmament, European security

and a political settlement in Europe affects the degree of progress possible in

the solution of each of the other problems.

They accordingly propose to the Government of the Union of Soviet Socialist

Republics an agreement between the Four Governments which would inolude the

measures outlined below relating to a general settlement of the problems at

issue. The measures envisaged are closely interrelated and the present proposals

are therefore to be regarded as ~. inseparable whole. They would come into

effect progressively at the stages indicated.
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1. The Four ~owers would establish suitable arra~gements for consultation

among the parties to su~ervise the implementation of the agreement and to settle

any disputes which miGht ar~~e before the conclusion of a pea~e settlement with

& reunified Germany.

2. With regard to Berlin, the Fcur Powers would agree that:

(a) Berlin is one city and belongn to all of Germany. East and West

Berlin sh~uld, therefore, be u~itGd through free elections held under

quadripartite or United Natior.s supervision. A freoly elected

Council would be formed for the whole of Berlin until German

reunification was achieved and as a first step towards it. Thus

Berlin would be retained as the future capitel of a reunified

Germany.

(b) Subject t~ the supreme authority of the Four Powern, (with voting

procedure as adopted by the Allied authorities in Vienna), the

freely elected Berlin Council would be free to administer the

city.

(c) The freedom and integrity of the united city of Berlin aJd access

thereto would be guaranteed by tho Four Powers who would continue

to be entitled as at present to station troo,s in Berlin.

(d) The Four Powers would ta~e the necessary steps to carry out during

Stages I and. II of the "Phased Plan" the measures described in (a.)

1',0 (c) above.

3. In a common declaration, with which other interested states would be invited

to associate themselves, tJey would undertake to:

(a) settle, by peaceful means, any in"ternational dispute in which they

may be involved with any other party;

(b) refrain from the use of force in a...'1y ma..-rme r inconsistent with the

purposes of t~e Charter of the United Naticns;

(c) withhold assistance, military or e~cnomic, to en aggressor.

4. In order to facilitate further the solu"tion of politiccl problems and the

improvement of internaiional relations, tile Four Po~ars would, in an appropriate

forum, initiate discussion of possible staged and co~trolled comprehensive

disarmament measures.
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5. The Four Powers would arrange discussions to develop procedures for

exchanging information in stage II on military forces in agreed areas of Europe.
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Reunification

6. Bearing in mind the complex issues involved in reunification, a transitional

period would be agre~d. 1he Four Eowers ~ould set up a Mixed German Committee.

7. The Mixed Committee would consist of 25 members from the Federal Republic of

Germany and 10 members from the so-called German Democratic Republic. These

members would be appointed by the Federal Government and the authorities of the

so-called German Democratic Republic respectively.

8. The Mixed Committee would take its decisions by a three-quarter majority.

9. The mixed Committee would be ent~~sted with the task of formulating

proposals:

(a) to co-ordinate and expand technical contact between the two parts

of Germany;

(b) to ensure the free movement of persons, ideas and publications

between tne t~o parts of Germany;

(c) to ensure and guarantee human rights in both parts of Germany;

(d) for a draft law providing for gener&l, free ana secret elections

under independent superVision.

10. The lHxed Commit-c,ee would transmit any proposals made by it under sub

paragraphs (a) to (c) inclusive of paragraph 9 above to the appropriate authorities

in both parts of Germany. Such proposals, if no objections are raised with respect

of them, should be implemented as appropriate in both parts of Germany.

11. (a) Any agreed proposal for an electoral law in accordance with sub-

paragraph (d) of paragraph 9 above would be submitted to a

plebiscite in both parts of Germany.

(b) If within one year no such draft law had been formulated by the

Committee, the Group of members from the Federal Republic on the

one hand and the group of members frem the so-called German

Democratic Republic on the other would each formulate a draft law

approved by a majority of its members. These two draft laws would

then be submitted to a plebiscite as alternatives. The electoral

area fcr each draft law would consist of both parts of Germany.

(c) If &~y proposal for an electoral law obtained a majority of valid

votes in each of the two parts of Germany, it would acquire the '

force of law and be dire·:-U.y B?plicable for the entire electora.l area.
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(d) The Four Powers would, at the time of signature of the agreement,

expressly authorize the competent German authorities to promulgate

any electoral law so approved.

(e) The Four Powers would adopt a statute providing for the supervision

of the plebis~ite.

12. If all-German electio~s h~d not been held on or before the termination of a

thirty months' period beginning on the date of the signing of the agreement, the

Four Powers would determine the disposition to be made of the Committee.

Security

13. An eicchange of information on military forces in the areas referred to in

paragraph 5 above would be undert~:en.

14. The Four Powers would restrict or reduce t~eir armed forces to 6cireed

maximum limits, for example, United States 2,500,000; Soviet Union 2,500,000.

During this same period, these states would place in storage depots, within

their own territories and under the supervision of an international control

organization, specific quantities of designated types of armaments to be agreed

upon and set forth in lists annexed to the agreement.

15. The Four Powers would be prepared to negotiate on a further limitation of

their armed forces and armaments to become effective in Stage III subject to:

(~) verification of compliance with the provisions of paragraph

14 above;

(b) agreement by other essential states to accept limits on their

armed forces and armaments, fixed in relation to the limits of

the armed forces and armaments of the Four Powers;

(c) installation of an inspection and control system to verify

compliance with all agreed security measures.

16. Measures of inspection and observation against surprise attack, hel~ed by

such technical devices as overlapping radar systems, could be undertaken in such

geographical areas tnroughout the world as may be agreed by the Four Powers and

other states concerned.

17. Since in 1954 the Federal ::epublic of Germany renounced the production of

chemical, biological and nuclear weapons the Four Powers would m&:e such

arrangements as might be appropriate to secure similar measures of renunciation

in the remainder of Germany and in other Zuropean countries to the 2ast.

18. Inspection systems would be worked out for ensuring compliance with the

appropriate security measures envisaged in Stage III.
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STAGE III

Reunification

19. Not later than two and a~alf years after the si&nature of the agreement,

~lections for an all-German Assembly ~ould be held in both parts of Germany under

the terms of the electoral law drafted by the Eixed Committee, a~proved by the

Pour Powers and adopted by the German people in a plebiscite (in accordance with

the provisions in Stage II above).

20. The elections would be supervised by a supervisory eommission and supervisory

teams throughout all of Germany. The oommission and teams would be composed of

·either (a) United Nations personnel and representatives of both parts of Germany,

or (b) representatives of the Four Powers and representatives of both parts of

Germany.

21. The all-German Assembly would have the task of drafting an all-German

constitution. It would exercise such powers as are necessary to establish and

secure· a liberal, democratic and federative system.

22. As soon as an all-German Government has been formed on the basis of the

above-mentioned constitu~ionit would replace the governments of the Federal

Republic and the so-called German Democratic Republic and would have:

(a) full freedom of decision in regard to internal and external affairs,

subject to the rights retained by the Four Powers as stipulated in

paragra~h 23 below;

(b) responsibility for neGotiating, as soon as possible after its

establishment, an all-German Peace Treaty.

23. Pendi~g the signeture ofa ?eace Treaty· with an all-German Government formed

on the basis of the all-German constitution, the Four Powers would retain only

those of their rights and responsibilities which relate to Berlin and Germany as

a whole, including reunification and a peace settlement and, as now exercised, to

the stationing of armed forces in Germany and the protection of their security.

Security

24. Implementation of the following security provisions would be dependent upon

the establishment of effective control and inspection systems to assure

verification and upon the agreement, where appropriate, of the all-German

Government to the security measures called for in Stage III.
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25. Upon the establishment of an all-German Government, the Four Powers and such

other countries as are directly concerned would agree that in a zone comprising

areas of comparable size and depth and importance on either side of a line to be

mutually determined, agreed ceilings for the indigenous and non-indigenous forces

would be put into efi~ct.

26. After oonclusion of the Peace Treaty, no party would station forces in any

country in this area without the consent of the country involved. Upon the

request of the country involved, any party so stationing forces would withdraw

them within a stated period and would undertake the obligation not to send forces

to that country again without the consent of the government of that country.

27. Should the all-German Government decide to adhere to any security pact:

(a) there might be special measures relating to the disposition of

military forces and installations in the area which lies closest

to the frontiers between a reunited Germany ana countries which

are members of another security pact;

(b) the Four Powers would be ~repared to join with other parties to

European security arrangements in additional mutual obligations,

covering especially the obligation to react against aggression;

(c) the Four Powers would be prepared to join with other parties to

European security arrangements herein described in giving an

assurance that they would not advance their forces beyond the

former line of demarcation between the two parts of Germany.

28. Providing that the limitations and conditions set forth on armed forces and

armaments in Stage II are met, the Four Powers would further limit their armed

forces together with corresponding reduction on aramaments to agreed m~~imum

levels, for example U.S. 2,100,000; and U.S.S.R. 2,100,000. ~eductions in the

armed forces and armaments of other essential states to agreed levels would take

place at the same time in accordance with paragraph 15 of Stage II.

29. After verified compliance with the above limitations, and subject to the same

conditions, negotiations would be undert~~en on further limitations (for example

U.S. 1,700,000; and U.S.S.R. 1,700,000) together with corresponding reductions

on armaments. The levels of armed forces and armaments of other essential states

would be specified at the same time through negotiations with them.

30. The measures provided for above would be harmonised with general disarmament

plans so as to be included in a ceneral framework.
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31. All of the security measures of the "Pha.sed Plan" would continue in force

as long as the control system is operative and effective and the security

provisions are being fulfilled and observed.
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STAGE IV

32. Since a final Peace Settlement can only be concluded with a Government

4epresanting all Germany, i~ should be concluded at this stage. The Settlement

should be open to signature by al~ states members of the United Nations w~ich were

at war with Germany. The Settlement should enter into force when ratified by the

Four Powers and by Germany.
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MEETI1JG OF FOREIGN MINISTERS

12 May 1959

Your Excellency,

As Chairman at the o2ening of the 1~eeting of Foreign Ministers, I have the

honour to convey to you on my own beh~lf ~d on beh~lf of my colleagues, the

Foreign Ministers of Fr~~ce, the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics and the United

States, an expression of our gratitude for the cordial reception and hospitality

accorded to all those attending this Meeting and for the arrangements made by the

responsible authorities.

I should be most grateful if you w0uld convey this expression of gratitude to

the Federal Council, to the State Council of the Republic and of the Canton of

Geneva and to the Municipal Council of the City of Geneva.

Accept, Your ExcellenoY1 the assurances of my highest consideration and esteem,

Monsieur kax Petitpierre,
Chef du Departement politique federal,
Berne.

064

(Signed) Selwyn LLOYD
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15 ~day, 1959

In the course of the ex,hange of notes prior to the oonvocation of this
. ," ..".; "

conferenoe it was agreed that the conference would consider the question of a peace

treaty with Germany,

It was only two days before the opening of this conference that the anniversary

of the victory over Hitler Germany and of the cessation of the war in Europe was

observed for the fourteenth time. Since the memorable spring of 1945 life has made
" '

a big stride forward. In plaoe of the smouldering ruins and debris left by the

war, hundreds and thousands of towns and villages have been restored or rebuilt •
• j ","'.

Humanity has been enriohed by discoveries made by the genius of man which not only
. ".

enable us to make life on earth better but also pave the way for the conquest of

ooamic apaoe. During these years new independent States have emerged in many parts
! ~ ~:. 1 ~.,

of the world. A new generation was born which at present is preparing to oross the
"

threshold of adult life.
,'j .•.•

The changes that have taken plaoe have almost left unaffected only the sphere
" , . ' .

oi the relations between States in regard to eliminating the aftermath of the war
.•~ • . I' <j> ,I .

in Europe, for in that sphere the main thingha8 not yet been done - there has not

'.-J"

071
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been achieved a peace settlement between Germany and the former anti-Hitler coalition

formed by the majority of the countries of Europe and many countries of the other

continents. Outstanding problems left in the wake of the past war weigh like a

heavy burden on the rel&~ions between states, and are a permanent source of
r

frictions,; disputes and suspioion between them.

Germany has always oocupied one of the leading positions among the European

States both for her eoonomie and for her political weight and importance, and her

geographical position in the centre of Europe for oenturies linked the German

people with West and East. It is only natural that as long a8 the relations

between Germany and the States whieh were the viotims of Hitlerite aggression

are not cleared of the deposits left.by the war, EUrope lrill feel that burden on

her shoulders.

Meanwhile, if we approaoh with sober mind the assessment of the situation..
that has developed here over the recent years, we cannot fail to see that we are

. , . ' '/ \. .~ .

again faced with the fact of a dangerous piling up of inflammable materials in

this part of the world where in the course of a quarter of a century the
, .' . .

conflagration of war has twice flared up enveloping almost the entire world.
\ !."

The division of Europe into two' opposing military camps, the beginning of
i . ,

which was laid by bringing about a certain military grouping of the Western
. .

States, has now reached a dangerous level. Never before have the States of

West Europe seen on their territories such accumulations of foreign troops and

war equipment, never before has so vast an area of fertile soil been taken away

from the peaceful population in order to build on it all kinds of military bases,

depots, launching sites, airfields, testing grounds. Never before have the armies

come to possess such deadly weapons as ~drogen bombs and missiles.

It ~ould be a profound delusion to think that if all these military
I . ' • ..

preparations are directed against the SOTiet Union and other socialist:countriesf,

they do not affect other states. The faot is that if world war II involved a
. .

far greater number of States than the previous one, world war III may have no

bounds at all.
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Had a German peace treaty been concluded in time, we would undoubtedly

have been faced with a different Germany, and with a different situation in

Europe. For it is inconceivable that if a peace treaty had existed there could

have taken place such facts as the incorporation of the FRG in NATO, the
r

equipment of the Bundeswehr with atomic and rocket weapons, revanchist

pronouncements in West Germany, i.e., everything that has dug a deep trench

between the two German states and has brought about the atmosphere of tension

which is so typical of the present situation in Germany and in Europe as a whole.

If we are faced today with the necessity of t~tin5 measures to render

harmless such a hotbed of international conflicts as West Berlin has become

owing to the unduly prolonged occupation, this is also one of the consequences

of. the absence of a peace treaty.

It is clear from the above how serious and even dangerous for the cause of

peace have been the consequences of delaying a peaceful settlement with Germany.

To raise objections to the conclusion of a peace treaty with Germany, to drawing the

final line under the past war is tantamount to denying p80ple the right to enjoy

a peaceful and tranquil life today. And no matter how many speeches the advocates

of such a policy may make about their attachment to the cause of peace, they fail

to prove such attachment by their actions~

The Soviet delegation does not deem it necessary to go into an analysis of

the causes which at one time prevented the conclusion of a German peace treaty,

for this would scarcely help to promote a solution of the question under discussion.

As far as the position of the Coviet Union is concerned, no impartial observer

could find grounds for reproach, or could fail to recognize that the Soviet

Government has done its utmost to bring about a peace settlement with Germany.

At the same time the Soviet Government has constantly shown its anxiety lest

any move be taken in Germany which might complicate the situation as regards

reaching a peace settlement~ The Soviet Union, which bore the responsibility for

the development of East Germany during the period of Allied control, has helped

the forces of antifascism and democracy emong the German people to implement the
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decisions of the Potsdam Conference in that territory. The Soviet Union has

done this with the same loyalty and consistency as she showed in carrying out her

obligations to her Allies during the war against Hitler Germany.

But who will be so b~ld as ,to maintain - without flying in the face of facts 

that the soil which nourished German militarism in the past has now been destroyea

in Western Germany too,ns the ?otsdam Agreement required, or that those who

faithfully served the nazi regime are not there enjoying authority and influence,

or that a policy of militarizing the country is not undermining the foundations

of European security?

Much of the present policy of the Government of the Federal Republic of Germo.ny

is designed to aggravate international tension, and this inevitably compels us to

be on our guard~ How can European States, and espeoially Germany's neighbours,

be free from anxiety when the Government of the Federal Republic of Germany is

openly proclaiming its territorial pretensions? It is in Bonn that the voice of

blackmail is raised at the first sign of rapprochement between the States concerned,

or of the prospect of settling outstanding international questions. We all know

what obstacles were raised by certain people in the Federal Republic of Germany

against calling this conference.

The understandable concern, in these circumstances, of the peoples of

Germany's neighbour States makes it all the more pressing that a German peace

treaty be concluded which would constitute a definite guarantee for the peaceful

development of all Germany.

We all value highly the important and useful contribution to the peaceful

post-war settlement of Europe which has been made as a result of the preparation

and conclusion of peace treaties with the States which fought on the side of

Hitler Germany. The four Powers were able to arrive at an agreement even with

regard to the conclusion of the State Treaty with Austria, which placed the

development of that country on an independent national basis~ This ~ct, as

everyone will recall, p~oduced a considerable improvement in the political climate

in Europe and served as an example to show how great were the possibilities and

untapped resources which could be put at the service of international co-operation,

given a reasonable and businesslike approach by the interested parties.
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The vital in~erdsts of ~a~ions ~,~e it imperative to continue the work of

oompleting the peaceful settlement of Earope, so that the victory of the forces of

peace and justiC3 may be finally co~~olidated, and nations may be given an

opportunity to devote t~emselYes entirely to peaceful pursuits, and governments to

direct their efforts t9 the ~olution of other important international questions.
r

The experience of'the re~ent pasi, when a mig~~y anti-Hitler coalition was

built in the struggle against fascism, is convincing proof that differences in the

sooial and economic systems of States QO not ~onstitute an obstacle to their making

common caune to secure a life of peace for the peoples. But the co-operation

which was essential to achieve victory in a just war is no less necessary for the

purpose of preserving and consolidating the peace. If ways to continue such

co-operation are to be sought, then it is only natural to turn first to the solution

of questions which remain over from the war and which affect all the Allies. Chief

of these is lL~doubtedly the question of a peace treaty with Germany, the conclusion

of which will in i~s turn give us the key to the solution of many other problems

which are dividing our countries.

We realize, of course, that the Soyiet Union and the Western Powers have a

different approach ~o the German question~ difforent ~oticns as to the future

development o~ Germany. But our countries have one thing in oommon which once

enabled us to make common cause. During the war we were united by the desire to

destroy German nilitarism and to secare peace for the nation~. Now we can and

must be ~ited by the desire to do everything to prevent a revival of German

militarism and the possibility of its ever again, either alone or in alliance with

anyone, launching a new war, which would again drown Europe and the whole world in

blood and turn flourishing ~itie3 into ruins.

The main argument adv~~ced by t?ose who oppose the con01usion of a peace treaty

with Germ~ comes to this: that at present there is no government that could sign

a peace treaty on behalf of the vhole of Germany and ensure that the obligations

involved would be fulfilled. But this argument cannot be accepted as either correct

or convincing. It proceeds from extremely formal legalistic considerations~ than

which none could be less appropriate under the existing conditions. It is rooted in

a deliberate refusal to recognize the de f~~to situation in Germ£Uly, a territory in

whioh two independent sovereign States have long been in existence. Is not the very

fact that the official representatiYes of the Governments of these two States are

present in this rBom convi~cing proof that it is no longer possible to be blind to

the actual n~ate of affairs?
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Moreover, if we are to speak of the legal side of the matter, there are examples

in the practice of international relations, to show that the existence of the two

German States cannot be an obstacle to the conclusion of a peace treaty with Germany.

To wait for an all-German government to be set up in Germany, in the full

knowledge that this will be a complicated and lengthy process, means both postponing

the conolusion ofa peace~treaty with Germany indefinitely and ignoring an

opportunity to bring the national reunification of Germany a step nearer. How can

one think of a united Germany as our partner in a peace treaty when, because of the

stand taken by the Government of West Germany, the GDR and the FRG have not even

been able to start working out a common platform for their rapprochement - which is

exactly what a peace treaty should facilitate to a considerable extent? A further

point which should be t~en into account is that the FRG Government does nothing but

keep creating fresh obstacles in the way of rapprochement between the two German

States.

We are forced to note with regret that yesterd~yls statement by ~r. Gre~e, the

representative of the Federal Republic of Germany, contained nothing to indicate any

change for the better in the policy of the Federal Republic of Germany on this

question.

Yesterday Dr. Bolz, the Minister of Foreign Affairs of the GDR, expressed the

readiness of the GDR Government to discuss with the FRG the questions of a peace

treaty and other relevant issues which concern both German States.

The FRG Government, however, has not yet reacted to this.

Taking into acco~~t the de facto situation, the Soviet Government sees no other

possibility but to conclude a peace treaty with the two German States; and,in the

event that a German confederation has been formed by the time the peace treaty is

signed, to sign the treaty with the German confederation as well as with the GDR and

the FRG. To refuse to conclude a peace treaty today means to face still bigger

differences between the GDR and the FRG tomorrow, to pander to those extremist circles

in West Germany which do not conceive of the unification of Germany in any other way

than by their absorbing the GDR, even though this could mean confronting the world

with the catastrophe of a new war. If, of course, these circles were able to assess

the situation soberly, even they might see the completely illusory and absurd nature

of such plans.

Similarly, it is difficult to take seriously the arguments of those who are trying

to justify their negative attitude to proposals for a peaceful settlement with Germany

by references to the fact that they recognize one German State alone. We know that

the social system of the GDR is not to the liking of certain people in the West.
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In politics, however, it is least of all appropriate to give way to feelings, at the

expense of a sober approach to facts, and the facts are that the Government of the

GDR has fully acknowledged and aocepted all the aims that were proclaimed in the

Allied agreements on Germany.

Yesterday we heard this oonfirmed once more, in the statement by Dr. Bolz,

Minister of Foreign Affairs of the German Democratic Republic, who, we are convinced,

expressed the sentiments of the majority of the German people.

The voice of the GDR which we heard here yesterday was the voice of a true

ohampion of peace and of the cause of reduoing international tension.

Why then do not the Western powers give the German Democratic Republic its due

for the work it has done in fulfilling the Potsdam agreements, for its peace-loving

policy, and why do they prefer to hold aloof fron this, with their references to

being unable to declare reoognition of the German Democratio Republic?

It is not out of place in this connexion to recall that history provides a good

many instances of attempts on the part of some states to vent their dislike of the

policy of some other state by withholding recognition for many years. But time

passed, and the "unrecognized" states continued to exist and develop. Those who

refused to recognize them were forced to reconsider their position and their erst

while policy of ignoring facts evoked nothing but perplexity and irony.

The Soviet Government has acted differently. Taking into account the situation

created in Germany, it has recognized the FRG. We certainly did not do this because

we sympathized with the political oourse of the Adenauer government or with the

regime established in that country, which could hardly be reconciled with the ideas

that inspired the Allies in the recent war. In making this move, the Soviet

Government proceeded froQ the interests of relaxing tension, and allowed for the

fact that just as without the GDR there could be no progress in the solution of the

German question, so too there eould be none without the FRG. One would think these

considerations would not be alien to the Western Powers, if they are really willing

to advance the solution of the German question and to strengthen peace in Europe.

One should not lose sight of the fact that while the question of unifying

Germany mainly concerns the Germans, the question of a peace treaty involves the

interests of many nations in Europe and not only in Europe, and its solution would

be a most important step toward consolidating Europe~ security. Of oourse, the

question of the unification of Germany is of great importance, and the Soviet Union

consistently advocates solving this question on a peaoeful and denocratic basis.

But if the FRG is not yet prepared to negotiate with the GDa on the means of

solving this question, then obviously there is nothing to do but wait until the

FRG Government adopts a more realistio attitude.
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The Jeace treaty is a different proposition. The delay in solving

this question is causing harm not only to the German people, but also to

other nations and to the COQIDon cause of peace. Therefore the Soviet

Government holds to the _view t4at the Foreign ~inisters'conference should
r

concentrate mainly on the question of a peace treaty with Germany.

The participants in this conference have obviously had an opportunity

of studying the Soviet Draft Peace Treaty with Germany and the relevant

proposals of the Soviet Government on the procedure for concluding this

treaty, which were brought to their notice in the Soviet Government's Notes

of 10 January and 2 March of this year. Since we have started discussion

on this question, the Soviet delegation considers it necessary to refer back

to the contents of the Soviet Draft Treaty, and to outline the considerations

which guided the Soviet Goverrunent in preparing it.

The proposed Draft Peace Treaty with Germany is based on the Allied

agreements on Germany made during End after the war, and above all on the

Potsdam Agreement. It proceeds from the necessity of reaching the objectives

proclaimed by the Allied States, that is, the prevention of further aggression

by Germany, the revival of Germany as a peace-loving and democratic state

and the establishment of a stable peace in Europe.

Certain circles in the West are expressing themselves in favour of

granting Germany a so-called freedom of choi~e between the Eastern and the

Western military alliances; in fact, what they have in mind here is the future

integration of the whole of Germany into NATO; that is, the possibility of

using her territory and her resources in material and manpower in the interests

of this military alliance. It is known also that such plans meet with

support from certain quarters in the FRG, although the latter, of course,-

are not thinking in terms of the advantages of the Yestern Powers which

today hold the leading position in NATO, but of designs of their own which

are prompted by their unwillingness to resign themselves to the defeat of

Hitler Germany.
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The consequences of the FRG's four year~ membership of NATO are openly to be

seen: more and more young men in unifo~m are being packed into barracks and

military schools; m&:y areas of the country are dotted with rocket-launching

installations and nuclear weapons depots; every day there are fewer footbridges

connecting the two parts of Germany. It is not difficult to foresee the threat

that would hangover Eu:i1ope if the attempts to push the whole of Germany along

the $arne road were not resolutely resisted. 7e are all well aware that what the

overwhelming majority of the German people demand is the right to live in peace

and tranquillity and to participate on an equal footing with other .States in

ensuring the security of Europe. This is precisely the intention behind the

provisions ot the Soviet Draft Peace Treaty which is now under discussion.

The Soviet Union recognizes Germany's right to have such n~tional armed

foroes of her own as are necessary for the defence of the country. The Draft

oertainly contains a number of military restrictions, but these restrictions are

only natural and necessary when we bear in mind that Germ&~ militarism has

already launched two world wars. l~ong the obligations to be imposed on Germany,

the first and foremost is a ban against her produ~ing nuclea~ weapons, together

with a ban on any means by whi~h she might obtain atomic weapons. Incidentally,

the relevant provisions of the Soviet Draft Treaty do not go further than the

restrictions provided for in the Paris agreements between the FRG and the Western

Powers. Our proposal further provides for ?reventing the German armed forces

from being equipped with nuclear weapons. I believe that the necessity for this

is realized both in Europe and America and everywhere else where the lessons of

the two world wars are still remembered.

The Soviet Government, standing as it does for the withdrawal of foreign

troops from Germany, does not see any obstacle in the way of completing such

withdrawal not later than a year from the date when the peace treaty comes into

force. If the three ~estern Powers and the F~G are not as yet prepared for

this, then the withdrmval of foreign troops from Germany could be carried out

gradually within time limits which w0~ld be agreed upon between the parties

concerned; and in that case we would propose that the numerical strength of the

foreign troops stationed on the territory of Germany b·) rG(:'c~.:rd by one thi~d within

six months from the date on which the peace treaty comes into force.
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It is often alleged in t~e West t~at after the withdrawal of foreign troops

from Germany the Soviet U~i~~ would gai~ nome n~rt of military a~vantages, to the

detriment of the security of t~e FRG and other ~ester~ Ztates. But surely nobody

is demanding anything more from the Yestern Powers t~an fro~ the Soviet Union. We

are proposing that al~ foreign troops s~ould be withdrawn from Germany, both

those of the Soviet Unio~ and those of the NATO states: in other words w& are

talking about a settlement which would require both sides to enter into equal

commitments and to make equal concessions.

We are also told that the wi~hdrawal of Soviet forces from the G~R would not

be equivalent to the withdrawal of the foreign troops fro~ West Germ~~y, since

the Soviet armed forces would J they say, still be able to rem~in somewhere close

to Germany. Such arguments are patent:y artificial and far-fetched. We have only

to remember that the armed forces of Fr~~ce, Great Brita~n, Belgium and other NATO

countries would also, in this casJi be no fart~er from Germany than the Soviet

troops. Moreover, the critics of the S07iet proposal O~ the withGrawal of troops

from Geroany cannot be unawa~e of the fact that tne Soviet Govar~~ent has long

been urging an eve~ more fund~~ental settlement of the pro~Jpm of foreign troops

in Europe. The Soviet Unio~ is pre?a~ed to ~ithdraw its t~oc,s Lot only from

Germany mlt also from Poland and Hunga~Y7 where they are at p~esent under the

terms of the Warsaw Treaty~ p=ovided of course~ t~a~ tee other }~~~O oountries

withdraw their forces back within their ow~ frontiers fu~d di~nantle tbeir military

bases o~ foreign territories.

It is self-evident tnat t~e text of a pea~9 trenty n~oald include the

appropriate provisions of t~e Allied agreementc on the Ga~~~~ frontiers. The question

of Germany's Easter~ frontiers wes decided by t~e Allies even while the war was

still being fought, and whe~ a peace tr~aty is cOllcl~ded t~at ~ecision ~at~ral1y

will be explicitly written into it~

The Soviet Draft inc:ucen provisio~s for e~z~Iing the basic hu~~~ rignts and

freedoms throughout GeT~any and freedom c~ activity for d~~on!'ctic parties ~~d

organizations. A truly ce~~~ratic deve10Fment of Ger~~~y is i~p~ssible unless

the fascist, mili~arist an~ revanchist parties and org~~iz~ti2ns of every variety

which have always exerted a pernicious infl~ence on the minds o~ the Germ~~ people

and spiritually prepared then for predatory wa~s are comple~ely eliminated from

the social ~d poli-hical life of the country. Fcr this rea~o~, the proposed Draft

Peace Treaty envisages an ~r-cor-diticnal ~)nn en the activities of such organizations.
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The Soviet Draft Peace Treaty offers wide possibilities for the

development of economy, .soienoe end. culture in Germany, affords the German

people every opportunity to show such qualities as their industriousness,

their talent for organisation and their technical pro~oss to tha full in the
- .

work of peaceful construotion. Any discrimination against Germany in

respect of trade with other countries, navigation and the access to world

markets is excluded.

The Soviet Government proposes to regard as completely settled the

question of reparations from Germany in compensation for the damage caused

by her to the Allied and Associated Powers during the war, and to write into

the peace treaty a waiver by the said Fowers of any claims against Germany

with regard to further payment of reparations. We submit this proposal in

spite of the fact that Germany has paid compensation for only a sma.ll part

of the damage caused by the fascist aggression. The settlement which we

are proposing for this problem is motivated by feelings of good will towards

the German people, and takes into aocount the fact that during the post-war

period the German people have shown in many w~s that they condemn the crimes

committed against the peoples of Europe in the course of the aggression la.unched

by the Hitlerites.
The oonclusion of a peace treaty would greatly facilitate the unifica.tion

ot Germany in accordance with the national aspirations of the German people.

The acceptanoe and bona~ fulfillment of the provisions of the peace treaty

by both German states will remove the barriers on the road to a rapprochement

betnen the GDR and the FRG, and will lead to the development of truitful

e>cperation between them.

The Soviet Draft Peace Treaty provides for the Contracting Parties to

render every assistance to both German states in order that this aim m~ be

achieved, and to refrain from such actions as might hinder the unification of

Germany.

The Soviet Government's proposal on the oonclusion of a peace treaty with

GermnQY includes a simultaneous solution of the Berlin question; this solution

woul~ thereby become an integral part of the general peace settlement with

Germany. The quadripartite agreements which determined the procedure for the

administration and occupation of Germ~, including Berlin, would naturally

lapse with the signing of the peace treaty. The occupation regime which is
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still maintained in West Be=lin; would there~y be ended r and the soil which

nurtures the very causes of friction between states would be removed. In

this connexion there arises the question of the future status of West Berlin,

pending the restoration_of German unity~ aLd of Berlin(s becoming once again

t-he capital of a united terman State. The Soviet Government believes that

the most appropriate solution would be to give West Berlin the status of a

demilitarized Free City. This is the solution of the Berlin question whioh

is envisaged In Article 25 of the Soviot Dr~ftPeace Treaty; it enjoys the

full Bupport of the Government of the GDU on whose territory West Berlin is

situated.

We are prep&red to work out, together with other States concerned,

appropriate guarantees to ensure that the proposed status of West Berlin is

respected so that there would be no interference in the life of the Free City

from any quarter and so that its independence, as well as its commercial,

cu~tural and other ties with the countries of both West and East would be

assured. If the proposal for a Free City were put into effect a healthier

situation would be created not only in Berlin but also throughout Germany;

at the same time, the arrangement would not introduce any changes in the

social and economic order which already exists in West Berlin.

Such are the more important provisions of the Soviet Draft Peace Treaty

with Germany. If we are asked what the major merits of this Draft are, our

answer is as follows: the Soviet Draft Peace Treaty with Germany offers a

solid guarantee of security both to the past victims of Hitlerite aggression

and to the German people themselves, who in the past have more than had to p~

in millions of human lives for the san5~inary adventures of German militarists.

The growing awareness both in Europe and outside Europe of the nece~sity

for concluding a peace treaty with Germ~ny without further delay is proved by

the wide response and support with which the recent Soviet proposals on this

question have been met.

The Soviet delegation is prepared to do its best to find a mutually

acceptable basis for a prompt solution of the question of a peace treaty with

Germany through an appropriate agreooent between all parties concerned~ We

propose that we take the Soviet Draft as a basis for examining the question
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of a peace treaty at our conference and we submit it at this Meeting as an

official document from the Soviet Government. Naturally, we are also prepared

to consider any proposals designed to bring about the speedy conclusion of a

peace treaty with Ge~many which may be made by other members of the conferenoe.

Yesterday Mr. H~Tter, the U.S~ Secretary of State, submitted on behalf

of the Governments of the three Western Eowers, for consideration by our

conference, an extensive document containing the proposals of those Governments

on various international questions.

This document deals with: disarmament problems; the Berlin question;

European security problems; the unification of Germany; aud, fin&lly, a peace

settlement with Germany. And, we are told, this document is to be regarded

as an inseparable whole~

We listened attentively to the statement of the U.S. Secretary of State and

to the Foreign ~inisters of France and Great Britain who spoke after him. The

Soviet delegation has already had an opportunity of expressing its attitude to

such a method, whereby complicated questions which are different in character,

are lumped together, with the result that it becomes still more complicated 

indeed impossible - to solve them. Should such a path be followed only one result

could be achieved: complete deadlock from the very outset~

Naturally, the Soviet delegation will at a later stage state its views on

the substance of the proposals contained in the three-Yowar document.

All the essentials for a prompt solution of the question of a peace

treaty with Germany already exist: the desire of the peoples to remove the

last traces of the recent war and to establish, at last, the conditions for

a stable peace in Europe and a proper representation of Germany in the form

of the two German States whose Governments are vested with the necessary

sovereign authority to sign a peace treaty in the name of the whole of Germany

and to assure compliance with its terms. Now everything will depend on the

good will of the Governments of the four great Powers, on whether they will

be willing once again to travel the road of fruitful peaceful co-operation.
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As far as the Soviet delegation is concerned, it will, as we have already

stated, spare no effort to help the work of ~ur conference to proceed in a

constructive atmosphere, in the spirit of friendly co-operation, and to ensure

that a peace treaty wit~ Germany is drawn up. The Soviet delegation expresses

the hope that its efforts tow~rds this noble aim will meet with the understanding

and support of the other participants of the conference.

We should now like to hear the views of other delegations on the question

under consideration.
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Draft

PEACE TREATY WITH GE&.vlANY

The Union of Soviet Sooialist Republics, the United Kingdom of Great Britain

and Northern .Ireland, the Unit~ States of Amerioa, the French Republic, Australia,

the Peop.le,t 8 Republic of Albani~, Belgium, the Byelorussian Soviet Socialist

Republic, the Peoplets Republio of Bulgaria, Brazil, the Hungarian People's Republic,

Gre.~e, Denmark, !lidia, Italy, Canada, the Chinese People! s Republic, Luxembourg,

the Netherlands, Nell' Zealaild.,Nonay, Pakistan, the Polish People's Republic, the

Romanian People's Republic, the Ukrainian Soviet Socialist Republic, Finland, the

Czechoslovak Republic, the FederatedPeoplets Republic of Yugoslavia and the Union

of South Africa, &s States which participated with their armed forces in the war
, ., . ',', " : ; "1 ( " ..' J" ~ ..~ I:' l,t .~ • ;::" ~, ,' •.~ '.

against Germany, de8igfta,~'her8a;f.ter'&S;.,f'i~~r,All·Pfd7~d':IPi:iioQ~-B;f;ia;~o1r~rs", on the
one part, - .. '.; .. ·.L ~ - '- "" ,,:' ~.' ..: .- --

And Germany, represented at the present time by the German Democratic Republic

and the Federal Republio of Germany (or, in the event of a German Confederation being

formed prior to the signing of the peace treaty, the German Confederation, and alao

the German Democratic Republic and the Federal Republic of Germany), on the other

part,

Not1ng that the further maintenance of the profoundly abnormal situation under

which foreign troops continue to remain on German territory in the 14th year after

the cessation of hostilities cannot be justified, and the German nation oontinues

to be deprived of the possibility of fully exercising its state sovereignty, of

maintaining equal relations with other states and is outside the United Nations;

Being guided by the desire to carry out under existing conditions the basic

provisions contained in the documents of the anti-Hitler coalition and in particular

the Potsdam agreement;

Considering that the absence of a peace settlement precludes the possibility

of ensuring a just regard for the legitimate national interests of the German

people and to a considerable extent helps to increase the tension and instability

in Europe;

Being united in their intention finally to draw a line under the war which was

unleashed by Hitler's Germany and which brought incalculable calamities and suffering

to many peoples, including the German people;
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Recognizing that during the years whioh have passed since the cessation of

hostilities, the German people have demonstrated in many ways that they oondemn the

crimes which were committed against the people of Europe as a result of the

aggression unleashed bY,German militarism;

Firmly resolved not to p~rmit Germany to threaten its neighbours or other

States and unleash a new war at any time again;

Desirous of securing for Germany the possibility of peaceful and demooratic

development and its fruitful co-operation with other States as an equal member of

the family of nationsl

Convinced that the conolusion of a peace treaty will be of exoeptionally serious

importance for guaranteeing security in Europe and strengthening peace throughout

the world;

Considering that the oonelusion of a peace treaty with Germany is a necessary

and important step towards restoring the national unity of Germany;

Have decided ~o conolude the present peace treaty and for this purpose have

designated the undersigned as their plenipotentiary representatives, who, after the

presentation of their full powers, found in due and proper form, have agreed to the

following provisions:
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PAHT 1

POLITICAL AND TZ1~qITORIAr~ PROVISIONS

I~ Peace and Peaceful Relations--_._---
Article 1

The Allied and Associated Powers J on the one part, and Germany, on the other,

note and confirm the cessation of a state of war and the establishment of peaceful

relations between themselves, and that accordingly all the political and judicial

consequences deriving therefrom will become effective from the moment of the entry

into force of the relevant declaration or decree of each of the Allied and

Associated Powers.

Article 2

Pending the unification of Germany in one form or another the term

"Germany" in this treaty shall be understood to include the two existing German

states - the German Democratic Republic ~~d the Federal Republic of Germany 

and all the rights and obligations of Germn.ny, provided for in the treaty, shall

relate both to the German Democratic Re~ublic and to the Federal Republic of

Germany.

Articl" 3

The Allied and Associated Powe~s recognize the full sovereignty of the German

people over Germany, including its territorial waters and airspace~

Article 4

1. The Allied and Associated Powers declare that they will establish their

relations with Germany on the basis of observance of the principles of respect

for the sovereignty and territorial integrity of Germany, non-intervention in

its internal affairs, non-aggression, equality} and mutual advantage] and also

on the basis of the provisions of this ireaty.

Germany shall be guided by the same principles in its relations with all

countries.

2. Germany undertakes to settle its international disputes solely by

peaceful means in such a way as not to end~~Ger international peace and security.

Germany also undertakes to refrain in its international relations from ~he threat

or use of force against the territorial inviolability or political ina~~endence

of any State and not to give any aid or suppcrt to any State or groupci'f States

violating international peace and security.
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Article 5

l~ Germany undertakes not to join any milit~ alliances directed against

o.ny state which is a participant in this treaty, and also not to take part in

military alliances which do not include all the four principal Allied~owers

of the anti-Hitler coalition - the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, the

United States of America, the United Kingdom and Prance.

2~ The Allied and Associated Powers shall respect Germany's undertaking not

to participate in the military alliances referred to in paragraph 1, and shall

refrain from any actions in regard to Germany which might involve direct or

indirect violation by i1, of this undertn.king~

3; The Allied and Associated Powers shall take all the necessary steps to

enable Germany to participate on an equal footing in measures designed to strengthen

general European security and to establish a security system in Europe, founded

on the joint efforts of the European States~

4~ With the coming into force of this treaty, Germany - the German Democratio

Republic and the Pederal Republic of Germany - shall be considered relieved of the

obligations arising out of membership in the Warsaw Pact Organization and the

North Atlantic Alliance and the West European Union respectively.

Article 6

Germany recognizes the full validity of the peace treaties with Bulgaria,

Hungary, Italy, Romania and Finland.

Article '(

Following the coming into force of this treaty the Allied and Associated

Powers shall support Germany's application tor membership in the United Nations.

II. Prontiers

Article 8

The frontier. of Germany shall be those which existed on 1 January, 1959.

The frontiers of Germany are shown on the map attached to this treaty (annex no. 1).

Pending the unification of Germany in a single State, the territories of the

German Democratic Republic and the Federal Republic of Germany shall be delimited

by the line existing on 1 January, 1959, as shown on the map attached to the

treaty (annex no. l)~
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Article 9

In conformity with the Potsdam agreement of 1945:

A) Germany renounces all rights, leg~l titles and claims to the former

Germ~ territories east of the line passing from the Baltic Sea slightly west of
r

Swinemuonde and from the~e along the Oder River to its confluence with the

Western Neisse and along the Western Neisse to the Czechoslovak. frontier,

including the territory of the former Zast Prussia and the territory of the

former city of Danzig which have come under the sovereignty of the Polish People's

Republic, which sovereignty Germany recognizes.

B) Germ~ renounces all rights, legal titles and claims to the former

city of Koenigsberg and the adjacent area which have come under the sovereignty

of the U.S.S~R~, which sovereignty Germany recognizes~

Article 10

Germany acknowledges as null and void the munich agreement with all its

ensuing consequences and declares that it will always recognize the territory

of the former so-called Sudeten Region as an inviolable constituent part of

the national territory of the Republic of Czechoslovakia.

Article 11

Germany recognizes that the territory of Alsace-Lorraine is a constituent

part of the Republic of France.

The Saar District is part of the territory of Germany.

Article 12

Germany confirms and recognizes the changes and delimitation of its frontiers

carried out in accordance with the agreements concluded with neighbouring States

between May 1945 and 1 January, 1959.

III~ Germany and Austria

Article 13

1. Germany recognizes the full validity of the State Treaty for the re

establishment of an independent and democratic Austria of 15 ~IDY, 1955 and the

prohibition of Anschluss contained therein.

2. Accordingly, Germany shall respect the sovereignty and independence of

Austria and shall renounce all territorial and political claims in regard to Austria

and Austrian territory.
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3. Germany recognizes and undert&tes to respect tpeper~cnent neutrality of

Austria as defined by the Federal Constitutional Law of Austria enacted by the

Austrian Parliament on October 26, 1955.

4. To prevent the danger of Anschluss, a political or economic union

between Germany and Austria is prohibit~d~ Germany fully ac=~owledges its

responsibility in this matter and shall not enter into a political or economic

union with Austria in any form whatsoever.

Germany shall not conclude any agreement with Austria, undertake ~

actions or carry out any measures likely, directly or indirectly, to promote its

political or economic union with Austria, or impair th~ territorial integrity,

political or economic independence of Austria. Ger@nny further undertnkes not. "

to permit on its territory any actions likely, directly or indirectly, to

promote such a union and it shall prevent the existence, resurgence and activity

of any organizations having as their aim political or economic union with Austria

and propaganda in favour of such union.

IV. T4e Fundamental Rlzhts and Freddoms of the Individual

Article 14

1; Germany undertwies to carry out all the necessary measures to ensure

that all persons under Garman jurisdiction without distinction as to race, sax,

language, religion, nationality, origin or political beliefs shall enjoy human

rights and the fundamental freedoms, including personal freedom, freedom of

speech, press and publication, religious worship, political opinion, association

and public assembly~

2. Germany further undertakes that the laws in force on its territory shall

not, both as regards their content and their application, discriminate or entail

any discrimination between persons of German citizenship on the 8rounds of their

race, sex, language, religion, nationality, origin, political beliefs, or party

affiliation, whether in reference to their persons, property, occupation,

professional or financial interests, status, political or civil rights or any

other matter;

3. Past membership in the National Socialist Party or in organizations

affiliated to or controlled by it, of any German citizen may not sarve as grounds

for restricting the rights and freedoms provided for in paragraph 1, if the rights

of the person concerned have not been restricted by a court of law~
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4. Persons of German nationality, resettled in Germany from other countries

in accordance with the decisions of the Potsdam conference of 1945, shall enjoy

on the territory of Germany all the rights referred to in paragTaph 1 without

any discrimination, as ~qual German citizens~

Article 15

No German authority or German citizen shall persecute or otherwise oppress

any person for having, during the second world war, acted in favour of the Allied

and Associated Powers, or for expressing synpathy with their cause, or for having

acted in the period prior to the coming into force of this t~aty in a way

calculated to facilitate implementation of the joint decisions on Germ~ of the

U~S~S.R., U.S~A., the United Kingdom ~~d France, or of any proclamation, ordinance,

order or instruction issued in pursuance of these decisions.

V~ Political Parties nnd Other OrK~lizations

Article 16

Germany shall guarantee freedom of activity for political parties and other

organizations, with the exception of the parties and organizations referred to

in Articles 13, 17 and 18, allowing them the right freely to-decide their internal

affairs, hold conferences and oeetings and enjoy freedom of press and publication.

Article 17

Germany undertakes not to permit, on pain of punismnent under criminal law,

the resurgence, existence and activity on German territory of the National

Socialist Party and organizations affiliated to or controlled by it, including

political, military and par~Jilit~ry organizations, or the emergence and

activities of similar parties and organizations, in particular revanchist

parties and organizations demanding revision of Germany's frontiers or naking

territorial claims on other states.

Article 18

Germany undertakes to dissolve and, on pain of punishment under criminal law,

not to permit on its territory the existence and activity of any organizations

whatsoever, including emigre organizations, engaged in hostile activities against

any Allied or Associated Power.

Germany shall not grant political asylum to persons belonGing to the

aforesaid organizations~
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VI. Other Clauses

Article 19

Germany recognize~ the verdict of the International lulitary Tribunal in

Nuremberg and the verdicts of other courts on criminal offences envisaged in
- '

the Tribunal's Chartef, committed within Germany and beyond her frontierS4

Article 20

Germany undertal:tes not to permit propaganda in any form calculated or

likely to create a. danger to peace or intensify it, ,violation of peace,ur an

act of aggression, including war propaganda and any kind of revenBe statements putt

lnff forward dem~ds for the revision of Germany's frontiers 0r territorial

claims on other cJuntries~

Article 21

1. Germany shall render every assiBt~ce to the repat~iation of citizens

of the Allied and Associated Fowers who found themselves on German territory

as a result of the war~

2. For their part, the Allied and Associated Fowers shall, in so far as

this has not already been done, render similn.r assistance in ,the repatrintiun

of German citizens who found themselves on the territories of ~he Allied and

Associated Powers as a. result of the wnr.

3. The Allied Powers undertake, in so far as this has not alrendy bean

done by them, to return to Germany within six months after the coming into force

of this treaty, all German specialists who left the country under coercion

during or after the war. The provisions of this article shall not apply to

parsons who left Germany of their own accord.
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PART 2

PROVISIONS RELATING. TO THE RE-ESTABLISHMENT OF A UNITED GERMANY

Article 22

The Allied and Asso~iated.Poweis acknowledge the right of the German people
r

to re-establish the un~ty of Germany, and express their readiness to render to

bota German states every assistance in the achievement of this aim on the basis

of a rapprochement and understanding between the German Democratio Republic and

the Pederal Republio of Germany. The two German states, as well as the Allied

and Associated Powers regard the present Treaty as an important contribution to

the unification of Germany in aocordance with the national aspirations of the

German people and also with the interests of European and world security•

.Article 23

Whereas any attempt to solve the question of the unifioation of Germany by

force would be fraught with the danger of a war entailing incalculable disasters

for the peoples of Europe, and above all for the German people themselves, the

German Democratic Republic and the Federal Republic of Germany solemnly pledge

themselves never to resort to force or the threat of force for the purpose of

unifying Germany, and shall resolve any disputes which may arise in their mutual

relationships by peaceful methods.

Article 24

The present T.reaty shall remain in force after the re-establishment of German

unity, and its provisions shall extend to the united German state.

Article 25

Fending the re-establishment of Ge rm a. n unity o.nd the crea.tion of a united

German Sta.te, West Berlin shall ha.ve the status of a demilitarized Free City

with a special Statute of its own.
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PART 3

~ILITARY PROVISIONS

Article 26

Germany shall have its own national armed forces (land, air, and naval), as

necessary for en8Urin~ the country1s defence •

.Article 27

The following persons shall not be permitted to serve in the armed forcesl

(a) Persons oonvicted by the courts of countries whioh were in a state of

war with Germany, or by German courts, for crimes against peaoe, crimes

against humanity, or war crimes;

(b) Persons not having German citizenship;

(0) Persons of non-German nationality who found themselves on the territory

of Germany during and after the war, irrespective of whether or not

they subsequently acquired German oitizenship.

Article 28

Germany shall not possess, produce, acquire, or experiment with

(a) any form of nuclear armament or other means of mass destruction,

including biological and chemical weapons;

(b) any form of rookets or guided missiles or any apparatus or installations

connected with the lcmnc;.dng er control of such weapons;

(c) aircraft designed basically as bombe~~ ond adapted for carrying bombs

or shells;

(d) submarines.

Article 29

Germany shall not possess, produce, or acquire either through state or

private channels, or in any other way, ,1nr materials and equipment, or maintain

produotive potential for their manufacture in excess of her requirements for the

maintenanoe of the armed forces permitted under article 26 of the present TreatYJ

nor shall Germany export any military materials and equipment from German

territory to other oountries.

Article 30

All foreign troops which are in Germany shall be withdrawn from Germany not

later than within one year from the date on which the present Treaty oomes into

force.
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(Ort Atter the present Treaty comes into foree, all foreign troops which

are in Germany 8hnll be withdrawn from Germany within time limits to be agreed on

by the interested Parties, with the proviso that within 6 months from the moment
- '

when the Treaty comes into foroe, the numerical strength of foreign foroes

stationed on the territory of 'Germany will be reduced by one-third).

Simultaneously with the withdrawal of foreign troops trom Germany all foreign

military bases on the territory of Germany shall be abolished.

In future, ~rmany shall not permit the presenoe of any foreign armed forces

or foreign military bases on her territory.

Article 31

Germany undertakes to respeot, preserve, and maintain the graves on German

territory of Servicemen, prisoners of war, and nationals of Powers whioh were in

a state of war with Germany, who were foroibly brought to Germany; the tombstones

and emblems on these graves; and the memorials to the military glory of the

armies whioh fought against Hitler Germany.

The Allied and Associated Powers shall, on their part, ensure the proper

maintenance of dssignated'szav9s of German Servicemen which are on their

territories.
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ECONOMIC PROYISIONS'

Arti'c1e 32
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No restriQtions 'shalf 'be imp'osed on Germany in the development of her peaoeful

economy, whioh shou1~ s~rve to enhance the welfare of the German people.

Similarly, no restrictions shall be imposed in respeot of Germany's trade

with other oountries, or in respect of navigation, or in respeot of her' 60cess to

world markets.

Article 33

After the withdrawal of foreign troops from German territory all German

property which has been used by the armed forces of the foreign states on GOrman

territory and for which compensation has net been pa~d shall either be returned

to its owners, or suitable compensation shall be paid for it.
Artiole 34 .~ .

1. Insofar as she has not already done so, Germany sha1l'restore the

legitimate rights and interests of the Allied or Associated Powers and their

nationals in Germany as of 1 September; '1939, or as of 30 September, 1938, in the

case of the Czechoslovak Republic and'it~n~tionals,and shall return the property

of the' A1Hed and 'Associat.ed Powers imd.' their nationals or make compensation.

The procedure and terms on which the provisions of the present Article shall be

implemented will be 'defined by special agreements between Germany and the States

concerned.

The term "property" me;an'~ 'niovable or immovable property, material or non

material, inoluding industriai, l:iterary, and art property, and also rights and

interests of any kind in property;

2. The existence of a 'state of war shail not in itself be regarded as a

factor affecting the obligation to repay monetary debts' arising out of

obligations and contracts whioh existed before the sta.te of war came into

existence.

3. 'GerIIianyundertakes not to permit any discrimination with ~ego.rd to the

satisfa.otion' of claims to compensation for damage ca.used'to citizens of the Allied

or Asso:.iated P,owers, irrespective of the nature of the c~mPe'ns,~~.io~ due, or of the

organiza.t'ion or institution meetfng the cla.im. ",
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Article 35

Germany recognizes the rights of any Allied or "Associated Power to German

assets abroad which have been transferred to that power by virtue of agreements

between the USSR, "the Uni~ed States of .America, the United Kingdom, and Franoe.

Germany recognizes tHe provisions contained in the State Treaty for the

Re-establishment of an Independent and Demooratic Austria regarding German assets

in .Austria.

Article 36

1. Germany waives, on her own behalf and on behalf of German organizations

and nationals, all olaims of any description against the Allied and Associated

Powers, their organizations or nationals, arising directly out of the war or out

of actions taken because of the war in Europe after 1 September, 1939,

irrespective of whether or not the Allied or Associated Power concerned was at

war with Germany at the time.

This renunciation of claims includes, in particular, the following:

(a) olaims for losses or damages sustained in consequence of actions by

the armed forces or authorities of the Allied or Associated Powers;

(b) claims arising out of the presence, operations or aotions of the

armed forces and authorities of Allied or Associated Powers on German

territory;

(c) claims with respeot to the decrees or orders of the Prize Courts of

Allied or Associated Powers, Germany agreeing to accept as valid and

binding all decrees and orders of such Prize Courts issued after

1 September, 1939, in relation to German maritime and river vessels,

or German cargoes, or payment of costs;

(d) claims arising out of the exercise of belligerent rights, or out of

measures taken in the exercise of such rights.

2. Germany's renunciation of claims under paragraph 1 of this Artiole

coo v e r s any claims arising out of actions taken by any of the Allied or Associated

Powers with respect to German sea and river vessels after 1 September, 1939, as

well as any claims and debts arising out of international Conventions on

prisoners of war now in force.

3. The provisions of this Article shall bar, completely and finally, all

claims of the nature referred to herein, which shall henceforward be extinguished,

whoever may be the parties in interest. The German Government agrees to make
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equitable compensation in marks to persons who furnished supplies or services on

requisition to the armed forces of the Allied and Assooiated Powers on German

territory and in satisfaotion of non-combat damage claims which have arisen on

German territory against the armed forces of the Allied or Assooiated Powers.

Article 37

Germany waives all Government claims, all claims of public German juridioal

persons, German private juridical persons and German nation~ls cO~LUected with

territories that have been returned to other States and have been transferred

to their sovereignty.

Article 38

The States to whioh sovereignty over part of the former territory of Germany

has been transferred are not responsible for obligations arising out of the debts

of the German State, German municipalities or German public institutions, or

for any other legal questions of a public or private character that arose prior

to 8 May, 1945 and are connected with the territory ooncerned.

Article 39

1. Germany agrees to enter in~o negotiations with any Allied or Assooiated

Poyer and oonolude treaties and agreements on trade and navigation, after granting

eaoh Allied or Associated Power most-favoured-nation treatment on a reciprooal

basis.

2. Germany shall not permit disorimination or artificial restriotions in

any matter conoerning her trade with Allied or Associated Powers. For their

part, the Allied and Associated Powers shall adhere to the same principle in trade

with Germany •

3. Germany shall not grant any exclusive rights to, or discriminate

against, any country whatsoever with regard to the operation, within her

boundaries, of commercial aircraft in international traffic; shall afford all

the Allied and Associated Powers, on a reciprocal basis, equal opportunities in

obtaining, on German territory, international commeroial aviation rights,

including the right to land for refuelling and repair. These provisions should

not affect the interests of Germany's national defence.

Article 40

Germany undertakes to allow Austria the right of unhampered transit and

oommunication without customs duties or charges between S~lzburg o~d Lofer

(Salzburg) via Reichenhall-Steinpass and between Soharnith (Tyrol) and Ehrwald

(Tyrol) via Garmisch-Partenkirchen.
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PART 6

FINAL PROVISIONS

Article 43

upon the coming ~to fQ~oe of the present Peace Treaty, Germany shall be
r

released from all obligations under international treaties and agreements

concluded by the Government of the German Democratic Republic and the Government

of the German Federal Republic prior to the coming intoforoe of the present

Treaty which are in contradiction to the provisions of the Treaty.

Article 44

Any dispute concerning the interpretation or exeoution of this Treaty whioh

is not settled through direot diplomatio negotiation or by some other prooedure

by agreement between the oontending Parties, shall be referred to a Commission

oomposed of representatives of the Soviet Union, the United Kingdom, the United

States of America, Franoe, the German Democratic Republic and the German Federal

Republic. Should the Commission fail to agree on a solution after two months,

and if the contending Parties have not arrived at an agreement on an alternative

procedure for its settlement, the dispute shall be referred to a

Commission composed of one representative from each Party and a third member

chosen, by agreement, from the nationals of a third country.

Article 45

1. The present Treaty shall be ratified an~ shall come into force immediately

upon deposit of instruments of ratification by the Union of Soviet Sooialist

Republics, the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland, the United

States of Amerioa, France and Germany. With respect to each Power which shall

subsequently ratify the Treaty or accede to it, it shall come into foroe upon the

deposit of its instruments of ratification or accession"

2. If the Treaty does not come into force within ten months after the

deposit of Germany's instruments of ratification, any Staie which has ratified it

can bring the Treaty into force between itself and Germany by notifying Germany

and the depository state to this effect within three years of the deposit of

Germany's instruments of ratification.

Article 46

Any State which was at war with Germany and is not signatory to this Treaty

may accede to it.
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Article 47

The present Treaty grants no rights, title or advantages to non-signatory

Powers, and no German rights, title or interests shall be regarded as impaired

in favour of these Pow9rs-~y any provision of the present Treaty.

Article 48

The present Treaty and all the instrumonts of ratifioation and acoession

shall be deposited with the Government of •••••••••••••••••••••• , which shall

furnish certified copies to each of the signatory and aoceding Powers, and shall

also inform them of further ratifications and accessions.

In faith whereof the undersigned Plenipotentiaries have signed the present

Treaty and have affixed thereto their seals.

Done in ••••••••••••••••••••••••• in the Russian, English, Frenoh and German

languages, all texts being equally authentic •

.__...__.-_._----------------------
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I have listened with eare to the' statement just made by ~r. Gromyko. I do ttot

think that he will expect full comment on that statement today but I pro~ise to study

it, ,and. I may late1" give my considered views. But he did make some remarks whie'h' no

doubt he knew would be regarded as controversial and silence today MUst not be

,oonstrued as meaning acoeptance., He referred to, the 'division of Europe :into 1,..0

military oamps and to the accumulation of arms. Well, we have our own views 'as to
where responsibility for that lies. I will' not sa.y s.hy more about that· today.' His

di~nosis of the situation of the Pederal Republio of 'Germany is hot· aceeptedby us.
All8iatio~ :about territorial claims put forward by Bonn' and obstaolesbeing put in

the way of this conference and of a settlement in Europe by the Federal Republic are

not agreed, but I do not think that to debate those allegations further will really

help us. in our see.roh for agreement. Therefore I propose to say no more about -them

today. :Mr. Gromyko did make oertain ·eomments 'onourPeaoe Plan and said thisot at e.

l~ter stage he ~"o1,1J,.d. eomment upon it in greater detail and I want if I ma.y tolitske

.o~e:fur.th~r explan&ti~n of that plan in the hope that i~ will be of someas8i~tanc.

to ¥r. G~omi,ko when he oomes to consider his further comments.· I hope-he will take
our pla.n I8riouslY and not discard it out of hand. I want to Inake solD-et\1t-ther'

remar~ ,jn amplification of whatWr. Herter .aid ye8terd~ on behalf of the three

Western Governments. In particular, I should like to draw attention to the respects

in which the Peace Plan does in faot meet the objections which the Soviet Government

raised against the Western proposals of 1955.

078
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2. Pirst, there is the question of German re'L~ification. Here we have two

problems, the timing of fxee elections and the ferm of German partioipation in the

whole proO~Bs. A$. rega=ds free elections the Soviet Government have frequently

9xpreBsedthe':Tiew that the,unity of Germany must be restored on the baBiB of free

all~~'e1eriti~s. The essential differenoe between us is over the queBtion of

timing. The Western Powers took the view in 1955 that free elections should be

held as soon aB possible and should take place at the beginning of the process of

reunifioation. On the other hand, the Soviet Government, although acoepting the
'J';' ;., ".:>~.';) .,'~ . -: .1." ',.' ·':-,.i>.;;~i,j ,'- l', ~'l'I_Y'lj(;,

prinoiple of fl'ee'ols(1't!on,'1"ep'Et'ateq,ly sq..li}.' tha:£',' 1.t~ :would: 'be. pi:'elIlAtlire to hold them
" , • <I: ' .. ~ .. ,' ....~ .. : i • " • !,~ . ,!, ,'" .. :. ~ ", .. ·f' ~ ~ -,l ', •• :

at the beginning of the prQe~~8o:t':rtltu1Uioa;tio~•. ,''We :havetr!ed in the Western

Peaoe Plan to reach a oompromise between the respective points of view. Our ney

fIP"P:pps~l il\:th&;t."fre~ all...Ga~~r~~etrliGM should ba' :po1J"tponed for. i'r!rCiand''; half

I.~"'l ~"T1;l.~ :GeJ;lIl~' pQopl~ hQm~ "QO'f' 'been lClEJprived 01, th(J:Lrun.i~· :fitm :.fan.rlleeX1 ;;;,' j

NP~,/~?it'~~ 'tlle' ,SO:'1ifFt ,QoYe.rnment cMnot raa.aon8bly.,cQ.;:1tintia; 'bo' ~:ir18ill't' indd~aJi!tely

that tAe p.q.;l.~ o~;.~llleo~iona-sb;ou;l.cl·~·p.GlJ;t:pon-ed?, Swte-lY1,·given ..1goodrill, 'at tougb:t

to ,PQ; PPl4lilib;l.~A~ing ,flo :t;J:!a,nlfit.;iqn&~: IH~ir:i!Od().f two a.nd;"a..hail.;i!.,yegris' to finc1':aqui:'tab>le

~Wq~!J.~,o .;the '~f:l.iri-o~~ pr,ob):ep1s, wh:loh;·have "to wso-lived du.t'ii~ the pr.gcn':J:lu'Ii,'uf! I , '

c, t'fl'luni.t~AAliont t ~ \hQRfJ i.bA>ii ,iihfJ ..sOyi!fl'it;, ~:rnment. ..riJ.l ~8o.ogn;iz8.tbB."ithilJ 'l.f£\teat'l '

~8t,Jl~p}."P~i3-l",,~,p:r; .a t"Q' &nd p.. haJ.;f:'.year JtJ!'8l1sitional -pericli :b~01!Il'·tt~)hO'lttitllf-J j'

qfi ~~rG:~~ .el~tiQX1S i~a ~;gj}-nu+net\t-'f,aq>t·,to'1:199't' -the Bonet'v1eWpo£n1:t.,"d',wtllrl.

M~rQ... ;l~ (1;heir; _aer::j.ouseo~idepaltli.~n.·· " I . J ;,." .' .' '.",', ::1 '",')

31'~ f i~POpdily,.; the;t;e 1s tp,equ8:;l'f;:Lon of -German par1i:i:o.lipatioll ,in' the ilrb:~88i:,ot·:· ."

ll"~up.:i;!f.~9I~'U9Ih" .In 1955 tb,e ~our Hae.rbi: of·\Govero1nentr9.00gn1lileil;'~l"L+bmibt)Ji'·· , '

r.,e9.P9n#l.tb~lij:.y' f'Q1'.> ~h;i.:eving,&ermanre.unifioe:t1on.; "W'e:W11 .Ml'l;:~.,gnitie the(~'" 1

re.po~s.il:>iJ:.~;Yi 01.1 t11., Four P.()wars~ ;tel' Gnrma,u qileatitms: oi'l -el:It&.'~~~la;: not. b~ lti-bting

~;r~!~~e t-bi~Q;QntElr~09'table.' fhtl.Svviret .GOVlH'btnetlNltl.oW) 9i:tt~.t.'fJ~.\ll'ary! t'b' lIfJ.B.t,,'they

~j1 #..J,1: 1955 , :t_t; the.l!our Povers dDlwe no> nIJpoiUilJibili"t-y"ti!tt' ~Uf1i'fio'a'i-O)l.. ' 'The'ra

is a.l.f~e~-t.eJ. ¢iU,feerence betweeni'us'·.onthi'lJ poi.ilt.: :.~h~t'So~et'r,Gelf'eh:hin'.mt··· ,.,

con.e;4iI,s\);illal, 1'epil"GatnliatiY911' of· 'h9.i:t.,O·~l'&:r-ts of;' Ge!1,i1tUlj>' ,should j g'h,: toge'thet'!~1t' ,'I

" , .• l: j .•• i. ,j

I. ,," ;.,", ,\ "1 :
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solve the reunification pTcble~l w~c~oas the Woctern Gover~~9nts oonsider that only

freely elected representativ'es of 1:1:10 Germ~ people car, finally solve the problem

and that it is t~e duty of the Four Powers to make s~ro that this is done. These

are conflicting views put in oux plan we haye aone our best to narrow the difference.

We cannot, in fair:;J.es8 to the German people J a.banc.on the prospect o:? free elections

at some stager b~t the plan does make provision for ~ubst,antial contacts between

the two p~ts of Germany in the transitional period. That is the ~arpose of a

Mixed German Committee, to be establis~ed as soon as pnssible. It would consist

of,as Was pointad o"'J.t ya::rterdaY7 25 representatives fr'Jm the FocerE.! Rep'.lblic f..nd

10 mombers from Baet Germ3r-Y. The figure of 25: 10 in fa::di would givo the EpfJt

German author'ities grca"lier representat.ion on tho C0m::litta·e -than ;::lcre numbers would

warrant. Moreov3r we havG, by introdu~ing the concept of a three-quarter Rajority

vote, made i~ possible for t!le Ead German members y in efi'oct,tc haYe a. veto on the

work of theCo~ittee. Thi~F I would have thought; would be aco~pteble to the

Soviet Government,

4. 0:10 of -the tasks of the }/ixed Germo.n Committoe wot'ld be to prepa.re a draft

electoral law for all-German_ elGt'tiollS, The Sovi9-t delegation will recall that

in 1955 the WeG"her~ prcposal was that t~e electoral law s~ould be propared by the

four Governments in Ctonsul"':,e:tion ,rit,h Germ~ expG:r-ts. ThG f'.:l.c-t tl:at the alec-toral

law is uncial' tha naw pIa." to be prG:9a.:;:ed solely ::>y Ger-mans represent,3 a further

move towards tha point of -view expr'cssed by the Soviet, Goverr...m3:!l"t 1.n 1955.

5. For my part I cannot see wh.at cri.ticism the Soviet Govermnont could possi1:tly

have to make against our proposals for a Mi::':.c:d Connan. Ccromittoe. T~e inte>::tion

is that this Commi.ttee s~lJula. f3.cilite.fltl a..'ld a:J.large i·he aC101mt of ccniiacts between

the two sides of Ger.nany lWi thin is surely w:u:.:t the Soviet Gov<.>rnmen-l; have always

sa.id that they wo.nt'Hl to see ha::?:?en. 'Ille Cou-:2ii;"ke b i.o take a pr.o'!linenb PG.!"t

in the p1'oooos leadin.g "''''vvrards reunifi~ation. This e.eain ia "hg,-o the So"7ie't

Government have always asked for frem some all-German body. If they fin~ our

proposals abc"'J.~ t~is Co~ittee un&cceptable I weuld really be a~ a loss to know

what it it thoy want on this pnint.
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6. So mueh for the new proposals about German reunification made in the Western

Plan in order to take acoount of Soviet views. To be absolutely clear let me

briefly recapitulate them. They are:

(a) all-German election~ should be postpcned for 2t years after signature

of the Agreemeht envisaged in the Western Plan;

(b) a Mixed German Committee should be established at once to draft an

electoral law for all-German elections at the end of the 2t year

period and to facilitate during the transitional period the contacts

necessary for the process of reunification;

(c) the East German members of this Mixed Committee could not be out

voted;

(d) both the drafting of the electoral law and the supervision of

eleotions would be carried out by Germans, although there would be

some independent element in the supervision of the elections.

7. I real~zo of course that these proposals do not fully ooincide with Soviet

views. Nevertheless, I believe that they offer a olear, constructive and

practioal programme. I hope that the Soviet Governmentt when it has had sufficient

opportunity to study the Western Plan, will recognize the very great efforts which

have been made by the three Western Governments, and by the Federal Republic of

Germany, to meet Soviet objections to the Western proposals on reunification put

forward at Geneva in 1955.

8. I should like to turn now to the proposals in the Western Plan relating to

security. We have had very much in our minds Soviet oriticisms of our 1955

proposals. In 1955 the Western Governments made parallel proposals relating to

German reunification and European security. They would have been willing then to

discuss how these parallel proposals should be inter-related. Unfortunately they

were not given any opportunity to do so. Clearly, however, it is legitimate that

the Soviet Government should know what precise measures of security are envisaged

by the Western Governments at each stage of the process towards German

reunification. The new Western Plan does precisely this. It explains exaotly

what type of seourity measures the Western Governments would be willing to negotiate

in each stage. The details have not been worked out since these would clearly be

a matter for negotiation with the Soviet Government. But I think the Soviet

delegation will agree that we have given a reasonably detailed indication of how
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exactly w~Yould envisage the prooess of German reunification and·th~ establishment

of a European seourity system proceeding' pari·pa.su.

9:. Prior to German reuni.fioation the WesiiernPlan 'envisages the establishment of

measures of inspection-and observation aga.inst surprise attack. .There was similar,
provision for a Speoia.1Wa.rni~g System in the' 1955 proposa18 butba.sed on the

assumption that Germa.c.y had already been reunified. 'l'h~ nay proposals take'in'to

aocount 'technioal, developments since 1955 and propose that there should be

negotiations about the establishment of 'suoh measures of inspeotion nnd observatioa

against surprise attack ia such geogr&Fhical areas throughout the world as'oan be

mutually agreed.

10. Th~,W~8tern Plan also takes &Ccount of a Soviet objection that the Western

propos~lsof 1955 were made contingent on a reunified Germany joining N.A.T.O.

The Western Governments have never considered that this was,a valid .objeotion since

this was not the intention of their proposals. If anybody misunderstood the 1955

propqsals on this point there is no excuse for misunderstanding our present

proposals. ~her~ are now speoifio proposals for European sec,urity measures

i~respective of whether a reunified Germ~ should choose memb~rship of N.A.T.O. or

of th~ Warsaw Pact or anY other statuI. There would.be agreed oeilings for both

indigenous'and non-indigenous forces in an agreed area in Europe. There would be

a prohibilion on·the produotion of ohemical, biologioal and nuolear weapons

similar'to the renunoiation already made by the Fede~al Republio, throughout the

whole of Germany and in other European countries to ,the East. There would be

agreements on global force oeilings.

11. Finally, and'in my opinion this i~ ~ most important proTision,there is now a

guarantee ·that if ~ all-German GovernmQIlt deoided ~o a4he~e to any .security _pact,

be it N.A..T.O. or the Warsaw Pact or anyother.Paot, the Four Powers'wollld agree

that ~e forGeS of any of the Four llQwers whioh belonged to that PliOt would not be

advMced beyond the- pre~ent line of demarcation between. ·the tll'Q;)arts of .Ger.ma.ny.

12. Let m~ reoapitulate these new secur!ty prQllosals lI'hioh ~Te now been included

in the Western Plan in order to meet Sov~et oritioismsl

(a) the Soviet Government can now.see QXaCtlyhow weo.ons~der that European

security meas~ras and progress towards German reuni(ioation should be

inter-related-

(b) there is now provision for specific European security measures irrespective
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of whether 8. reunified Germany chose membership of N.A.T.Q., the

Warsaw Pact or any other status'

(0) more far-reeching European security measures are offered if a reunified

Germany were to. choose membership of N.A.T.O.

13. And now there iathe quest~on of Berlin. I do not intend to el&borate on

our proposal at this juncturel . it speaks for itself, It has never ,been the

Western view that the present situation in Berlin is ideal. Nothing provisional

-is ideal, But it has lasted for ten years without ca.using much trouble to anybody

and oertainly no danger. The Soviet GoTernment has, however, sUddenly" called the

present situation in question. We have therefore made an interim proposal in our

plan relating to Berlin which we believe to be both reasonable and logical. Berlin

has been divided for too long, just as Germany has been divided for too long. Let

us therefore begin by reunifying Berlin.

14. I would like to end by trying to reply to one final criticism which is often

made by the Soviet Government of the attitude adopted by the Western Governments

as regards the problems of Germany, European seourity and Berlin. The Soviet

Government ~ggests, very rightly, that these questions raise extremely oomplicated

problems. Let us therefore, they suggest,·taokle these problems one by'onet We

are asked to isolate one problem and deal with it before moving on to the next.

But the Soviet Government are mixing up the discussion of problems with the

oarrying out of solutions. Of oourse you can discuss them one by one. But as

they are in fact all connected, they ononot be settled in isolation the one from

the other. All the problems which arose out of the war and whibh'oould be dealt

with in isolation have-already been settled.' The probl~ot Trieste 'and Austria

immediately spring to mind. But when we oome to the Germnnproblem with which

we are now faoed we must recognise the fact that it remains unsolved-preoisely

because it is inevitably oonneoted with the question of seeurity. And in its

turn security in EUrope can only ultimately be secured in the context of security

throughout the world. As to Berlin the SoTiet GO'f'ernment would I am sure

Ctsrtainly agree that Berlin':s rightful place is as the oapital of the whole of

Germany. The Berlin problem can therefore only be solved in the context of

German reunifio~tion. Simila.rly the problem of Germ~re~ifioationinevitably
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raises the question of security in Europe. We must therefore face up to these

problems as a whole and it is with this in view that the Western Governmgnts have

presented their Peace Plan. I very much hope that the Soviet Government will

reoognise it as a det~rmined and constructive attempt on the part of the Western

Governments to meet both the legitimate aspirations of the German people and

the legitimate preoccupations of all our Governments for a firm and durable peace

settlement in Europe.
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'at the sfxth 'session of the PorotE tlinii er'l

, The Government of the United States attach'us th'e gr'e&te.t value'to a just and

8Ddurthgpea.c'q l'tottleinent with Gerin8.ny.' Ever 8inQ~ 'th:e termination: of' holtUiti'u

in' 1945, the Unite'd StILtes has stea.dfastly sought"to bring about such ~ sett'lement.

'l'he :record on th1Sso()re1s olear and unequivocal. At the: first'meeting of

t.he Second Sudon of the Council of Yorelgn Mlni$ters (pa:rh, 1946) ~ Secretal:y' of

Sta;t9 Byrne.e suggested that a spec~al oommis-aio:n be appoint'ad. tb oonsider .. German

pe&oe treaiy. On May 15, 1946~ he proposed the e.ppci!ntment of special a.eputiu to
'prepan a draft peaoe 'seitle'men\'fo~ Germ&DY lr'hiohth'e Council could. submit to a

~ . '

p&&oe conferenoe to be convened on November 12, 1946. At the third Coun.il of

Foreign WinistersSession (New York~ 1946), Secretary Byrnes in8i8ted'th~t~th9

Council should immedh.tely appoint its deputies fo~ Ger11'l8JlY e.nd that the'se dtPuties

should explore the problem prio'r to the 'YOBOqW session. i ,I,'

The United States oontinued to press for the oo',ucludon' o:t'a.i/~li.oe·settlement

with'Germany at the Counoil of Foreign ~inisiersat Paris' in i94~~~~rie1rea~effort.

wetl Udtl at the Berlin dhctlssions in 1954 and' at Gene~a in 19;5.' ''1'hep'osi'tlon
Q'on1.1iteiltlytaken by the"United States in fa.vOr; of a tin&i;'p9"0~i '~.ttteiDiJht wlth

"G.~ ii thu. a ma.tterof' ~ublio record.
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Throughout this long period the great ooncern of the United states has been

that a peace settlement with Germany shall truly be all that its name implies - the

establishment by solemn international undertakings of relationships betwean a free
, ' , ,),,, " '

and waito:d ,G41r..-ny and the other nations of the world which will promote peaoe

,qpon QA~tb. : 4Iettlement',which.is not designed to aohieve this result would be a
I

fra.ud upon the hopes of ma.nkind4.

All of the.se efforts on the part of the United Sta.tes to bring about a

definitive peaoe settlement with Germany were frustrated by the intransigent

attitude of the So~ie~ Union. In paiticular, the don8t~b~ive proposals of the

Un!ted States .."e'r,rL~ough.t:to: .wl..ugh:t''bY't~, oOA'tin~:r$fU8e.l of the Soviet Union
• ~.... . J {~, ;. , ;}: . ~: ;... -. ~

to fulfill its aol.ei1m·-ObttQ'll:tiqn:';~t'(f"Jptp.:'withtlie"Weat'erl1 a.lliea in bringing about
,) l. ,',",' "", , " ""

t;he reunification of" Germ8.ny and ,th~' e~tabii,sIm;ent of 'an' all-German Government,
" "',

freely chosen by the German people.

, f, In~on,sideri~g,~h,e,f~asib;ilitY',ro~..~ ":p~a.oetree.tYf ,witp. Gepl1a.~, we m~st keep

in ~nd certain funda.mental considerations which must under;J.i,ep.1;JY f,0:rmu1aiionof
I .. ,_ .i ; _t ~ . . I, ~ ,. -? ..'- .

, sp~c,if~c treaty t,erms. The U~t~,dStat~s on December 11, ,1941, depla.r~p. WAr ,on.
, ,1 (' ,:'. t i. ; ',J • ' " ~,' 1 . : '.' . J ' '.' ., ,>' , "; . ':", ,

Nazi G,ermany and the;ra&fter enga~ad in a major oon;flict with that StAt~,. Nazi
; J I • 'I : ,: ' . " . ., I . ..' / , '.' ' " , " '.' .', '

tGerma.p.y c':l'Pi~~t~~,ed, un~o:oditio~,ally in 1945.

At all t~me81, pripr to the,capitulati.on, the Nazi Government ,of (te;rma.nY:"1;Io8:
" ' • ;, ' ," , i, '~.. ' .,! '. .' . . ~: ,; . ,- ~ .. " ~

~he gpvernment of all of G~rma.ny.
~ .!, !.. ", . , i 1; ~ .

. It. is the, position of the Uniiied. st(l,tes t,hat / under interna.tiopal law, the,
f ~ :. ..'. ' . ! .-, _ •• ' . \ J .' ~ • "

internr-tf;o,~l ,~nti~y known a~Germany relp.ains in e.xistence, notwith"tand,f,ni "'h,at

has" happe,J;1!'ld ~fn~e .1.945, ~8 a.n inc,ident of Fpur ~oW'er 9ccupation. Tl1e Gove+x,une~t

,:,~f the Uni~~d StFtes does not. consider, and 1"il~,not a.dmit,. that Germ~ as.f(o!t

international entity is permanently ,div~ded into ne~ ~d ~epa7a~~ 8t~tas.a8 was

,the case of Aust:d.f,l.- after World War ,I.
ffl'. ";t ,,";")i ~q .(,,' ;)'" "I. rh' . ,.,;,~ t.

" It is undeD;,i~b~e tha-p" a. peace" t:J."eaty nece8'''':rilypo~Qtes a. final-8ettleJII.~p.t
~ t ~ "', .' ,.,,;. .' -, .. ' 'l. - ': " '. " , " < , '

o~ ~~e probl~mB engend~red by w~r" suoh ,as fron~ie:J."~,. treaty obligations, ola.~6 and
~ , .' • .' } ,;, " < •

~.¥P~8) 1'rP-~ H'~ ;~ik~,~ , If :W~l;l .th~l~ter~tional entity lm0'Wn a.s Germaw with, w~:liQh

the United States was a.t wa.r and with which it 110.8, outstanding prob19~a. ,Acoo:rdi~ly,

any "final settlement" so far as our Governments are concerned, must await the

establishment of a government which can act for and bind Germany as a whole.
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Conve~sely, sinoe the United states was never at war with the Federal Republic

of Germany nor with the so-called German Democratio Republic, ~ "peace treaty'

or definitive settlement with such portions of Germany, whether individually or

collectively, could no~ be a-final peace treaty with Germany.

To hold otherwise would pe to recognize in effect the permanent partition of

Germany.

The Bonn conventions entered into by the Western Powers and the German Federal

Republic are in no way inoonsistent with the position of the United States I have

just set forth. The United States participated in the Bonn conventions because it

considered that the people of West Germany should be permitted to assume as normal

an international role as possible under the circumstances. It appears on the faoe

of the Bonn conventions that they constitute merely an effoit to achieve an interim

solution to the problem resulting from the lack of a definitive peace treaty.

Sp~cifically, in the Bonn oonventions it is made clear that these arrangements

are of an interim nature pending a final peace settlement. While the Federal

Republic is recognized as having the full authority of a sovereign over its own

internal and external affairs, the three Western Powers retain all the rights and

responsibilities exeroised or held by them relating to Berlin and Germany as a whole,

including reunification of Germany and a peace settlement.

It should be noted also that a similar reservation was made by the Soviet

Government in its arrangements of September 20, 1955, with the so-called German

Democratic Republic.

Why, it may be'. asked', cannot the United States negotiate and enter into a

peace treaty of the nature proposed by the Soviet Union, in whioh it is suggested

that "Germ~' be represented, by the German Federal Republic and the so-called

German Demooratic Republio, pending establishment of an all-German Government?

The &nswer is clear and fundamental. The German Federal Republloand the so-called
. .

German Demooratic Republic do~, either separately or in oombination, constitute

an all-German Government, authorized to aot for and bind the international entity

known as GerJ:D8.DY. That can be done only by an all-German Government, freely

chosen by the German people.
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True, the Soviet Union in its propos~l pays li~ service to, the prinoiple that

any peace settlement, to be worthy of the name, must be with the whole of Germany,
"

by the patent device of referring to "Germany" as the c,ontracting party to the

treaty. But the "Germany" of the Soviet proposal is a nonentitya.nd the only

re~l parties are the Fed~~~l Re~ublic of Germany and the so~al19d Ge'rman

Democratic Republic.

Quite aside from the question of recognition of the so-called German
i i

Democratic Republic - and the United States wishes to reiterate that it has no

intention of recognizing the so-called German Democratic Republio as representa.

tive of any part of the German people - it is only by closing one's eyes to

reality that one is able to regard the "Germany" of the Soviet proposal as

anything of substance.

For example, the widely divergent views of the German Federal Republic and

the so-called German Democratic Republic are matters of oommon knowledge. Yet

Article 3 of the Soviet draft "treaty" provides:

"The Allied and Associated States recognize the full

sovereignty of the German people over GermaQY, including

the territorialLwaters and £1.ir space."

In international relations, the sovereignty of a State is one and indivisible.

The concept of "two existing German States" representing the indivisible
,

sovereignty of the German people is unaoceptable both in legal and in political

theory, and would be wholly unworkable in practice. who';' i.{;may be aSk'ed, will
. ;) .' ! f"'; 1

represent a sovereign "Germany" or "the German people tl in' othe'~ "~ap'itals or in
, ,.'J ...b ~~"-·.?:.1; .".r; .... ~.",

the United Nations? To whom will the other signatories of the treaty look for
" ',( U"lJ.j"'!l ,r..t

fulfillment of the obligations of "GermaQY" under the' 'So";iet' pr'oposal?
. .' J ~. 4 ;', .,,-' oj"t.. n ,;.j. ,.~.. t ~:,j "1 . ! I

Article 4 placQs upon Germany the obligation to solve international disputes
. ..; .,; '::, i', J :,) i f :-~. ~~ .!) ,[ 1 d u( .:" '...1 S~ ~ .. : ,I i •

by peaoeful means, and forbids 1t to .extend ~L:~~~i:~~)'~/~'~1~~,~~o ;~other State or
group of States violating international pea!~ and·eeaurit~.

What ~ould b~ the result if tha so-o!alf:cl' G:~~)!D:~~;~~~icRe;public extended
\ -J~,i»_ (l ,h,:,\.l'''[, ·~Jl.r;~> .1~.~ i.' ••·~'~,v!,,:·

aid to a State which W8.S violati~ international ~eo.ce1 ·YOu!o.· iiOt' 'the Federal
. .. "." , ; t.Ii I .:: ' i, ' .' ;. ' .,~ _, ") .~ .. ;: • {..'

Republic of Germany be under an obligation to prevent 8~oh support? The Federal
• '"'-' 1 , ~,;' ".

Republic might well be reqUired, in view of the unconditional nature of the

obligation whioh is placed upon "Germany" not to extend aid or support in such

circumstances, to take measures to disassociate itself from the so-c~lled German

Democratic Republic. In view of oonditions under which it is likely to be

,---' ------------------------------------------------
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enforced, this Article could well serve as a threat to international peaoe and

security rather than a safeguard against violations thereof.

The Soviet draft treaty contains, all told, some forty-eight articles, and in

one article after anothar the .same series of problems arises. Upon. what entity
r

does a particular oblig3.tion rest? To what entity does a particular right accrue?

How arc rights and obligations to be carried out? How are violations thereof to

be treated? It is olearly not necessary to go through the entire draft

speoifying the vast number of problems which are inherent in this Soviet proposal.

The obvious problems stemming from the nrticles which have been disoussed afford

ample illustrn.tion of the point that this treaty proposa~ purely from the practical

point of view, would not lead to a settlement of the German problem but instead

would create a host of new problems.

The only sound disarmament program is one which is generally applicable) is

not directed in a discriminatory manner against a single State; and is baoked by

meaningful and enforceable measures to ensure its acoomplishment.

At the Foreign ~inistersl meeting in Berlin, in 1954, Secretary of State

Dulles, in disoussing the unhappy oonsequences of the Treaty of Versailles, stated:

"From that experiment, those who truly and wisely seek peace

have learned that no great nation is made harmless by subjeoting

it to disoriminations so that it cannot be an equal in the family

of nations. Restriotions such as were imposed by the Treaty of

VcrsailJ.es, and as are implicit in the Soviet proposo.ls of

yesterday, merely incite a people of vigor and of oourage to

strive to br~Ck the bonds imposed upon them and thereby to

demonstrate their sovereign equality."

This wise counsel is equally applioable to the current Soviet proposal

respecting the conclusion of a treaty of peace with Germany. The United States

has studied the draft peace treaty with Germo.ny which was attached to the Soviet

note of January 10, 1959, with great oare in the hope that it might open a path

to the establis~ent of a permunent peaoe settlement. Had it in fact done so the

United States would have weloomed it. But the Soviet proposal instead holds the

seeds of future discord o.nd conflict.
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The Governments of the United Stn~es of, Am&rica, the ~nit~d ~i~gdom,and Prance,

have submitted tOl' the consideration of our 1.Ieeting a proposal in whi-ch m,a.ny ,.'

,q.uest.~on8,are lini..ed toge~e;r; the reunification of GerIila.PY, B9rlin, security, a

pea.ce settle,~nt with Germany, and also disa.rmament, tllat· is, bO,th the question.

whioh, we a.~eed, to discul,'s at 1;his ¥eating, and Ii' number of pr9blams whioh haY.

,nothing to do ,with, them. In supporting this propos,a.~, Mr. Herter sta.tedfrauklYI

nIts parts are all linkel1 together and it must'be.v.ieweQ. &8 a whob" ,

T~ Ger~ question, questions of European securit~, a.nddisa.rma.menthaY~,·

not cea.sed, to a.ppeaJ:' on the a.genda. of internation6l oOI.1ferenQ~s for, th" ·last.@ca.de

and a half and are the sub j ec t ot [l, C ollstGat excbr....ne~ of, ~i~ys between the; GoYe~Dment8

of the Sta~es,th~t are t~~ng part in our Meeting. The experience, acc~.lated in

this r~8peet shows that eaoh of these question8.~eoe8sitate8lengthy endeavoura

in, order to work out a common point of vieW, and now it is suddenly proposed'to~

.lItdng these already complicated questions in a row and to lWilP thQm.:hgflther.,

On~U1ay ask,;fqr what purpose? In order to facilitate agreemen:t on tham or, .
on th~ ClQntra.ry, to bring about new dead1ocl'ts in the solution, of theee ,qu$stion.

oz,o~ thjai;r ~aparate parts'l The,.whQle experieI,lce ,ot interna-t.;i.Qnal I;1egotia'f,ioas

in thep~st.war years lite~ally rises up against: the first,assump:tion. ,

095
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One oannot help noticing that in lumping these problems together the

Governments of the three Western Powers are not even parti~ularly oonoerned to

preserve aqy consistenoy between what they assured us of yesterday and what they are

saying tod~.'

~tus take for exarofle the link which is established in the plan of the

~We.~ern Powers between the disarmament problem and the German question. We are

now told that it is impossible to solve the German question or to conclude a peace

treaty with Germ~ unless the problem of disarmament is solved at the same time.

Yet only two or three years ago, when the disarmament problem w~s being
,... • : l ..

discussed in the United Nations, the GoveJ.'nm.e;ntsof tqe Western Powers asserted

exactly the opposite, namely, that ii is impossible to solve the problem of

disa.rmament unless the German question is previously solved.

Thus, what in the opinion of the Western Powers was right yesterday turns out

, to~ be wrong. today," end what frolh their point ot view is righttodn.y turns out to

have been wrong yesterday.

.. : We can but draw t.he oonolusion'that when they' '1mntbd to' 'sink the di'snrmament

problem they attached the German question to ~hisproblem 'as an additional weight,

but when they W8iltto sink the proposal for'conolusion of apee-ce treaty' with

Germ~ they attach to it· the disarmament pioblem,~s' such a ~eight. As far as the

Soviet Government is concerned, it has always considered with good teasont both' at

that time and a.t: present, tha.t thes'e problems should be solVad'Bepnr~tely, beoa.use

their artifioial linking together'merelymakes it more difficult to 'achieve

agl'eementon each of ,them. '

It is explained to us that all theelementsandproposalsoontained in the'

pl&nof the Western Powers are inseparably oonnect~d like the links of a single

chain. If we exwnine these links we .ill' find' that somewhere at the beginning

there is the Berlin question. It would seem: that the right thing would be io put

e stop there and to try and fbid a mutually Moeptnble solution of this question

1nsteftd of extending this ohain endlessly by adding one link after another. Other

'rile;'it turns out, for instance, that there'exists an interrelE\.tibnshipbetn~n

the normalization of the 'situation in Berlin arid the leteis'ofthe armed forces of

the great Powers.
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Once the intermedi~te links are re~oved, it becomes clear that the principle of

interrelationship, which is the pivot of the Western plan, mukes this plnn a

completely unrealistic nnd ground:;'ess combino.tion of heterogeneous problems. If we

nre to see the facts as they are, then between the Berlin question and, say,the

IGv~ls of the grent Powe~sl armed forces there is probably no greater

"interrelationship ll than there· is between a satellite circling the earth and a

meteorite which acci~entclly got into the sphere of the ea~th's gravitation.

Instead of removing the East-West contradictions one by one, the three Powers'

plan binds these contrcdictions into one intricate knot. The mere fact that in the

Western proposals a peace treaty with Germany and the question of Berlin are made

dependent on the unification of Germany, Qrntes the plan far-fetched and beneficial

only to those extremist circles in the Federal Republic of Germa~ that would like

to go on blocking the possibility of an agreel:lent on urgent questions and to prevent

any rel~~ation of international tension.

As the Chair~~l of the Council of Binisters of the USSR, mr. Krushchev,

remarked in his statement of 16 ~ay, the true author of tho proposals put forward by

the Western Powers is the PRG Chancellor ~deneuer with his policy that is out of

touch with reality and contrary to the interests of a detente, the interests of

peace.

The Governments of the United states of JUnerica, France and Great Britain, as

well as the Federal Republic of Germany, were aware even before of the attitude of

the Soviet Union towards 'bhe consideration of the question of Germany's unificc..tion

at our Meeting. Yet the three Western Powers' plan ~gain gives priority to the

problem of the UD.ificavion of Ge~many. The Soviet delegation does not think it

necessary to consider at length the merits and shortcomings of the various elements

of the proposed plnn concerning the reunification of Gerunny, for it c~o~ agree

to the four'Powers working out measures on this question whioh they have no right

to propose, to say nothing of their realization.

As we see, the Governments of the United States of Americ~, Great Britain and

Prnnce still cmmot give up the idee. that the four Powers allegedly possess some

magic power to unite Germany. It turns out under the plan put forward by the

Governments of the United States of l~erica., Great Britain and France that if these

Powers, and not the Germans, agree to set up certain machinery and stand nt its

eontrols during the implementation of every phase of the said plan, making the

Germans mere executors of the will of others, then ~ll the obstncles to the
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unifioation of Germany will automatically disappear~ Life itself cancels out

plans which, when put on paper, may appeal to somebody but which cannot advance

an inch the reunification of Germany.

Under present conditions a united Germany can come into existence only as a

result of agreenent bet~een the two German states which have followed the course

of independent developnent fo~ almost ten years. The Soviet Govermaant deems

it necessary to stress that there is and can be no other way~

The plan envisages the establishment of an all-German committee by the

four Powers~ But why should not the Germans, and not other people decide this

question also? Of course, we are not opposed to the idea of an all-German

committee~ We believe that some all-German body is useful and even necessary

for the rapprochement between the two German States~ But this question should

be solved by the Governments of the German Democratic Republic and the Federal

Republic of Germany, who themselves are in a position to define the tasks and

the composition of an all-German body~

In speaking in favour of negotiations between the Goverru~ents of the German

Deflocratic Republic and the Federal Republic of Germany, the Soviet Union is at

the smne time far from believing that other States,and the four Powers first and

foremost can in no way facilitate the solution of the Gernan problem~ There

has been much talk here about the responsibility of the four Powers for the

solution of the German question and the reunification of Germany. We do not

deny that the four Powers bear a certain responsibility for the solution of the

German problem. In the present conditions it means: to assure the preparation

and conclusion of a peace treaty with Germany~ In the present situation this

would also be the most effective contribution of the four Powers to the cause

of German reunification~

By concluding a peace treaty the four Powers would be able to contribute

to a rapprochement between the two German States and to an agreement between

them on wnys to rest~re thu unity uf Germanyo In the opinion of the Soviet

delegation, an appropriate undertaking by the four Powers might be embodied

in an additional article or articles or in a protocol annexed to the treaty.

In . view of remarks made here which misrepresented the actual state of

affairs, the Soviet delegation would like to say a few words on the interpretation

of the virective of the Geneva Conference of the Heads of Government in 1955.
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Attempts have been repeatedly mr.de to squeeze this Direotive into the general

framework of the Western oonoept, whioh is imbued with the desire to prevent the

Germans from taking the matter of German reunifioation into ~heir own hands. This,

of oourse, oannot oh~e the true sense of the Direotive of the Heads of Government.

It is well known that the Heads of Government failed to reach any agreement on

German unifioation and the question was only of giving directions to the then

contemplated Meeting of Foreign Ministers to examine that problem. At the same

time the Soviet side emphasized at the conference of the Heads of Government that

there was a difference between the Soviet Union1s approach to the German question and

that of the Western Powers.

In examining the ~estern plan it becomes clear that all its contents, the

implementation of all the measures envisaged in it 1 whether a peace settlement with

Germ~ or the Berlin question, are in fa.ct subject to one prerequisite, namely,

the holding of &ll-German elections under the auspices of the four Powers, which

makes this plan unrealistic and pointless.

'But our position on this question is clear: we are not against the elections;

but it is the Germans themselves, the German Democratio Republio and the Pederal

Republic of Germany, who must decide this questio~and no one has the right to

interfere in this internal affair of theirs.

It is diffioult to rid oneself of the impression that the document tabled by

the Western Powers is far from being a "peace pla:n.", as it is called by its authors,

and is merely an attempt to evade disoussion of the question of a peace treaty by

putting in its place discussion of the question of German unification. This attempt

is only slightly veiled by inclUding in the plan some measures regarding European

security and disarmament and by referring to a peaoe settlement with Germany. The

gist of the matter remains the same as in the not unknown Eden Plan submitted five

years ago, namely, we are being pushed to agree to the four Powers discussing and

solving problems which are a matter for the Germans themselves.

If we explain once again the position of the Soviet Government on this question,

we do so in order to show the inappropriateness and futility of disoussing it at

this Meeting or at any other international conference.
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The above already shows our attitude towards the plan of the Western Powers.

The Soviet Government is of the opinion tha~ this plan can in no way serve as a

basis for the discussion of the questions included in the agenda of our conference.

Incidentally, we are sure_that ~he plan was never designed to bring about agreement
r

and was tabled at this conference for some other reasons. Naturally, it is not

for us to guess what these reasons are. What we do hold important is that we have

before us a clearly unacceptable plan.

What is especially strange is that in putting forward here proposals designed

to provoke sharp criticism on our part, in proposing a totally unrealistic method

of solving international problems, the Governments of the United States, Britain

and France are also trying to convince us that they are going some way towards

meeting the views of the Soviet Union, that they are making some concessions to

comply with its wishes.

We certainly do not wish to say that the Western plan contains no elements

which if taken separately cannot be examined in connexion with, let us say,

consideration in an appropriate manner of European security or disarmament. But

the point is precisely that in the Western plan such elements are interwoven with

other elements of a clearly negative and unrealistic nature, and are all thrown

together into the same cauldron with the result that in their present shape they

are unfit for use.

If the method of considering controversial questions proposed in the Western

plan, namely, tying up one complicated question with another even more complicated,

were to prevail at our ~eeting it may be said outright: much water would flow from

the lake of Geneva before our conference would be able to register any success,

if indeed any success were possible at all with such an approach.

It would be a misinterpretation of the Soviet delegation's critical comments

on the Western plan if they were understood to mean that the Soviet Union is opposed

to the solution of particular questions being found step by step. The Soviet

Government by no means raises any objection to urgent international problems being

settled gradually, by stages. But we regard it as the task of our Meeting to single

out those questions which weigh most heavily upon the relations between States

and on which there is even now a possibility to bring our views closer. If there

are to be any stages in solving international problems then the first place must

be given to a peace treaty with Germany and the Berlin question, which in our
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Governments' notes are expressly singled out as two independent questions to be

discussed at the Meeting of Foreign Ministers.

In presenting the document containing the proposals of the Western Powers,

i'lr. Herter spoke abm;.t the, anomaly of the situation where "today, 1959, fourteen

years after the defeat of G':lrmany, no peace settlement has been made". This

statement gave grounds for the hope that L~. Herter would present to the Meeting

the United states Government's views as to how a peace treaty with Germ~ could

be more speedily ooncluded.

But when the te~t of the document containing the Western proposals was read

and circulated here, we were made to realize that those hopes had not been

justified. The plan submitted here on behalf of the Governments of the United

states, Great Britain and France does not contain any proposals for the conclusion

of a peace treaty with Germany. Furthermore, one of the principal aims of this

plan is obviously to postpone indefinitely a peace settlement with Germany.

What makes us draw such a conclusion?

It is not only that in their extensive plan intended to cover several years,

the authors of these proposals envisage the conclusion of a peace treaty only in

the last stage, and have pushed it into the remotest and practically inaccessible

corner of the complicated and intricate structure erected by them'; and, of course,

this, in itself, is indicative enough.

The point is also that they are piling up every conceivable kind of obstacle

on the road to the conclusion of a peace treaty, given the present internatio~al

8ituation~ Besides the fact that the conclusion of a peace treaty with Germany is

made subject to the unification of the two German states, a unification the Western

?owers themselves do not, in reality, want to assist"we are invited to make the

peace treaty dependent also on the solution of such international questions as the

establishment of a European security system, a reduction in the armed forces of

the Great Powers, agreement on measures to prevent surprise attaok and ihe

establishment of an inspection zone in Europe. In brief, they are trying to

convince us that the conclusion of a German peace treaty is possible only after

llottL:L1ont of nOCl,rly [~ll the questions which have for many years been the subject

of differences between the Powers.
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The method of tying up problems of a different nature into a single large

tangle, so as to make their solution more difficult, is here manifested in its

most striking form.

It is very noticeablerthat 'the three-Power document completely avoids the

question of the contents of a peace treaty wi~h Germe~y. One may read this

document over and over without finding a single word on the subject.

The Soviet delegation has already had the opportunity of stating here why

the Soviet Union believes that the conclusion of a peace treaty with Germany is

the primary task, the solution of which must not be delayed if we are to establish

conditions for a stable peace in Europe and throughout the world. Meanwhile,

the concrete proposals contained in the three-Power plan are actually aimed at

preserving the present strained situation in Europe, with all its dangerous

consequences.

Let us take just one point. As follows from the proposals of the three

Powers, they would like to retain foreign troops and foreign military bases on

the territory of Germany even after a peace treaty has been signed, and not

temporarily, not for a certain fixed pe=iod of time, but, as the Russian saying

goes, in dead earnest and for a long time. Hence, we are to deal with a plan

which perpetuates the occupation of Germany. Apparently they want to prepare a

"peace settlement" for the Germans like the one imposed on Japan, whose territory,

as everyone knows, is being increasingly used as a bridgehead for foreign armed

forces and for bases.

fuoreover, it would be a mere waste of time to look in the proposed plan for

any provisions aimed at preventing the revival of the aggressive power of German

militarism. On the contrary, the intention is to preserve the present situation,

under which Western Germany has embarked upon the road of atomic armament, thereby

creating a serious danger for the security of the European nations

Thus, the three-Power proposals are intended in their present form to put oft

a peace settlement with Germany to the Greek calends and to enlarge the sphere of

influenoe and military prepara'bions of the NATO bloc in Europe. In faet, they

are trying vo persuade us to agree to deprive Germany of peace for an indefinite
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period, and to continue to hold the whole of Europe in 8 feverish, dangerous state

of half-peace, half-war. Naturally, the Soviet Government oannot agree to that.

To secure a sta~e peace in Europe, it is eBsenti~l that a peace treaty be

concluded, without further ~elay, which would put an end to the last remnants of

World War II in Europe, fully restore the sovereign rights of the German nation,

and at the same time give dependable guarantees.against a renewal of the threat of

German militarism; all this is of deep oonoern both to the peoples of the four

Powers which were the main participants in the anti-Hitler coalition and to those

of other States, above all to Germany's n~ighbours, just as to the German people

themselves.

These are the aims which the Draft Peace Treaty with Germany submitted by the

Soviet Government has in view. I s?oke about this in detail on 15 ~ay and I shall

therefore not repeat what I said then.

In the Western countries, voices are already heard giving their own inter

pretation of the Soviet Government's aims in proposing the Draft Peace Treaty with

Germany. It is stated, for example, that the Soviet Draft aims at pulling West

Germany out of NATO. . But this is an arbitra~ and one-sided interpretation.

The Soviet Government really believes that in the last analysis it would be

in the best interests both of the peaceful future of Germany and of her unifioation

if the Germans were not aligned with any military bloc of opposing Powers; this

would exclude the possibility of either sidels utilizing the resources and

territory of Germany in their own interests. This belief is reflected in the

relevant article of the Soviet Draft Peace Treaty with Germany. This in no sense

means that the Soviet Union refuses to take into consideration the real facts of

today, or demands an immediate change in the present political situation.

The Soviet Government is not closing its eyes to the fact that at presont

both German States are participants in respective military groupings.
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dr. Selwyn Lloyd probably remembers that when he himself and the Prime i:,linister

of the United Kingdom were in Moscow at the beginning of this year the ?resident of

the Council of Ministers of the USSR, iir. Krushchev, told i4X. Mac~illan frankly that

even though we considered -?t.ha,t the \fi thdrawf>,l of the Federal Republie of Germany c,nd

the German Democratic ~epublic from NATO and the Warsaw Pact respectively would be

both useful and desirable, we would raise no objection if the Federal Republic of

Germany and the German Democratic Republic remained in NATO and the WarsQ,w Pact for

a time, even after a German peace treaty had been signed.

The Soviet Governmont would like our discussion of a peace settlement with

Germany, at this conference, to be as frui~ful as .possible and to proceed in a

businesslike and constructive spirit. We hope that all those taking part in the

conference will jointly seek a solution to the question of a peace treaty with

Germany which would be acceptable to all sides. In particular, we are expecting

them all to express here the views of their governments on the Soviet Draft for a

Peace Treaty with Germany.

One of the main tasks of our conference is to examine the Berlin question. The

Soviet Government considers that the question of concluding a peace treaty with the

two German States must be dealt with first, separately, and that this should be the

basis for settling the Berlin question, by transforming West Berlin into a Free

City. The Governments of ihe United States of America, France and Great Britain

for their part have put forward suggestions on the Berlin question within the frame

work of a package plan, thereby recognizing the abnormality of the existing

situation in Berlin ~nd the neoessity for changing this situation.

As regards the substance of the three-Power proposals on Berlin, I am obliged

to state from the outset that these proposals are unacceptable from beginning to

end. Indeed they have apparently been drafted with the thought in mind that they

will provoke a negative reaotion on the part of the Soviet Union.

The crux of the three-Power pro~osals on Berlin is not only to consolidate

the occupation regime in Western Berlin but also to extend it to Berlin as a whole.

The Western Powers would like neither more nor less than to wrest its capital from

the German Democratic Republic and place the whole city under foreign control.

Their draft cannot be regarded as a~hing but an attempt at gross violation of the

elementary sovereign rights of tpe German Democratic Republic, and this of course

is impermissible. One would hardly think that we were living in the year 1959,
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but rather that we had just ended the war and were assembling for the purpose of

agreeing about the oocupation of Germany, instead of for the purpose of taking

decisions on how to remove the last traces of ocoupation from German soil. One

could scarcely imagine a draft more remote from reality or more up in the air.

While the Soviet pro~salson Berlin proceed from the necessity of avoiding a

painful break in the wa~ of life which has been created in West Berlin, the Western

Powers' proposals are far from taking into account so important a facto~ as the

existence of different ways of life in the two parts of the c~ty. It does not.

require any very special powers of perception to see that these proposals are aimed

at destroying the socialist order in West Berlin, a system which has been firmly

established there, as throughout the territory of the German Demo~ratic Republic.

In no circumstances can proposals of such a kind even form a subject for

disoussion.

It is in charaoter that the three-Power proposal·s pa~s over in complete silenoe

the true reasons for the present abnormal situation in West Be~lin which have turned

it into a source of serious danger to peace. This abnormal situation has clearly

been caused primarily by the fact that West Berlin has been turned into an advance

post for NATO, deep in the heart of the territory of the German Democratic Republic,

both by the maintenance of the occupation regime there and by the use of this city

as a base for subversive activity and for staging provocations against the German

Democratic Republio, the USSR and a number of other States.

If the three-Power proposals on Berlin are examined in the light of these facts,

it must be admitted that they make no provision for the removal of a single one of

them.

After all this we are told that the settlement of the Berlin question in

accordance with the proposals of the three Powers should become a model for the

future reunification of Germany. It would be nothing of the sort. There are, of

course, different kinds of models,. good ones and bad ones. A single, peace-loving

democratic Germany, free from foreign occupation would be a good model. But if a

future GermanY were to be created according to the model suggested by the three

Powers for Berlin, then we would find ourselves faced with a militaristic Germany

with foreign troops indefinitely stationed on her territory, a country oonverted

into a military base for rooket and atomic warfare.
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In contrast to the proposals of the Soviet Government, which Yould ensure a

solution of the Berlin problem without giving any side unilateral advantages1 the

proposals of the ITestern Powers are imbued with a desire to settle political

problems at the eJ~ense of the interests of other countries, in this case at the

expense of the vital i~erests of the German Democratic Republic.

The Soviet Government hopes that the Governments of the United States, Great

Britain and France will show a healthier and more businesslike approach to the

question of restoring a normal situation in West Berlin and a readiness to work

out, jointly with us, constructive solutions which will satisfy all sides. The

Soviet Government has for its part already expressed and here reiterates its

readiness to seek such a solution jointly with the Governments of the other

States concerned.

The plan tabled by the Governments of the United States, Great Britain and

France raises the question of European security. In view of the fact that the

problem of European security in general is of extreme importance, for reasons

which hardly call for detailed elaboration, we would like to make a special

analysis of the way this question is posed in the Western plan, and of the

implications thereof.

First of all, we must point out that the question of European security,

as well as other questions raised in the plan, are declared to be an integral

part of that plan. This was plainly stated by its sponsors. In other words,

the Western Powers are making the implementation of any steps relative to European

security subject to the solution of other problems raised in their plan, and

primarily to the solution of the whole problem of German unity.

This fact alone shows that the plan is designed to ensure that no step can

be made towards effective European security, or even towards the implementation

of any partial measures in that direction, though the word "security" is used

repeatedly in the plan.

This interpretation is borne out, in particular, by the Western Powers'

ideas with regard to specific steps in the matter of European security. Their

principal and indeed sole aim is to make sure that they will still be able to

station their troops on German territory as well as on the territories of other

European States. In other words, the Western Powers want the European states on

whose territory their troops are stationed, including Germany both before and
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after reunification to remain as occupied territories; they want this part of

EUrope to be run in fact by the occupation regime which is so much to the liking

of the NATO military staffs.

The situation i~ not 'in the least changed by the provision that the

stationing of foreign troops both on German territory and on the territories

of other 3uropean States requires the formal approval of the States concerned.

It is only too well known how such approval is secured in NATO.

To this we must add that under the Three Power plan no steps towards

European security can be taken until after the establishment of an all-German

Government, that is, until after the unification of Germany. All this means

that the whole question of European security is inoluded in the plan purely for

the sake of appearances, and in order to increase the number of problems heaped

up one upon another and prevent the possibility of agreement on any of the

problems.

If the Governments of the U'nited States of America, Great Britain and

France had serious intentions with regard to European security, there would be

plenty of possibilities of solving this problem. There is no need at the

moment for me to spG~ at length about the proposals whioh the Soviet Union has

put forward with the aim of streng~hening Europenn security. These proposals

envisaged both a fundamental solution of the security problem in Europe, right

up to the conclusion of an agreement on collective security in Europe, and

also n number of partial steps in this direction. These proposals of ours are

well known to all of you.

The Western ~owers would do a useful thing if instead of throwing the

European security question into one general pool, or "pa.ckage deal" as they 00.11

it, together with their other proposals, they would take this problem really

seriously and join the Soviet Union and the other Sta.tes concerned in a real effort

to create an effective security system in Europe. There will be no lack of

readiness on the Soviot side to consider separately and in an appropriate manner

any reasonable proposals aimed at strengthening security in Europe, including

some of those contained in the plan of the Three Western Poyers.

If we are to succeed in this matter the problem of European seourity should

not be turned into an object for all kinds of artificial and unrealistic

combinations.
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To make the question of European security dependeni on the German problem

can serve only those whose intention it is to frustrate any step towards the

strengthening of European security. But such an approach can offer nothing to

the peoples of Europe, who want their countries to be free from foreign troops

and free from accumulations of foreign armumeni on their territories inoluding

atomic, hydrogen and rocket weapons; who want no foreign military airoraft loaded

with atomic and hydrogen bombs flying over their territories; who want to be rid,

at last, of perpetual anxiety as to what tomorrow may bring.

The Western plan also includes the question of disarmament. There is no need

to speak at length of the fact that the Soviet Government has always attached

exceptionally great significance to the solution of the disarmament problem.

Therefore if the Governments of the United States of America, Great Britain and

France were really to make attempts to promote a solution of the disarmament

problem the Soviet Government would welcome such attempts.

Is this the Case with the Western plan? There can be only one answers all in

all, the idea of putting forward constructive proposals on disarmament questions

did not enter into the calculations of the W~stern Powers.

The very faot that the disarmament question is submitted as an inseparable

part of the Western plan as a whole speaks for itself. They have made the

disarmament problem, as well as the question of European security, an integral

and inseparable part of the plan, and made the solution of the disarmament

problem dependent on the settlement of other problems, primarily that of the

unification of Germany.

This alone shows that the Western powers are far from realistic in their

approach to the disarmament problems and that they apparently have no intention of

assisting in breaking the deadlock on these questions.

It is well known that both the disarmament problem as a whole and its

separate aspects have long been under consideration by the United Nations. On

several occasions the Soviet Government has submitted proposals both with regard

to the prohibition of atomic weapons and for a substantial reduction in conventional

armaments and the armed forces of States.

The Soviet Government put forward a proposal for the simultaneous solution

of problems connected with the reduction of armed forces and armaments, the

prohibition of nuclear weapons and the elimination of these weapons from the

armaments of states. The Western Powers, as is known, did not agree to such a

solution of the disarmament problem.
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The Soviet Government submitted a separate proposal that atomic weapons be

banned or the use of these weapons renounced. The Western Powers did not agree

to such a solution, arguing that the question of conventional armaments must be

settled first.

The Soviet Government,. after having tclcen the ~estern attitude "into account,

proposed a reduction in conventional armaments. But the Western Powers did not

agree to this either, arguing that it was impossible to solve the question of

reducing conventional armaments separately from the problem of atomio armaments.

So the vicious circle was closed again. The present plan of the Western

Powers makes it even more difficult, and I must frankly say impossible, to esoape

from this circle.

Careful examination of the Three ?owers plan, then, shows that it does not

meet the main purposes for which the Ministers have gathered at this conference

to prepare a peace settlement with Germany end to find an agreed solution of 80

urgent a question as the restoration of a healthy situation in West Berlin. To

take this plan as one inseparable whole can only lead the conference away from

the questions on which there really is a possibility of moving forward, and

stalemate the solution of urgent and pressing problems.

Mr. Herter has asserted that the Western Powers have undertaken "to meet the

legitimate preoccupation of the Soviet Union and of the other countries of Eastern

Europe" with the world situation. Er. Lloyd, the Foreign liinister of Great

Britain, spoke to the same effect in his statement O~ May 15. The socialist

countries, just lilte all the o-~her peace-loving nations of the world, have

undoubtedly enough reasons" for concern over the trend of events in 3Urope in last

years. We may welcome the fact that other participants in these talks recognize

this.

But it is equally obvious that the governments of the Western countries do

not go beyond formal recognition of the necessity of tclting steps ~o consolidate

security in Europe. Their plan could only increase the anxiety of those to whom

the security of nations is dear, since it passes over the true reasons for

tension in Europe and in fact aims at maintaining them. The basis of this plan

in point of fact, is the darlier jes~ern proposals~ which were actually nothing

but a plan for the "cold war ll
, a plan for the "position of strength" policy. Ve

heard them, with few exceptions, five and more years ago. At that time too there
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was talk of Germany's inolue.ion in NATO, of the continuing to rearm the Federa.l

Republic of Germany, and even of the interdependenoe of the solution of various

international problems.

Possibilities for rea~hing an agreement between the participants at our

conference do exist, but this cause can only suffer if difficulties are deliberately

oreated which prevent these possibilities from being put at the service of peaoe.

In this connexion the Soviet delegation expresses its satisfaction with the

constructive views expounded by Dr. Bolz, the Foreign Minister of the German

Demooratic Republic, both on the question of a peaoe treaty with Germany and on

the Berlin problem.

The plan submitted for our consideration by the Western Powers, then, cannot

be taken as a basis for discussion aimed at working out mutually acceptable

decisions, since it does not pOSG the problem of closing the account for World

War II, and postpones indefinitely the settle~ent of the most important and urgen~

problem - the oonolusion of a peace treaty with Germany.

The proposals on the Berlin question contained in the plan cannot even be the

subject of discussion, since this plan provides not only for maintaining the

occupation of West Borlin but also for the extension of this regime to the whole of

Berlin, and is directed against the elementary sovereign rights of the German

Democratic Republic.

At the same time, particular provisions and ideas contained in various parts

of the Three Power Plan, considered independently from the artifioially created

package, are worth discussing and, as the Head of the Soviet Government,

Mr. Khrushchev has said, we shall not oppose them. On the oontrary, we shall be

ready to seek for aoceptable solutions at a common table. This refers to such

provisions and ideas as the Four Power Declaration on the settlement of all

international disputes by peaceful means and on refusing assistance to an

aggressor, to some questions of disarmament, and the establishment of a limited

armaments zone. But, I repeat, our conference should concentrate on the two most

urgent problems of a peace treaty with Germany and the question of West Berlin.

The Soviet delegation fully shares the opinion expressed here that if all

the participants of the conference act in the spirit of true co-operation and

real consideration for the interest of all sides, then we shall certainly be

able to advance in our work and to achieve success. We would like to see all of us
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inhued with this desira, both at the presont con~ere~ce ~nd at the future Summit

Meeting, with reg~~d to which the views of the Soviet Government are well known.

'i':~e Summit LIeeting can and should take decisions wl:.:'~h would ensure a radical change

in the intorn~tional situation in the direction of reducing tension and strengthening

pea(: e.

We would like to believe that no ona a.mong the participants in our conference

has any intention of nipping the possibilities in the bud by talking about the

impossibilities, and that we all are filled with the desire to discuss se~iously

the essence of t~a problems we are faced with] giving first priority to those

which are raised by the roalities of li~e and which we have every possibility of

solving.
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Yesterday I followed with the olosest attention the statement made by the

Idinhter of Foreign Affairs. ,of the Sovi-et Union. That statement was a oomplete,

oategorioa.l, unequivo'cala.nd final condemnation of -the proposal ta.bled on behalf

of the Western delegations by U~. Herter la.st week, for a settlement of the Germa.n

problem by reunifioation, a peace treaty a.nd a solution of the rela.ted questions

of European security and disarmament.

The gift of t.ongues, the grace given on this day of Penteoost, which ha.s

doubtles'$ been employe~ by the Soviet delegation in formula.ting its ruthless

verdict, oertainly has nothing in common with the spirit of tolera.noe or oompromise,

to jUdge by Mr. GromykoTs speech. When I was listening to our oollea.gue, with my

invaria.ble interest but this time with occa.sional astonishment at some of these

pa.rtioula.rly oategorioa.l judgments, I wondered why we Westerners took the trouble

to dra.ft this plan, which we hoped in good fa.ith might at lea.st be discussed.

After all, in these negotiations we have never a.t a.ny time 'been the supplia.nts.

It wa.s not we who so abruptly raised the Berlin question. It was not we who then

put forward a.n imperious demand for a German settlement to suit ourselves. It wa.s

not ~e who stirred up interna.tional 0p1n1onJ ca.used a. 'serious crisis in Europe or

uttered threats and demanded satisfaction.- It was not we who instigated this

series of conferenoes, first ot the Foreign Ministers and then, perhaps, at the

110
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Summit, whioh have dou~tless been made necessary in order to try to all~ the

disturbance caused by all these moves.

In saying this, I do not imply that we, any more than our Russian colleagues,

are satisfied with the sii~ation prevailing in Germany, or with the prolonged and

hopeless lack of a final solution, a lack involving all its oonsequences to humanity

and all its dangers to the world. But we haTe never thought of resuming talks, or

of searching afresh for solutions, by any means other than the ordinary means of

negotiation by consent of both sides, opening in an atmosphere of relaxation and

good will.

Things being as they are, and without any desire to reopen a past which, though

recent, we do not wish to see extend into the present, we might conceivably have

started this conference otherwise. We' might have said to our Russian colleagues,

quite objectively: lilt was you who raised, or created, problems; let us now see

what you have in mind; put your proposals before us and we will tell you what we

think of theron •

We have gone further. Since the subject was Germany, we ourselves drafted a

plan for a German settlement, in which we had regard both to our earlier plans and

to the objections raised by the Russians at earlier discussions. We intended in

this way to provide ~t least a serious basis for disoussion. Yesterday we heard

the reply.

That replY,moves me, indeed, to remark, adapting a Franch saying, that in

discussion with the Soviet delegation we pay for our past concessions.

One of the deadlY,sins with which Mr. Gromyko charges this Western proposal

is what I might call the sin of being a packet plan. Comin~ from him this r~proof

was rather unexpected, since the essence of the Soviet proposals which we now have

before us - the peace treaty and the establishment of a Free City of West Berlin

is precisely that they a.re a series of provisions which we are asked to a.ocept as

a whole and outside of which, as we again heard repeated m~ times yesterday,

there is no salvation. It is, of course, in a.coordance with human nature to find'

that the truth of one side is the falsehood of the other. It is seldom, however,

that one hears this stated with such strong oonviction.

Now let us go back to the Western plan and try to see what basis there might

be for the reproaoh levelled at us.
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The plants basic objective is obviously to arrive at a comprehensive

settlement of the German problem. This means, in our sense, reunification and a

peace treaty. That is our starting point; that is clear. To this problem, which 

as Mr. Gromyko has stressed, and I agree with him on this point - is complicated

enough by itself, we add-~other, and we are trying to make its solution, or at

least its partial solution, proceed alongside that of the first: it is the problem

of European security and disarmament. That is the reason for the blame levelled

at us; that is our sin. In this we are tying ooe set of complicated questions to

another; we are making the problems inextriQable; we are creating a vicious circle

in which to shut up men of good will wh~ are trying desperately to make a peace

treaty with Germany.

What is our answer? It is very simple. All we have done, which indeed

complicates the problems, has only one aim, namely, to try to reply in advanca te

the Soviet Government's objections and to allay its fears. We understand perfectly

well that the reunification of Germany in freedom arouses anxiety in our interlocutors.

Clearly the balance of forces in Europe, always preoarious and difficult to hold,

would be profoundly altered.

We, for our part, do not want any upheavals which might endanger peace in

Europe, if only by arousing the anxiety of a Soviet Government which hitherto has

based its whole security system on the existence of a safety belt to the west of

its frontiers and whose foremost care is to protect this system from any encroach

ment, no matter how slight. Pending the establishment of real security in Europe

th~ough change in the relations between the countries of that continent, from the

Urals to the Atlantic, we thought it better to attach to German reunification a

number of provisions relating to security and disarmament which would in

particular be likely to allay these Soviet misgivings.

What are these provisions? In regard to European security they are essentially

two. First, we thought it would be advisable to extend to the whole of Germany,

and also to the other European countries, the ban on the manufacture of atomic,

chemical and bacteriological weapons already accepted by the Federal Republic.

Secondly, we have provided for the creation in central Europe of an area in which

armed forces and armaments would be limited by common consent and which might

include reunified Germany, to which would be extended limitations like those which

have existed in the Federal Republic with its consent since 1955.
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In spe~~ing also of general disarmWlent, we have gone a little further. Our

object ~as been as follows: Germa~ re~nification, if it took place, would mark a

most impo=tant change in the relations between East and West. It is hard to

imagine that t~e resulting relaxation would not have consequences in other vital

fields, and the field which naturally comes to ~~nd is general dis?rmament. We
r

have taken care - c~ntrary to what Mr. Gromyko seems to have understood -.not to

establish any legal nexus between the stages of our plan and t~ose of general

disarmament. The only specific provision is the establishment at a certain period

of broad areas for the control of surprise attacks, The remainder consis~s·rather

of indications, of examples of what could be done. It was .not possible to go aQY

farther. Our principal aim was to plot a trend.

Those are the reasons why our plan is a complex whole, made up of measures of

widely different nature, and why its detail is perhaps at first sight difficult to

grasp. There are no dark ma~hinations behind it; once more, our main error is

surely that we have quite simply pat forward a proposal with an excess of good will,

seeing that we were not claimants o

If the Soviet delegation is frightened or made suspicious by this complexity,

I personally could very well understand that it should ask for tt-e questions to be

put oce by one. That is what it h~s not failed to do, but not at all in the way

which might ordinarily have baen expected.

The reunification and peace treaty plan is in the Soviet view overburdened

with proposals about security and disarmament, ~~d I a~~it that, at least in

appearance] the Soviet plan for a peace treaty without reunification is simpler,

because its provisions relating to security are better disguised. The logical

conclusion would be, since the first consideration is the German problem, that we

shou~~ be asked: ilFirst let us see your proposals 00ncerni~g the German problem

itself; the rest can come later~.

wnat happened yesterday was exactly the opposite. The Soviet delegation told

us: "Your reunification plan does not interest us in the slightestj there is no

question of discussing it for a Qinute. On the co~trary, we can examine what you

say abo~~ security and see whether some of the measures which you recommend might

interest us ll • Now, is that not real:y a~ unexpected attitude? If I may use the

expression~ it is a new ve~sion of the art of using up left-overs.

In any c~st it is not a method to be employed in the discussion of a serious

international problem. A proposal, expecially one made after years of interminable
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discussions, is by its nature a balanced whole - that is to say, made up of

provisions some of which satisfy certain parties and some satisfy others, and in

the whole of which the endeavour is made to give as fair and therefore as acceptable

a measure as possible, I do not blOW whether that is what is called a packet;

but in any ca.se that is the, only kind of proposal which can lead to a.cceptable

results, whioh in the last resurt mean compromises. To take from 'a. proposal of

this kind the parts you like and categorically reject the rest may be commercia.l

practice; it is not a pra.ctice to which we feel able to adapt ourselves.

"Butll
, it may be objected, "why do you not do the Booe? The Soviet

delegation has made you an offer. Keep what suits you and throw out the remainder.

At any rate you will see what comes of i til. Unfortunately that method ~anIlot be

applied to our case. The fact is that the Soviet deleeation'has taken good Care

not to put in its own packet anything likely to appeal to the Western delegations.

Its proposal to us is the @ost intransigent statement it has made of the position

which it has already stated many times; and I cannot perceive in that proposal any

sign that it has tried to put forward any suggestion which it knew might suit us.

Mr. Gromyko accused us yesterday of submitting an unacceptable proposal on purpose.

I have shown the motives we had in drafting it, and our grounds for considering

that it might reasonably offer a serious basis for discussion. But what Can one

think of the Soviet plan, tirelessly repeated, on which everyone has already given

his opinion and which has been maintained immovably year after'year? Is it

necessary to prove onoe more why it cannot be considered? I am afraid I cannot

do otherwise, for YX. Gromyko told us again yesterday that it waS the only possible

agreement.

The Soviet proposals are based on the assertion that German reunification

is not a present-day problem and,c~~ therefore be left until later. Nor is it

a problem within the jurisdiction of the four Powers; it is the concern purely

of the two parts of Germany known as the Federal Republic and the Democratic

Republic. Therefore, in order to divest themselves of their responsibility for
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Germany, the four Powers have merely to sign a peace treaty with each of the two

parts of Germany and then, in order to end the present difficulties, to establish

a third part of Germany - the free city of West Berlin.

In opposition tothi~ plan' stand the ideas set forth in the IIPeace Plan"

of the Western Powers tabled on.14 ~ay; first Germany, including Berlin, must

be unified in freedom, and then a treaty would be signed to set the seal on the

new Germany.

It is indeed strange that we, the West and the East, should be thus arrayed

against one another in a matter which seems so reasonable and uncomplicated.

The only thing needed - at least, so it seems - is to settle the proper order of

the factors; either reunification and then the peace treaty, or the peace treaty

at once and reunification later. Those are the two alternatives in issue.

I pointed to the curious quality of this discussion because it is h~rd to

understand why the question should even arise. The drafts@en of the Potsdam

treaties - United States, Soviet Union and United Kingdom - would have been

extremely surprised if they had been told that things would work out in this

way. Did they not, indeed, point out very clearly that the peace treaty Qust

be concluded with an all-German government - in fact, how could they possibly

have imagined any other solution?

It is hard to see where the dispute lies, but in reality the alternative

which seems to lie before us veils - and very thinly - the fundanental

differences between the ideas of the two respective sides in regard to the

solution of the German probleo. I do not think it very hard to prove that the

Soviet proposals oannot really make any contribution to the solution of the

German problem as we believe that solution is bound to appear once it is

reached, as it is bound to appear in order to be sound and lasting and to make

a genuine contribution to the establishment of a peaceful order in Europe.
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I;;r. Gro;ny~:o tells us - a::.d we have bJen told this for some time - that there

are some rroblema w~ich are ri~e for solution anl which consequently can be settled.

The im1)lication is tho.t there are also ·problems wi1.ich are l~ot ri')e and which
~ ~ -

consequently cannot be settled. From the Soviet point of view, the problems

which are ripe are t~~se of the peace treaty and Berlin, and so it is pro2osed that

we conclude a peace treo.ty una ma~{e West Berlin 0. Free City.

I do not 1UlOW what m~~es 1k. Gromy:~o so sure that the two problems in question

are ripe for solution. I for my part en7isage quite a different method for finding

out what decisions to t~~e ani how to fcrmulate them. ~~1.o.t I want to 10l0W first

and foremost is not which vroblems, from rry point of view, are ripe for solution,

but rather what problems there [J,re. I ~~:n thbl:'. tempted to find out whether my

collen.gues share my point of 'riew on tiLLs, and if t~:"ey do, I want to discuss it with

them so as to find solutions. Gnly when this ~rCC8SS cf discussion had lasted Ions

enou~h to· euable the ~ap be~wee~ points of vi8,r to be narrowed would I "allow myself

to sny that the ex~stl.nii problems ha.d be::oIDe ri]8 fo::: solution o.l1d that there was

hope of solving them in t~e noo.r future.

Vle are all o..g=eed, I think, tho;:' wiota re,.5C-rd to the ~rmt'..n problem the

questions at issue are reu~iiication ~~d the pea~e treaty; if you like, owing to

circumstances, t~ere is o..lcQ the Berlin question, For our part, we pro~ose that

reunification should be dincussed first of all. ~e reG~rd this ~s 0. real problem

as from this mome~~; we consider it to oe a problem of prime importance, both for

the German :Jeo::"le 0.::11 fo::: :6u!"ope a~ a wr.ole; <1S in :fact tI1G l~ey to everything.

.Afterwards, ,re sha.ll be abla to get dOlr:n. to the peace trea.ty.

problem of Berlin will ha.ve ~isaypeGred.

One of our premises i~ th~t ~o lonG as Ge~many is not reunited the question of

the peo.ce treaty does not a~ise. The poi~t in not whether the problem is ripe

for solution or not; the problem does not exist.

It does not exist for the simple reason that, o.t the ~oment, everything which

would be dealt with in a DeGee trec,ty and. everything which can be settled without

reunifica.tion hn.s i~ effect been set~led in the two parts of Ger~any. The only

thing that remains to be done is what neither the West nor the Russians have yet been

o.ble to do, pxecicely because t2e ~e~nific~tion of Germany has not been brought about.

These residua.l matters conce~n only Germany as a whole; they cannot be settled by

means of :1Il a.greement vi th ee.ell of the two ::?a~t~ of GerIDl'..'1.y.
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I will take the example of the Federal ~epublic of Germany, because I am

better informed with regard to it than with regard to Eastern Germany. In 1954

we - that Is to say, France, the United States and Great Britain - signed

agreements with the Federal Republic whioh, in faot, terminated the occupation

regime whioh had resultea from the capitulation, exoept only in respect of the

powers which we kept in the field of all-German problems, that is to say, the

problem of reunification and the problem of the peaoe treaty, including Berlin.

In practice, the state of war no longer exists. All diplomatic, eoonomic

Md other relations are such as exist among all States which are at peace with Qne

another. Most of the questions which resulted from the war or the ending of the

war - reparations and restitution, war criminals, property and interests, and so

forth - have in practice been settled.

There is nothing surprising in this, for it is now fourteen years since the

war ended. Common sense and the force of events have led us, on both sides,

to do, little by little, and certainly with delays, but nevertheless to do, all

that we ought normally to have done within a few months, or at most a few years,

in a conventional peace treaty. Let us not forget that we are now in the year

1959, that is, in a period which corresponds to the year 1932 in the period

following the previous war.

Let us look for a moment at the draft put forward by the Soviet Government

as a basis for discussion. If we examine this text we find that in reality,

on both sides, few questions are still outstanding, and that these few questions

need not be settled, and cannot really be settled, except within the context of a

reunited Germany.

Broadly speaking, and of course subject to thorough discussion, I think we

can olassify the clauses in the Russian Draft Peaoe Treaty under three heads:

there are clauses whioh really do not seem necessary; there are others which are

merely of a formal nature; and finally, there are clauses which are important

beoause they deal with problems of substance.

Naturally, I shall not labour the point. as regards the first category.

Examples of this may be found in artiole 3, which recognizes the sovereignty of

the German people over Germany, article 4, which deals with the question of the

Powers' respecting this sovereignty, and articles 22 and 24 on reunification.
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In the second place, we find purely formal clauses, such as article 1 on

the ending of the state of war, articles 6 and 13 on recognition of other peace

treaties and the Austrian Treaty, article 7 on Germany's admission into the

United Nations (butrwhich Germany?), a s0xies of clauses on Allied property,

rights and interests, and. articles 41 and 42 on reparations and restitution.

There are also all kinds of ~rovisions on human rights and on liberty, on

political parties and the revival of Nazism, which I am not quite sure where to

place under my three headings. If one bears in mind that these clauses would be

imposed on both the Governments wHh which the Soviet Union intends to deal, and

if one considers the gulf which divides the political systems in question and

remembers Moscow's strictures on the Federal Republic of Germany, one really

wonders what value such provisions can have and what importance to attach to

them, unless '~he point is to give the signatory Powers the standing right to

interfere in Germany's internal affairs.

There remain the important clauses; I mean those which offer a solution to

real problems. Personally, I can find only two, or rather two series, of these:

the clauses relating to frontiers and the military clauses, the lat~er including

the provisions relating to alliances.

With regard to frontiers, where is the necessity for fixing theo, unless

to define the territory of a reunited Germany? The Federal Republic of Germany

already has agreements with France and Belgium, and is discussing one with the

Netherlands, for the settlement of points which were still under dispute; no

problem arises either with Denmark or with Czechoslovakia. In the east, I think

that from t~e point of view of the Soviet Union the present situation does not

necessitate any new arrangements. Decisions of a final character must of

necessity w~it upon reunification.

The same applies with regard to the military clauses. In the 1955 Paris

agreements, which Mr. Gromyko chose to mention the other day, we ourselves

agreed with the Federal Republic - and it was the Federal Republic which proposed

this - on what restrictions should be made with regard to the rearmament of

Western Germany. We are quite satisfied with the situation which has resulted.

I do UQt know wha~ arrangements, if any, have been made in the east, but in any

case there is in our opinion no problem until the day when Germany is reunified

and when i~ will in fact be necessary to decide what measures should be taken in

agreement with her for a settlement within this fromework. In our own IIpeo.ce
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plan" we have ou::,selves mw'::'e pr::>Yis:'::1!l far arrangements which would come into

force even during the process of reunification.

The same applies to the qu.estion of alliar..ces. On this our point of view

differs from that of the Soyiet delegp-tion, as our own draft shows. But we do

not understand how a question ca.."'1 arise so long as the two Germanies continue to

exist.

Such are the co~siaerations t~~t lend us to think that there is nothing in

the draft treaty with t~e two G3r~~3~3 to provide any justification whatsoever

for signing, still less fer signing forthwith. Such a treaty would contribute

nothing to the solution of the problem before USi or r~tter, it would contribute

only one thing, namely, the pe~manGnt sanctioning of a divided Gennany on the

part of the Four Powers. Even if reunification is not yet ponsible, for reasons

connected with the general world nituation, we see no reason to take part in a

solemn in~ernational act which would m~ke reur..ification iup::>ssible once and for

all, and would have no o~he= consequer..ce except to re~uce the German people to

despair.

The somewhat brutal ~rarJU1ess with which Mr. G~omyko expressed himself

yesterday on the subj ect of the three-Pc'ir.ar plan h8.s Llc1.c-l'J(Jcl me to give my own

ideas on the Soviet drafts very clearly. I thinIt t~lUt for the moment it would be

preferable to draw no inference fro~ eit~e~ of these an~lyses.
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'I ptopo•• to Ipeak this evening about the Soviet Draft Peace Treaty. I will

return later~ if I ma.y, perhaps tomorro"" to1'ir. Gromyko's oommentson the Western

Peaee Plan.

The Government of the United Kingdom have made it their polioy since the end

of the war to work for a just and enduring pence settlement with GermanY. . The

Soviet GOTernment has also stated it to be their purpose to bring about suoh a' .

settlement. The reason ",by the Government of the United Kingdom disagree

profoundly with'the Soviot Government's proposals for a Draft Peace Treaty appended

to their Note of Januar,y 10 is because in their 'vie", these ptoposals would not

result in.uch s'ju,st s.nd enduring peace settlement.

I have studied the Draft Pea.ce Treaty carefully. It ha.s one 'merit, to which

M, Couve de Wurville has alre~referred. It '18 'in itself a retutationof

Lir., rGrQmyXols prinoipa.l oritici.m of the Western Peace 'Fle.n, that 'it i'Sri. pflcknge.

"TheSoviet draft .hoys clearly how interrelated are'theie var1bu~problems ~ .

.rounifioation ,of Germany - seourity provisions ~~d an interim stetU.tor Berlin.

Artiole 22 with its 'expression or deoln.i.-ation of thEi ree.dines's of the Allies to

assist G8l'11W1Y to Mh1eve reUhifioation seems to' m~e t'o be in "it_elf :a refutation ot
liir. Gromykot 8 :argument that we here should riot ooncern ourselve's withO Gerinan

reunifioa.tion.
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However that may be, there are two fundament~l objections to the Draft Treaty.

The first objection is that it is designed to be ooncluded with the Pederal Republio

and the sQ-oalled German Democratio Republio sep~rately. The second objeotion is

that by its ver,y nature itrwould have to be, not freely negotiated, but imposed.
. I

For these two reasons, it seems ~o us, it would be neither just nor enduring.

Let me tr,y to develop these two fundamental objections. The first, as I have

said, is the Soviet prop~ to conclude a Treaty or Treaties with the two separate

parts of Germany.

The legal position surely is this. The Western Powers were at war with Nazi

Germany, which surrendered· unconditionally in 1945. Until the surrender, Hitler's

Government was' the Government of all pf,Germany., .Under' internationa.l law the

international entity known as Germ~.remain8 in existence. This is not affeoted

by what has happened since 1945 as an incident of four-Power oocupation. Since it

W~8 with.t~e interna.tional e~tity known as Ge~any that the Powers were a.t war, ~

"Peaoe Settlement" must be with a. Government which, can aot ;oor and b~nd GermlJJlY as

a whole. Neither the Federal Republic nor the so-called Democratic Republio, .;

~hether s~parate+y or in oombination, oonstit¥te an all~German Gov~rnment .~uthorised

to act for and bind. the international entity known af,J GflrmaQY. Mr. Herter.~ you,
. I

Mr. Chairman -deve~ope4 these legal arguments fUlly in your statement yestex4aYJ

and I agree with w~at you said •

.There is also no logio in the manner in whiohthe Treaty would ope~ate. The

Soviet i4ea th~~ a Treaty or Treaties could be conol~dedwiththe twop~rts of

GermB.n3" involves, it seems to me, an .~nhere.nt oontradiction. ,This runs .right

thr0ug4 theSovie~ Draft and vitiates its whole ~truatur.e.

But it is no, only or e-yenprimarqy 0. q~e2lti,l!ln ofla.wor of .logio. ,.A.n'

att~mpt to negotiate a peace treaty with t~o geparG~a pqlitioGl entities, quite

apart froDl ~he legal a.n.d logical anomalies of I!lUO~ a. prooe.ediag, would be tantemount.

to prQcla.~m~ng thatther,e was little or ~o pro~peot .of the l.U:';J.ficE;tion ,of Garmsn;y'.

Por our part we are not prepared to subsoribe ~o suah a doctrine. There would .be
J ,.. .

only .on~ reason ,forri~ing rQughshod over the lega.~,and Ipsioal objectians to

negotia:~ing se~nratE1tre,a~ies w~th ea.oh po.rt of .Germany.. Tho.t .would be if .it .was

one's deliberate intention to sanotify the division. That is not Qur 'Wish~

Therefore first things must come first and the urgent requirement is to set in train

a series of developments such as we have auggested in our Peaoe Plan which will :hfve

as their result the creation of a German Government with which a peace treaty oan be
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negotiated. Meanwhile the absence of a treaty is not in itself a cause of danger

to anyone.

In one of his opening statements at this conference Mr. Gromyko did not quite

accurately represent the communique issued in Mosoow after ~r. Maomillan1s visit

when he suggested that t~is co~unique implied that there was agreement that the
r

problem of a peace treaty urgently required settling. If he will look at the

communique again he will see that it is the whole complex of problems oonnected

with the settlement of the German question, the need for the urgent settlement of

which was endorsed in the communique.

Indeed our view is precisely the opposite to that expressed in the second

paragraph of Article XXII of the Soviet Draft. So far from regarding a treaty

drawn up in the terms of that Draft as an lIimportant contribution to the cause of

the reunification of Germanyll we consider that such a treaty would be an obstacle

and impediment sinoe the only justification for concluding it would be the wish to

preserve the division of the country.

My point can be illustrated by Articles XIV and XV of the Soviet Draft. These

are the Articles on Basio Human Rights and Freedoms. The sentiments expressed in

these Articles are admirable and everybody can subscribe to them. Germany - and

remember that when the Soviet Treaty says lIGermany" it means by definition the two

parts of Germany - would secure without distinction or discrimination freedom of

expression and the press, of worship, of association and so on. There would be no

discrimination between Germans on grounds of race, sex, religion, origin or party.

There would be no persecution arising out of the events of the war. All this is

very good. But can we expect that these admirable provisions will be applied in

East Germany in the sense in which we understand the words whioh express them? I

understand that the East German IIconstitutionll contains a number of similar

provisions. But are they at present applied? I think we all know the answer to

that question. My point is simply that the same treaty concluded in present

oonditions with the two different parts of Germany would not lead'to the result

stated to be desire~.

I now turn to the second of my two basic objections, namely that the Soviet

Draft Treaty would have to be imposed. It would be a lIdiktat". What the Soviet

Government have put before us is a complete draft treaty ready for signature. It

contains among other things a number of provisions notably in Articles XXVI to XXX,

the effect of which would be to impose certain discriminatory servitudes on Germany.
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Now I do not argue that there is anything unusuel about a peace treaty containing

provisions of this nature. It m~ very well be that when a German Government has

come into existence which represents the whole German people that Government might

be willing to accept limitations on its freedom of action, for example in the field

of armaments. Th€ Goverqment of the Federal Republic has itself voluntarily

renounced the right to prod.uce c.ertai~ types of weapons. The Government of a

reunited Germany might be willing tp mrke the same or other similar renunciations.

It might also be that such a German Government might be willing for such limitations

to be inscribed in a peace treaty. But if they are to" have any real value they

must have been freely negotiated and accepted by the German Government. The very

fact that the Soviet Government has produced a complete draft including a number of

provisions of the kind to which I have referred conveys the impression that they

would like to impose a treaty of this character on Germany. But before negotiations

with the representatives of Germany heve begun and before there is even any prospect

of their beginning it seems to me to ~e useless and indeed unjust to put forward a

draft treaty of this character. What the Soviet Government is doing in effect is

to show that they wish to impose terms on Ger~~ny as was done at Versailles. To

suggest harnessing Germany ip advanc€ of reunification with imposed terms ab9ut

which the German people have not been consulted holds out a most unhappy prospect.

At any rate that is the lesson of history. Provisions which might be acceptable as

the result of free negotiations become impossible when they are imposed by force.

The most that anyone can legitimately do before we have worked together to bring a

united German Government into being, is to set out a series of general principles of

a peace treaty such as would be filled out later in negotiation with a German

Government. To do anything else tho.n this implies that we want to dictate terms

and impose "them upon the German people.

To dictate final terms in 1945 might have been understood, whether or not it

would have been approved. To try to do it in 1959 seems to me completely

unrealistic.

So much for the two fundamental difficulties which I see in the Soviet

proposals and for the reasons why I think these proposals are unpractical and wrong.
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:We are continuing discussioA. of the quewtion ofa peaoe ;treaty with~:rmany.

Our conf:erence has before it a oonor~t8 ;prQpo.~1 on thisque~tioni submitted by

th",Soyiet delegatiop. in the fonn ofa D,ra.t~l'qace Trea.tywith Ge-rmany. Te also

have before us the dooument of the three Western Powers in WhLOh tdea8 on various

pol~tioal proble~s are combined to form on~ sipglewhole~

Yesterday I statred t1+~ pos:i;bion ,r:rfthe Sov:4e:J;,Govlirl1I!i.en:t with regard to .

the package plan of; the thre~ ,We,s.:tern Powers-., ..Now I wo1l1d:like ·,to make, some

further remarks.,':

. , ¥r. Lloyd said that the SqV'~et Dra.:f t Peace Treaty 'W'aS a1"8081 pe.ckage

pr~postlo1 e.nd in tha.t respeot ev.en s?mewha~, re.sembled the: West,rn .Fower.• L p!l.a.n.

This, of cour,se,' 1$ not so • Our. Draft is Qo.noerned :dtp. one question: . a' ..

peaoe settlement with Germany,. Of ~011r8e,' it ~onta.ins a. numbe-r: of provision.

rf:il.ating, t~, Germany's future deve19plPent" but these .are. provisi.ons: wh1choarmot

be ,omitted frolP th~ treaty.

'. I

116 , t
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Efforts are being ma.de to assure us that the "package plan" is a. ooncession,

almost a. compromise, which takes into account the views of the Soviet Union~

Mr; Couve de Murville has made an attempt today to prove that by presenting

their package plan the Wes~ern Powers have gone some way to meet the USSR
r

position; Statements of ihis kind are apparently intended to give a more

a.ttractive appearance to the "package" in which all kinds of different questions

a.re tied up into a. parcel and duly knotted, as if for indefinite storage;

The few sensible provisions and ideas included in the plan are submerged

in a me-as of provisions whiehwere kno~ingly made unacoeptable and which in

fact determine the real natur,e of the paokageplan;

We are invited to co-operate in the absorption of the German Democratic

Republic by the Federal Republic of Germany~ We are expected to assist in

depriving the German Democratic Republic of its oapital and in extending the

~Qupa.tion regime to Ber,lin as a whole; We 'are' 'expe'cted 't:o agree to pos'tpone

eo peMe ,:settlemerit with Germa.:ny inde:tinitely; However much one would like

to, one can hardly disoern in all this even a: hint of a wiSh' 'to seek ag:teetnent,

let, alone conce ssions ~ ,

In a.ddition, the t-hree Poyers make a;greementon' a. pe ac's treaty and on the

question ofWes~-Berlin'd9penden~on the edopti~n of decisions relating 'to

German unifica.tion,Europetm seouri-ty Md'distmnSment·; Is that also to b~

regarded as a concession to the Soviet Union?

Having recognized the need of a rapproche~ent between the German Democratic

Republic e.ndthe Federal Republic of Germe.ny) the three Powers, it would seem,'

should refrain from doing anything which would t~nd to deepen and consolidate

the, division of Germa.ny~ But actually this is not the' case ~ The three Poyers

are' doing their utmost to estrange the two Gei'ttian States still further froin- each

other; Instead of moderating the bellicose inclinations of their West Gerrri~

ally, they encourage them in every way; Is someone going to try and assure

us that the arming of the Bundeswehr with atomic weapons and the setting up

of nuclear and missile bases is also a concession to the USSR and a step

towards the unifioation of Germany?

It is difficult to see who is to be persuaded by talk about concessions.

Such talk will not stand up to the slightest contact with facts~
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Surely this plan proposed by the three Western Powers should be regarded

rather as a step bacl~ard? There is every prospect that the package plan will

go down in the history of contemporary diplomacy as a modern Gordian knot.

Yesterday Mr. He~ter stated here the views of the United States delegation

on the Soviet Draft Peace Treaty with Germany. I should like to dwell on some

points made by l~r. Herter and to ~resent the necessary clarification.

The United States Secretary of State objected to the proposal of the Soviet

Government that a peace treaty should be concluded with both German States without

further delay.

On what did Mr. Herter base his objections?

He maintained that the German Democratic Republic and the Federal Republio

of Germany could not represent Germany either. separately or in combination.

What can be said about this argument?

Whether we approach his assessment from a purely legal point of view, from

the point of view of historical experienoe, or from a purely practical viewpoint,

there can be only one conclusion, namely, that it will not stand up to criticism.

We .can in no way agree that the existence of two States on German territory

should serve as a reason for denying the German people a peace treaty.

What way out is there from the situation which has developed? The way out

has been proposed in the Soviet Draft Treaty with Germany. The Draft proceeds

from the objective fact that Germany is now represented by the German Democratic

Republic and the Federal Republic of Garmany. Therefore a peace treaty must be

concluded with them.

Such a solution is justified both by history and by international law. History

knows many instances where war has resulted in the disappearance of the State

which started it. In those cases peace was concluded with the States which had

come into existence on the territory of the former State.

Austro-Hungary's case, to which ~r. Herter referred, is indeed one of the

examples where, as a result of the war, several new States appeared on the former

territory of one State, and peace treaties were concluded with them in full

aocordance with the generally recognized rules of international law.

After the war two States came into existence on the territory of the Germany

with which our countries had been at war. In virtue of a well-known and commonly

recognized provision of international law on succes~or States, both these States,

and only these State~ can represent Germany.
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If other countries do not want to pursue an unrealistic policy, then the

only thing for them to do is to deal with these new states in matters which

were left unsettled by their predecessor~ This is the legal aspect of the

question, amply borne out by historical experience~

1x~ Herter wished tofconvince us that the two German States do not exist

at all but that there is some "international entity known as Gerniany"~ But it

is permissible to ask, in what way and in what aspects does this "entity"

manifest itself in international affairs? lVhat official bodies represent it

in relations with other states? Is there a single international treaty signed

by this "entity" in the postwar period?

It is common knowledge that nothing of the sort exists in reality; on

the contrary, both German States - the German Democratic Republic and the.

Federal Republic of Germany each maintain extensive diplomatic, trade and other

relations with soores of other countries~ Each of them has conoluded more than

one international agreement, acting as an independent sovereign State~ Have

not the United States and other Western Powers concluded quite a number of

treaties with the Federal Republic of Germany exactly as with a sovereign State~

Many of these treaties deal with extremely important problems which strongly

affect the fate of the German people~ Among them are the well-known Paris

Agreements, by virtue of which the Western Powers sanctioned the remilitarization

of West Germany and the Federal Republic of Germany was included in the NATO

mili tary bloc ~

So, how do things really stand? It appears that it is permissible to

conclude treaties on armament, military measures and war preparations, but that

when it comes to signing a peace treaty with the German States we are suddenly

told that it is quite impossible to do so: the German States, if you plea~e,

do not possess sovereignty~

To deny to the two existing German states the right to act in the name of

Germany amounts in fact to an attempt to brush aside all the political

development that has taken place in Germany during the last fifteen years, as

though to make Germany rewrite her whole history for this period~ But this is

a virtually impossible task~
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In trying to justify his assertion that it is impossible to conclude a

peace treaty with Germany because of the existence of two German states,

Mr. Herter referred to the rules of international law.

But may we enquJre -'what international law is meant? Has not the fact of

the existence of the two ipdependent St~tes, each of which has obtained wide

international recognition, become 'an integral part of international law? And

even if this fact has not been reflected in all t~e manuals of international law,

is the significance of the existence of two covereign States in place of the

former one German State in any way ~educed thereby?

The rules of internation~l law cannot exist in isolation from real life:

they follow from it.

If it is a question of the main point in the rules of international law,

there is no denying that the main point in these rules is to condemn aggressive

war and affirm the right of peoples to enjoy lasting peace. These provisions

were embodied in such a generally recognized international document as the

United Nations Charter.

The proposal of the Soviet Unio~ that a peace treaty should be concluded with

the two German States fully meets the requirements of international law for

the additional reason that such a treaty would make the rebirth of German

militarism impos3ible and would serve as a dependable guarantee against the

launching of a new war of aggression by German militarists.

May we ask what is wrong with that.

The United States Government declares that it cannot conclude a peace treaty

with two German States - tha German Democr~tic Republic and the Federal Republic

of Germany, that it can conclude a peaae treaty with a united Germany only. This

point was also made by the Foreign Ministers of th3 United Kingdom and of France,

when they outlined the position of their GoverTh~ents.But in this connexion

it will not be out of place to ask once more why the United States Government

did not wait until a united German State was created, but found it possible to

conclude Agreements with the Govarnment of one of the German States, namely,

of the Federal Republic, which aimed at equipping the Bundeswehr with atomic

and missile weapons and at establishing atomic and missile launching sites in

the Federal Republic's territory.
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Here we are confronted with an absolutely arbitrary treatment of international

law and its rules. If any agreement meets the interests of NATO and its military

staffs, then it may be concluded with one of the German states - with the Federal

Republic, and there is no need to wait for the creation of a united German State.

In this instance, internatio~al law is passed over in silence.
r

If a proposed agreement 'or a treaty is not in the interests of NATO and its

military staffs, then international law is immediately remembered, and the opportunity

is sought for a reference to rules of international law and for the refusal, on this

pretext, to sign such a treaty or agreement; and if the required rule does not

exist, it is invented.

This is exactly what .is going on now, when efforts are made to refuse to conclude

a German peace treaty and to justify this by references to international law, even

if these references are beside the point.

In his statement yesterday Mr. Harter found it possible to repeat the assertion

which is sometimes advanced that the conclusion of a peace treaty with the two German

states would amount to the "recognition of the permanent partition of Germany". This,

to put it mildly, is a somewhat free interpretation of the Soviet proposal on a peace

treaty with Germany. It is well known that the Soviet Union proposes to conclude a

peace treaty with the German Democratic Republic and the Federal P~public of Germany

for the simple reason that these two German States do in fact exist, while a united

Germany so far does not. iihen at last the problem of re-establishing Germany's

national unity is finally solved, as a reault of rapprochement between the German

Democratic Republic and the Federal Republic of Germany, it will be welcomed by all

friends of the German people and by all who want a stable peace in Europe, including

the Soviet Union.

As you know, the Draft Peace Treaty with Germany submitted by the Soviet

Government for the consideration of this conference, contains special article~

providing for the treaty to continue to operate after the unification of Germany.

The text of the Draft Treaty also allows for the possibility that by the time it

is signed progress will already have been made in the work of re-establishing

German unity, so that the treaty can be signed with the participation of a German

confederation. 'iih.ere is the "recognition of the permanent partition of Germany"

in this? There is not and cannot be any such "recognition" for it would be

contrary to our policy.
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The Soviet Government supports the proposal of the Government of the German

Democratic Republic that a Confederation be est~blished; this would be an important

step towards the complete unification of Germe.ny~

Let us recall t~e hist?ry of the United States of America~ When the

Versailles Tre~ty wasfsigned in 1783, the United States of America was a

confederation, and the present Federal Constitution was adopted a few years later~

If the four Powers taking part in the present conference are really anxious

to help the Germans reunify their country, they must conclude a German peace

treaty very soon~ The German people expect such help from us, as Dr~ Bolz,

the Minister of Foreign Affairs of the German Democratic Republic, rightly said

in his statement here on 18 May~

The United States Government whose position has been explained to us here

by Mr. Herter, proposeS "~ill" and not conclude a peace treaty until an

all-German Government appears which would sign such a treaty~ Under the present

conditions such a proposal-amounts, in effect, to an appeal to shelve the question

of a German peace treaty~ We hope th~t this is not the last word of the United

States Government~

When he exp,~unded his assessment of the Soviet Draft Peace Treaty with

Germany, I!Ir~ Herter a.dvanced here certain additional arguments; but these only

emphasized the artificiality and remoteness from reality of the position of

those who oppose the conclusion of a peace treaty with Germany~ Let us t&te

for instance 1~~ Herter's stateoents in connexion with Article 4 of the Soviet

Draft Pe~ce Treaty with Germany~ The United States Secretary of State saw in

that article nothing less than 110. threat to international peace and security"~

But what does this article of the Soviet Draft which is considered so dangerous,

say? I shall take the liberty of reading word by word the pert of the article

referred to by Mr. Herter: It reads:

"Germany undertakes to settle its international disputes solely by peaceful

means in ~uch a way as not to endanger international peace and security~ Garmany

also undertakes to refrain in its international relations from the threat or use

of force against the territorial inviolability or political independence ot any

State and not to give any aid or support to any State or group of States violating

interna.tional peace and security"~
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Does anybody really believe that the assumption of such obligations by

both German states will threaten peace, and will not rather be a good contribution

to the cause of peace? If this is a threat to peace, then I suppose we must

regard the arming of the Bundeswehr with atomic weapons as a better guarantee

of peace;

I must now say a few words -about the statement that the United states has

been making efforts to achieve a peace settlement with Germany, but that these

efforts have been "brought to naught" as a result of the position of the Soviet

Union~ I must say in this connexion that the Soviet delegation could cite

many indisputable facts which are not at all in accordance with this statement~

But our conference would find itself on a slippery slope if we started to

dig over the past and look for material for recriminations and mutual accusations~

The Soviet delegation believes that the tasM of the Foreign Ministers' Meeting

is to try and bring the different views closer together, to work out a mutually

acceptable solution of the question at issue; and to do this we must look not

to the past, but to the future, casting aside everything that can get in the way

of mutual understanding among the members of the conference~ For this reason

I shall confine my remarks to one indisputable fact~

The Draft Peace Treaty with Germany submitted by the Soviet Union is known

to everyone; but where is the other draft for a peace treaty? Throughout the

entire postwar period the Governments whioh do not like our Draft have failed

to put forward one of their own~ Nor have we such a draft before us now~ You

have only to put these two facts side by side in order to draw the correct

inferenoes~

The representative of the Federal Republic of Germany, Ambassador Grewe,

has referred here to the fact that in the past the Soviet Government held the

view that the conclusion of a peace treaty with Germany presupposed the establishment

of an all-German Government~ Yes, there was a time when the Soviet Union

proposed that a peaoe treaty be concluded with an all-German Government~

Many probably will recall that as far back as 1952 the Soviet Government

put forward a draft of a basis for a peace treaty with Germany, which envisaged

this very procedure~ If that draft did not at the time became a subject for

discussion at appropriate negotiations, and if a peace treaty was not concluded,

the blame certainly did not lie with the Soviet Union, but with those who at the time

brushed the proposal aside; and the Federal Republic of Germany was not the last

of these.
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Today -the si"tua~liion is different from that of 1952. The preconditions for

setting up an all~German Government which existed formerly do not exist now;

they have been lost. Why did it happen? It happened 1 first and foremost, as a

result of a policy which was designed to deepen the gulf that divides the two

German state s.

It is common knowledge that the S07iet Government had for a number of years

issued warnings about the serious consequences such a policy entailed. Now that

the two German States - which, moreover, are members of opposing military alignments

and have different social and economic systems - have become consolidated, we are

confronted with a qUite different, far more complicated situation. The Soviet

Draft Peace Treaty t~ces into account all the specific feat~res of the situation

which has developed in Germany.

This is our reply to the remarks made by the Tr;rre~entative of the Federal

Republic of Germany.

If we recognize that the German people must have their say in the preparation

of a peace treaty with Germany, then in the present circumstances, none but the

Governments of the two German states - the German Democratic Republic and the

Federal Republic of Germ~~y - which have developed, and which actually exist, can

speak for them.

We should like to hope that the Federal Government will show the necessary

awareness of the importance of the present moment and will give no new grounds

for saying, as many do in the Federal Republic, that it is pursuing a policy of

"missed opportunities" detrimental to the interects of the Germa.n people, to

the interests of security of other Europe~~ nations ~d to the interests of peace.

In his sta.tement today li~. Greve made a number of groundless allegations with

regard to the German Democratic Republic, accusing it of militarism and of military

preparatior-s. I am not going to discuss the questions raised by Mr. GreYe in

detail, but in the interest of the objectivity in our dis~ussion I cannot refrain

from drawing attention to the following.

The assertions of the representative of the West German delegation concerning

the so-called military preparations of the German Democratic Republic are completely

unfounded and incorrect in their essence. The real state of affairs as regards the

German Democra~ic Republic's armed forces, their strength, is well-rnown to the

members of the Meeting, and we were given accurate and specific information on that
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point in yesterday's statement by Dr~ Bolz, the Foreign ilinister of the Ger~an

Democratic Republic~ One can hardly be convinced by the fantastic picture of a

threat of war emanating fram the German Democratic Republic which the representative

of the Federal Republic tried to draw here~

If one is to assume'f for the sake of argument, that the Government of the Federal

Republic does feel concern over. the armament of the German Democratic Republic, then,

it may be asked, why does it oppose the conclusion of a peace treaty with Germany?

Why does it fail to support the Soviet Draft Peace Treaty, which contains pr~visions

aimed at preventing the development of either of the German states, whether in the

West or in the East, along the path of militarism?

Finally, why does not the Federal Government then respond to the repeated

proposals of the Government of the German Democratic Republic that an understanding

should be sought on the strength, disposition and mutual control of the armed forces

of the two German States? Yesterday we heard Dr~ Bolz repeat this proposal~

It is sufficient to ask these questions in order to show that today1s

assertions by llr~ Grewe are completely unfounded~

We are sometimes told that one of the shortcomings of the Soviet Draft Peaoe

Treaty with Germany is that it contains provisions stipulating certain limitations

with regard to the armaments of Germany~ Yesterday ~Ir. Herter compared the

Soviet Draft with the Treaty of Versailles~ iAr~ Lloyd, too, tried to draw a

parallel between Versailles and our Draft Treaty~

Certain military restrictions contained in other treaties - such as the Treaty

with Austria and in the Peace Treaties with Italy and Japan are not discriminatory,

but in the case of Germany, for some reason they amount to discrimination~

What, then, is the intention? Are the doors to be opened wide to unlimited

armament for Germany, including nuclear arQ~1ent? Are the Germans to be exhorted

to build up unlimited armaments, because this is 1959, not 1945?

The United States Secretary of State even hinted that the German people would

not resign themselves to the limitations of the Draft Peace Treaty~ There is no

need to say that the hints of this kind ~ay be interpreted as a sympathetic attitude

to the demands of West German revanchists~ Such persons as i!Ir~ Strauss, the Defenoe

Minister of the Federal Republic and his followers will not fail to make use of such

statements for their own purposes~
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Let us refer to relevant provisions of the Soviet Draft Peace Trea.ty and see

what there is in these provisions to displease the Western Governments. The

Soviet Draft proceeds from the necessity for Germany to have all the means for

its defence, but that it should be denied the means of aggression which would

again allow her to threaten neighbouring States.

Article 26 of our Draft says clearly that Germany shall have the national

armed forces necessary for ensuring the country l s defence. As for the restrictions

on armaments provided for in article 28, theue are mainly intended to prevent atomic

and other weapons of mass destruction from falling into the hands of the German

army.

Nations which have more than once been the victims of German a.ggression

cannot sacrifice their vital interests and give Germany freedom of action in the

field of atomic armaments. Incidentally, the necessity for certain restrictions on

Germany in this field was also ~ecognized, in principle, in the Paris Agreements.

After listening to the representatives of the Western Powers one gets the

Lmpression that when the Soviet Union demands the prohibition of atomic armaments

for Germany, this is virtually a repetition of Versailles. But when the Western

Powers pull in through the back door atomic and rocket weapons for the West German

Bundeswehr, then it is an ideal of justice, an example of serving the cause of

pea.ce.

The situation being as it is, it is natural to ask the following question:

have the Governments of the Western Powers anything to say concerning the contents

of the military articles of a peace treaty with Germany? What limitations in

Germany's armaments would, in their opinion, be justified and not of discriminatory

character? We are prepared to hear their views on this with the greatest attention.

Our task, as we see it, is to find common ground on the specific questions

which form the content of a peace treaty and we cannot therefore fail to support

anything that is done to this end.

We are only beginning to discuss these provisions and it certainly cannot

be said that we have exhausted the possibilities of rapprochement between the

views of the different sides, including their views on the military clauses.

Useful work in this respect can be done both here and at a peace conference, and

only as a result of such work can an agreed text of a peace treaty for Germany

as a whole, which is now represented by the two German States, the German Democratio

Republic and the Federal Republic of Germany, be hammered out.
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In his statement yesterday, the United states Secretary of State touched on

certain specific articles in the Soviet Draft Peace Treaty with Germany. So, to

a certain extent, did M. Couve de Murville and also Mr. Selwyn Lloyd, although he

spoke more cautiously. We -fromot' of course share their opinion of these articles,

but we ~egard it as a positive factor that their statements did contain pronouncements

on specific questions.

Only in this way, by discussing specific questions and specific articles in the

draft submitted, can the attitude of all the participants in the conference be made

clear, and only in this way can we find out where different points of view may be

brought to coincide with regard to the most important questions which constitute the

substance of a peace treaty, as well as other questions which must be solved in

connexion with a peace settlement with Germany.
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. 20 i,~!, '1959, IN FURTHER DISGUSS!ON'OF TII:E WESTEHN PEACE PLAN

This oonference is now well into its second week; It is most

appropria~e thnt'wereviewour respective positions in the light of our

objectives here~ We are in Geneva to seek positive agreements on the

Gennnnquestion; to narrow thedifferenc9s between us; and thus to make

oonstructive proposals' for discussions in a. possible SunIDlit I!leeting~

The Unitad States delegation has come here with the high, purpose of

engaging in serious and neaningful nagotiations~ We have repeatedly

stated that if developments here justifyit1 we will be ready to partioipate

in a Summit meeting; otherwise, not.

What was the occasion for our cObing together at this time? All
. .

the world k-~ows that ~here has been no change in th~ situation relating

to Berlin since 1949, when the Soviet Union sol'emnly reaffirmed its

unaertakings with respect to access to that city~ The real occasion for

this Meeting was a series of' notes froQ the Sovieb Union beginning in

November, 1958, de~anaing diSCussions with respect to the problens of

Berlin ana 'a peace treaty with Germany, and making certain proposals with

rospeci;to tho'se problems~ The counter-proposals of the three '''estern

Powers were re~uested in thas~ notes and innumerous pUbli~ statements by

Soviet officials~
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In reply, the Government of the United States indicated its willingness to

meet here in Geneva to discuss, and I quote:

" ••• questions relating to Germany including a

peace treaty with Germa.ny and the question of Berlin. 1I

The WasternPeace Pl~ was' formulated in the light of these exchanges. It

Was formulated in the light of positions repeatedly taken and reaffirmed by the

Soviet Union. It constitutes an entirely serious attempt to reach an accommodation

between the positions taken by the Soviet Union on the one hand and the three

Western Powers on the other in the fall of 1955.

We take particular exception to Mr. Gromyko'scharge that the Western Peace

Plan was formulated with the objective of reaching disagreement, rather than

agreement,. here. This is an unusual charge of bad faith to inj ect into a

conference such as this. The falsity of that charge is demonstrated by the judgment

of the peoples throughout the world, who have hailed the Western Peace Plan as a

sober and constructive effort to accomplish a relaxationcf tensions through

negotiations.

When the Western Peaca Plnn was presented, however, that Peace Plan was

rejected out of hand by the Foreign Minister of the Soviet Union - .Mr. Gromyko.

Instead of examining the Western Peace Plan on its merits, Mr. Gromyko brushed it

aside o.nd reiterated his call for an immediate peace treaty with a divided Germany

and the withdrawal of all protective forces from West Berlin.

Let us look into the merits of Mr. Gromyko's objections to the Western Peace

Plan. First, he assails it as a IIbig pile ll , a "solid knot",Q. IIGordian knot", of

unrelated and difficult proposals, which were put forward in a package in order to

preclude, rather than to faoilitate, agreement here.

What are the facts? Let us first take up the Berlin question. The Soviet Union

said that it wo.nted to discuss the problem of Berlin. Anyone with the slightest

knowledge of geography l~ows that Berlin is one city, not two, and that the existing

division between East and West Berlin is, of necessity, artificial end temporary.

Accordingly, the Western Peace Plan included a proposal for the reunification of

Berlin. I wish to emphasize here that Berlin, though surrounded by the territory

of the so-called German Democratic Republic, is not located on the territory of the

German Democratic Republic nor is it a part of that territory. From the very

beginning, as determined by agreements to which the Soviet Union was a party, the

greater Berlin area wa.s excluded from the Soviet Zone end made a special area for

tour Power occupation.
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The Western Peaoe Plan proposes that Berlin be reunified by self-determination

on the part of its inhabitants. This would, indeed, be a determination by the

Germans themselves. And it should apply to the reunification of Berlin &s well &s

to the reunification of ~ermany.
r

The Soviet Foreign ~inister, 1tt. Gromyko, says:

"We are not opposed to elections, but it is up to

the Germans themselves - the German Demooratio

Republic and Federal Republic of Germany - to

solve this problem"

Is it not entirely clear by now that this is merely a formula for avoiding

free elections? All the world knows well that free elections in Berlin, as well

as throughout Germany, can only be assured by the supervision of the four Powers

or some other fo~ of international objeotive supervision.

It is further recognized throughout the world that a lasting settlement of

the Berlin problem can be brought about only when Germany is reunified and Berlin

is permitt~d to resume its rightful status as the capital of a reunified Germany.

Accordingly, the Western Peace Plan contained proposals to bring this about

after a stipulated period through the holding of free. elections in all of Germany.

With due regard to the Soviet Union's insistence that the present moment is not

propitious for free all-~erman elections, the Western Peace Plan contemplates

an intermediate period in which an all-German committee would prepare the basis

for such elections. As a major concession on the part of the three Western

Powers, in the light of the relative populations of the two parts of Germany, this

all-German oommittee would consist of twenty-five representatives of the German

Federal Republic and ten representatives of the so-called German Democratic

Republic, and its actions would be taken by a three-fourths majority vote. In

other words, neither side would have a dominating vote in the committee. This

would not oonstitute an absorption of the German Democratic Republic, as the

Soviet Poreign Minister charges.
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Indeed, the Western Peace Plan ~akes provision for alternate election

laws in the event that no such draft law is formulated by the Co~ittee

within one year~ The group of members fron the Federal Republic, on the

one hand, and the group otrmembers from the so-called German Democratic Republic,

on the other, would each formula~e a draft law approved by a majority of its

me~bers. These draft laws would then be submitted to a plebiscite as

alternatives~ In order for either draft to become law a majority of valid

votes in each of the two parts of Germany would be required~ Here again is

a provision in the Western Peace Plan which precludes any domination of one

part of Germany by the other~

The Soviet Foreign Minister's only answer is to restate the Soviet Union's

insistence upon un iLroediate peace treaty with a divided Germany, under which

the question of German reunification would be deferred indefinitely~ Everyone

knows that under this proposal, reunification would be as unlikely as

1ir. K1l.rushchev's "whistling shrimpll.

I suggest that an appropriate title for the package put forward by ~~~ Gromyko

is not "Soviet Draft Peace Treaty with Germany," but rather, "Soviet Treaty for the.

Permanent Partition of Germany".

Now i~~ Gromyko says that if we enter into a peace treaty with a divided

Germany, this will facilitate the reunification of Germany. I should like to

have ~ir. Gromyko explain the trend of his thought on this subject,. because, in

my view, the results of such action by the four Powers would be precisely the

opposite~ This appears to be confirmed by the ad~ission by N~~ Gromyko that

what he is proposing here is that we divide Germany in the sane manner as

Austro-Hungary was divided after World War I. Certainly that did not prove to

be a road to reunification~

On the other hand, let us look at what the package put forward by the Soviet

Poreign Minister contains. As the Foreign Minister of France has pointed out,

Article 22 of the Draft Soviet lI~eace Treaty" with Germany deals specifically with

the question of German reunification. Even if this is only lip service to the

principle of reunification, I ao unable to understand why the Soviet Foreign Minister

objects to the Western Allies' suggestion that German unification is, of necessity,

a consideration that must be taken into account in dealing with a solution of the

problem of Germuny~
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Let us contresi the ponition Foreign Mir-ister Gromyko now takes with that

taken by ~r. MolotoYf fo~~er Foreign ~inister of t~a Soviet Union, at San Francisco

in 1955. At that ti~e Mr. Molotov insisted upon reunification through free

elections, stating:

HAs tar as our proposals, the proposals of the Soviet Union,

concerning the reunifioation of Germany are concerned., we hold

the following views T~e regime prevailing at present in Eastern

Germany should, of course, not be extended to a united Germ~

any more than sh~uld the regime existing in Western Germany.

What regime is to exist and will exist in a reunified Germany

that is a matter which the German people will have to decide for

themselves in. all-German frse elec·bions. (TASS, 27 June 1955).11

The day before yes~erd~y I expressed the views of the United States delegation

on the Soviet Union 1s proposal for a so-called "poaoe treaty'l with a divided Germany

and explained why any suc~ prop~sal is wholly una~ceptable to my Gover~-IDent. I see

no need to dwell any further upon the concept of a lIpeace treaty" with a divided

Germany, for it will settle nothing ex~ept t~e permanent or semi-permanent partition

of that great country.

As I have previously noted, the Western Peace Plan also contained proposals

directed to the mainten~ce of European seourity. It did so in part because of

the insistence of the Soviet representatives ~n 1955 that the problems of Germany

and of European security were inextricably lilli~ed and their repeated demand that the

Western Allies pay heed to such incistenceo Now, t~e representative of the Soviet

Union professes not to un~eretand the li~~age between these two related problems.

Let us consider this ir-ability of Mr. Gro~yko to understand the li~~age between

the problem of Germcny and the problem of ~uropean security. For this purpose, let

us glance at the so-called "Peace Treaty" into which the Soviet Union wishes to have

us enter with a divided Germany. We find there in Articles such as Nos. 28, 29 and

30, the Soviet Union's own ideas of measures designed to insure European security in

juxtaposition with t~e Soviet U~ion:s own ideas of a correct solution of the German

problem~ How is it possible for Mr. Gromyko to object to exactly the same type of

linkage between these two r01a~ed problems in ~hG Westerr- Peace Pl~~?
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True it is that the so-called Soviet r0ace treaty concedos the right of

Germany to have armed forces for defense. But what does this really mean? The

other provisions of the treaty isolate Germany and preclude it from exercising

its right of "collective security" guaranteed by Article 51 0f the United Nations

Charter. Certainly, the isolated German forces under the Soviet "peace treat~1

would have no capability of defending Germany against the Soviet Union with its

massive military capabilities.

We make no apology for including in the Western Peace Plan measures of

disarmament, to which the Soviet delegation has taken such strong objection. Here

again the oonnexion is obvious and does not require detailed explanation. European

security cannot be insured merely by limiting the armed forces of Germany or the

armed forces of other States located in Germany. If there is to be any real

relaxation of tension in Europe, it is essential that there be a limitation upon

the military forces and armaments of all major European States - including the Soviet

Union. Conversely, the United States recognized that it would be improbable that

the Soviet Union would consent to limitations upon its forces and armaments unless

comparable limitations were applied to the armed forces and armaments of the United

States. It is apparent, therefore, that such general limitations on forces and

armaments fall naturally into a peace plan designed to settle the problems of

Berlin, of Germany and of European security. We wish to emphasize, however, that it

is not the objective of the three Western Powers to pose general disarmament as a

~ qua~ of reunifioation or to insist that the reunification of Germany must be

coincident with general disarmament measures.

It is obVious, of course, that disarmament discussions would be facilitated

if some relaxation of tensions could be secured through the settlement of outstanding

political issues.

Why is it, may we again ask, that the Soviet Union is today brusquely rejecting

a Western Peace Plan carefully tailored to meet concerns expressed by the Soviet

Union respecting the Western proposals of 1955? Why does the Soviet Union now

insist that German reunification be carried out only by the German Federal Republic

and the so-called German Democratic Republic? Why has the Soviet Union rejected

any linkage between German reunification and European security, when it insisted

upon such linkage in 1955, with 1~. IChrushchev in the forefront of that insistenoe?
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The ~swers axc clecr, p~rticulnxly in the light of the Soviet Union's

insistence upon an immedio.te "peace treaty" with 0. divided Germ~y and its

refusal to consider such a modest step forward as the reunification of greater

Berlin. In 1955, app~ently, the Soviet Union, while not wanting German
r

unification, believed that there was a serious possibility of the reunification

of Germany and therefore was reasonably concerned that suoh reunification be

accomplished only in such ~ fashion as to protect the Soviet Union's security

interests. Now, apparently, the Soviet Union oons~ders that its security

interests are better protected by perpetu~tin~ the partition of Germany. If that

is the case, it would be better to stete it fra.nl,J.y.

We cannot accept any such position, ~~d we seriously urge the Soviet

delegation to reconsider. It is the teaching of history thet the artificiel

partition of a strong and vigorous people can only result in disaster for those

that stand in the way of their reunific~tion. Only the whole German people can

be entrusted with the task of determining the future of the German nation. Until

the Soviet Union recognizes these self-evident facts and cooperates to this end,

there will never be a solution of the German problem or the problem of European

security.

The Western Allies have gone far in their effort to meet the preoccupations

of the Soviet Union, but there can be no comprooise with fundamental principles.

We are p~e?nrod reluctantly to agree to defer Gorman reunification a little

longer as the Western Peace Plan reveals, but we are not prepared to give it up,

as would be the case if we were to agree to w, immediate peace treaty with a

divided Germany.

Insofar as the Germans are concerned, the Western Peace Plan m&:es ample

provision for their participation in the reunification procees. Even the

officials from the so-callcd German Democratic Republic can have their place on

the all-German committee under conditions whioh will not peroit the representatives

of the Federal Republic of Germany to impose vheir will, despite the numerical

superiority of the free West Gero~s.

Our proposals on European security and disarmament are reasonable end

progressive and -chey deserve the close attention of tl1.e Soviet delegation rather

than being brushed aside as unworthy of discussion.
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The process of negotiation is one of attempting to find a reasonable

accommodation between opposing views. The Western Peace Plan constitutes an

earnest and carefully thought out effort to do just that. The Soviet proposals,

on the other hand, bec~u~e in reality they call for an·indefinite division of,
Germany and a withdrawal'from West Berlin of the forces on which the pco?le of

that city depend for their protection, constitute a long step backward from the

positions taken by the Soviet Union in 1955. They are, moreOTe~, inconsistent

with the oft-repeated suggestion by the Soviet Union that it will oooperate

with the Western Allies in an effort to relax tensions. As all lUlow, tensions

are the ~esult, not the cause, of disagreements among States.

We call upon the Soviet delegation io cooperate to this end and to engnge

in serious discussions of our proposals in the days to come.
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Yest.erday Mr. Gromyko began his stataq:tent by asserting :th&t tha"SovietDratt

Pe,ace Treat,y was~ a llpackage ll proposal in the sense that the Western PeaoePlan

UQdoubtedly is. He also ~id that the Western Peaoe Plan did ,not con,ain any real

00;ooe... iO,n8 to the Soviet viewpoint. I tried to dea.l with that ,last point in my

speech la.st Friday. As regards the objection that our,Plan is ,a pank~ge I can

only reiterate what you, Mr. Chairman, laid and which I abo ,endorsed yesterday.

I should like to explain in rather greater detail ,our point of view which I ,made

yesterday, namel;r that the Soviet Draft Peace 'lrea:~y is just as, muoh of a "packagell

as the Western Pea.oe Plan. The essential elements of ,the Soviet Trea.ty inolude

provisions on Europe~,security, provisions,about the politioal future of Germany,

inoluding of oourse Berlin, andprqvi$ions about, German reunification. The,

security provisions involve ~he removal of foreign troops from Germ~ and the

imposition of limitations on the German armed forces. The politi~al future of

Germ~ is to be that, of enforced nautrality. As to reunifica,tion it has _to be

postponliJd until the voice of the Federal German Government eohoes, the vqice of

the ~st :German l'egi:qe. In so far as it dea.ls with all thes,e problems it seems to

me that the Soviet prop,o,sal is a.s muoh of a. package proposal a.tbe Weste~n Plan.

Yhile wp do not a,gree with the solution ohosen by;Mr. Gr0lIl¥ko, we think thn.t J1,is

j~aposition of the diverse element~of the pl'oblem i~ logica.l and inevitable.

126
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I am sure that upon reflection he will reach the same conclusion about our Plan.

2. By way of developing this theme let me explain that our statement that

the Western Peace Plan must be regarded as an inseparable whole means that the

matters chiefly'dealt with in the Western Plan - German reunifioation, European

security and a peace treaty - are so inter-related that it is not possible for

anyone to make proposals for the solution of one of these matters without saying

what proposals he has in mind for tne solution of the others. For example, the

Western Plan says that Germany should be reunified in the course of a process
: ;," , .

beginning with co-operatl.on 'betw~en the two part,s ,'9fGt;irznany, and going on to

free elections. But the security intere~ts of the Great Powers would be affeoted

by this proposal. It would be unrealistic to propose it without taking that faot

into aocount. Conversely it would be unrealistic to make proposals about European

'seduritywithout saying'Mow you thdught the political future' of Germany ought to be

settled. This is 'so becaus0' the future 'of Germo.D:y is obviously,one of the main'

conSlderations 1thich 'anyone must have in 'mind 1fhen theY- think of European' ~aour1'ty.

That is why the W~sternPlari includes'proposals in~He field of reunification, the

two seils 0fproposals 'bainginier":related~ ,

3. And $ur~ly that is~lso the reasclnwhy1ihe 'Soviet Draft Peace Treaty ,

relates, thesedi~erse questions. ' And the tad ;is 'that' 'the great issues with Which

we are dealing here are esseniJially inter";c'onnectad whe'ther we like it 'or' not,

and 1lhe sooner we all adm:±t that ifact, the better •

4. Mi'.Gromyk'o 'hasal'so criticisedtheW'esternc'ontentiori '!thEl.:t th~I'e is an
interna:tionn.l entity J:...nown as Germany. ' This 'is the bssic hypothesfs'of our>Fian.

He has asked how manY internatiorial agreement's' t'his:ent:fty 'has sigrledsinc~"the

end of the war. 'The nnswer 'is of course that Germany has sigriedno agrae~en~s since

the end of the war. lot has nbt been i'n la Itositiori:to do so. 'This is pracisaly

the'problem whichW'e are' here to try to resolve. Mr. Gr6mykoax'gues that Ge:tmn.ri.y

is now fully rep~sented by the ~ederal Republic and the ~o":calledDemociatle

Republic. He pointsou~ thnt it Was possible in internation~l law for the' victorious

pOTers after the FiTst World War to sign separate agreements withth~ successor

St1ltotesof .Au:stri~/Huhgary. So it was. Ahd, o.s Mr. Herte'r has pointed out 'to'de;y,

the effect of these ngreements was to partition Austria/Hungary. This points the

moral that the effect of signing two treaties as proposed by the Soviet Governm~nt

would be to partition Germany. Is that his p~rpose?
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5. I was glad that the Soviet delegation did not seek to deny that the four

Powers have a special responsibility for the reunification of Germany. That

special responsibility derives from the fect that it was the four Powers who

accepted the unconditional surrender of Hitlerite Germany in 1945. That is why

the four of us are sitting around this table today. I have noted with interest,
the suggestion put forward by Mr. Gromyko that some kind of statement of redefUdtwn

of the continuing responsibility of the four Powers towards Germany might be added

to the text of the Soviet Draft Peace Treaty.

6. While we insist on the continuing responsibility pf the four Powers for

German reunification we are of course very far from suggesting that the German

people themselves have no rOle to play in this process. On the contrary under the

Western Plan it would be Germans who prepared the electoral law for free all-German

eleotions and it would be the men and women of Germany who cast the votes which

would determine the future Government of a reunified Germany. When one considers

that these provisions are an integral part of the Western Plan it is impossible to

understand how it can be asserted that the process of reunification as envisaged by

us is merely a process of subjecting the German people to the will of others.

7. Some people may not like the proposals which we have put forward in the

Western Peace Plan as regards Berlin. And yet what is so objectionable about those

propos&ls? All that we have suggested is that the will of the 2eople of Berlin

should prevail and that all the four ?owers should make a renewed effort to carry

out their special responsibilities towards Berlin until such time as that city can

take its rightful place as the capital of a united Germany. The American, French

and British forces stationed in Berlin today are not conquerors holding down an

unwilling subject population; their presence is welcome by the overwhelming

majority of the population. The clearest possible evidenoe of this was given in

the elections which took place in West Berlin on December 7 last year. At those

elections 93% of the electorate voted and 98.1% of those voting recorded their

support of the parties who had come out in favour of the continued presence of

Western troops in Berlin.

8. The main Soviet argument in favour of their Rlace freaty is that such 0.

treaty is required in order to prevent what is described as a resurgence of German

militarism. If I am right about this then the Soviet Draft Peace Treaty is in fact

a Soviet proposal about how to deal with the problem of European security. It is

therefore the Soviet counterpart to the ideas about European security contained in
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our ?lan. ~~e ~ues~ion is w~ich of the two propo~als is likely to be more effective

in assuri~g peaoe, stability ana security in Europe.

9. ~~. Gromyko asked yesterday what objections we had to the military clauses

in his treaty. He eskec what military restrictions the Western Powers envisaged for

Germany in any peace treaty, But I ~n surprised t~at thero should be any doubt about

Western ideas on this matter. All our ideas are indicated in the Western Peace Plan.

Let me briefly compare these ideas with those of the Soviet Government.

10. Let me take one instance. Article 26 of the Soviet Treaty reads: "Gerr:u:my

shall have its national armed forces (land; air ar.d naval) necessary for the defence

of the country'. Who is to decido what is the scale of armed forces necessary for

the defence of the country? Is this going to be laid down by a group of other

countries? Could the Soviet Government conceivably accept the level of its forces

being determined in this man~er? And if t~e levels of forces are to be satisfactorily

determined it must, be as part of a process of voluntary agreement.

11. Anether illustra~ion of the Soviet approa~h is to be found in Articles 5

and 30 of the Soviet Draft Peace Treaty, Their effect would be to make Germany

compulsori~y neutra:ised on the basis; at least initially, of a divided country, to

deprive her in prac'~ice of the right to take part in any organisation for collective

defence and to :!.'equire t::at fOTeign troops should ~e withdrawnf:c'JCl Germany and not

statior.ed on Germ~n soil even if the German Goverrruent so wished. The Soviet proposal

is therefore that Germany should be Q$p~ived f0~ all time of freedom of choice in

matters w}1ich are eS3entially irulerent in the sQvereign rights of any independent

State as is recognised in the Charter of the United Nations. Moreover, it is

inherent in the Soviet proposal that if Germany is deprivod of the right to take

part ir. collective securiiy arYangeoents of her own froe will, the armed forces

necessary for her ~efence, as envisaged in Article 26 of the Soviet Draft ~reaty,

must necessarily be gTeatly increased, since any threat to Germany's security will

have to be dealt wi~h by Germany alone.

12. Now there are no SUCll difficulties in the Western Peace Plan. There is

provision for dealing with the level of the German armed forces in paragraph 25 of

the Western Peace Pla~. There are to be agrAed ceilings for both the indigenous

(which would of ~oarsa include German) and non-indigenous forces in an agreed area.

Tr-us a limitaiion on German forces would be achieved but not in a discriminatory

manner in i>ha-t, the::'e Tlmuld be a corresponding balan'Je ~Jt'lloen all forces in the area.

The Soviet Government proposes a limitation on the types of arO&ilent with which

German forces shou.::'d "be eCiaippado Again ·t:"'~ WesJ;;arn Peace Plan makes proposals
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about this. Article 17 provides that the renunciation of the production of chemical,

biological and nuclear weapons already undertaken by the Federal Republic should be

extended to the remainder of Germany and to other countries to the east. This

proposal bears some similarity to part of Article 28 of the Soviet Draft Peace Treaty.

But in general the l~itatiop of armaments must not discriminate exclusively against
,

Germany and in any case oust be the subject of free negotiations. In contrast to

Articles 5 and 30 of the Soviet Draft Peacu Treaty which impose neutralisation on

Germany, the Western Peace Plan insists that an all-German Government must have

freedom of choioe in its foreign alliances. Nevertheless, substantial provision

is made in paragraph 27 of our Plan for additional security arrangements should the

all-German Government decide to adhere to any, and I repeat any, security pact.

13. Mr. Chairman, I do not propose to elaborate any further today on the

security measures in the Western Peace Plan. The one point I wish to stress is

that when it is asked what provisions the Western Powers envisage in the military

clauses of a peace treaty with Germany, one has only to read the Western Peace Plan

which clearly explains how we envisage that these questions should be dealt with.

The military clauses in the final peace treaty should, in my view, include clauses

which would embody the substance of the ideas in the Western Plan about security,

but the exact formulation of these clauses can only be worked out when there is an

all-German Government in existence with whom the substanoe of the security proposals

in the Western Peace Plan can be freely negotiated.

To sum up what I have tried to say:- first, both sets of proposals before the

meeting are packages. Second, it seems that we are agreed between us that there is

a special responsibility of we the four Powers for reunification. So far ns Berlin

is concerned what we would say is - let us allow the will of the people of Berlin

to prevail. So far as security measures are concerned - some measures are obviously

required. We have already given indications of our ideas; their final form must be

worked out with the Government of a united Germany and freely accepted - that I

think is one of the cardinal points of our position - otherwise they will not last.

That is the lesson of history, a lesson it would be well for us to observo.
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Corrigendum

Page 1, line 7 - instead of "made", read: "tried to put forward".

Page 3, paragraph 7, line 8 - instead of "weloome", read: "weloomed".

Page 5 - instead of the existing un-numbered final paragraph, read:

lt14. 'ro sum up what I have tried to say:- first, both sets of

of proposals before the meeting really are paokages. Seoond,

it seems to be agreed between the four of us that we have a

speoial responsibility for the reunifioation of Germany. 'rhird,

so far as Berlin is conoerned what we would say is - let us allow

the will of the people of Berlin to prevail. Fourth, so far as

seourity measures are oonoerned - some measures are obviously

required. We have given indioations of our ideas on this matter,

but a final formulation must be worked out with the Government of

a united Germany and freely aocepted - that I think is one of the

cardinal points of our position _ that unless they are freely

a.ooepted by an all-German Government, they will not last, however

perfeot they may seem to be on pa.per. 'rhat is the lesson of

historY, a lesson it would be well for us to observe and remember."
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ST.AT~T ON SECURITY MEAStJ'RES

statement br the Honorable. Christian A, )l!rter,·
Secretary of State of the United State!,

deli~ered at the TenthSe!sion
cf the Fore1ga Ministers, 22 Max 1959

Mr. Che.irman:

At the Eighth Sa ssion of this conference 1 I summarized the vieW's of my

Government on several elements of the Western Peace Plan i~ an effort to give the

SovietPoreian ~in1ster a better understanding of the ~eace Plan.

In a further effort to have tAe Soviet ~inister understand our Peace. Plan in

its entirety I should like to comment on th~ prinoipal security aspects and on

certain remarks which he has made on this matter. It 1s ourintantion to ~xplain

. each major aspect of the We stern Pea.ce Plan in dotail.

As the Soviet winister must be aware, peopl~ throughout the world who.are

looking to this oonference with great hope ha.ve praised the West~rn Peaoe Plan and

have been disappointed in his negativa reaQtion to the Peace Plan, p~iQ~lar~

1'_ seourity proposals.

Reoalling the 1955 Meeting of the Foreign Uinistars in ,ij~n~va, I ~~d.a

.tr~ing contrast between the 1955 posi~ionof the Soviet v.nio~ on Eu~ope~ seourity

and its position today. In 1955 the Sov,i~t Poreign Ministe.r oritioizad th.e

,ecurity proposals jointly presented by Fr~ce, the, United Kingdom ~d the. Unit~d

states on the grounds that they were too general to provid~ a basis for real

security in Europe. Now in 1959 the Soviet Foreign Minister oontends that the

many specifio security &easures in the Western Peaoe Plan oon.titute an ob&~aole

to agreement.
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In drafting the proposals on European security the three Western Gover~uent8

took careful account of two factorSI first, the situation as it exists in 1959

and, second, the Soviet objection to our 1955 proposals~

Reunification of G9rw:my is, as has been sto.ted n.~ gua~ of our

proposals~ We are confident that reunification can be acconplished without

increasing the seourity r:isks either to the Soviet Union or to other nations

provided a.ppropria.te security measures o.re agreed upou~

Let me reoall certain measures which would assist in attaining this

objective~

l~ Exchange of Infornation on ~ilitary Forces

We propose the exchange of information on the nilita.ry forces in agreed

areas of Europ4:;: .. >l'hiS proviiii,o~ is'~·· ir:iportfi.nt .el~Dent in any security

arrangement in Europe~ We' ~e'lie:v~ .that. each nation concerned should be. ,.' , "

informed of the total forcti·S',· the types arid numbers of' najor conbat units,

and the types and numbers of the najor weapons systems each other nation

caintaius in the agreed area~

The proposals of the Soviet Union do not include any such measures.

2; Restrictions on the Production of Chemical, Biological and Nuclear Weapons

.As part of"its European security prograr.1 the Western Peaoe :Plan incorporates

. a provision cnlling for the renunciation of the production of chenical, biological

and nuclear weapons by a1l, of Germany and European countries to the east. As. ..

thePeaee Plan states, the Federal Republic of Geroany renounced suoh production

in 1954~ I W~ pleased that the Soviet proposo.ls include a sini~ar provision;

Ho"evar~ the Sovht proposal is linlted to GerE18.ny alone ~ This r.1ay' so.tisfy flo

S~iet concern, but it fails to provide a like security for Germany~

3~CeilinRs on 'Indigenous and Non-Indigenous Forces in Agreed Area! .of Europe

The Soviet Foreign Minister has o.lleged that the Western Peace Plan i~ designed

to encourage 0. resurgence of German miiitariso and to build Geroany into a base for

foreign forces and nuclear weapons as flo springboard for aggression against the Soviet

Union~. On. the' contrary,'if he would accept the Weste~n Peace Plo.n his countJ"Y would

be8ssure<i bfn"ceiling on all arned' forces in a mutually 'agreed zone of Europe. I

want-to-emphasize that this includes both foreign forces and nationa.l forces. These

ceilings would be designed to Gleet the legitimate needs for self defense of the nations

concerned~

In addition, the Soviet Foreign minister should note that our Peace Plan provides

that, following the reunification of Gern~, at the request of any nation involved in

the mutually agreed area, 0.11 foreign forces will be withdrawn froD its territory.
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4. !~e-1'~J-_;!;;..gE§l:tp,J?~~~1!~_~-"E:~~E~B...r:~uni ~~"';, ion!
E-\l':£P~!;,~_r,~:;:;.\~l:~~~j"i·E!:!~eE-1

The Soviet Foreign ministe~ stated that the Western Peace Plan contains

diearmarnent proposaln w~ich have been dis~ussed for fifteen years. This point oalls

for no response; fo~ I am sure that all of us know the record too well. He has in

addition stated t~at wa ha7~ oon~enced in the past that disarmament matters cannot

be settled before ~he reunification of Germany.

It is our vie~ that tr-ere is a definite relationship between reunification of

GermaQY, Europe~ oecurity and oertain disarmament measures.

I WOQld like to cite one example which I believe will make this quite olear.

The Western Pea~e Pl~. provides that overall ceilings on the armed forces and

armame::::r~s of the fOiJ,r Powers and other essential States will be es'l:,ablished at

mutually ~re€ianQ p=ogressively lower levels.

How ~o ove~all ceilings relate to German reunification and European security?

Certainly it "1"0'..:.1(1. be unjust to expect countries in an agreed area of Europe to

accept ceilings 0:1 their armed forces without at the same time establishing

equitable ceili~gs on t~e fo=:es of ~he four Powers and other essential States. To

accomplish thin we have cited as an example force...ceilings which the Soviet Foreign

Minister will rsca:l wer9 ag~eed to by the Soviet Union in the disarmament

negotiations in 1957.

Thus, Mr. ~inister, you have our reason for the inClusion of certain disarmament

proposals in the Wente~n ?eece Plan. I note that the Soviet proposa~do not provide

for the establ~f-tn9nt of overall force ceilings.

I nhould like to ruek.e clear; however, that the United. States does not

irrevocably li.~h:: genGral disarmament measures with the reunification of Germany.

We are prepared to reEQ~e ge~eral disarmament negotiations in an appropriate forum

at any time.

5. ~Y.E:.£~~~.!.K~in3t Sur_P2~.~.e Attack

The Soviet F0zeign Mi~ister criticized the provision in the Western Peace Plan

for measures of inspection and observation against surprise attack. He stated that

this end similar pro~inions merely clQbter the German problem with obstacles.

It in true t~r..t rr.ea::m:res against surprise attack have been discussed in various

forums over a period of years wit~out suocess, but this does not prevent us from

again 5uggesting appropriate measures against surprise attack.
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The Soviet Union apparently treats thi. ioportant natter very lightly.

However, we consider such neasures tv be a vItal elen~nt in any European security

arre.ngel:1ent.

I recall theproposaf made' by the Preeident of the United stutes at the

Heads of Government Conference in Geneva in 1955. At that tiDe President Eisenhower

offered to open the entire area of the United states to aerial inspection by the

Soviet Union if the Soviet Union would also open all of its territory to in8pection~

We regret the Soviet UnIon did not accept that offer, but we hope that your GoverruJent

will give serious consideration to the proposal in the Western Peaoe Plan for

measures against surprise attack~

We believe that these 8easures must be applied to all weapons delivery

systeos and forces which are capable of effecting a surprise attack~ I would

like to emphasize that to be effective this Qust include the weapons and forces

of the United States and the Soviet Union~

I trust this answers any questions that the Soviet Foreign Minister has with

respect to the intention and integrity of the Western proposals on this subject~

6. Verification of Agreenents

A vital element in any arrangement which calls for restrictions in the

field of security is a systen of inspection and control to verify conpliance

with the agreement~ I invite your attention to the verification provisions in

the Western Peace Plan.

I note that the Soviet pack~ge contains no such provisions.

7. Mutual Securitx Alliances

I was encouraged by one ;)f the Soviet Foreign ~,anisterl s COiJL1ents on

security. He stated at the EiJhth Session of this conference that if the

Federal Republic of Germany preferred in the future to remain in a Gutual security

pact the USSR would have no objection~

At least on this point there is an area of agreement between us~ We

consider that Germany should have the right to decide for itself on adherence to

any security arrangement. In this connection I call attention to the specific

security provisions in the Western Peace Plan whioh would apply in the event

the all-German Government should deoide to adhere to a security paet~

In conclusion, I recall that the Soviet Foreign lliinister stated that the

security provisions of the Western Peace Pla.... are Il artificial", "give nothing to
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the European people ll and are cluttered with irrelevant provisivns~ ~~ Governoent

does not agree with that view on this subject~ Whether or not 1tt~ Grooyko

oonsiders that the security aspects of the Western Peace Plan are relevant to

security in Europe, he must recall that his Govarnment has endorsed oeasures for

European security, the establishnent of overall ceilings on the armed forces and

armaments of the four Powers and other essential states, and protection against

surprise attack~

Here we oust be in accord that each of these oatters is of Qajor significance

for the establism~ent of lasting peace in Europe.

You have stated, Mr~ ~nister, that tying the solution of the question

of European security to the problem of Gen1any frustrates any and all steps

toward ensuring European seourity. To this I state that without the

reunification of Germany, it is dif~icult to see how we can expeot to achieve

even a reasonable degree of peace and security in Europe~

In the light of these observations I strongly recoooend that l~~ Gronyko

give further, and I hope serious, consideration to these sinoere and solemn

proposals.
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I "&8 glad to hea.r M:r.Gromyko sa.y yesterda.y tha.t he had faund~ positive

~l.me~~stn:t~ ear11.r deol~ations of the representatives of the Western Powers.

He .a.id that :p,aYautedtodhcusa the differenoes betTeen our respeotive points

ot view. He thought that there "as a. wide field for .suoh, a discuBSion. .And it

..a~ his purpo~ to ae~k p,9ints ,of oompromise.

Well I I to,r my part would l~e to reoall wha.t seem-to me to be the positive

ele~ent.. in hl" Ip.Eleoh ..1th regarq. to German reunificatian. I will a.180 'explain

in l1ttlemoredetail hOliwe~ve a.pproached tba.t matter in our new proposa.ls,

,Mr. GroJl1Yko ,ae.id that the Soviet Govermn,ent did not wish to perpetuate the'

d1v;hio11Qt Germe.ny. He was repea.ting what Mr. Kh:rushchev said at Leipzig on

7 ~aroh, that the Soviet Union was for German unity ~ tha.t the, Gema.npeople

,,~u~d ~ ~ited. ltIr. ,Cb:omyko yesterda.y also sa.id that 'the Soviet- Go~ernmen't

"ltre, AotoPpOlSsd to free 91eoti01:\8 or plebi;scites &8 such, Purthenor.e by_

Article az of the Soviet Draft Treaty, the Soviet Government recognise the

n~oe~~~ty tor ~h8 four Powers to be &ssoci&~ed, to a. greater orl&.~~ extent 

t~t. ~. a=a.t~er, of opinion - but to be ,associat~d with ~~an r.e~if!oation. ,

I think. those N'8 three positive ele~ent8 i~ the,Soviet positi,onas Iundersta.nd

it.
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The views of the Western Powers can be put quite shortly. Firstly we believe

in German unity, that there will not be permanent security or stability in Europe

until Germany is reunited.

Seoondly, so ~ar as ~lections are concerned, we are in favour of free all-

German elections at the earlies~ possible moment in the reunification process, This

is why, in the Plan whioh we put forward at Geneva in 1955, we proposed that elections

should be at the beginning of the prooess. Recognising the difficulties whioh the

Soviet Government have had in adhering to this idea, the Western Powers have now, in

the Plan which they put forward last week, made a ooncessionon ~his point, They

are now ready to contemplate the postpo'riement of free all-German elections by any

thing up to 2t years, But tris does not mean that they do not still attaoh cardinal

importance to elections taking plaoe at an appropriate stage. They are ready to

discuss with the Soviet Government the precise timing, but in general they think that

election~ ought to take place.sooner rather than· later.

Thirdly the,re is the question of the extent to which the four of us round' this

table should be assooiated'with the process of German r 6'UIli:f!icat ion. TheSoviet

GoyerD,lJ1ent object to our Plan on the grouhd that it oonstitutes'(l',sort of mechanism

whioh would be the oreation of the four Powers. ~heydo not dispute that ther~ must

be;amechanismfor reunification but they say ,that the'Germans th(Jmsel"esshould

agree on that ;mecha.niE!m, ' Now, on the faoe of it this soun,ds vetyreas'rlna.bb: :But

the heart of the matter is that when, in this context the Soviet ~ove:tIiment sa.y that

Rthe Germans" must settle-the meohanism what they mean is th~t th:e :authorfties in

both parts of Germany should negotiate about it together as equals', Tliis' comes out

very clearly in Article XXII of their own Draft Peace Treaty which ~ould require the

signatories to render their assistance in restoringlthe unity of 'G~rn1aDy to "both

German states". The Artiole goes on to sa.y that reunification must be lion "the-basis

of a rapprochement and agreement between the ~erman Demooratic RepUblic and the

Pederal Republio of 'Germ&~'. Of course I support the thought that the signatory

Powers othet- than Germany,' that is tasay France, the Unitecf States, the Soviet>'

Union a.nd 'the Uni-ted Kingdom, should be required to help the Germails towards·

reunifioation. That is what we say. But the trouble is,as the Soviet Government

very well know, that we simply do not consider the "German Democratio Republio"

referred to in this Article as entitled to represent any sort of Germans. And we

do not acknowledge that there are two German States. We are always being asked' to
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be realistio and this objection on our part to the idea of recognizing the "German

Democratio Republic ll or the existence of a IlState" in Eastern Germany is one of the

realities of the situation. It is therefore no good advancing proposals for the

solution of the problem of German reunification, which as all of us recognize must
- .

be solved - it is no good advancing proposals which are based on the hypothesis that

this reality can somehow be made to disapp~ar.

It is because the Soviet Government and we have different views and are known

to have different views about the status of what they refer to as the German

Demooratic Republic that we have put forward the programme for reunifioation which

is set out, very clearly I think, in our Plan. This solution is really a compromise

between our position that the authorities of the so-called German Democratic

Republic have no claim to consideration and the Soviet point of view which is that

those authorities must play an integral part in the process. And we really have

gone a long way towards meetin~' their point of view. The l.iixed Committee would

include ten members who would be appointed by those East German authorities. If

they were not willing to co-operate to the extent of appointing members to the

Committee they could effectively hold up the whole process. And not only that. If

the Mixed Committee had not reached agreement on a draft electoral law within one

year then each part of the Committee oan write its own draft. And if there are two

drafts they have to be submitted to the plebiscite as alternatives in both parts of

Germany. In short the process cannot begin unless the existing authorities of

Eastern Germany agree. And the inhabitants of Eastern Germany themselves would

effectively decide whether the system for the elections to govern their future was

a.cceptable. And what really could be fairer than that?'

I ask my Soviet colleague whether he does not agree that this is a very

reasonable oompromise and a very large advance towards the Soviet point of view?

And when one considers that the Committee would also be entrusted with the task of

developing contacts between the two parts of Germany, which I think is what the

Soviet Government have always maintained ought to be done, it is difficult to see how

our proposals fo; reunification could not be desoribed as one of those fields of

discussion to which li~r. Gromyko has referred.

I have heard it said that it would be derogatory to the dignity of the Germans

if elections were to be supervised by outsiders. We are told that they are adults

and have a relatively long parlirumentary tradition. Here again I do suggest that

we should all face the realities of the situation. The Soviet Union have no
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particular affection for the Federal Government. Our views about the authorities in

East Germany are also well lUlown. And the plain fact is that these eleotions must

going

view,

why

we have provided in our~lan for a supervisory commission. In conditions as they

are I do not believe that the German ,eople, whether in the east or the west of

Germany, would resent in any way having some United Nations personnel, or, if they

prefer, representatives of the four Powers (or alternatively if they would like

neutral Powers, I would not object), associated with the work of supervising t:pe

first all-German elections since the war.

I remind the conference again of the fundamental importance attached by the

Western Powers to negotiations for a peace settlement taking place with the

participation of a freely elected all-German body which has come into being as the

result of free all-German elections. Only thus will we avoid the dangers of a

dic~ated peace treaty•

. To sum up, we agree on the need for German unity. We agree on the need for

elections at some stage. We agree that, in some form, there must be discussions

between the two parts of Germany with regard to their eleotoral law. ~e agree that

a peace treaty must at some time be concluded with Germany, that is the professed

purpose of both the Soviet plan and ours. Therefore I believe that in all. this

there is a useful area for further discussion.
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I had not planned to say anything during the course of this session, but I

think I should say a word about some of the remarks that Mr. Gromyko has made that

had better have been left uns~id. He not only tod~ but on other ocoasions

repeated what in effect is an accusation that NATO is preparing for aggressive war.

He has also indioated that the German Federal Republic is militarily aggressive and

is rearming for revenge purposes.

If we were to adjust this conference to that type of thinking, we would be

here for ma~ days examining the history of actions during the last ten years which

I think would indicate very clearly that the tensions that have required the

Western Powers through ordinary prudence to protect themselves defensively had

arisen from tensions created, and created in many cases deliberately, by the Soviet

Government.
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I ,had hoped that we would not begin that type of recrimination here, but I

think 'that the air ought to be cleared on that subjeet. I think that if we are

to enter into that type -pf discussion? some othe~ things that Mr. Gromyko has said

with respect to our desire here to negotiate seriously on points on whioh we might

reach agreement would be nullified very rapidly. I therefore hope that in the

course of the discussions as they will proceed in the future, this type of

aCQusation and innuendo- will aease e.p.d tha.t' it will not, ,if' repeated, lead to a

type of dhcu.eion which CAn become a very great'irri'ia,nt and more than that might

well lead to very serious tensions.
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·'ira'l of all i"muat be note,d\that. tltere'hait been :.oziething poBi'\ivelni"the

ldhouasio,n wbteh has t.aken. plaoe ,at our last iesdons..·' 'Wla.'\ iS1hispositi",e

point? The po.itive point ia that Mr. Herter, Mr. Lloyd,and Mr. O~uved.:~urville
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bringing our points of·view; 0'108e'r togetael'. :W:e kn"Ow of, 'n() c)ther meana 1:oli ."

discovering' •.\leA pOouibiU.ties except the specifics. dhcU'8!sioliof ques.ti'ons ra.ised

by the ,Ji.~t9. X'epr.Q'sQJ1ted at' the .preaent .•enfNene•.• ~

',' ;ThQ poi41t iM8ibeell iJIUid~· tlaSt .the Draft. Feace ''!l'Ga.ty "ith,'Germaity put fom.rd

by: It.b,e. S~i:~;\ UndJon' .would ,tend tQ perpe1iua:te the· di!visi,c)I;: of Gfl1'tDany~ :i:, ...

In the.. -tiC'st, pleo,e audh an inference 'does bot Oiol"1'espdnd" to 'our polioy- 'the

· poUoy,pftheS'aVis.t.Govermnent.' i.' •

;IA. the ftoQOd· placElJ it d'oea' not. '.correspond 'to:1the ''II.OtU&1' state:~! ette:ir'a: ....

· .whi~h ~,b~en o1'1ile.tedin·Ge~t part1oul'&3:"lyai'te1" thAt/' oountryJ,. aenlopmtlnt

in rtlgeA"~ YearlJ', nol'o tD:the situa.tion yhilcb'wou14 haW'bGen: O1'eated' h&d a: pea.ce

tre~tYi.....ith Gennany: b~enconolud9d'.' " I • " . , •
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Sinoe this contention is being expressed, we wish once more to Iraw attention

to what would have been the result for Ge~ itself had a peace treaty been

concluded and what oonsequences this would have had for the situation in Europe.

I must spec~~y that I am trying to draw attention only to certain points, and I am

far from.rpa.k{xig any pretep-tions to give here an exhaustive list of everything tha.t

. would have ;rUlllted for Germany. and for the situation in Europe if a peace trea.ty

had been conelnded.

Can there be anyone who will deny - provided he is not deliberately shutting

his eyes to the position ~ that a peace treaty with Germany would close the account

for the Seoond World War?

We may assess the situation in(Gar~y.indifferent ways, we may have

different attitudes towards the German Democratic Republic or the Federal Republio

otJG.~,.'butDolieot. us 0&11 deny.,.without-flying in the f&oe~'of fa.ctl; . that the

acoo1J.u:\ for ,Wo:dd ;1ar II halJ not yet been olosed ,beoause no pen.o6-:'ttee..ty; has ·been

Qonolude.d with Germa,ny. . , . .,i·'

I' .' Further,.,:J1Q ,one will.deny"that the, oonclusion of a ,peaoe treaty with Germe.~

would :.:educetezlsicn in ,Germany a.ndwauld reduce: tensi.on .:i;niEurope.ja.·.'~ ;'hole'.'

Moreover, the conclusion of a .pe't\cetreaty with. 'Ge~!"ouldset:ob..t&oles

in the way Qf a-revival of Gemen militarism, .t1J1d speoificaUy agBiinst, the !fu'tUing

,of Germ~or any pa.rtofGermaxJY'Yith atomic; .....enpons ~yhi,le two German States

,exilt1;.W'e t\re,not;af.ra-id to talk abGutli,thiltt "-0. are t~lkicg ,about i~'qui:t'O'·

openly, teking .:i.~l;tQ oocountth'e iinpo:J:taao'e of tbh :questiton.' '.' ."

: ,We kon,ow that .this position oiours doesn<n please ithe :G()~et'.lilWnt,'of 'the

Federal Republic of Garma~, .n~r the Gover~n~s ef ~8~~~~awhioh·are

e~o,\1,l'aging'~lil remi.liitariza....ion <:of ''':'lo$te.m 'Ge~~eri(l':LlIpa.rtio\11t.li.'i.ts 'beixig

armed with a.tomi~ wea.pons •. · ",Ii' ·luPr.e in 'mdind,.fir~ D.Dd lfetr9mos'i: ··the.! poa1oy ofthet

Governme.~t of. the United:,S.ta:\ea ..of .knarica,wi'th: 'regnrd't,o !thjj.: que.wt.ioh..t - :But

what would you? We cannot, simply because this d.des·,not.plefllS&J\h8 GO'VernmeniJs' of

ce~~'~ountrie8, refrain fl:OlIl drBwing,theilNlt.teIdfioh: tal ibWdlftnnir. que:sti'ons

~~~;fte91;th~!aftQuri;t!y;of 'lDiDllY&twbeIt'., " : :We Nrreed to: tBpeek h~re openly Md"the

Sovj.et deleg~~ion b following tbisrule'.. " ,Itwoltld appear' that .;the Po~ign

Ministers of the USA, Britain and France are oJ.'so,t.olJlowing, it;' ·e.nelJott o()urse''W'e

have no objection to that.
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The oonclusion of a peace treaty with Germany - and it s~ems to us tha.t no one

can de~ this - would remove, or in a~ case considerably reduce, the legitimate

AnXiety ot States neighbouring on Germ~ with rega.rd to theirs~o~rity and the

threat whioh is repres~nted by the revival of militarism in Western Ge~eny.

Irrespective of our estimation of the position of this or that Sta.te whioh

neighbours on Germany, we all very well know that many of these States are showing

anxiety about the direction·in which Western Germany has been developing in recent

;years. It is a. known fact that in the Federal Republic of Gerrna,ny there is a

ste~ recrudesoence of those forces which faithfully and truly served the Bitler

regime.

The oonclusion of a peace treaty would help to guarantee the security of

Germany's neighbours, and on this count a.lone we ought all to see it as e positive

gain, no matter what our attitude to either of the German States, the German

Democratic Republic and the Federal Republic of Germany.

Who can deny that the conclusion of a peace treaty would provide no bed

basis - indeed a. good basis - for bringing the two German States, the German

Democratic Republic and the Federal Republio of Germany, closer together? We find

it ve~ difficult to understand why the Governments of certain States, while

procla.iming that they too are concerned about the situation which has now been

created in Germany, object to concluding a peace treaty. Surely a peace treaty

with Germany would crente more favour~ble conditions for the development of contacts

between the German. Democratic Republio ~ the Federal Republic of Germcny along

economic lines, along cultural lines and along political lines. ~oreover it would

oreate quite good conditions for both of them to work together in the sphere of

toreign policy in the interests of peace. From suoh co-operation all ~he States

represented at this table could only gain, and the cause of pea.ce would gain most

of ell.

Finally the conclusion of a peace treaty, a Draft for which has been put

betore us (and the basic ideas of this Draft derive from the postwar agreements

between the Allies), would lead to the liberation of the whole of German territo~

from foreign troops and foreign milita~ ba.ses. Such a. solution would, it is our

conviction, best meet the interests of the German people as well a.s the interests

at Europe~~ security.
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But it is common knowledge that the Governments of the USA, Britain and France

on the one hand and the Government of the USSR on the other have different points of

view on this question. We have accordingly already drawn the attention of Mr. Herter,

Mr. Lloyd and Mr·. Couve-fte Murville to the fact that we are proclaiming our readiness

to examine the question of writing into the peace treaty provisions which would allow

both German states to remain for some time within those military groupings of which

they now form a part.

Those people who are trying to find, as a weakness in the Draft Peace Treaty

proposed by the Soviet Government that it would lead to the Federal Republic of

Germany leaving NATO and practically to the wrecking of that military alliance

should, we feel, draw the appropriate conclusions from our statements concerning the

Soviet Government's readiness to seek a solution to this question on the basis

indicated. It seems to us that the questions of whether the German Democratic

Republic and the Federal Republic of Germany should remain in or leave the two

main existing military alliances, and of whether foreign troops should leave Germany

and foreign military bases on her territory be abolished, should now be absolutely

clear.

In his statement today Mr. Herter touched on the Berlin question. It seems to

us that both here at our Meeting and even before this Meeting, the Soviet Government,

particularly in the statements of Mr. lthrushchev, the head of the Soviet Government,

has made his position on this question sufficiently clear. We shall undoubtedly

have an opportunity for further exchange of views on the Berlin question. At present

I should like to stress one idea which we have already expressed .in our statements

on the situation in West Berlin: namely, that the conclusion of a peaoe treaty with

Germany would at the same time mean that the problem of the situation in West

Berlin too would be solved, at the same time, on the basis of establishing a Free

City.

If the aim is agreement, then our suggestions on West Berlin represent a very

good basis for suoh agreement; but if there is no desire for agreement then any

basis can be rejected as unsuitable. We shall of course be sorry if a negative

attitude is taken towards the proposals of the Soviet Government. We would have

hoped that a constructive approaoh would appear, and a readiness to ~eek ag~eement.

As regards the Soviet Government, there is no lack of readiness on our side to .seek

such agreement; there is no lack of it today and there will be none tomorrow.
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In the statements by Mr. Herter, Mr. Lloyd and Mr. Couve de Murville, the

question of all-German elections has again been raised. Our position on this

matter has been stated more than once. Of course the attempts to find some sort

of contradiction or-~nconsistencybetween the Soviet Government's past statements
. .

with regard to all-German ~lections and its present position on this point are

without foundation. There are not and cannot be any such contradictions or

inconsistencies. The policy of the Soviet Union on the question of all-German

elections is consistent, and we hold to this policy now too, in the deep

conviction that it is the oorreot one.

The Western Powers' Plan provides that the business of holding all-German

elections be taken in hand by the four great Powers; but the question a.rise~why

should they take this task into their own hands? Have the Germans really not

grown up to the point where they can perform this task for themselves? We

refuse to admit that the Germans have not reached such maturity. It is oommon

knowledge that for more than a century Germ~ lived under a parliamentary

system with universal suffrage and organized political parties, and that it is

impossible to treat Germany and the German people tod~ in the way the Western

Powers propose.

We have already indicated, in our Notes to the Western Powers, that such a

manner of holding general elections in Germany would be an affront to the German

people. You may of course say that today the Germans are different. Some

Germans agree with this, other Germans disagree with it: that is true of

course. But there is one objective criterion, one truth, which can also be used

as an approach to assessing the policy of States with regard to elections. What

the Western Powers are proposing to us is not free elections. A fine freedom

indeed, when elections are conducted under the control of other States and not

by the Germans themselvesl There would be precious little freedom in such

"free" all-German elections.

We are reminded that the AlI-Ge~an Committee which is proposed in the

Western Powers' Plan could perform the appropriate functions, and if it so

happened that the Germans did not agree among themselves, we are told, then a

plebiscite would have to be held in the German Democratic Republic and the

Pederal Republic of Germany. For some reason the proposal to hold such a
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plebiscite is pointed to as a model approach to general elections in Germany.

But, we may ask, why should the question of a plebiscite, as well as that of

elections as a whole or of the creation of some all-German body, be decided at

this table by the _four Po~ers, ~d not by the Germans? The Soviet Government is
r

not against all-German elections, it is not against a plebiscite, it is not

against those steps which the Germans must t~~e, or rather the two German States

in agreeing with each other. We are only against depriving the Germans of this

right, against the four Powers assuming it, for such a policy may coincide with

anything you like, except with the right of the Germans to settle their own

internal affairs, except with the principles of freedom, except with respect for

the national rights of the Germans.

It is said that the position taken by the Soviet Union in 1955 and the

position of the Soviet Government on this question today do not correspond.

This is not true. The position which we took up before and the position which

we are taking up at present are identical.

With regard to the question of elections, Mr. Lloyd has again touched on

the question of an all-German Government. 2r. Grewe, the representative of the

Federal Republic of Germany, has also spoken on this matter. Mr. Lloyd, and

Mr. Grewe too, maintained that a peace treaty could be concluded and signed only

once an all-German Government e"dsted. Yes, there was a time when the Soviet

Government itself put forward a proposal on the formation of an all-German

Government. We tried to convince Chancellor Adenauer and the Government of the

Federal Republic of Germany, as well as their allies in the West, of the

correctness of our proposals, which would have provided a possibility for an

all-German Government to be formed and for settling the problem of German unity,

and, it goes without saying, would have ensured the conclusion of a peace treaty

with Germany. But all our attempts proved vain.

They would not listen to these arguments in Bonn at the time, just as they

will not listen to them today, if we are to judge by the policy which the

Government of the Federal Republic of Germany is pursuing, a policy which is alien

to the interests of peace. We can only express our regret that this is so.

Chancellor Adenauer has lost a great deal by refusing to support the proposals

which the Soviet Government put forward. If you want to blame anyone for the

fact that the position has changed now and that the matter now stands differently,

then blame yourselves and your policy first and foremost.
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We are also told that Germany would be "isola~ed in face of the might of

the Soviet Union" if a peace treaty were concluded in accordance with the Draft

which the Soviet Government has put forward for examination by this Meeting.

Mr. Herter in particular has spoken at length on this subject. Why Germany yould

be isolated, ~d in general, what sort of isolation is meant, if a peace treaty
r

were to be concluded, 'it is ,impossible to understand. There is a similarly

odd ring to the talk about some sort of threat to Germany on the part of the

Soviet Union, which has not threatened anyone and does not threaten anyone.

The Soviet Government is not trying to isolate Germany. The Draft which

the Soviet Government has put forward provides for full restoration of the

sovereignty of the German people over Germany. We stand, and we stood in the

past, for Germany's taking part in all measures on a European scale - and on &

wider than European scale - directed towards strengthening peace in Europe and

the entire world.

When the Soviet Government put forward its proposals for the conclusion of

an all-European Collective Security Pact, the Soviet Government itself suggested,

as you will remember, that both German states should take part in this colleotive

Pact, and that after the question of establishing German unity had been decided,

the united German State would t~~e part in this Pact. A Collective Security

Pact is a pact providing for collective action in the cause of peace up ~o.and

including joint sanctions against an aggressor. But what attempts to isolate

Germany can be in question in connexion with the Draft Peace Treaty with Germ&QY

put forward by the Soviet Government? If there were any doubts on this score 

even though without any foundation whatsoever - then we should like to believe

that after our explanations these doubts must have been dispelled a~ lacking &QY

kind of ground. The Soviet Union, the Soviet Government and the Soviet people

have not been trying and are not trying to bring about any sort of isolation of

Germany after that oountry is reunified.

Today Mr. Herter even said that if we concluded a peace treaty with Germany

while two German States existed - the Federal Republic and the German Demooratic

Republic -then Germany would be deprived of the opportunity to take advantage of

all the rights deriving from Article 51 of the United Nations Charter, an

Article the origin and charaoter of which are perfectly familiar to us from the

time when the United Nations Charter was prepared. The Soviet Government has

of course no intention whatever of depriving Germany of the opportunity to t&ke
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advantage of Article 51 of the United Nations Charter or of any rights d9riving

from it. It has not and cannot have any such dark and insidious designs in

connexion with the proposal for the conclusion of the peace treaty with Germany.

We proceed from the assumption taat any State which is a Member of the United

Nations and subject to the obligations arising out of the United Nations Charter

is entitled to t~te advan~ge of any rights flowing from the Charter.

In his statement, Mr. Herter tried to find some lack of consistency between

the Soviet Government's previous statements and our present proposals on security

problems. He pointed out that on previous occasions, when the German question was

discussed, the Soviet Gpvernment referred to the question of the Soviet Union's

seourity. The Soviet Government, he said, attached importance to the question of

security at that time, but now, when it finds that the so-called "paokage plan"

of the West also contains proposals relating to questions of European security, it

objected to these ?roposals.

In the first place, we do not object to some of the ideas e~~ressed in the

Plan in regard to JUropean security. What is more, we used language which was by

no means negative in relation to these proposals. You all know the stetement of

Mr. N.S. Khrushchev, the Head of t~1e Soviet Government, on this subject. We object

to the method by means of which questions relating to European security are tied

up with other questions into one Inlot which cannot be unraveled.

Secondly, it is, after all, impossible to equate the two questions. Take

the question of the Soviet Union's security which was previously raised by the

Soviet Union when the German problem was examined and which inevitably arises also

on the present occasion, and the question of European security as a whole which,

however great the imgortance of the German problem, amounts to more than just the

German problem. I emphasize these words: which, however great the importance of

the German problem, amounts to more than just the German problem. These are not

identical matters.

If we make a settlement of European security problems dependent on a solution

of other, albeit Europe~problems, for example of German problems, then anyone who

judges the situation objectively will inevitably conclude that we deal a fatal blow

to European security. The conclusion will, in that case, be unavoidable that we

are making any advance, however small, in the solution of European security problems

impossible, including the question of a zone, the conclusion of a non-aggression

pact between the two main military groups ~d the other European security problems.

It is this a??roach to the question of European security, Mr. Eerter, to whieh

we have been and are o?posed.
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In ~is statement yesterday V~~ Lloyd said that our Draft Peace Treaty shows

that the Soviet Government woul~ like to dictate conditions to Germ~~y~ That

assertion contradicts both the facts ~ld our ~olicy towards Ger~any. The Soviet

Union is altoBether against dictation in relations between States. It is in

principle opposed to the idea of any State, ~owever stronG, Jictati~~ to another

State~ It is precisely we who are oppose~ to dictation by the great Powers with

regard to Germany, while the "policy of the three Western Powers desires such

dictation and is permeated with a ceep distrust of the Geroans even where the

settlement of purely domestic affairs is concerned.

The Soviet Government persistently denanded that representatives of the two

German States should te.:{e part in the d.iscussion of questions concerning Genilany,

including the question of a peace treaty. Surely this is not a form of dictation

to the Germans. If the demand that the two Gern~~ States should be Liven full

facilities to take part in the discussion of this question can be calleQ dictation,

then we do not l~ow what can be called a pro~er and respectful attitu~e to the

rights of the Geroans, or, in the present instance, to the le5itimate rights of the

two German States.

What is mora, is it dictation for the Soviet Goveranent to propose that the

question of a peace treaty with Geroany should be placed on the age~da of this

meeting with the participation of the representatives of bot2 the German Denocratic

Republic and the Federal Republic of Geroany W1d at a broader peace conference with

the participation of all States wIlich t00~-;: part with their amed. forces in the war

a.gainst Germany?

All these facts - and this is not an exhaustive list - sufficiently :;.:>rove that

no attempt has been or is being made to Jictate our will to the Germw1B in our

proposals for a peace treaty with Germany an~ that the arGlli~ant was apparently

convenient in order to livert attention from such attem~ts on the part of the

Western Fowers.

u~~ Lloyd said t~at our ~raft Peace Treaty includeQ certain discriminatory

provisions or clauses against Gernany and the Gerrow1 people. I clarified this

point in ny statement yesterday and will not re?eut myself.

In 0. reference to the Soviet ~raft Feace Treaty, H~. Couve de I;urvilla said

that there was no question at all of a peaco treaty with Gornany. He even tried to

propound the ideo. that the Berlin question as such, too, did not exist. If you t~{e

this at~itu2e, allow me to ask: why did we com6 to Geneva at all? If a peaceful

settlement with Germany is not at issue, if no Berlin question exists, then what

questions do exist for examination, in the first instance, by the ~inisters?
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The question of a peace treaty, of course, does exist and wa.s not invented

by the Soviet Goverllflent. ~~. Couve de Murville tried to show that the question

a~ose only as a result of the Soviet Government's attitude. This type of argument

might lead to a conclusion which would be more than stra.nge~ The Second World War,

after all, took place. ~he question of a peaceful settlement is rooted in the

Second World Wer, for which tho~e who started it, i.e. the Hitlerites, are responsible.

;TI1Y then assert that the Soviet Union is raising a non-existent question?

What I have said with regard to a ?eace treaty and to 1~~ Couve de Murville's

comJents on the Soviet Goverl~Jent's attitude to the question of a peace treaty also

a?plies to a considerable extent to the Berlin question, so there is no need at this

stage to elaborate on this subject.

In opposing the conclusion of a peace treaty with Germ~1Y, l!a~ Couve de Murville

tried to show that the Soviet criticism of the Western Powers' "paclmge plan", our

ap~roach to this ~lan, is an ~expected position~ This is what he said: is a

very unexpected position.

We find it difficult to understan~ how the French Minister of Foreign Affairs

came to this conclusion. In the first place, tDe GovernLlents of France, the

United States and the United Xingdom, it seens to us, have been well aware of our

attitude to this question all alon0. Although your Flan was not available to

us as a fQrnal J.ocillJent, we had,. even before its submission in the ·Western

IAinisters' statements, an opportunity for expressing our oP?osition to the tying

up of different problems in one knot, as this ir,l?eo.es a settlement of each of

these problems~ Since even before the submission of the Plan you drew the

Soviet Government's attention to the fact that you would m~~e your proposals

in the spirit in which they were in fact later Dade, we also deemed it entirely

appropriate to declare, even before your flan was tabled at this MeetinG,

that we were opposed. to such a nethod, such an approach to tlle solution of .

unsettled problems, includina the probleD of a ?eace treaty with Germany and

the Berlin question.

There is thus no occasion for saying that our criticism and our attitude

to the so-called packa6e plan of the Western Powers is unexpected for you.

Hence the argur:1ent expressed by 1Ir~ Couvo de Eurville can be adduced only if

one desires to increase at all costs. the list of arsuments in support of the

Western Powers' Plan and for criticizin~ the position of the Soviet Government

without caring much about the coeency of the arGw~ents.
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Mr. Couve de ~urville said that the conclusion of a peace treaty with Germany

at the present time would not be of any advantage to the Federal Republic of Germany

and the German Democratic Republic in comparison with the situation at present

existing in these states. We differ in our understanding of this question, and

our positions are differ~nt. 'We do not agree that the oonclusion of a peace treaty

woule. not be of any advantage :to the Federal Republic of Germany and the German

Democratic Republic or to the relations between them. But the comments I made at

the beginning of this intervention in dealing with the question of what advantage

would result from the c6nclusion of a peace treaty, include the answer also to

this statement by Mr. Couve de ~urville.

The Minister of Foreign Affairs of France stated that the Soviet Draft

contained several articles whioh, in his opinion, were unnecessary. He referred

in particlllar; to Article 3 of the Soviet Draft, whioh deals with the necessity of

recognizing the full 'sovereignty of the German people over Germany, including its

territorial waters and air space.

We consider that the inclusion of this article in the peace treaty is justified

and appropriate. But perhaps you have some other proposal in this regard? ~hen

put your proposal forward. Perhaps you have another, better formula? We are ready

to examine these better formulae whether in connexion with the article in question

or in connexion with other articles of our Draft.

The Minister of Foreign Affairs of France also took exception to Article 4 of

the Soviet Draft Peace Treaty, whioh mentions principles that have received wide

international recognition: respect for sovereignty, territorial integrity, non

intervention in internal affairs, non-aggression, equality, mutual advantage in the

relations between Germany and the other parties to the Treaty. One cannot understand

what is wrong with these principles and consequently what is wrong with this article.

These principles in the Treaty would emphasize the peace-loving nature ot this

document and in the event of their adoption 'ifouldcontribute towards the future

development -cfGermany as a peace-loving and democratic state. If all of us wish

to make Germany such a state, then there are no grounds for objecting to these

principles of peaceful co-existence.

Why are these principles supported by the majority of States at the General

Assembly of the United Nations, yet are not suitable for a. draft peace treaty?

Finally, if you do not like this article, please submit a better wording and we will

examine it. Perhaps your wording will be more suitable and we shall reach agreement

on the article.
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It is also said that articles 22, 23 and 24 are bad. But why are they bad?

Apparently, they are bad, mainly because they provide for the obligation of the

German Democratic Republic and the Federal Republic of Germany not to resort to

force for the purpose of unifying Germany and to resolve any disputes that may

arise in their relationships by peaceful methods.
r

Do not the speakers wish to say thereby that no obstacles should be placed in

the path of either German state towards the unleashing of a war of aggression

against the other German state? If this does not enter into the intentions of

either of the Governments represented here, then there is also no reason to object

to such a clause which would appear to be beyond dispute and which provides that,

with the conclusion of a peace treaty, both German states shall pledge themselves

not to resort to force against eaoh other.

Finally, if you have any other formula for this article also, if the French,

United states or United Kingdom delegation has any better formulae, we will examine

them together with you. If they are better, we will agree to them.

The representative of the Federal Republic of Germany, I~r. Grewe, stateQ here

yesterday that one of the defects of the Draft Peace Treaty submitted by the Soviet

Government was that it contained economic restrictions in regard to Germany. Of

course, he had in mind, in particular, the Federal Republic of Germany. But such

a conclusion is erroneous. Our Draft Pe~ce Treaty does not provide for any economio

restrictions whatsoever for Germany, nor does it enter into the aims of the Soviet

Government to do so. On the contrary, we wished to stress all the positive gains

that would result for both German states from the conclusion of a peace treaty with

Germany also from the economic standpoint. Perhaps we have not gone far enough and

more needs to be said in this direction. We are willing to consider any wishes in

this regard and, perhaps, supplement the relevant article of our Draft. But no one

can level against us the reproach that the Soviet Government wishes to reduce the

economic interests of the Federal Republic of Germany by including clauses to this

effect in the peace treaty with Germany.

FinallYr perhaps there is a desire that the draft peace treaty, and consequently,

later on, the peace treaty itself should include a clause stipulating that both

German States - the Federal Republic· of Germany and the German Democratic Republic 

will carry out the obligations of an eoonomio nature assumed by them under agreements

with other States. In other words, that they will remain participants in those

economic alliances, in which they find themselves at present.
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If there is such a desire, we are prepared to consider it and to meet such

desires halfway, if it will help towards reaching agreement on a peace treaty.

~~. Grewe seid that one of the dangers of the Soviet Draft Treaty was that if

it were concluded and_put i~to effect, it mig~t lead to there being only one
r

politioal party, the crommunist party, in the Federal Republic of Germ~.

What grounds are there for such a fantastic conclusion? The Soviet Draft

Treaty states that Nazi and revanchist parties shall be prohibited in Germany.

Does it turn out, Mr. Grewe, that you bracket all parties in the Federal Republio

of Germany together and regard all of them as revanchist? But ask your parties, if

only the Social Democratic Party, for instance, whether they agree with you. No

doubt they will dispute your statement and since you have no grounds for bracketing

all the political parties and all the political leaders together, why do you

resort to an assertion which in no way follows from our Draft Peace Treaty and is

an obvious distortion?

Perhaps you hp,ve a wording of your own for the articles dealing with the

future development of Germany as a peace-loving and democratic State?

I should like to conclude ~t this point today, limiting myself to the

additional explanations which I have given and which were called for as a result

of the statements mnde yeaterday and today by the Secretary of State of the

United States of J~erica, the ~inister of Foreign Affairs of Prance, the

Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs of the United Kingdom and the Representative

of the Federal Republic of GermCQY.

In conclusion I should like to stress once again that, as we see it, our

main task is not to focus attontion on divergencies of view, because it is easy

to do that - nothing is easier than to exaggerate divergencies, if one wishes to

do so - but on the searoh for tho possibilities of bringing our positions oloser

together. If all of us hold this view, then, given the corresponding 600d will,

there is n possibility for this Lleeting of Foreign ~inisters to accomplish useful

work, for which we shall be thanked in our own countries and not in our own

countries alone.
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We hlLVI liatened very oa.refully to the st&tstnents made at our Meeting toda;y-,

e.nd we .hould like to make a few oomments on SOEle of the questions referred to.

The question naturally arises on what ,basis, the BILP between our podtions

oe.n be na.;-rowed. This quest,ion was raised more ,pa;;rticularly by Mr. Oouve de liurvUle,

the French Minister of Foreign Affairs. We hlLve defined our views on this point'

1I0re than once. Our attitude and proposals are most clearly put forwa.rd in the

Dra.:t't Peaoe Treaty with Germr..uy submitted to this Meeting. Ii' any additional

arguments are required, I should like to make the following points in connexion

with the question raised by Mr. Couvede ~urville.

Pirst of all, the ¥eeting should consider in detail IL peaoe treaty with

Germany and the proposals ~81at1ng to such a treaty. rhi. question should not be

tied in with other problems unrelated to it, and on this point, al you all are

aware, our positions diverge. While the Soviet Government oonsiders that the

probleM of a peaoe treaty should not be oompliolLted by the inolusion of other

problUl~ unrelated to it, the Governments oftha United-States, of Pr&i1ce and the

tm,ited I1ngdom, not to. &peak of the Government of the Pederal Republic of Germaily,

b.l~.v8 th&t the que.tionaf a peaoe'treaty with Ge~&ny sh~uld take seoond place, and

in tact they put other problems in its place, to tbedetrimefit of a settlement at

'he•• other problems also.

Suoh is the first ooment which we -feel oompelled to make in connexion with \.

the question raised by Mr. Couve de Murville.
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Furthermore, the Soviet Government considers that the gap between the

positions of the parties on the question of a peace treaty can be narrowed if

it is admitted that Germany should develop as a peaoe-loving and democratic

State. This applias also to the present situation, when two German States exist:

the German Democra~ic Republic and the Federal Republio of Germany.
f

The Soviet Government attac~es decisive importance to this question. We need

hardly add that other States, too, attach great importance to it. The Soviet

Union made gigantic sacrifices, millions of Soviet people gave their lives in

the struggle against German militarism, and in the examination of this basic

question of the future development of 'Germany the Sovi~t Union oannot lose sight
, . . .

of the interests of its seourit,y whioh, we are convinoed, a.re inseparable from

the interests of security ot other sta,'tes,. a.bove all, furopean States, and from

the interests of peace throughout the world.

In order to narrow the .gap betw,een our positions, a peace treaty must be

concluded whioh would not permit the devGl~pment of Germany - andattbe present

time of either part of Germany - as' & militarist Sta.te.A Ge·rmany, or either

par.t of Germany, covered with atomio and rocket bases, is not the kindef Germ~

which the' peoples of :iliropewish to see.

In order ~o bring our positions closer together we must reach an understanding

on the oonclusion of a peace treaty which would ensure the development of a Germany

that. doe.s not constitute a threat to its neighbour States •. Need we labour the :.

point that the present development· of the Fede'ral Republio of Germa.ny, the' presQnt

polioy of the West German GOTe~ent and a180 the policy of the. Western Powers with

regard to the Federal Republio, give the states boi:-cl81'ing oni Germany cause for

serious concern and alarm? You are well aware of the position of Germany's

neighbours in tha.t matter. ' "

~o narrow the gapbatween the sides in the ex~ina.tion of th~ question 'of'~

peaoetr,eatywith Germany we have to reach an understanding on.a treaty..; and'this

would, more than anything els9,bain line with the int&reIJts of Europfuu:i l!Iecurity

and the i~terests of the German people themselves - creating the conditidns for'

the d&velop~ent of Garmany without foreign armies and foreign military bases on

German soil. I repoat, such a situation would more than anything else 'be in line

with the intere~ts of European security and the interests of the German:people

thelI\selves.
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You are aware, moreover, that in view of the existing situation, in view

of the fact, more particularly, that the Federal Republic of Germany is a member

of NATO and the German Democratio Republic a member of the Warsaw Pact, the Soviet

Government has expressed the view that in the consideration of a peace treaty it

would be possible to ~eek a. settlement under which both German States, the German
,

Democratic Republic and the Federal Republic, would for some time remain in the

respective military groups of which they are now members.

We note that the representative of the Federal R~public of Germany in his

statement today drew attention to this point. In our view, it might help us to

reaoh an understanding on the question of a peace treaty.

In order to minimize the importance of our Draft Peace Treaty and, at the

same time, to praise the so-called package plan of the Western Powers, the

representatives of the Western Powers, and the French Minister of Foreign Affairs

in particular, tried to suggest that the present situation is almost ideal.

Mr. Couve de Murville described this situation as a good state of balance in Europe.

He did so in order -to show that there was no need to conclude a peace treaty with

the two German States.

It is difficult -to understand what balance Mr. Couve de Murville had in mind,

the more so, as he made no attempt to reveal the meaning of this expression.

Where are the "weights ll enabling us to establish whether or not there is noW' a

balance in Europe, and what kind of balance is referred to?

Is not this formula of a "cala.:nce" in-tended to cover up or to divert

attention from - those dangerous steps being undertaken on the part of NATO as

a whole and, in particular, on the part of Western Germany in the matter of war

preparations? I have in mind above all measures for the remi::.itarization of

Western Germany, for the equipment of the Bundeswehr with atomic and rocket

weapons and the establishment of a network of rocket-launching sites on West

German so il •

It may be mentioned in passing that similar statements were ~epeatedly

made by the political leaders of France and some other Western countries on the

eve of the Second World War. If we remember tra events preceding the Second World

War, we may find similar statements made, moreover, when there was already

beginning to be a smell of powder in the air, so to speak. At that time, too,

the attempt was made to allay the fears of the people by saying that a balance

existed and that there was no danger of B military explosion, of a military

conflagration.
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Perhaps credulous people will be found who take such words on trust, but ~e,

of course, cannot accept such assertions. In our view, the situation which has

developed in Europe and particularly in the territory of Western Germany, not only

provides no ground for tranquillity but must fill us with serious alarm and must

inevitably impel us to a~opt m~asures for the prevention of worse, of a tragic

turn of events.

The French Minister of Foreign Affairs also tried to assert that everything

was already settled and that there was consequently no point in concluding a peace

treaty with Germany. All problems, he said, were already settled. We do not know

what in particular he had in mind, but we have sufficient grounds to assume that

he had in mind such basic facts as are now characteristic of developments in Western

Europe and particularly in Western Germany, sunh as the restoration of militarism,

the equipment of the Bundeswehr with atomic and rocket weapons and the establishment

of atomic and rocket bases on West German territory. Apparently, the remark also

applied to the so-called Paris Agreements, which are so often praised in the West

and which have largely given rise to the existing situation.

I would recall that the Soviet Union is no party to the Paris Agreements and

has not signed them. Basing ourselves on the facts, we t~te a different view of

these Agreements. We consider that their conclusion was a serious step in a

dangerous direction. Every day that passes bears out our judgment.

Can we call the present position normal and consider that all questions have

been settled, when in Western Germany every month, every week and, it may be said,

every day, sees a growth in revanchist sentiments which at an earlier period, too,

before the war, inspired plans of aggression and were propagated and cultivated

by the originators of such plans?

Look through the statements made recently at Bonn, while this Meeting was

in session, and you will see that there is a great difference between the .soothing

words spoken from this rostrum and the statements of some political leaders of

Western Germany. It is relevant to recall that before the Second World War when

Hitler and Goering hysterically called for war in the Reichstag, some Western

leaders could be found to assure us that there was no danger in those calls.
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It may of course be argued whether from the standpoint of immediate danger suoh

calls should be equated with those now heard at Bonn; that is another question.

But it would be wrong to shut our eyes to this, if we do not deliberately want to

depart from the truth.

~r. Couvede Murv~lle appeared to show some resentment in our regard. He was

surprised, he said, not at the Soviet Government's or the Soviet delegation's

rejection of the Western Powers' 50-called paokage plan, but at the categorical form

in whioh the Plan was rejected.

I would point out that we defined our position with regard to the Western

Powers' package plan in extremely mild form. It deserves stronger and more

incisive language. In the last analysis, however, it is not a question of sharp

ness or harshness of expression, but of the substance of the positions of the

partioipants in the negotiations.

The Soviet delegation has already pointed out why we reached the firm

conclusion that the "package plan" can in no way serve as a basis for an understand

ing or for negotiations.

We also found some constructive ideas and elements in this Plan. You are well

aware of this, and we therefore do not need to repeat what we have said.

Mr. Lloyd tried to throw doubt on our proposals for a peaoe treaty with Germany

by saying that the German Democratio Republic did not represent any Germa.ns. Vlhom

then does it represent? It is not Englishmen, Russians, Frenchmen or Americans

that live in the territory of the u-erman Demooratic Republic, but Germans. The

German Democratic Republic does not re2resent the whole of Germany.- that is true 

but neither does the Federal Republic. Together the two States - the German

Democratic Republic €'.nd the Federal :'le?ublio - represent all Germany, ·the whole

German people.

For this reason, the Soviet Government regards the conclusion of a peace treaty

with both States, the German Democratic Republic and the Federal Republic, as

entirely correct and legitimate, since these two States represent the whole German

people and since their existence is an indisputable fact.

With regard to elections and to German reunification, we have already drawn

the attention of our colleagues who are participating in this Ueeting (both at our

formal sessions and in informal exchanges of Views) to the fact that any. time spent

on a disoussion of the question of elections and German reunification would simply

be so much time wasted. The less we talk on this subject, the more opportunity
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shall we have for dealing with questions on which there is a real prospect of

reaching agreement or of narrowing the gap between our positions, which would be all

the better.

Mr. Lloyd spoke here of the reasons why the Western Plan provides for permanent

interference by the Western Powe~s and for supervision by them over ell main matters

concerning the Germans, including supervision over the elections. The main reason,

he said, lay in the desire of the Western Powers to guarantee honest eleotions in

Germany.

We refuse to admit that in the matter of German elections standards of honesty

are a monopoly of the Western Powers or, in general, of the great Powers.· We think

that, since it is German affairs that are concerned, the Germans themselves possess

these standards.

With regard to confederation, it is not for us, or for any other similar

conferences1to discuss this question in substance. This is a purely German concern.

The question may be settled only by negotiations between the two German States and

by agreement between them. In connexion with ~r. Grewels remarks, we should like

to say this: we fear that at some future date the Government of the Federal

Republic of Germany will be compelled to admit that it has missed its opportunities

in this matter, too; we fear that it will regret its present position.

A few days ago, the representative of Western Germany pointed out that there

was a time, a few years ago, when the Soviet Government raised the question of the

formation of an all-German Government and the conclusion of a peace treaty with such

a government. Yes, there was such a time, but the situation in Germany was

different, and you missed the opportunity which was offered, and now the situation

in Germany has ch~~gedG .

The Soviet Government, now as before, is deeply persuaded that for the

normalization of the situation in Germany, for the reduction of tension in the

relations between the German States and in Europe as a whole, and, lastly, for the

creation of more favourable conditions for a rapprochement between the two German

States it is essential that a peaQ9 treaty with Germany should be concluded, and in

view of the existence of two German States - a peace treaty with these two German

States. If at the time of the conclusion of the treaty a confederation of German

States exists, the treaty will have to be concluded with the confederation und with

both German States.
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The Soviet Government is convinced that not only the Soviet Union is interested

in this, but that other peoples are no less interested in it. . We are convinced

that the Americans, too, are interested in this, it they want a relaxation of

tension, and alao the B~itish, the French and the Germans themselves, and, if we are

concerned with the common in~er8st of peace, all peoples and all countries. That

is why we spare no effort to oonvinoe the Governments represented at this Meeting of

the need to conclude a peace treaty with Germany.
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We have already stressed, on several oooasions, the great importance which

the Soviet Gover1'1IlWnt attaches to the question of a peaoe treaty with Germany,

whioh we are examining at the present conference in aocordance with the agreement

reaohed between the Governments of our countries. The Soviet delegation considers

that the moat useful procedure now would be to discuss the specific questions

relatinf to a peace treaty. This will be by far the easiest way for us to

achieve the purpos~on whioh it seems we are all agree~of ooncentrating our

attention on that which can unite UB, on that which oan be a basis for bringing

our positions oloser, rather than on that whioh divides us.

We oan see the advantage of such an approach in the very fact that when we

discuss partioular points and artioles in a peaoe treaty, possibilities can be

found for mutual understanding and agreement, also on wider questions than those

which form the SUbject matter of some particular artiole in the treaty.

When the Soviet Draft Peace Treaty with Germany was discussed at earlier

sessions, there was some laok of clarity, in certain delegations, with regard to

particular points in this draft.

The delegation of the Federal Republio of Germany expressed the fear that the

Soviet Draft Peace Treaty contained points by virtue of whioh the Federal RepUblic

of Germany would have to abandon the economic allianoes to which it belongs at

present. We have already had an opportunity of explaining that such an inferenoe

18 without fQundation.
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In order to make this question perfectly ~lear, the Soviet delegation puts

torward the specific proposal that a new artlo1$ be included in the ~aft peace

treaty, to Tead as foll~s:

. .

I'The present Ti-eaty does not affeot Germany'lil rights and obligations
deriving from the partioipation of the German Democratic Republic and the
Federal ~epubl1c of Germany in international economic allianoee and
organizations I including those made on a regional basis. The question
of united Germany's me~bersh1p of such alliances or organizations Imlst be
decided by the competent All-German bodies, and the Allied and Associated
Powers will for their part recognize such decisions."

The Soviet delegation expresses the hope that our partners in the negotiations

will treat this proposal of ours with due objectiVity.
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ST~TEi'4ENT BY 1li&• .A.. A. GROMYKO
ON THE QUESTION OF A PEACE TREATY WITH GmldANY

25 May 1959

Our Meeting has been working for two weeks.

In looking back at the work we have aocomplished and comparing .the proposals

and arguments put forward at this table, the Soviet delegation deems it appropriate

to draw some conolusions from the exohange of views that has taken place. We

believe that only one thing oan serve as a true oriterion in this regard, namely,

how far the Foreign Ministers l Meeting has advanoed in the examination ·of the fir.st

question which by common consent was inoluded in the.agenda of the Meeting - the

question cf a peace treaty with Germ&QY.

Why ~es the Soviet Government attach suoh great importance to ~ peaoe treaty

with Germany and is striving to ensure that the discussion of this question at the

'Meeting should be positive and fruitful?

First of all because the sooner a peace treaty with Germany is oonoluded, thus

drawing a line between us and the seoond world war together with all its p~rsisting

consequences of a politioal, juridical and moral nature 1 the further away will the

danger of new military olashes be removed and the stronger will be the ba~es of

peaoeful relations between States. In a peaoe treaty with Germany, the last peace

treaty', whioh has not yet been conoluded in Europe, we see a sort of lever, by means

of which it·· is possible and necessary to set in motion and soften the hardened. fronts

, of the II oold war" and remove out of the way much of what is hindering the .adjustment

of relations of confidenoe and co-operation between dozens of states.
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If·all of us desire that the relations between the great Powers, between Germany

and the States of the former anti-Hitler coalition, and especially between Germany

and her neighbours, should be based on a lasting, sound foundation, then it is

necessary, at last, to define th~ place of Germany, and pending its unifioation,

the place of both German States in the system of relations which has already partly

taken shape, and partly continues taking shape between the States since the second

world wa.r.

And, finally, the most important of all. We must not forget that the conclusion

of a peace treaty would help to lead Germany reliably into the channel of peaceful

development and would deprive the extremist circles of the temptation to forge again

the weapons of aggression, whether against the East or the West.

We experienoe a strange feeling every time our colleagues in these negotiations,

the Foreign ~inisters of States which participated with the Soviet Union in the

struggle against the common foe - Hitler Germany - almost take offi:)Il~U-1whenever the

danger of the resurgence of German militarism is mentioned.

The Soviet people and the Soviet Government cannot be indi~fe~ent as to what

direction the future development of Germany will take: whether it is to be along

the path of peace or, as has been the cas'e more than once before, along the path o·f

the unleashing of aggressive wars. No one is entitled to expect of us that we

should consign to oblivion the stern fact that both the first and the second world

wars, which were started by the German militarists, took away the lives of millions

of our people. For this reason it is futile to expect that we will allow ourselves

to be persuaded that the question of a peace treaty with Germany - in other words,

of guarantees of her peaceful development - is a sort of minor question, which can

be solved or not solved; which can be discussed today or postponed indefinitely.

It is natural that we cannot budge one step where the interests of the security of

the Soviet Union are ooncerned, and we shall defend these interests with the utmost

consistency and insistence.

The Soviet Government'is, of course, far from overestimating the military

weight of the Federal Republic of Germany whether at present or in the future. I

think it is clear to everyone that the movement of Germany towards the East - and,
, .

apparently, there are still many in Western Germany who favour that route - would

now be a movement towards her own ruin.
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The point, however, is something else. Who cnn guarantee, under the existing

conditions that with the growth of the militaristic and revanchist forces Western

Germany will not oome out as a violator of peace, which would almost automatically

set in motion the whole maohinery of military alliances, in which most of the

European States are nowrparticipants, and thus lead to a general war? It must be

assumed that the Governments of the United states of America, the United Kingdom

and France are not concerned that the German militarists should be in the West,

whioh might set off an atomic and rocket war.

We are convinced that the watchfulness of the Soviet Union and its desire to

put a check in good time to German militarism are shared by many people in Franoe,

the United Kingdom and the United states of America. Is it possibie for·the French

people, who have experienced the horrors and humiliation of fascist occupation; the

British people, who have experienced the barbaric bombing of their cities; the

American people who have twice sent their sons to the battlefields of Europe, not

to have the sarne anxiety as the Soviet people at the threat of a new outbreak of

war? We need hardly mention the vital interest of the neighbour countries of

Germany, as well as the interest of the German people themselves, in ~he guaranteeing

of the peaceful development of Germany, and consequently in the conclusion of a

lasting and just peace with Germany.

The opinion has been expressed at our conference that the task of conoluding a

peace treaty with Germany is now no longer of essential importance and in general is

not even before us.

But what do they wish to sanction by the absence of a peace treaty? Is it the

. inclusion of the Federal Republic of Germany in NATO, the conversion of her territory

into a starting place for the atom bombers and rockets of certain Powers, the

equipping of the Bundeswehr with atomic and rocket weapons? Let no one expect to

find in the Soviet Union a partner who would help to support such a position.

We are told further that those problems which are to be settled in the peace

treaty with Germany have already found a positive solution by other means. In

this connexion, the Paris Agreements have been mentioned in particular.

But what can there be in common between those Agreements, the purpose of which

amounts to legalizing the ar~ing of Western Germany and making it serve the

interests of NATO, and a peace treaty intended to put an end to the militaristic

past of Germany and to open up the way for her full participation in the development
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of international co-operation and t~e strengthening of peace? The fact that in

the Paris Agreements some questions of the reciprocal relations between the

Federal aepublic of Germany and the Western Powers, that were left over by the

war, have been incident~llY settled, cannot, of course, change to any extent

their nature on the whole as an alliance concluded for military purposes.

Moreover, even if we leave aside the military trend of the ~aris

Agreements it is· impossible to lose sight of the fact that those Agreements

were concluded not with all the Powers who fought against Germany but only

with a group of those Powers, and not with the whole of Germany but only with

a part. Who, then, in such a situation can seriously regard those Agreements

as some sori of lil>:eness to, or substitute for, a peace treaty?

The Soviet delegation has noted with satisfaction the statement made by

the Secretary of state of the United States of America, Mr. Herter, on 18 May

that the Government of the United States "attaches the great~st value to a

just and enduring peace settlement with Germany". But if one admits this and

is consistent, it is impossible at the same time not to desire the speediest

positive solution of this question and the businesslike examination of it at

our Meeting.

It is necessary to stress once again that the Soviet Government has

striven and will continue to strive for the achievement of the earliest

possible peace settlement with Germany. No one has been able to convince us

.that the Soviet Draft Peace Treaty does not meet the problems which have to

be solved by a peace treaty with Germany. I would remind you of the statement

of the Hend of the Soviet Government, N.S. Iilixushchev, eJ~laining the meaning

and significance of this Draft:

liThe Draft Peace Treaty submitted by the Soviet

Union links the guaranteeing of the rights of the German

people, their full sovereignty, and all the possibilities

of peaceful democratic development with the necessary

moasures of maintaining the security of the peoples and

peace in Europe. The conclusion of a peace treaty with

Germany would straight away reduce the tension of the
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situation in Europe. It would create an enduring

juridical order, take away the breeding ground of

revanchist sentiments in Western Germany, set the

German pebple free from foreign occupation and enable

them to settle by themselves all questions of internal

or external policy.1I

During the discussion on.the question of a peaoe treaty, a different

approach to the solution of this most important question was seen. The Soviet

Government has brought forward specific proposals for consideration by our

conference, with the idea in mind that in the course of discussing them along

with the specific proposals of the Western Powers, we might come to a oommon

point of view with regard to the peace treaty with Germany.

The Governments of the USA, Britain and France have shown a predilection

for another method. They have tied various problems together and proposed to

settle them all at once. Even the authors of these proposals call their Plan 

to which they periodically revert at our Meeting - "8, complex whole, made up

of measures of widely different nature ll •

There is, of course, no one way of solving questions which are in dispute.

But one thing is beyond any shadow of doubt - to lump together problems of

. different kinds can lead only to further quarrels and misunderstandings.

The practice of relations between States and the work of international

conferences in recent years has shown that success has been achieved only

when the parties concerned have chosen particular questions for solution,

without linking them up with one another and without making the solution of

one question dependent on the solution of others. Imagine for a moment that

in 1955 the ques~ion of the Austrian State Treaty had been included in some

kind of IIpackage ll plan, with disarmament or 3uropean security constituting

one of its component parts. It can be said for sure that the state Treaty

would not have been concluded to this day. Yet the Austrian question had a

relationship both to European security and in particular to the .German

question.
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Everyone will remember that in the past we have already examined the questions

contained in the three-Power Plan more than once. But even though we have tclten

them separately, outside the framework of any imaginary interdependence, we have so

far been unable to find a solution for them. These questions are complicated and

the different sides take different positions with regard to them,

Look at the wide range of questions that have been taken up even in discussions

of the single problem of European security. How many differentproposels were made

in the search for a solution to this probleml an all-European collective security

treaty; a non-aggression pact between the NATO Powers on the one hand and the

Warsaw Pact Powers on the other; the proposal to create zones of limited armaments

and armed forces in Europe; the plan to create a non-atomic zone in Central Europe;

the proposals for s~aving off the threat of surprise attack, and so forth.

Is the problem of disarmament really any simpler? We can all remember how we

started to examine the problem of disarmament and the ba~~ing of weapons of mass

destruction on a broad basis, and were unable to reach agreement. We had to

isolate a single question O~lt of this complex problem - the very important, but

still particular question of stopping atomic weapon tests. This does promise to

bear fruit, although s to our regret, the work of reaching agreement on stopping the

tests is still dragging on. As you see, even a single problem has to be broken

down into its component parts in order to deal with it.

There is no need to look far for examples. The Western States themselves,

which have a similar system and which belong to the same alliances, still as a rule

seek to settle their disputes gradual:y and one at a time. All the more reason

for keeping to this method when it is a matter of disputed questions which are

dividing the States of East and West.

The necessityf0~ a settl~rumt of differences without prior conditions is

recognized even by eminent statesmen in the Western countries. It will not be out

of place in this connexion to recall that during the visit of wr. Macmillan and

Mr. Lloyd to Mr. Khrushchev in M~SCOW last spring these statesmen declared

themselves in "the most definite manner in favour of gradualness in the solution of

international problems. ~7hGn the British Prime ~inister returned to London he

again referred to t~le idea of calling a series of conferences at which particular

sets of questions wou~d be examined. The Soviet Government shared this view of

Mr. Macmill~~ls.
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The Soviet delegation suggests that at the present conference the most solid

thing has been the discussion of speoific problems of a peaoe settlement with

GermaQY, and that this has helped us to understand one another's positions better

and to some extent olarifymatters whioh were not fully understood in connexion

with certain points -!n the Soviet Draft Treaty.. .

We were interested to. hear Mr. Herter's explanation that the United States of

America "does not irrevocably link general disarmament measures with the

reunification of GermaQY". This is a slight step forward, but only a slight one,

for the link between the two questions is still maintained. But if it is correct

that a link between the reunification of Germany and disarmament n~ed not be

established, then the principle should also be applied to other q~estions which are

separate in real life and should therefore be deoided separately step by step.

The positive point~which the Soviet delegation has already indioated, could

undoubtedly be further developed. Unfortunately, it was noticeable at the last

sessions that the delegations of the three Powers were trying to move away from the

examination of specific questions relating to the peace treaty and to dissolve

these questions in discussion of a genercl nature.

The main distinguishing feature in the three Powers' package Plan is that the

solution of the various international questions treated therein, and in particular

the question of a peace treaty with Germany, is mede dependent on the unification

of GermaQY. The peace treaty, they tell us, can be concluded only after Germany

has ceased to be two States and become one, has ceased to have two Governments and

has only one; until this happens there can be no question of closing the account

for the recent war.

They try to present this attitude as a dis~lay of concern on the part of the

Western Powers for the re-establishment of the State unity of Germany. But in

fact it has an entirely different purpose. Tying up the question of a peace treaty

with the problem of German unification is a method for tying the proposals drawn up

by the three Powers into a hard, rigid, unmovable block, in the hope of barring the

way to a peacefUl setilement with Germany and a solution of t4e Berlin question.

We do not, of course, think that the Governments of the Western P9wers do not

see or cannot assess the actual complexity of the situation that has been created

in GermaQY. Naturally, they are as well aware as we are that Germany today is two

independent, sovereign States with different social systems end with foreign

policies whioh are diametrically opposed to each other, and that under these
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oonditions there oannot be ~ predetermined, well-worn paths to the re-establishment

of the oountry's unity, that a meohanioal solution to this problem is impossible.

Moreover, we note that the representatives of the Western Powers themselves admit

the oomplexity of the problem of unification when there are such differences in the

development of Eas~ern and Western GermaQY. On this point in partioular ~r. Herter

spoke here in his statement on 14·May.

The Governments of the Western Powers oannot but be aware that the necessity

for negotiations between the German Democratic Republic and the Federal Republic of

Germany on the questions of unification is even olearer to the Germc~s themselves,

including those in Western Germany. It is common knowledge, for example, that the

largest political party in the Federal Republic of Germany, the Social Democratic

Party, not long ago put forward proposals on the German question in which they

frankly admitted that a gradual rapprochement and negotiations petween the two

German States were essential and must constitute one of the main preoonditions for

the unifioation of Germany.

Why then, we may ask, when conditions are like this, moot obviously unrealistic

plans for interference by the great Powers in the matter of German reunification 

plans whioh are known in advanoe to be unaooeptable from oonsiderations of principle

which we have spoken about more than once? Why do it?

It is difficult not to draw the inference that what primarily underlies this

attitude is the anxiety not to let the question of a peace treaty with Germany be

settled quickly. Some of those taking part in this ~eeting have in fact spoken

frankly to this effeot here.

But we may be permitted to ask the politicians who, while referring to their

anxiety for Germany to be unified, oonsider it possible to oppose the prompt

signing of a peace treaty with both German States - we may ask them, is the absence

of a peace treaty really bringing the restoration of German unity one inoh nearer?

Would it not be truer to say the reverse - that every day whioh passes without a.

peaoe treaty makes the gulf in Germany still deeper and still harder to bridge?

Everyone who is familiar with the actual state of affairs knows that this is the

real truth. But this means that those who try to hold up and put off the peace

settlement with Germany are by that very fact doing a disservice to the oause of

Germany's unification, howevor much t~ley lJo.y o.ssert in words thr,t they ,vo.nt

such unification.
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How is it poss~ble to move forward cn 'the question of German reunification if

we examine this problem with eyes tight shut and oblivi~~s to the ·fact that now

this reunification c~~ only be the result of rapprochement ~nd agreement between

the two GermanStatesfr How can it help German reunification to put obstacles in

the way of rapprochement be~ween the German Democratic Republic and the Federal

Republic of Germany and to deepen the gulf which divides them?

Finally, on top of all the difficulties in the way of reunifying GermaQY,

whioh are not inconsiderable even without this, the Western Powers are adding still

further obstacles and announcing that the unification of GermnQY is not within the

competence of the Germans, but must be left in foreign hands.

Does anybody really believe that the unification of Germany will be an easier

matter if the United States of Amerioa, the USSR, Britain and France interfere in

it and add the further dissensions which exist between the groat Powers to the

dissensions between the two Germe~ States which are supposed to unite?

The position in Germcny is now such that if we really wrnt to help restore the

Sta.te unity of that country we must m~e it possible for the two German states to

come closer, find a common language and jointly map out the paths which they must

take in order to unite ~~d the forms their unification must t~ke.

As we all know, the German Democratic Republic has its own definite proposals

on this matter - the plan to create a German confederation. The Foreign ~inister

of the German Democratic Republic, Dr. Bolz, has spoken about this in his statement

her~. It may be that the Federal Republic of Germ~ will also have its own

proposals, if the two States enter into negotiations.

Can the four Powers - the USSR, the United States of America, Britain and

France - help the Germ~ns to attain this end? Undoubtedly they oan.

The prime necessity for this pur~ose is the conclusion of a German pence

treaty. Those points in the treaty which determine the peaceful lines of

development for the two German States would of themselves stop the widening of the

gulf which now divides them. fuoreover, treaty provisions signed both by the

German Democratic Republic and ~he Federal Republic of GermaAY would - as the

Soviet delegation has already pointed out - provide a good initial basis for

rapprochement between the two States.

The Soviet delegation has already expressed the opinion that apart from the

cla.uses in the Soviet Draft which concern the recognition of the German people's

right to restore the unity of their country, a specific provision could be written
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into the treaty on the help which our countries could give to the two German States

in the work of reunifying Germany. This provision could be formulated either in the

form of supplementary articles or as an article in the peace treaty itself, or else

in the form of a special p~otoco~ annexed to the treaty.

The Soviet Government ~uggests that the Governments of the USSR, the United

States of ~~erica, Britain and France should make a joint declaration to the effect

that the four Powers consider that negotiations between the German Democratic

Republic and the Federal Republic of Germany on ways to restore the unity of Germany

would be desirable, and recognize that there must be agreement between the

Goverr~ents of the two German States on this question. It could also be indicated

that the four Powers will give every assistance which they are able to give for the

purpose of putting into effect such solutions as may be worked out by the Germ~~s, if

the Ger~an Democratic Republic and the Federal aepublic of Germany appro~ch them with

such a request. We should like to hear the views of the other participants in our

Meeting on t~is question.

If, of course, the German Democratic Republic and the Federal Republic found it

necessary to establish an all-German committee, we would, in principle, support the

establishment of such a committee.

These are our proposals for the promotion of German reunification. They are

entirely specific and realistic, inasmuch as they are based on the situation now

existing in Germany. If they were carried out, they would undoubtedly greatly help

the Germans to overcome the present division of their country.

In ccnnexion with the consideration of the Soviet Draft Peace Treaty with

Germany at our Meeting, the USSR delegation would like to place particular stress on

the following fact.

It would be a great mistake to assert - as some of the participants in our

negotiations tried to do - that the Soviet side, in submitting its Draft Treaty, is

trying to inpose a set of package proposals which have been previously determined

and are no't subject to discussion. Nothing could be further from the truth than

~uch an i~terpretation of the Soviet Government's intentions.

In submitting its Draft Peace Treaty, the Soviet Government wished to give its

proposals fer a peaceful settlement with Germany the clearest and most t~ngible form.

We should be only too gl~d if the other pnrticipants in our Meeting proceeded in the
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In preparing the Draft Treaty, we tried to tnke into account the interests of

our former allies in the anti-Hitler coalition and to make this document nccaptable

to all interested parties.

By way of example, I would refer to article 30 of this Draft Treaty relating to

the foreign armies nov on German soil. Here, as you know, two alternative solutions

of the problem are Buggested: either the withdrawal of all foreign armies within one

year or their reduction in number and their final withdrawal within time-limits

agreed on between the parties, the strength of these armies to be reduced by one

third within six months after the entry into force of the Treaty.

Why did we include these two alternatives in the Draft? Because it was known

that among the Western Powers doubts existed regarding the acceptability of a full

withdrawal of all foreign armies from Germany within, for example, one year. If it

were a question of the Soviet Union's views alone, we should have preferred to

restore in Germany a normal peacetime situation as soon as possible, and we think

that this would best meet the interests of the Germans, too. But we are prepared

to take into account the views of the other Powers concerned, and therefore suggest

two such alternatives.

As you know, during the discussion of the Draft Treaty at this oonferenoe, the

Soviet delegation expressed its willingness to take into account, in a businesslike

fashion, the views of other participants on each specific article. In a number of

instances we met the other participants of the Meeting half way. I have in mind,

in partiCUlar, the question of leaving both German states for some time within the

militnry groups of which they are now members, and also the question of their

participation in eoonomio alliances and associations.

We should like to emphasize the words "for some time", becnuse when, for

example, Mr. Herter and also ~r. Grewe referred to the statement we had made they

omitted to mention the fact that we had in mind the tempora~ presence of the German

Democratio Republio and the Federal Republic of Germany within their respectiva

military groups. Needless to say, this is a very vital point.

When the peace trenty is ooncluded, both German States might undertake to

enter into negotiations with the members of the North Atlantic and West European

allianoes and of the Warsaw Treaty respectively, in order to establish the procedure

and time-limits for the withdrawnl of the German Democratic Republic and the Federal

Republic of Germany from these organizations.
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There are, of course, certain other questions, arising out of the existing

situation, which might also be examined when the relevant ~rticles of the peace

treaty come up for discussion.

The Soviet delegation is convinoed thet the possibilities of ~ fruitful

ex~ination of the provisio~s of -the Draft Peace Treaty with Germa~ now before us

are far from exhausted by the discussion which h~s so far taken place at this

conference. If the other participants of the Meeting have any specific points to

make on any provisions of the Dr~ft, we shall be happy to disouss these points with

them.

This applies also to artiole 30 of the Soviet Draft Peace Treaty, to which I

have referred. If, for example1 the Governments of the Western Powers do not think

they can accept the time-limit for the reduction of the foreign armies in Germany or

the rate of such reduction, the Soviet delegation is prepared to discuss settling

this problem in still other forms which may be aoceptable to all the parties

concerned.

In addition, some provisions r9garding military restriotions might also be

disoussed.

The Soviet Government is also prepared to e~ree that the Draft Treaty should

inolude a supplementary provision conferring upon Germ~ the right to engage in

activities involving the peaceful uses of atomic energy. In this oonnexion,

article 32 of the Soviet Draft Peace Treaty might be worded as follows:

"No restrictions shall be imposed on Germany in the development of

her peaceful economy, whioh should serve to enhv~ce the welfare of the

German people. Germany shall have the right, provided that its

obligations under article 28 are observed, to engage in aotivities

involving the peaceful uses of atomic energy.

Similarl~ no restrictions shall be imposed in respect of Germany's

trade with other countries, or in respect of navigation, or in respeot

of her acoess to world markets".

Needless to say, however, no one oan expeot the exv~ination of a peaoe treaty

with Germany to take the form of unilateral conoessions by one of the participants:

the Soviet Union, to meet the wishes of the other partioipants, nemely the Western

Powers. In some quarters, perhaps, there would be no objection to the work of our

conference taking such a course, but such expectations are, of oourse, unrealistio.

If suocess is to be achieved, all participants in the Meeting must show good will in

narrowing the gap between the positions of the parties and in seeking joint solutions.
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At the last session, lI:r. Couve de Murville, in referring .to the Berlin

problem, defended a proposal in this regard contained in the three-Power

IIpacko.ge plan lt •

Can the sto.tements made here by the representatives of the United states, the

United Kingdom and F;~ce o~ the Berlin question be regarded as a constructive

contribution to the work of·the Meeting? The mere fact tha~ the Western Powers

try to defer a settlement of the Berlin question for an indefinite period, like

all the other unsettled interno.tional questions which have accumulated in the post

war years, makes it impossible for us to t~~e such an optimistic view. We find it

difficult to understand that the Governments of the Western Powers should themselves

be interested in surrounding the Berlin question with an insuperable barrier and

in preventing the conclusion of a mutually acceptable agreement on it. Yet they

submittad a Itpac~"8{;e plan lt
, from which we can dro.w no other conclusion.

The Soviet Government proceeds from ·the principle that the conclusion of a

peace treaty entails the simultaneous settlement of the Berlin question. It will

be remembered that t~e Soviet Draft Peace Treaty includes o.ppropriate clauses

dealing with this issue.

Let us assume that the Western Powers for their part had set themselves the

task of preparing a draft peace treaty with Germany. Would they in that case

have been able to sidestep the Berlin question? We need only o.sk this to see

olearly that a settlement of the Berlin question on the basis of a peace treaty 

should agreement on the question of a peace treaty be reached - is co~pletely

legitimate and reflects the vital link existing between these two questions.

We shall not go into detail at this stage, because we intend to define our

attitude on the Berlin question more fully in a separate context.

The exchange of views on a peace treaty with Germany which has so far taken

place, has shown that we have as yet merely touched the fringe of our work. The

Soviet delegation is of course aware of the difficulties connected with the attempt

to harmonize the views of the parties on this question. The preparation of a joint

draft peace treaty with Germany would obviously have involved a great deal of

trouble, even if we had taken this matter up in the immediate postwar years, if

we had struc~as it were, while the iron was hot. Now, after many years of

"oold war", this to.sk hns become correspondingly harder.
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In such circumstances, it is of course diffiou1t to remove disagreements fully

in the course of a feY days. The Soviet delegation, however, sees no i..upernb1e

obstacles to prevent our conferenoe, provided that its participants have the

neces8ar,y interest, not only from ending the deadlock but elso brom bringing

considerably nearer a solution of this problem, which is so vital for the fate of

peaoe and for the Germc..n people", and from preparing an agreed draft peaoe treaty

with Garmany, it we work pE',tient1y towards this end and truly desire it.

We are oonvinced that the peoples of our countries, which follow the course of

our Meeting with understandable attention, would be only too grateful if we

succeeded in moving forward in the preparation of an agreed draft peace treaty.

They would, however, undoubtedly be dissatisfied with us if we did not make every

neoessary effort to find a common language on the ~uestion of a peace treaty with

Germany.

_............ -
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", 25 May 1959

Duriitg the past two weeks' and again today'Forei.gn Minister Gromyko has

attempted to depici 'the German Federa.l Gover~ent as a revan'ch'ist and militaristio

government intent upon precipitating'a third world war.

These allegations res~rrect'old fe~rs and bygone hatreds" They represent

an a.ttemPt to confuse' our.pr~sent·deiibe'ra:tionsby attributing to the Federal

Republic motive~Qf'another peri6d~ ,

The Governme~t of the Federal Republic has i~equentlY explained the basis of

its policy:' It has renoUnced the use of.forc'e in the settlem~nt of international. "

disputes. F'or eXWnple', 'a.t t'he time that the Federal Republic entered NATO and

the BrussalsTreaties, its G~v~rnm~nt affi~ed that it...;..

,'.. '.".

"will reirain from' any act'ion inconsisi.e,nt with the strictly

defensive char~cter ~f the 'two tre~ties. In particular the

German Federal Republic undert~{es ~over to have recourse to
. . . , ' . '.' .. ' . , I . .~ .' , . . . ,

force to achieve the reunification of Germany or the

'modification of the present boundaries of the' German Fe'deral
_, ' .: i,

Republic and to resolve by peaceful means any disputes which .
-,~ .'• ~ - ) I ' ..-' ~ ~.,

may arise between the Federal Republic and other States~"
" , • . . '. : ., : ",.' " " . " '.... 'l . ~ , '.

fhis renunciation of the use of force in the pursuit of national aims is aD
< ' • ; , • ~ • .; • ~ ~ ~ • ..,~

exPression of co~siderations which have been s~arized by Chanoellor Adenauer
. ft. t ~ ,', • ,. , ...

as follows in a statement he made in Moscow on 9 September 1955:
I ..
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"The most precious possession that every German is

intent on safeguarding is peaoe. We know only too well

how much the Soviet and German peoples in partioular

suffered duri~g the last war, and I therefore believe

that I shall find your understanding if I say that the

horror of the destruction which would be wrought by a

modern war, of the millions of human sacrifices, of the

razing of homes and factories, of the devastation of town

and cQuntryside, has left its indelible mark-on eaoh and

eve~y'oneof us. We know in Germany, too, that the

scientific and technioal progress a.chieved since the last

war in the field of nuclear fission and other related

fields has pui; possibilities of destruction into. the hand

of man, the mere thought of whioh causes onet.o shudder.. '.

After all, everyone in Germany knows that the geographic

. position ..r our ~ountry would jeopardize us to the highest

degree in the case of an a~ed conflict. You will therefore

find uobody in Germany - not. on~y. among responsible. . . ~

political leaders but als~ in the entire population - who

remotely toys with the thought that anyone of t.he major
I" • < ,"

pol!tical problems awai.ting soluti,on could be Bolved by

war. The longing which has gripped humanity that war may
. ,-. " .

have out-lived itself by its own dreadfulness - that

longing is deeply and strongly rooted in the heart of every

German. "

{ .

, ;

An examination of the record of the conduct of .the Federal Republic' of

Germ~y clearly shows how consistently it has applied the prinoi~les t.o which

it has ,subscribed to the conduct of its foreign relations. Bya series of

painstaking negotiations it has sought to settle the differenoes with its
. . I

neighbors by peaoeful means. An e~ample of this policy w.hich might ~ell serve
,.' ./ i, ... . .. . .. : !:. ,. {. ,:

as a model for us here today because of Its use cf a plebisoite as a means of
; "I"".' . . .' .' " 'f".' t".··

determining ~~e popular will is the Saar settlement negotiated~y the French. ".' .,

and German Governments. This settlement eliminated a serious souroe of friction

which had embittered French-German relations for generations. The Federal
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Government has sougat to resolve other matters in dispute by negotiation.

Problems involving minorities along the German-Danish border have been successfully

worked out. Frontier problems with Belgium and Switzerland have also been solved.

These examples illustrate how the Federal ~epublic has translated into practice

the principles of pe~ceful settlement to which she has subscribed.

Another expression of'the awareness of the importance of peaceful settlement

and cooperation between States reflected by the statement of Chancellor Adenauer

quoted above has been the role which the Federal Republic has played in the

development of European cooperation. The Federal Republic has throughout its

existence consistently supported the development of closer ties between European

nations. She has strongly supported and participated in such international

institutions as the Organization of ~ropean Economic Cooperation, the Coal and

Steel Community, and the European Atomic Energy Organization. These associations

with other states have increased the economic and cultural ties which have knit

the Federal Republic closely into the European community. ~~ch close association

naturally increasingly reduces the chances that the German people will launch

themselves upon unilateral adventures.

In response to ominous developments in Berlin, in Eastern Europe and the

Far East the Federal Republic joined as a partner in arrangements for the defense

of the Free World. The Federal Republic has developed its defense forces as a

member of the Western collective security system. Such a collective security

system by its structure, organization and the interdependence of its members

provides an important guarantee against any member State having independent

recourse to the threat or use of force. The system ensures the security of all

Germany's neighbors, of Germany itself and of Europe as a whole. It represents

an important guarantee against the revival of German militarism. In this

connection also one should not overlook the care with which the parliament of

the German Federal Republic framed the laws for the establishment of the German

defense force. An examination of this legislation will show how thoroughly it

provides for the civilian control of the military establishment. An interesting

and significant feature in the law is that which sets up a civilian committee to

review the appointment of higher officer" of the German army.

The examples which I have cited are far from exhaustive. But they suffioe, I

think, to illustrate hQW false are the charges which the Soviet Union levels against

the German Federal Republic.
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At our tenth session on ~ny 22, the Fore18n Minister of France disoussed

-the 'general na-ture of the proposals regardin3 Berlin contained in the \'iestern

Peace Plah and the rea.sons which l~d us to include those prop~sals in the 1-'1an.

We have thought in this oonnection th~t it would be helpful to the Soviet

delega.tion if we spelled out, in S041e detail, the manner in which these

suggestions for the reunification of the Greater Berlin area coul~ be put into

effect. 'rhi~ will enable us to dis'cuss the propo;als in te~Lls of th~ practical

problems which will arise in carryiob out the reunification of the city rather

thCJ."1 in teros ~t o.bstractobjections thereto.

The' out'lin~'which we are SU3::;9Sti1l5 should not, of co~se" be .reg~rded
.' . . ' " ~ . i " ,I I •

by the'Sciviet delegation as fixed or final. There are clearly a substantial
:'

mmber 'of '[latters which W'iilha.veto' be d~vel~p~d further Md, some wbiQh
, l,··

Vfe shall,
, .'

on these nore

I.

undoubtedly could' b~ improved through ourjo~nt consideration.

therefore, velcone'the comcvnta of the ;Soviet Poreiell ~inister

detailedpropoaals, whioh are 'as follows:
, I,

TWo weeks alter the entry into force of~~e agreement aaollg the four. '

rowers on the Western ?ea.ce I-lan, the four ?owers would issue 0. joint

pjoclanation in Berlin providing thatl

A. :fending' the 'reunification of Germa.."lY, '~ee.ter Berlin, as 'defined

in the ?rotocol on the Zones 'of' Occupation' in G~~any a.nd the .Ad.r:{il1istratiou
171
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of "Greater Berlin", agreed in the :european Advisory C,)f.1tJission on

September 12, 1944, as subsequently anended, would be governed and

administered as one indivisible araa.

B. Elections-for a-Berlin Constitutional COWlcil would be held 60 days

after the issuance of the _procla~ation pursuant to the following provisionsl

1) The Constitutional Council would consist of 100 oenbers

elected by universal, free, secret and direct ballot.

2) Greater Berlin would consist of one electoral district

in which elections would be conducted according ~o the principle of

proportiona~_r~present&tio~.

3) Nomination-lists would be submitted by p~litical.partie8

which participated in the la~~ ~unicipal election in either West

or East Berlin.

4) All German citizens who o~ the day of the election had
, . . . . .

. p'assed their twentieth birthdo.y and had had their domicile in Berlin
: ...

fore. minirnuo period of six oonths would have the right to vote.

5} All persons having the ri~ht to v~te and having ~assed

their twenty-fifth birthday on the day of the elec:tion could stapd

for election.

6) Appropriate measures would be aa~eed to ins~re freedon of

elections.

The Constitutional COWlcil, which would a8s~Dble onewe~~
" ,', ',-';.

after the election, woula. draft, wi thin 60 ~ays., a. Constj.. tuti,on for

Greater Berlin and an electoral law. The draft Constitution and the
, .";. "J' .,' .

electoral law would be submitted tor apprqvB~:of the pe9pl~ of Berlin

in a plebiscite, safeguarded in the sane,manner as adre~d. ~der' ,
• , ;'. #, • ; ~ • • • •• •

paragraph 6, to be held within 30 qa.ys after completion of the drafting. '. '., .'

of the Constitution and the electoral law. The Oonstitution and ,the
,:' ., • .f I.

eleotoral law would cone into effect if approved by a majority of
,. I '. • •

those voting.
.'.

II. The four Powers would, if the Co~stitution.wera ap~~oYedby the peopl.e

of Be.l"lin t baue within one wee~. after such plebiscite, 0. proclaoation declaringl
i. I," ,

A, The coning into force of the _Const~tution.
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B. That the city would be governed in accordance with the terns of the

Constitution, and the goverlLmantal authorities selected pursuant to its provisions

would have full authority in Berlin except that:

1) The four Powers would continue to be entitled to naintain forces in

Berlin and ~o ans~ the' security of these forces. The level of these foraes

could be the subject of an agreenent between the four 2owers.

2} The four Powers could by w1aninous action t~~en within ,0 lays after

enactment, declare null and void or sus~end the operation of legislation enacted

pursuant to the Constitution but this ri~ht normally would be eJ~ercised only

when necessary in the followinG fields:

a) Disarmaoant and demilitarization, including related fields of

scientific research, prohibition and restrictions on industry and civil

avia.tion;

b) Relations with authorities abroad;

c) Protection, ~res~ige and security of Allied Forces, dependents,

en:;?loyees and representatives, their ir.Jr.1Unities and other requirenents.

III~ The four Powers would a~ree that free and w1restricted access to B~rlin,

by lend, by water, ~~d by air, should be assured for all ?ersons, goods, and

cotluunications.

IV. A. The Four Powers would deal wit~: the Berlin Governnent on all matters

relatin~ to the presence of the forces of the four Powers in Berlin.

B. Military police patrols consisting of a Denber of the force of each

Power woul(~ be established to deal with all incidents involving [Jili tary personnel

subject to the ri~ht of the Berlin Municipal police to t~ie eaerJency action respecting

breaches of the peace.

V. A~ The Berlin Government would be e[~owerea to put into effect in Berlin

any pro?osals of the Mixed German COlimittee which are put into effect in' both parts

of Germ~y, taiba extent that such proposals are applicable to Berlin~

B. The citizens of Berlin would be entitled to participate in the all-German

elections to be held u~on the coming into force of the Garann electoral law.

VI~ Upon the adoption of the Gargan Constitution ~~d establishnent of an

nll-Gareau Governoent, Berlin would becone the capital of reunified Gernany. The

all-Garman Governnent would be entitled t~ nake such chau~es in the governmental

organizntion of Berlin as may be requisite in view of that chcngo in status.
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VII. Upon t~le coning into force of the peace treaty, the sto.tiouing of

forces of the four Powers will ba subject to the provisions conto.ined in the

treaty respecting the sto.tioning of foreign troops in Geroany.

~~. Couve de l~urville on F~iday also discussed t~e stateoent of the Soviet

Forei~n Minister that GreJter Berlin is the caFito.l, and on the territory of,

t~e so-co.lled Gern~l Dewocratic Republic.

The French ForeiGn Minister very ably established that this statement is

not well-foullued. This seeDs, however, to be a point w:1ich is troublesona to

the Soviet Unio:J. in view of tLe fact that i!lr. Grooylw has on several occasions

asserted that Berlin is on tIl;;:; territory of the so-co.llec1. GerL1an :Jer:lOcratic Republic.

Accordin6'ly, it ua.y be helpful to the Soviet dele2;ation if I also review

the Datter.

Greater Berliu is an area which was jointly occupied in 194) by France, Grent

Britain, the United States 0.:1<1 the Soviet Union. The city has been and reDains

subject to the autl10rity of the four rowers and the status of either the whole city

or a21Y ;?art thereof cannot be altered Wit!lOut the consent of the four :;':owers.

T~1e Soviet delegation will w1J0ubtec.ly recall tl1o.t the .2uro~)ean Advisory

COElDission, which vms establisr..eG by the United States, the United ~=inGc1om and the

Soviet Union o.t the moscow Coaference in October, 1943, o.~reed uyan a Irotocol

. on the Zones of Occupation in Geroany ane.... tIle AdLlinistration of "Greater Berlin ll

on SepteiJber 12, 1944, to which I have referred previously this afternoon. On

November 14, 1944, agree!~1ent was reached reco.rding certain anenc1nents to the

Protocol of Septenber 12. The Soviet representative on the European Advisory

Cor~ission gave notification tho.t the Soviet Governnent ap~roved the agreenent

regardiu3 aoencuents on February 6, 194). The United ~ingdoo had previously approved

the irotocol and amendments, on DecGnber j, 1944, and the United States o~

February 2, 1.945.

On July 26, 1945, the United Kingdoo, t~e United States a.nd the USSR entered

into an agreement with the Provisiono.l Government af the French Republic regardin~

aweudments to the Protocol of September 12, 1944, whic2 served to include France in

ilia occupation of GerOll.l1y o.nc1 the o.d.r:Jinistration of IIGreo.ter Berlin. 1I The Soviet

represantative on the Euro?ean Advisory Co~~ission gave notice that his Goverru~ent

approveL this o.gree:uellt on Aucust 13, 194). T~e Unite~ States approved on July 29,

194J, the United ~:il1[sdom approved on Auc;ust 2, 194), and the FreDc~,- Governoent

approved on Au(.~ust '7, 1945.
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The lrotocol, in its final foro provid.es:

"1. Germany, within her frontiers as they >'Tere. on the 31st Deceobar, 1937,

will, for the purposes of· occupation; be divided into four zones, one of which

rrill be aliotted t~ each of the. four?'Jwers, and e. 82,Jecial Berlin nrea, which

will be under joint Occupo.tion by the four Powers."

The ?rotoeol then specifies the JeogTnphical boundaries of ancb zone and provides

for the division of the territory of Greater Berlin, which "will be jointly occupied

by the arnad forces" of the four lowers, into four :pa.rts~

Paragraph 5 of the ?rotocol provides:

"5. lUl Inter-Allied Governing Authority (Zoumandatura; consisting of four

CO~~~4dants, appointed by their respective CODrjanders-in-Chief, will be established

to direct jointly the aclninistration of the IGreater Berlin' Area."

It should be borne in Dind that the only changes in the Protocol subsequent to

February 6, 1945, when it enoe i~to force, were th~ amondments relating to the

French occupatio~ riehts.

The relntions~ip of the OCCU?yinS powers in Gern~ was furtbor clarified by

the work of the Europenn Advisory Connission in connection with thQ agreenent on

control LIDchiaery in Gernany. On Novenbor 14, 1944, ~~ ngreenent was reached in the

Comnission with reGnrd to the organization of the allied control machinery in Germany

in the period during which GerB~iY would be carrying out the basic requirements of

unconditional surrender. On 1~y 1, 194), nBreen~nt was reo.ched to include the

?rovisional G0verm~ent of the French Republic in the control aBreement~

This aJreeuent, in ita final fo~, provides thnt:

"Supreme author i ty in GerL:.mny will be exerc isecl, on instruc tiona from

their respective Goverrn~ents, by the Connanders-in-Chief of the armed forces

of the United states of Anerica, the United Kingdon and the Unio~ of Soviet

Socialist Republics, and the Provisional Goverru~ent of the French Republic

oach in his own zone of occupation, and also jointly, in matters affecting

Germany as a whole, in their ca2~city as wenbers of the supreme organ of

control cOllstituted under the present Agreement."
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It also provides r with respeot to Berlin (article 7(a»:

nAn Inter-Allied Governing Authority (Kommandatura) consisting

of four Commandants, one from each power, appointed by their respective

Commanders-in-Chief, will be established to direct jointly the

administration of the ~'Greater Berlinl1 area. Each of the Commandants

will serve in rotation, in the position of Chief Commandant, as head

of the Inter-Allied Governing Authority."

It is clear from these agTeements that Berlin was treated as an area entirely

separate from any of the Zones of Occupation and the supreme a~thority which each

commander-in-chief exercised in his zone was in Berlin replaced by a joint authority

shared by all four commanders-in-chief and which was exercised through the

Kommandatura. Although proof in support of this obvious conclusion is unnecessary

the records of the European Advisory Commission furnish ample evidence of the fact

that the Soviet Union considered the effect of these agreements to be as I have

stated. For example, on June 29, 1944, the Soviet representative submitted a draft

protocol in the Commission which defined the proposed Soviet Zone of Occupation in

detail, specifically excepted Berlin therefrom and provided a special system of

occupation for the city. I am able to m~~e copies of this proposal available to

the delegations which desire them.

Statements of the Soviet representative in the Commission meetings confirm the

meaning of the agreements. On July 5, 1944, the Soviet representative said:

"By the Soviet proposal, Berlin was to be jointly occupied.

For this purpose it would be divided into three zones. At t~e same

time, in order to avoid any misunderstanding, it would be provided in

the Protoool that there should be a joint tripartite administration of

the Berlin area. It was obvious that the services of the Berlin area

should be treated as a whole and not piece-meal by three separate

authorities. This applied, for example, to the city transport (trams,

underground) and the water and electricity supply. The main power

stations or the main water supply might, for example, be located in one

particular zone. For this reason a joint governing authority and a

joint technical machinery had been proposed that the common servioes

and utilities should be at the disposal of the three Allies and used

in their interests on e~ual terms. At the same time it should not be

overlooked that the main purpose for which the troops would be in

Berlin was military occupation."
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The quadripartite oontrol of Berlin was disrupted on Julyl, 1948, when the

Soviets announced they would no longer take part in meetings of the Komm~atura.

By this d~te, of course, the Soviet Union had begun the blookade of Berlin.

Since that time the Kommandatura has continued to function on ~ tripartite

basis. The Soviets have, in violation of their agreements, set up and maintained

a separate regime in the sector of Berlin ocoupied by them.

The action of the Soviet Union in withdrawing froltl.the joint administration of

the city in breach of their obligations has not and cannot .affeot the sta.tUB of

Greater Berlin as an area under joint occupation which is separate and distinct

from aQY other areas in Germ~. The right of the four.Powers to be in oocupation

of Berlin derives fundamentally from the unoonditional surrender of GermaQY and the

assumption of supreme authority by the four Powers on June 5, 1945. One of the

four Powers acting unilaterally could not impair the rights of the other three.

The corollary to these undeniable facts is that all of the territory of

Greater Berlin was and is separate and distinct from the territory over whioh the

Soviet Union a.sserts the so-called German Democratic Republio exercises oontrol.

The so-called German Democratic aepublic is entirely the creation of the

Soviet Union. It has no authority except that delegated to it by the Soviet Union.

It has no mandate except from the Soviet Union. It cannot, therefore, ha.ve some

thing whieh the Soviet Union is powerless to give it. And nothing could be more

self evident than that the Soviet Union cannot by itself dispose of the territory

of Greater Berlin in whole or in part.

The Government of the United states has been confirmed in its belief that the

Soviet Union recognizes these facts in its dealings with the sector of Berlin which

it oocupies.

It is to be noted, for example, that the East German Law of September 24, 1958,

concerning elections to the Peoples' Chamber of the so-called German Democratic

Republic provides for a different and limited status with respeot to the sixty-six

Representatives of E~st Berlin to that Chamber.

Moreover, it ~s to be noted that laws enacted in the so-called German Demooratic

Republic are not regarded even by the East German authorities as automatically

beooming law in East Berlin. A special procedure is followed to make the laws

applioable, as is entirely clear from documents readily available.
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In addition, it is well-known that as a practical matter the Greater Berlin

,are~ has, in fact, been recognized as an area different· from the area

of the so-called German Democratic Republic. For example, whereas checkpoint

controls are maintained between East Berlin and East Germany, there is freedom of

movement within GreaterfBerlin.

It is olear from the foregoing that the.legal obstacles to the reunification

of Berlin, which the Soviet Foreign Minister has cited, do not really exist. If he

is prepared to do so, we could prooeed to a disoussion of our detailed proposals,

which would make elear their far-reaching significance for the peace and prosperity

of the. people of Berlin.
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In ~bA 'OCl\U'•• 'otL~'IU .:itcsh~e ot, opiftiOD:1J "i'th .regard to Ii plJ.SOe :tres:ty wi\h '

Ge~\'the:Sorie"48l:8igriiOi1: 'he.8alr..8dy had an opportunity of putti».g ~to1'W'8rd i

oertain oonlideratioDI on the Berlin question a.s well. It nmrbeoomel unnti&l

to expldJi::t~C*orl:4&"lIIi1 1J.by'the S<rl'1wt GO'?~!imenta;t,ta.ah(l" .uoh grea' limpo~ce

to this,i qlle jitton ,a.tr:d ltllat:iI the ullende' of our propo.alli rlth N8~d tc 'feri

Berlihlt,,:'Ihia b e.ll the more neoeue.ry·llinoe ,the Soviet 11uto11'a propoaall·ha.ve,

oaused, i:a. Tutern (toutlO!"', ",ood 411111 o:fcomment*hich d:htori8 :theuxule of

then propo..~i. _ In thft tnter"..t.ot ca.lm a.n4budneulike diBcu.doxi of the .

:Berli:a. que.tioD At: &ur Keating it· yould be a.n MT8.XJ:tlage, if '". lIo\:l.ld fre8' tlu:uelwa

from the•• "U=eo...a..ry aoore"itbna &nd: tilk. a lober look B.t the .t~te.of :!attS.:1:I... :m
Berlin.' .,

W" all knOW' that fourteen years ago the eyes of mankind, whicllhad'··'h.toAK .,

the hbtDrlcs milit8.1'y victory ofta. anti-Iiitler· cosHtioD" 'ifn'., tur!1&cL klipetully

toward. Berlin,' whtu!'o the great Powerlf'W'hiohhe.d brought· &bou:t,the· olpi'ti1l1a.tion ot

Hitler f 8 "'.rme:J~'''·rire ~\UlUtm.oualY taking deddons the;' ....r9·.lIlpDnant for ','the ,f&'\8 '

of the yc:rld.· Anct !loft', by an iron:r~'tor'whioh there are f8" pr8oed8J1ta ,.in ·1t~a,toryf .'

Berlin h&ll been turned i:d:h: Oh8·of''the 'tn1Ut de.qel'ou.'uo",oJ'a ,:tth" IIcsol! war.,

It must 8urely be &Ii &1~:I..r:I.g 1r&rt1U;1.g t, UlI, tbAt· in 'the put-'W'ar ycuu'. there have

more thanODCtl been c~flic,. In Berlin whiDh~.;be8n't.~ughtwith gra~. danger.,

for the c~uae of pe~oe.

't " .' 1

188
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We are told that the oocupa.tion regime in West Berlin has been in existenoe

for a long tine, so why should it not renain in force in the future? As oan be

judJed from the state~ents made by offioial representatives of t~e Western Powers,

this position'ehtlrely suits these Powers. But this is a w~ of posing the
,'-1· .

probleo which is in·no way justified.

+n ~tUO.i't~t,··: if we ioak a.t the period when the Allied a.greenents on
" " .. ' ,... ". ,,; ,'. .

Berlin were worked out and reneober tha situation at that tine, it must be
\

adoitted that probably the only thing that has not changed during the decade

and a. half whioh has gone by is the oocupation r~gime in West Berlin. But all
~J. /)"i.1. ,,3'-.. ,,", :.~ ':.' ..".·1'~. " ~~

around, throughout Ger~1a.ny, change~':~YJ! oo~nl!t'~d,. ~~chhave altered the very

basis on which the fuur-Power agreenent. on aQr~in rested. The western part

of the city has now become, in the State, political and econooio respeots, I.\Il

island. -Qn.-th4.t .:tez.ri.tory of the ·Ge~ DeDor.Jr~tiq.Rep~bJJ:i9-l~ ~Ji1.P~ (lal). 1~~UD,d, i:;

for WIQ)"802:'S 'iQa.,t·a new German state, the' ~>lIi:lfl!IlDam"-c:J\\\1;i..o;e.eP\1.b::\.icJ.:p.a.Il'!'e~Ji\..:·t. " . , '.' ."

•• ,. !..".. ~igrowio.g. ,Md. . f lour.ishing t.

'llhareaUtiu ~flife ,hav-e lonll.d~ce. o",e:rt~en,~q. paueq. ,i;he, lij~,c\ij?ai4o.q .'. . '

rtSgime in.Gemany·a;od lnv'ewipadout thQ d:!.V:iaion,.. oi' the eOUI)t:r.y :t...lto ;,q90Upe,~iolJ.,11 .

zones; r:tha ·A:Ll,ieq. C6nt1tol tmCihine:ry. for ,·Geroe.nYJ in ,whiob on. of th. linlJs "''''''J ;,
the qua.dr::\:po.rt:ttes'ie."uII, MILlong,ago ·;dbc.pptlil>rad.. into ,th~·p~.ft·h; .' ,. >1

As the h:htol'ic c~pita.l Qf"Geroany, Be:t'lin,w",!::()1}QS9:Q. lUI the re$iq.QP~erjq~ .', .,

th.,{iontrol Council,which;.is .,~.ece::U&d tod&y only ·by i~j,ltlaPi;y buildinE(.Jn t~. ; ~ .;

Am&i'icllW·,;Se:tctar, with the flagl.'ltafta of the·:t.Ourl'owflrh', .'~:n a word,..• ;J.ife ;in:-; ,

Geroany has gone its own way, while West Berlin reoains the preserve of the ,,( ,

occupcit:il0J1·r6~ioe. ' '; .\,.;.',

-:, l'lha,will ~b9·S.) bold ~8.tO:qU9Bti01J;1ihQ.t jhow• ..,e~,)w~88 :th~ 8:\;at9llmen ylf.p f,

de'ierldJied'thlJ:~fe.t6of~Bo:dili.back:inthe;,Yl\e.rs o~,th., war I!lQ.Y 4Q.VIiJ bllan,.,

ho1ieve:r ,.auDible :IQlI1,.tlb.ecil'CW1ul~e.noasof the, li,oe'~el,i1~~4l!l;i.Qns,;.•orksd qut 

tJ;o1.Q,m,t!II&;t:h8T88eemed" these de(lision/J Qe.nnot· opeJl'a;te indei'in~tely? No~, a4

W8 all iQ01f.J were, they 9'V01' ;j,~tQtld~d.:to o)lIU:'ette'indef;j,nitQJ.y, " .,'" , .

. r 'When.we .peQk &bout ,the Berlin, qUts'tiQn" we '\Ill-fll>.tl ,pl"jm~ily :the ending, ot,:

the,o~a~atig...rd,ime ::b).IWut,\Bel'H~,... a.ud,.~he.<poa,nt i, p.,t.Illtl;r~ly ~o ;e.Qo.\,1s4 ,...

the foreign military cOmrJanda in Berlin and to take down signs pu~ up: fo~t"en

years ago with such inscriptions as lIyou are now entering the Amerioan Sector

of Berlin ll • It is necessary to get rid of the essentially abnornal situation

. . i' I

) " .

." r"., ..
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in which West Berlin, as a result of the artificial support of the occupation

regine, is being used by the NATO Powers, including the Federal Republic of

Gernany, and by certain extrenist groups in Western Garnany, for the purpose of

carryin~ on subversive activity and hostile propaganda a6ainst the USSR, the

GerQan Denocratic Repu~lic and other socialist countries.

It would be superfluous ,to enumerate the dozens of bodies 'belonging to

foreign intelli~ence and subversive organizations which are located in West

Berlin. I thilli~ that these facts are sufficiently well known to all of us here.

No, there is probably no other place in the whole world where the intelligence

services of certain States would feel so cosily at hone. AJents of these

organizations are operating against the Gernan Denocratic Republic, are carrying

out sabotage and arson, are putting machinery in the factories out of connission,

destroying livestoc~ in agricultural co-operatives and so forth. These facts

are sufficiently widely YillOwn fron official docuoents published by the Government

of the German DeIJocratic Republic.

And what are we to say about the activity of RIAS, the broadcasting station

which was set up as 10n3 ago as 1946 in West Berlin? The dissenination of

lying rmJours, slanders, incitenents to sabotage and disorders - this is the

weapon which this notorious broadcasting station is using day by day.

If, then, one reneobers all these facts - and this is by no neans the

conplete list - it becomes clear that the continuation of the occupation of

West Berlin is appropriate and nocessary for the purpose of using this town as

a "cold warl! outpost pushed. far forward against the Geroan Denocratic Republic

and the other socialist countries~ It is rio accident that West Berlin is

called, in the lanciuage of those who support the cold WlJ,r, a "frontier town"

and the "cheapest hydrogen bOElb"~

The Soviet Union has constantly raised with the Western Powers the'question

of abolishing the espionage and sabotage centres and the subversive organizations

in West Berlin, but the proverb applies - II no one is so deaf as he who does not

wish to hear". Moreover, it seeElS that sooe people are even expecting the

Soviet Union to help maintain in West Berlin ar~&lgenents which are being used

to the prejudice of the interests and security of her allies and to the detriment

of the cause of peace in Europe. Surely this is absurd! Can ther0 be any doubt

that if any of the Western Powers were in the Soviet Union's place they too would

prJbably be denandin~ an end to so abnoroal a situation?
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A t~n8e, nervous atmosphere in Berlin h~s already been created beoause,

within the walls of this city, ~~erican, British, Frenoh, Soviet and German

oilitary units belonging to the forces of opposing military alliances are

serving, wearing uniforo and co~ing into direct contact with one ano~er. Under

such conditions, there is the constant fear that sooe purely lucal incident

might end up as a seri~us conflict.

The dangerous situation'in Berlin is further cooplicated by the fact that

threeoocupatiun Powers, having put their troops in the centre of the Gernan

Denocratic Republic, think it possible to ignore that State, its Governosnt

and its l~ws. Under these conditions even insignificant incidents, the

Cuusequences of which could be dealt with through ordinary negotiations, are

turueQ into problems of international. significance and beoome the subject of

sharp political p.ol.etli..c~,. ~ompanied by provocative.o.ctioU$ .a.(lD-i nrl the Ge.rGJAI1.

~-UC-~.... It is not V'frry di.f:£'uu,lt- -to unda:rrl.and that such a

situation is not only in itself int.olerable but is also axert.iug e.u a,¥t,1'Q~l,y'

unhealthy tWd febrile inf.luanc9 an. the "h01e Eur0llean 8i tu.ation.

There is a further side to the question which we cannot lose sight of.

If the high principles of the United Nations are to be follow~d not just in

words but in deeds, then in considering the situation in West Berlin we

cannot but set ourselves the task of restoring in full the rights of the

Germans in this part of the city; and this c~~ot be achieved without ending

the occupation regime. So far these principles have been patently forgotten

when West Berlin has been discussed.

The military authorities of the United States of ArJerica, Britain and

France are maintaining w1lioited authority in West Berlin, which permits them

to control the social political, eoonomic and cultural life of that part of

the city. The three Allied CO~Danders can, according to an official statement

of 5 iliay 1955, alter the laws of the West Berlin authorities "in the event of

their not corresponding to Allied leGislation or other measures of the Allied

authorities, or to the rights of the Allied e.uthorities"~

In the Western sectors there are all kinds of occupation bodies, rrom

cO::JQandants to various l1infornation services l1 who have the last word in deciding

the ievelopnent of West Berlin. Is it not tiDe tu admit that this interference in

the internal affairs of the GerDallS is wrong, and to renounce it? In the opinion

of the Soviet Government it is high tiDe.
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In Berlin then, we are dealing with a very complicated entanglement, not only

of the political but also of the military interests of several Powers. This

circumstanoe must, in our view, still further underline the danger of the existing

situation in West Berli~. Surely it is clear that if peace were to be violated in

West Berlin the armed foroes,of the Soviet Union and the armed foroes of the

Western Powers could scarcely be expected to stand aside from the conflict.

Such, in broad outline, is the position in West Berlin which gives us every

reason for regarding West Berlin as a place where a fuse, as it were, is perp~tually

smouldering under a powder magazine. Such is the situation whioh has induced the

Soviet Government to deolare its determination to end the occupation regime in

West Berlin and to raise this question at the present Meeting.

Can a solution be found for the Berlin question which would serve to strengthen

peace in Europe and whioh would be acceptable to all the parties conoerned? It is

our deep oonviction that such a solution is perfectly possible, and the Soviet

Government hopes that our conferenoe will find a basis for settling the Berlin

question in a way whioh will serve the cause of peace,

From the very outset we must proceed from a recognition of the necessity for

united effort on the part of those taking partin the Meeting in order to bring the

'situation in Berlin into line with the circumstances which have been created in

Germany and with the requirements of securing peace and the security of the European

peoples. The task of our ~eeting with regard to the Berlin question is determined

by the s~e consideration - that a new agreement which meets this purpose should

now be substituted for the quadripartite agreements on Berlin which were drawn up

back in the days of the war, However, as soon as a readiness for this appears, there

is no question but that such an agreement will be worked out,

We have already had an opportunity here to aoquaint ourselves with'the joint

proposal of the three Powers on Berlin, set out in their general Plan for a

settlement of oertain international problems as well as in the speeohes made by

Mr. Herter and Mr. Couve de i~rville. There is no need now for me to dwell in

detail on the attitude of the Soviet delegation towards the three-Power proposals,

sinoe I have already done this.

But I must repeat once more that the Western Powers' proposals with regard to

Berlin are unacceptable from beginning to end. They cannot form a subject for

discussion.
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How can the Soviet Union, which long ago finished with the occupation regime

in the territory of the former Soviet occupation zone and recognized the sovereignty

of both German States; be expected to be able to agree to the maintenance of an

occupation regime in Berlin in any form whatsoever? But surely this is precisely
r

wh~t is suggested by the three pqwers, whose Plan has the aim of perpetuating the

occupation of West Berlin and extending it to East Berlin~ which they propose to

detach from the German Democratic Republic.

It can hardly be counted as a success for our efforts if the three. Powers first

regard the Western sector of Berlin as a kind of. spoils of war, as some kind of

trophy which they intend to hold on to, fourteen years after the end of the war.

In our opinion it is quite possible to settle the Berlin question on an agreed

basis without having recourse to an artificial prolongation of the occupation of

Berlin.

All the partioipants in the Meeting are familiar with the Soviet Government's

specifio proposals on the Berlin questionn The proposals were repeatedly expounded

in detail in statements by Mr. N. S. Khrushchev, the Head of the Soviet Government,

and in notes addressed by the Soviet Government to the Governments of the United

States, the United Kingdom and France and also of the German Democratic Republic

and the Federal Republic of Germany. We have on several occasions explained their

contents hare at Geneva too, and during our joint flight from the United States to

Geneva. I should like briefly to deal again with the substance of these proposals,

which, as we think, indicate the most suitable method of settling the Berlin question.

The Soviet Government is deeply convinced that in the present circumstances

the oonversion of West Berlin into a demilitarized Free City would be the most

suitable basis for settling the Berlin question. Such a settlement of the question

is suggested by the facts themselves? inasmuch as? more than any other method, it

takes into account the position of West Berlin as an enclave in the German Democratic

Republic with a political and social order different from that existing in the

Republic.

If West Berlin is given the status of a demilitarized Free City, it will be

possible to create a solid and orderly basis for the life of 2.2 million West

Berliners, who have been placed in the paradoxical position of a State within a

State as a result of post-war developments. After all~ West Berlin is in reality

a separate political formation in the territory of Germany? whi~h has definite
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political, economic, cultural and other ties with various states. But as a result

of the continued occup~tion, this city now enjoys no firm guarantees of its rights.

With the removal of the occupation regime and. the creation of a Free City, West

Berlin will obtain a r~liabl~, legal status and generally recognized rights to
r

independent development, its population will sleep tranquilly and be confident of

its future.

The Free City would undertake not to participate in any aSBoci~tions or

agreements of a military or politico-military oharacter. At the same time, any

aotivities hostile to other States would be prohibited. Such ~ provision will

~lude the possibility of West Berlin being used in the military interests of any

States or bloos of States and will place its development on a peaceful basis.

There are people who oonsider that since West Berlin's geographical position

cannot be changed, the only means of s~feguardingthe interests of the Western

Powers is the presence of milita~ garrisons of the· United States, the United Kingdom

and France at Berlin. But if we are to rely on arms and on a policy of strength

alone in international affairs, no place whatever remains for co-operation between

States in the interests of redueing tension and creating genuine peacetime conditions.

The Soviet Government does not, of course, share such views, since it is quite

obviou~ that the presenoe of foreign armies in any territory not only provides no

guarantees of stability in the international situation, but, on the contrary, is one

of the chief sources of friction and mistrust between States.

The Soviet Government proceeds from the assumption that such gUarantees for the

. free and independent existence of a Free City of West Berlin "and for its unimpeded

communications with the countries of both the West and the East oan and must be

worked out, as would dispel any doubts regarding the int~ntions of the parties tp an

agreement on the new status of West Berlin and would safeguard the firm and durable

statuB of West B~rlin as an independent political unit.

In the Soviet Government's view, the four Powers should solemnly undertake not

to interfere themselves, and not to permit the interferenoe of other States, in the

domestic affairs of the Free City and to guarantee its free communications with the

outside world. If this is found to be appropriate, the provisions guaranteeing the

status of the Free City could in our view be set forth in a special document to be

signed by the four Powers. Suoholearly defined obligations would undoubtedly

provide a more reliable guarantee for the security and free existence of the

population of West Berlin than the presence of occupation forces interfering in all
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questions regardin3 the city's donestic situation and exerting pressure on all

aspects of the West Berlin people's life~

The Soviet delegation.is prepared to exchange views also on the forms in which

the United Nations night pe enl~sted for the purpose of underwriting the guarantees
r

for the independent existence of a Free City of West Berlin.

The GovermJent of the Geroan Denocratic Republic has already officially

stated that it is prepared for its part to guar~tee the status of the Free City

and its free coru~unications with the outside world.

The Soviet Governnent's concern is that after agreeoent has been reached on

the status of a Free City for West Berlin, this status should be strictly and

fully respected by all States and also by the 'West Berlin city goverru1ent.

The question arises who is to watch that the status of the Free City is

respected? A special body will obviously have to be established for this purpose.

In our view, a pe~Danent C01~1ission consisting of the representatives of the

four Powers and of the German Denocratic Republic could be such a body. We do

not nean, however, that this Co[unission should be a kind of higher authority for

the Free City~ It should not have any ~Jinistrative or executive functions. It

would be solely conpetent to verify that all parties concerned strictly and absolutely

respect the status of the Free City and that its independence is safeguarded. The

COlliJission right subnit periodic reports on the results of its observation to the

gover~~ents of the countries which have siLmed the agreenent on the status of the

Free City and also to the United Nations Security Council.

The developnent of West Berlin as a demilitarized Free City will permit the

creation of a stable and balanced economy. It is connon knowledge that the

industrial developoent of West Berlin has considerably fallen behind that of the

other parts of GerDany at the present tine. Thus, while1n the Gernan Democratic

aepublic and in the Federal Republio of Gernany industrial production has more than

doubled in comparison with 1936 and while the industrial production index of East

Berlin is 189 compared with that period, the industrial production index for West

Berlin in 1958 was nerely 119~ ~oreover, such inportant branches of West Berlin's

economy as Qechanical engineering, precision engineering, the optical and Detal

working indust4 ies, and the transport equipuent and printing and publishin3

industries did not even reach prewar levels in 1958.
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Countries interested in having economio ties with West Berlin would be able

to develop trade with the Free City on a sound commercial basis.

The Soviet Government desires to ensure that the economio position of the

West Berlin population will not only not deterioriate but be strengthened in

every way through the c~eation of a Free City, and we are oonvinced that the real

prerequisites for this exist. With this in mind, the Soviet Union has already

announoed, a"s you are aware, that it is prepared to pla.oe orders with the

industries of the Free City of West Berlin and also to supply it with foodstuffs

and raw materials required for industry on a commeroial basis. It is relevant to

point out that at the present time a considerable part of the Soviet Union's

purchases in West Berlin already goes to absorb the output of branches of

industry which e.2tperienoe difficulty in marketing their produots.

We do not of oourse by any means aspire to a monopoly of trade with the

Free City of West Berlin, and if other Powe~s also expressed the wish to expand

their trade relations with the Free City, we should only welcome such a

development. Such competition would only contribute to making the Free City of

West Berlin more viable and more prosperous.

In submitting its proposa.l for the croation of a Pree City of West Berlin,

the Soviet Government is guided by the consideration that this settlement is the

most feasible oompared with any other possible settlement of this question. Why?

Because the liquidation of the occupation regime in West Berlin would in this

case not harm the interests or affect the prestige of any of the Government.

conoerned, nor would it give unilateral advantages to either side. This, if

you like, is the reasonable oompromise whioh might be acoepted, in our opinion,

by all the parties oonoerned without any detriment either to their prestige or to

their security.

As you are aware, we have also made some other proposals for the liquida.tion

of the occupation regime in West Berlin. They are well known, and there is no

ueed to deal with them in any detail now, partioularly as we have already

discussed them. In the interests of reaching a mutually acoeptable agreement, we

are of oourse prepared, in the examination of this question, to consider any

proposals whioh may serve to achieve this purpose.

I have already pointed out that after the Soviet Government submitted its

proposal for the liquidation of the Gbnormal 'situation in Berlin and the oonversion

of West Berlin into a Free City, certain groups in the West made a number of
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stntenents intended to distort the Soviet proposals and to mislead the people

of West Berlin and publio opinion in other countries. Such statements inc~uda the

assertion that the Soviet Union allegedly desires to seize West Berlin and

incor~orate it into the German Democratic Republic.

The Soviet GovermJent ~8 also ·credited with the intention of blockading the

city, upsettin~ the way of life which has been established there, etc.

All such allagation$ are of oourse conpletely alien to the Soviet Union's

true intentions and aius~

The Soviet Union does not. seek to obtain any unilateral advantages or

pri~ileges fron a settlement of the abnornal situation in Berlin and it does not

pursue any ains other than the re~oval of a source of tension in the centre of

Geroany and of Europe. ~L~yone who t~~es the trouble to study the substance of the

Soviet proposals for the settlement of the Berlin question will satisfy himself

that is precisely how the matter stands.

If we are to speak frankly, the Soviet Goverru:Jent considers the creation of a

Free City far frOD being an ideal solution of the West Berlin question. The most

equitable approach to this question would be, of course, the extension to West

Berlin of the full sovereignty of the German Democratic Republic~ I think that

the German ~eDocratic Republic, whose capital the division of the city continues

to m~tilate, could with the fullest justification demand such a solution of the

question.

However, the impleoentation by the German Deoocratic Republic of its sovereignty

over West Bexiu1 would lead to .an unhealthy breakdown of the economic and political

structure that has been set up in West Berlin, which, as is well lU10wn, is not

what the German Demooratic Republic desires. The Soviet Governr.lent has taken all

this into consideration in suboittin3, in agreeLlent with the Goverru~ent of the

Geroan Denocratic Republic, a proposal for the creation of a Free City.

I nention this because in the Western Press and in the stateoents made by certain

~olitical leaders the situation is represented in such a way as to nuke it appear that

by agreeing to the creation of a Free City the Goverrunents of t~e United States of

America, the United Kingd~m &~U France would be o~ting a ereat concession to the

Soviet Union w1d the GerDan Democratic Republic. In reality, however, if it is

~ossible to tall~ of any concession in connexion with declaring West Berlin a Free

City, it should be about the concession on the part of the German Democratic Republic.
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The opponents of the settlement of the West Berlin question, in striving to

discredit the idea of the creation of a Free City, assert that it .would lead to the

further division of Germaqy since l they allege, the Free City of Berlin would

b~ome a "third Statel'f on the territory of Germa.n;y. Such assertions are being made

above all in the Federal Republic of Germany. There has also been talk on these

lines in some of the statemijnts made at this conference. It is not difficult,

however, to show the utter groundlessness and, more than that, the deliberate
.,

flimsiness of suoh arguments.

It is, of course, clear to all of us that the oreation of a Free City is a

t&mpora~ solution designed for the period before the unification of Germany and

the formation of a single German State. At the same time it must be admitted that

such a step would make an undoubted contribution towards the unifioation of Germany.

Indeed, the normalization of the situation in Berlin would have a positive effect

also on the situation in Germany as a whole, it would help to improve the relations

between the two German States.

We would not witness, for instanoe, such manifestations of hostility towards

~he. German Democratic Republio on the part of certain circles in the Federal

Republic of Germaqy as oocur almost ev~ry time official visitors from Western

Germany - statesmen of the Federal Republic of Germany - take advantage of their

stay in West Berlin to make statements harshly attacking the German Democratio

Republic, denigrating the system prevailing there and trying to rouse the inhabitants

of West Berlin against the German Democratic Republic. Let us imagine for a moment

statesmen of the German Democratio Republic starting to use some city in Western

Germany as a tribune for making statements against the internal system and Government

of t~ePed~ral Republic of Germany. I think that the Government of the Federal

Repub'lie of Germany would not show such a tolerant attitude as is now shown by the

German! Democratio Republic.

The formation of a Free City would help West Berlin to remove the many

disagreements that have aocumulated in the mutual relationships of the Federal

Republio of Germany and the German Democratic Republio, and this wbuldpontributa

towards bringing them closer together, while the praotical business of ,the Free

City1s political, eoonomic and other relations with the German Demooratic, Republio

Tould help to accumulate positive experience for the extension of such relations

bet"e'en' the German Demooratio Republic and the Federal R~publio of Germany.
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In our opinion, the best way of all to resolve the Berlin question would be

within the framework of a peace treaty with Germany in the event of agreement being

reached on such a treaty. As a resuli of a peaceful settlement, any oCGupation

r~ghts and privileges of the Powers that vanquished Germany would, naturally, lapse

and the oonditionswould b-~ created for the peaceful development not only of Berlin

but of the whole of Germany. Of course, so long as two German St.atesexist, for

Berlin, even after the signing of a peace treaty, it is impossible to imagine a

solution other than that of declaring it a Free City until Germany is unified.

The Soviet Government's proposal for the solution of the Berlin question has

met with a sympathetic response both on the part of offi~ial circles and of public

opinion in many countries. It is no exaggeration to say that tociay people

throughout ·the world have become pr~foundly conscious of the abnormality and danger

of the present situation in West Berlin and are oonvinced that the.Berlin question

must be resolved, as re~uired by the interests of consolidating peace ~~d relaxing

international tension.

The Western oountries are no exception in this regard. It is well known that

influential politioal parties, authorit~ti~e political and social leaders and

numerous organs of the Press in these oountries are expressing serious concern in

connexion with the dangerous rOle which West Berlin is playing as a result of the

continued foreign oc~upation of that oity and its utilization as a breeding ground

of international tensicn. The importanc& of a solution to this question was also

stressed in the joint oommunique on the results of the talks between the British

Prime Minister, Mr. Macmillan, and the Chairmfu~ of the Council of Ministers of the

USSR, Mr. N. S. Khrushchev, in Moscow.

All this gives grounds for hope that the participants in our conference will

treat this question with due·attention and recognize the need for taking immediate

steps to normalize the situation in West Berlin and that as a result we shall

succeed in reaching an agreement which will be in keeping with the task of

strengthening peace in Europe, while taki~~ into due consideration the rights and

interests both of the German. Democratic Republic and of the inhabitants of West

Berlin. The achievement of such an agreement would at the same time help to

remove one of the causes that are preventing the relations between the great Powers

from being properly adjusted.

Such are the comments we wished to make especially regarding the Berlin question,

taking into consideration the faot that all the partioipants in our Meeting have

recognized the importanoe and the acuteness of this question.
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In addition to the oorrections listed in document RM/DOC/29/Corr~1, the

following changes should be made:

Pa.ge 10, after the last line, ~ the following sentence. "The most

important factor, however, is that a normalization of the situation in Berlin

would serve, above all, the general cause of oonsolidating the peace and

security of the peoples in Europe."

Pa.ge 11, last paragraph, line 1, instead of: "The formation of a Free

City would help West Berlin to remove the many .~~",~: "The formation of

a. Free City of West Berlin would help remove the many ~~~,,~
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t!16~de('~t1e.t~I'r~ .~lth"\.-hlch:i cid:~ot d.etil tddJy~::' :1I~ ~~)ci~e', 1:" ihizik',-''.~~ry ·1r~i;.

~', ot:::6ol1'f';,je;"'fr9shtil1 sttla,i ·.li~th/Baid~' . ;"tti';t:ti:9: ''dJJ8.n·tfri~, I must;<'~p~ak 'I:;ith

eqilil.·.Ct:r·a.t1im~.8·&bou-i s~meof;tlie.:rm'a.tters'whicb ~~, '~aJl'fed~ Th~'SoV=iet ':'Gove:fri'ri'ent
in itt~ot.e d1' ~~cl{2 said it 'was' In f'a.vdJ.:.r' '6i':k ~oi~ti'o:n 01 thetJe'ri:in: p:jo~i~h

·WioiJ~Jth8-·lt·6'·'8.11 the inte'rested· :pa.J;-tie~,·iitb:'tha~airJ :of'ensurlnk p~a:C8 '~l°::'

.fc~Y"~~~\'1i);:peopfes cif 'Europell ·• . Well 'I think i1i~tl is ill pr~po~~'{tioriiw'hi~)()

:~8 r~cMIa:~iii 'Jl~~ept~ We.sht· t6 ha.~e a sol'titIon'of th~ Berl'i~'~i~b:let1 '~iilck'IU

Is e.c~~~Vttfdfe 'td f~li' 0'£' us hera 'e,;nd which will''8.18:oens~e~tlie' peace ~~ t>~~jgJ:l~y
of ,i.tJiif·:p.c1Pt~.,~ldl~~ope.'.,,.' ., . " i .: . <,II··;'J\·t
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W.riiJi'21 %;e.c;iJ Piia.d ~~'t'oh 1.'Ju~d·'reotifY'·'£lie 'ab±;or~e.~··' ~i tuhti·o\nl£{"ik.rr:/r/.njJJ:J
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\.llJ.l '. ")\.: l~; lI_Lf;J~q'll ::~~,J:-/"';:- ;".(~'"! '''i", ·qC < .~ "(JL-.1 f l1>:1f:: ,-"filml,
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in Berlin is mainta!ned, whether the Sov1et Free City plan were to be adopted or

whether the proposals in the 7estern Peace Plan were accepted. In any ot these

oa8es, whichever temporary solution is accepted the situation in Berlin remains

abnormal beoause the s1tuation in the whole of Germany is abnorma.l.

I bATe n~verreally understood the force of the Soviet objection to the
" . r

p~Q~e~t situation. I have looked &gain at their notes and their statements. I. 4,. r. .

have listened very carefully to what Mr. Gromyko has said today. The Soviet

Union seems to object to the present situation in Berlin on two grounds. First

of all they say that the faot that there is what they call an ocoupation regime

in Yest Berlin produces - ijr. >.G:tomyko haa. ulled "\he ·phr.a.ee - " a hotbed of

international cOnflictsif i-:"':':', Ita"lihtb~d ~6f ,iD.f,~·l";tfti;~{on;i ;:tensions ll • There haa
i_.'.· ',." ( "i.Io ",' ". -. ,

been mention of an "advanoe po at of the cold war II , and in the Note of Maroh 2

the Soviet Government referred to the situation in Berlin as a serious souroe ot

tnternatlo041 tension. Their seqond objaction is that the present 81t~ation
I • ,t ,j~' ,.:. . ..' .' , .:.' . ' : . ~, " ! .. ,':

pr~vid~ll,t~G WestQrn P~w~~s 1f~t~ a. "NATO st,:,ongpoint"., "l: ;~~ t~~ :wo1.d j

"'P.ea.rhead" ,ha~ b~en used, or "~ringbo¥d"f '; t;io 'W~ing9.,o~d ~. the '1P:f..4d~e,ot
• • • •••• • 1 ' • _ • ,. • •• ., • • <: .. ~_ . " •

territory 'l'hi~h !apart of, the Wa.:rsaw Pac~ .ystem~. I,wap-t ;'0 tr,Y .'q~~e':H: ....ith,

,t~o.e;,tlfo ,~ro~nds u,P~nwhiCh the S~'viet U~io:n ~bject 1tot~apre,8en~,.,~~~u.a.t~o~•

.~~)f. ~.~ ~~e, the ~irst point, ,t1}.e So!i~t.Gove~~~t. ,seemlf Ito ,be "s~:r:~:I'l8': tha~ e.u.

oC,t?\uKali~n;.~.~~u.s ,is e,quivalent to, i';l' st'i\t~s of ,~ar ,and is ~"Ql ~a.:ct9d~er~U8.

Bltt to our mind .there i~no. equiv:alence, betweep :these t:w:o cQnQ,ept. J E1J'A t4,e
.' I ,...',) " • '. .! . " . -I • 'l ..,' ,-, , .... ,', ~ • " .. ~. '

SOYietGovernme;nt mu,st surel;y have regard ~ot~e fac.ts ~f the~r.es~~;~~",?:,,"tioJ1..

Ou;r .troops ~8. not ~~eX:lin for wEU:l~e :PU1"'~oS~~'.,the;y are not ~~~d:i.p,8 .dp.1f't, ~.

unW~~l~g P;opu.~a.t~Of\', ' The,Y a.re~br~x;e really as sYfUb.01s of t.he;~~le~~¥:t.wf~qh~he

Western Powers ta.ke in the fate. of. the inhabitants of West ~a:r:lin, aAA ,theb"
'. .. f ' ~ . . ~.' ~ ..... , . .-"., -, . ' .... .';. :' ;. 'j ~ ':.- '.~ .,,~ 1·. ".,'" ',! • .'

presence is desired by the overwhelming majority of those. inl;l.abit~~, And,.l
-f' • " ': k -Of _",,(. '.', , f

repeat again, ,in~~sje :d.ue a.ttep~fo.n ,was not p;~i~ ,.to) ",:~at, I;~aid b~t~.r,e:,I; t~t in

the e~tiQOs whioh were held in.West ~r~in last Ueoember, 93~ at the ele~tQ7&te
.::,;'~. '_.~"., .,' ',.' . '. t'. "I j":'\ "1, ~.:" ,.! '.~'! .i..' ,i,.j I.,",';

votOjd ~~ ..98.1~ of those vot..i~fS; f~co:r:ded ,~~~!;ir, B;lP~?z:t qt ~he: l>~hs w;p.q Pa4.~,

oom~ o~t..in f7l-vou.r of .the ,co~~~~ed pre8:en~~~ pr :W-e8~~r,n tfo~p8).+1 Berlin, .~

that rre~ly di,a:;Poses of. thits >wh~;J...e, allegation of, meddliJ1gJ .of, the ~dea that OlU"
, .l J .. ' . ' ';. '.C,. , . L '.' ',,' '. : . • . • . •. " • - • ~. .'.'

~~Of?S, a.r.~.i~i'"e8.t)~r~,in ~n :the basis of: fol"p-ing ~t I,l.l!l,war. bootiY;1 i:t~a.t the .r:i.f'~

.. r1 ~h~, ,Ge~a:n~ .~~ot ba ac¥e;v.e,~ :~~il"t jan OQ,c)J.PJa.~.~~~ t;~gi,Jne e:ds,tI8,. S0r.,ar,¥

th;e l'je~:p~~ o.~ Je8~~~~li?, ~e, ;oonoern,edf~ ,is ,absol~t91;y; oJ,ea.;r that, it ia, ~¥, ...~.h
of the overwhelming ma.jority that our troops should remain in West Berlin, rea1dy

as the symbol of their freedom.
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Now what are the international confliots which are aggravated by the present

situation in Berlin? Of course we !~ow full well there are great differences of

opinion between the Western world and Communist States, but those differences are

not caused by the situation in Berlin; they would continue to exist however the

situation in Berlin were changed or whether it was changed at all, and the best

way to deal with those great differences surely is to apply the formula of peaceful

coexistenoe. And this is the formula that we should also apply in Berlin, and it

seems to us that the existing situation in Berlin, although far from ideal because

of the division of Germany and the division of Berlin, nevertheless is not suoh a

very bad illustration of peaceful coexistence. We would say that. the situation in

Berlin under existing arrangements - provided it is left alone - is growing rather

more stable and less ·dangerous than it used to be. The fact that for more than

ten years there has been no crisis comparable with that of the blockade can be

quoted in support of this view. Our allied arrangements with the Soviet

authorities over the acoess to Berlin of Western personnel are working quite

smoothly on the whole, to a pattern which has been mutually agreed and which

really has become more firmly established as time has gone by. As far as German

access to Berlin is concerned the Agreements reached in Paris in 1949 have been

helpf. and again the arrangements seem to work quite smoothly. .And we therefore

see no real justification - unless there is some other purpose - for arguing that

the present situation in Berlin is automatically dangerous. Now that is the

point about the aggravation of international conflicts, and I just cannot see the

force in that argument.

Now the second ~oint made by the Soviet spokesmen is that West Berlin is a

NATO spearhead, the an5Wer is that the Western troops are numerically so few in

West Berlin that they obviously do not represent a military threat of ~y kind to

the Soviet Union. There are only about ten thousand of them. Whereas the Soviet

Army in East Germany alone is more than twenty thte 8 that number. Judging by some

of the talks which we have recently had with Soviet leaders, I think the smallness

of our forces in Berlin was something of a surprise to them. They cannot possibly

be described as a menaoe to Soviet security. Well, I do not know in what other

respects the Soviet Government regard West Berlin as the spearhead of the 'We stern

alliance. It is of oourse an eXample, if you like, of the Western way of life,

of the Western liberties. But on their own prinoiple of peaceful competition
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I should have thought that the Soviet Government had no reason to object to the

fact that in the middle of territory where their social system operates, there

should be a microcosm of the Western social system against which to measure it.

But meanwhile, however ~hose a!g~ments may be, we adhere to our own view that the
,

present situation in Berlin, abnormal though it is, works tolerably well and is

certainly no menace whatsoever to peace. And of course this picture of economic

bliss in East Germany as compared with penury in West Berlin, which llir. Gromyko

was trying to portray, I think we really recognise that as propaganda and not

really advancing our di~cussion at all.

Therefore I would say this: that we feel that the present situation in West

Berlin works pretty well. But although we feel that that is so with the present

situation, given the fact that it must be abnormal, we have nevertheless tried to

meet Soviet preoccupations and we have put forward an interim solution of our own

for Berlin. M. COUVG de Murville has explained the logical connexion between this

interim solution and the ultimate destiny of Berlin as the capital of Germany an~

we, I think, are all agreed upon that matter, that the ultimate destiny of Berlin

is to be the capital of a reunited Germany. And Mr. Herter has explained in some

detail the manner in which our suggestions for the reunification of Berlin could

be put into effect. knd I agree with everything they have said upon these points.

I gather ~ and ?erhaps it does not need a great deal of perception - but I

gather that this solution is not acceptable to Mr. Gromyko and he has put forward

his proposal that Berlin should be converted into a demilitarized Free Oity. He

referred to this as involving a concession by the authorities in Eastern Germany,

and no doubt he said this to introduoe a light note - a note of humour - into our

discussion, and I think we shall all treat that point accordingly. But I have

already explained that the military potential of the Western Powers in Berlin is

negligible. Therefore the conception of demilitarization does not bring into the

argument any new point of substance, except insofar as it would strike at the

reality of the city being free.

One of the .essential elements in the situation is the confidence of the people

of West Berlin that they will remain free. And that confidence can in our view

only be maintained if there are Western troops in West Berlin indicating in a

practical manner the determination of the Western Powers to maintain the freedom

of the West Berliners. Fine-sounding ~p,clarations or written promises which in the
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mind of the Weet Berliners could one day be denounced are by themselves not enough

to 8Ustain the confidence which is the prerequisite for the continued free life of

the city.

The Soviet Government h~ said on many occasions that they wish to preserve

the situation or a situation in which the people of West Berlin can choose their

own system of society, their own way of life. The Soviet Government have also

acoepted that it is essential in order to achieve that purpose for there to be

complete freedom of access for individuals and for goods and services from Western

Europe to West Berlin. Now broadly speaking that is the present situation. The

West Berliners at the moment are at liberty to choose their own system of sooiety

and there is, broadly speaking, free access from Western Europe to West Berlin.

And surely the sensible thing to do, if we really have at heart this task of

reducing international tension, would be to loave the present situation basically

as it is, although perhaps try to im;rove it in certain respects. Now we have

heard certain allegations and statements made today which I have no doubt my

colleagues and I will consider. We have heard this allegation of interference by

the Western Governments in the affairs of West Berlin. That is an allegation

which has no doubt been made seriously. I do not believe myself that there is

any evidence for this, but that is a matter perhaps to be considered. We have

heard this phrase used "an advEl1lce post of the cold war" and again that is a matter

which perhaps can be considered. ~r. Gromyko said in his speech that we, the

Western Powers, have not listened to their complaints about propaganda activities

in West Berlin. Well, I myself am not conscious of having read any formal

complaints of propaganda activities in West Berlin. Mr. Gromyko used a well

known proverb. He said that "No one is as deaf as he who is unwilling to hear".

Well, no doubt I shall remind him of that proverb several times in the course of

the next few days. We have also some matters to raise. But, as I say, surely

the sensible thing to do is to leave the present situation basioally as it is and

try to see whether by mutual agreement we can improve it in certain respects and

improve it from both points of view. And I think if Mr. Gromyko will not accept

our Plan for the reunification of Berlin and we cannot accept his plan for what

is called a demilitarized Free City, then surely the sensible way to approach

this matter is to say that the path along which progress should be made is to leave

the present situation basically as it is and see whether or not we can improve it

in oertain respects.


